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Ik denk met veel plezier terug aan onze overleggen. Bedankt voor jullie inspiratie
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Daarnaast wil ik de Master-studenten bedanken die hebben mee gewerkt aan dit
onderzoek: Gwen, Pauline, Christian en Ruben. Niet alleen vanwege hun inhoude-
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Abstract - People working in high-risk professions, as can be found in
the police force, fire department, aviation, and health services, rely
on their past experience to make adequate decisions under stressful
circumstances. In order for them to acquire this experience, they
need a substantial amount of practice.

A safe way to train people in high-risk professions is with the use
of scenario-based training (SBT). SBT is a practical training form dur-
ing which learners engage in interactive role-playing exercises, called
‘scenarios’. Scenarios are usually staged within a simulated environ-
ment. SBT is considered to be a suitable and effective training form
to provide learners the experience they need. Yet despite its poten-
tial, SBT also has its limitations. First of all, it requires considerable
logistic and organizational efforts. Secondly, it offers limited oppor-
tunities for personalized training. And lastly, it poses problems for
monitoring and interpreting events in the scenario in a structured,
systematic, and non-ambiguous manner.

Development of new training technology may alleviate the obsta-
cles that prevent ample and effective use of SBT. One major improve-
ment would be to reduce the number of staff personnel currently re-
quired for the preparation and delivery of SBT. This may be achieved
by automating the activities currently performed by staff personnel,
for instance by combining a virtual environment with artificial intel-
ligence. In this thesis, such a combination is referred to as a Person-
alized Educational Game.

Personalized educational games (PEGs) automatically manipulate
virtual simulated environments (e.g. game worlds) to offer learners
personalized autonomous training. This thesis investigates the re-
quirements, desired effects, and design of automated scenario-based
training in the form of a PEG. The current chapter presents the prob-
lem statement, research questions, and outline of the thesis.
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“An individual understands a concept, skill, theory,
or domain of knowledge to the extent that he/she
can apply it appropriately in a new situation.”

Gardner (1999)

People working in high risk professions, such as policemen, firefighters, soldiers,
pilots, First Aiders, nurses, and doctors, rely on complex skills. Complex skills in-
volve the integration of cognitive, social, emotional, and motor skills. Professionals
in these types of professions need to combine their knowledge and their assessment
of the current situation to decide which procedure is most appropriate for the task at
hand. They need to be able to make decisions and accurately perform the appropri-
ate procedure under stressful circumstances, such as time pressure and life-or-death
situations.

An effective training form for developing integrated complex skills is ‘scenario-
based training’ (SBT) (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1998; Oser et al., 1999; Salas et al.,
2006; Van den Bosch & Riemersma, 2004). SBT is a practical training form dur-
ing which learners engage in interactive role-playing exercises, called ‘scenarios’.
Scenarios are staged within a simulated environment, so that the potential conse-
quences of failures are included. As a result, SBT offers learners the opportunity to
safely gain experience with situations that are representative for their future profes-
sion. In addition, learners are able to practice the appropriate procedures within the
context of the scenario. In doing so, learners experience the outcomes of performing
tasks both correctly and incorrectly. This allows learners to reflect on the differences
between situations, task performances, and outcomes within the context of the sce-
narios. Even though both instructors and researchers acknowledge the importance
of practical SBT opportunities, they also emphasize the following associated limita-
tions.

First of all, the preparation and execution of SBT can be costly and time-consuming.
Not only do scenarios require the clearance and preparation of an area to stage the
scenarios, i.e. the simulated environment, they also depend on the presence of (large
numbers of) staff members to play various parts in the storyline, e.g. opponents,
team members, or victims. As a result, SBT often requires elaborate organization
and planning to ensure the presence of all people required. Additionally, all role
players must receive instructions on their roles, including their interaction possibili-
ties with the other roles. This requires elaborate script preparations.

Another challenge of SBT is the limited control and coordination possibilities at
run-time, i.e. as the scenario is playing. The scenario scripts do sometimes provide
limited possibilities to repair the storyline in case of an unforeseen event, but there
are situations where it is difficult to redirect the scenario into the desired direction.
And even if the scenario runs as intended, it may prove to be unsuitable for the
learner. In such cases an alternative scenario would be desirable, but due to the
extensive preparations required, it is not possible to improvise or switch to a more
suitable scenario.

Because of the limitations mentioned above, instructors are generally not able to
fully cover the learning content in practical training sessions; they need to make a
selection of the learning content that should at least be covered by the scenarios. As
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a result, learners are often restricted to either training the most common situations,
or the most severe or dangerous ones, depending on the selection of the instructor.
The cases not covered during practical training are usually presented and discussed
in theory, which is believed to be insufficient to prepare learners for their respon-
sibilities after training (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Grabinger & Dunlap, 1995; Lipshitz
et al., 2001; Prince, 2004; Yamnill & McLean, 2001; Young, 1993). As a result,
most learners start gaining actual practical experience with the remaining tasks only
when they are already working on the job.

A story illustrating SBT in practice

The following story illustrates the concept and use of SBT along with the possible
consequences of its current limitations.

Carl is part of the ‘In-Company Emergency Management (ICEM) Team’ at his office. In
the Netherlands, an ICEM team is responsible for managing casualties at work until
the incident has been adequately handled, or until the official emergency services arrive
(i.e. ambulance, firemen, police). Carl and his ICEM teammates are qualified to apply
First Aid, fight and control small fires, and initiate and manage evacuation procedures.

Once every six months, Carl and his team members participate in a one-day training
session. During these training sessions, they receive information about possible changes
in applicable policies and procedures. Furthermore, their tasks and duties are rehearsed.
Part of this rehearsal entails their participation in several role-playing activities with
actors who play the role of victims in casualties at the office.

Today is the first training day of Carl and his team members. In the past two weeks,
Carl has been preparing himself by using his free evening hours to study his text books.
He has the following question: How to distinguish a victim having a hypovolemic shock
from a victim having a panic attack? Carl asks his instructor whether this question can
be incorporated in today’s role plays. The instructor, however, tells Carl that it will not
be possible to incorporate his question in a role-playing exercise due to time limitations,
and because today’s actor did not prepare for these injuries. Instead, the instructor
proposes to discuss the question in theory.

In the last exercise of the day, Carl and his team members need to evacuate the
building due to a fire on the second floor. Carl and his team should guide all of the
people in the building to one side of the building, and then take them all to the ground
level using the stairs, not the elevator. However, somehow he and his team missed a
small group of people. As a result, these people took the elevator. Afterwards, Carl and
his team members conclude that their performance could have turned into a disaster
had it happened in real life. Because the exercise did not go as planned, the exercise took
longer than the instructor anticipated and reflecting on what happened was rushed so
that the exercise could be finished by the end of the day.

Afterwards, Carl feels unsatisfied with today’s training. He is still uncertain whether
he will be able to distinguish a shock from a heart attack if he were to encounter it in
real life. He’d rather have practiced both situations with an actor in a scenario. Carl
also feels confused about the evacuation exercise. He doesn’t really understand what
went wrong and what he would have to do better if something like this ever really
occurred at the office.
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Reflections on the story

The story above illustrates how SBT can be used to offer learners practical experi-
ence with relevant situations. Carl and his team members are able to safely practice
with simulated emergencies in their office.

The story also shows the limitations of the current organization of SBT. Training
opportunities for Carl and his ICEM team are scarce; they receive training once every
six months. Moreover, it is difficult for Carl’s instructor to personalize the training
session on the spot. Furthermore, when the evacuation scenario doesn’t work out as
planned, it is apparently difficult for the instructor to redirect the scenario in a de-
sirable direction. And although the mistakes causing the flawed performance could
still have been addressed during the reflection, too little time was taken to properly
investigate the causes, let alone to properly reflect on the experience offered by the
scenario. To conclude, the example illustrates how unforeseen problems may result
in a missed training opportunity for the learner.

Especially in larger exercises, such as the one described above, it can be challeng-
ing for the learners as well as the instructor to analyze mistakes. However, analysis is
important to enable a proper explanation to be given. The most preferable response
to a scenario would be to analyze the events, reflect on them, and provide the team
with a new scenario that requires the knowledge obtained during reflection. It is
not uncommon for scenarios to unfold differently from the original storyline due
to unforeseen decisions of the learners or role players. In cases where the exercise
fails to get across the intended learning content, the learner has to wait for the next
opportunity - if there ever is any - to practice the learning goals.

To conclude then, the limitations of regular SBT are: 1) the preparation and ex-
ecution of SBT is costly and time-consuming, and 2) control over the scenario at
run-time is limited. These limitations result in a restricted bandwidth for personal-
izing training in terms of content, frequency, and volume.

How to solve the identified issues?

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, i.e. costs, manpower, and limited con-
trol at run-time, researchers have been studying the use of virtual environments and
the automation of the role players in the exercises (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1998; Oser
et al., 1999; Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 2001). The development of a virtual world is
a useful enhancement because it alleviates the need to prepare a real-life simulated
environment. And automating the role players avoids the need to assemble and in-
struct the role-playing staff members. Although, configurable virtual environments
and virtual role players are a first solution to increasing training opportunities, the
availability of virtual worlds and virtual role players does not of itself guarantee
good training. A didactic reasoning component is needed to design and control, i.e.
direct, the training exercise.

Control over the scenario as it unfolds is important in order to steer the scenario
in a desirable direction. During traditional SBT, the exercise leader, or instructor,
coordinates the role players as they push the scenario forward (Oser et al., 1999;
Van den Bosch & Riemersma, 2004). All role players are focused on the learner’s
responses; they aim to create a situation that is instructive to the learner and lies
within the scope of the learning goal. In other words, the responsibility of the role
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players is not only to play their part, but also to warrant the didactic value of the
scenario. This emergent feature of the training scenario is coordinated by a single
operator, the exercise leader, from here on referred to as the director.

A study into the effects of control over a scenario at run-time showed that 1)
adjustments in the level of support and/or challenge could be effectively delivered
by manipulating the characters’ behaviors at run-time, and 2) such interventions re-
sulted in significant improvements of the scenario’s suitability for a given learner, i.e.
the learning value (Peeters et al., 2014). A comprehensive discussion of this study
can be found in Chapter 7. This study shows the potential didactic value offered
by automated SBT and realtime adjustments, allowing for effective control over the
training scenario as it unfolds. This study was therefore a motivation to continue
our investigations on automating the didactic reasoning processes underlying SBT.

The research aim of this thesis
This thesis investigates how SBT can be automatically controlled and directed to
offer learners personalized practical training. For this, the research presented in this
thesis combines knowledge from several research domains, i.e. educational psychol-
ogy, instructional design, artificial intelligence, and human-computer interaction.
The design presented here has theoretical foundations in cognitive load theory, con-
structivism, naturalistic decision making, information processing theory, and studies
on meta-cognition. In addition, the research employs the following technologies:
ontologies, intelligent agents, intelligent tutoring systems, HTN planners, semanti-
cally annotated objects, intelligent user interfaces, virtual environments, user mod-
els, and intelligent dialogue systems.

First, the concept of SBT is investigated to obtain a set of requirements for auto-
mated SBT. These requirements serve the purpose of delineating the solution space
for designing automated SBT. Subsequently, the problem is divided into smaller
problems; a comprehensive functional design for automated SBT is presented, in-
cluding its various functional components, fully covering the identified set of re-
quirements. An agent-based system architecture is proposed to coordinate the be-
havior of the functional components. The agent-based system is implemented in a
prototype and tested for feasibility and effectiveness to produce the intended coor-
dinated behavior. Thereafter, each of the functional components are developed and
tested in separate research projects.

1.1 Research plan
The research presented in this thesis employs the following research plan.

Problem statement

How to design an automated system for SBT, based on scientific evidence, such that
learners can engage in personalized autonomous training?

Research questions
The investigation is guided by the following research questions:

I. What are the requirements and anticipated effects of automated SBT?
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II. What design could satisfy the identified requirements?
III. Does the proposed design indeed satisfy the identified requirements?
IV. Does the proposed design produce the anticipated effects?

Research approach

The research problem presented above is a design problem. Design problems entail
the design of an artifact, that meets a set of criteria in order to solve a particular
problem. In this thesis, the problem entails the design of a cognitive system that
meets the requirements for automated scenario-based training in order to overcome
the limitations of regular scenario-based training.

Typically, design problems do not allow for fully specified, empirical research ques-
tions right from the beginning. Instead, the design problem serves as the context for
the conducted research; more specific research questions (empirical or otherwise)
emerge from the design process as new design solutions are proposed and tested.

This thesis employs the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method to approach
the design problem of automated SBT (Neerincx & Lindenberg, 2008; Neerincx,
2011). For a full explanation of the sCE method, see Chapter 3. The sCE method
starts with an analysis of the problem by means of interviews, literature research,
and an exploration of available technological solutions. This analysis results in a de-
tailed specification of the solution space constraining all acceptable design solutions
in terms of requirements. This specification also includes possibilities to evaluate
any proposed design; the design can be tested against the boundaries of the solu-
tion space, i.e. the requirements. In addition, the specification contains information
about the intended effects or performance outcomes of the cognitive system. As a
result of this approach, the sCE method produces more specific research questions,
that can be appropriately addressed as they emerge from the design process. De-
signs can be tested regarding their feasibility and effects through user-based studies
and experiments, formal specifications, and human-in-the-loop simulations.

1.2 Contribution
This thesis presents an approach to automating scenario-based training. Didactic
knowledge is made available for integration within an educational game. In turn,
this knowledge is used in the reasoning processes of various intelligent agents that
together prepare and control the game scenario. The combined behavior of the
agents results in a personalized scenario, staged within a virtual environment.

The conducted research has led to the following contributions:
˛ A verified agent-based architecture for automated SBT
˛ A set of requirements for automated SBT
˛ An overview of the intended effects of automated SBT
˛ An ontology that defines concepts relevant to automated SBT
˛ Validated designs for three components responsible for:

� dynamic difficulty adjustments in realtime
� automated scenario generation
� supporting the scenario authoring process of the user

˛ Preliminary designs for:
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� an agent-based user model of the learner
� a dialogue system to (a) stimulate students in explaining their own deci-

sions and/or performance and (b) provide additional instructional expla-
nations

˛ An extended description and discussion of the sCE method
Validated designs have been empirically tested on their effects in terms of perfor-

mance outcomes. Verified designs have been analytically checked on the accordance
between the theoretical specification and the actual implementation.

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis is outlined as follows:

Chapter 2 - Background - delineates the problem space by specifying the types of
training domains considered in this thesis and the most prominent features of effec-
tive practical training for these domains.
Chapter 3 - The situated Cognitive Engineering Method - presents and discusses
the methodology employed throughout the research presented in this thesis.

Part I - General design & prototype - describes the development of the agent-sup-
ported system for automated SBT.
Chapter 4 - Requirements & Claims: Functional specification - delineates the so-
lution space by specifying the requirements of automated SBT.
Chapter 5 - Multi-Agent System: Behavioral Specification - proposes the use of
a multi-agent organization to coordinate the functional components of automated
SBT.
Chapter 6 - Ontology: Conceptual Specification: formalizes the knowledge rele-
vant to automated SBT with the use of an ontology.

Part II - Component Designs, Prototypes, & Evaluations - presents the individual
designs for each of the comprising functional components.
Chapter 7 - Scaffolding Component - describes the development and evaluation
of the dynamic difficulty adjustment component.
Chapter 8 - Scenario Creator - describes the development and evaluation of the
automated scenario generation component.
Chapter 9 - Authoring Tool - describes the development and evaluation of the au-
thoring tool that enables instructors to participate in the scenario generation process.
Chapter 10 - Future Work - describes preliminary research on the remaining com-
ponents, i.e. the learner model and the reflection component.

Closing - indicates the end of Part II in order to separate the last chapter from the
previous chapters.
Chapter 11 - General Discussion and Conclusion - reflects on the entire research
process and recapitulates the research contributions presented throughout the the-
sis.

Most chapters are based on previously published work.
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Abstract - To become proficient in decision making within complex
task domains, learners need to acquire experience with a large variety
of situations that are typical and critical for their profession. How-
ever, people working in high-risk professions cannot acquire their
experience through learning on-the-job, because in real-life situa-
tions erroneous decisions may well result in grievous consequences.
Scenario-based training (SBT) aims to offer learners the experience
they need through role-plays. It allows learners to experience the
consequences of correct and incorrect decisions in a relatively safe
and controlled environment.

To automate SBT, this thesis combines two currently existing ap-
proaches to technology-enhanced learning: ‘educational games’ and
‘intelligent tutoring systems’. The result of this combination is called
a Personalized Educational Game (PEG). PEGs present learners with
realistic and representative practice situations that are staged in a
virtual environment. In addition, PEGs are enriched with artificial
intelligence that tailors scenarios to learners’ individual needs. This
enables learners to develop their competencies at their own level and
pace. To make learning purposive and goal-directed, the events in
the simulated environment as well as the behavior of key players are
carefully managed based on educational principles.

To make SBT easier to organize and thus more accessible, PEGs aim
for a new role for the instructor. The instructor should no longer be
strictly necessary during training. However, a PEG must also support
and exploit the expertise of instructors by allowing instructors to, for
instance, manually author scenarios, control certain characters, or
determine the learning goal. The human instructor is certainly not
excluded from or replaced by the PEG, but rather the PEG allows for
variable levels of automation, depending on instructors’ preferences
and availability.
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“An expert is a person who has made all the
mistakes that can be made in a very narrow field.”

Niels Bohr

“The essence of training is to allow error without
consequence.” Card (2008)

The previous chapter introduced the main problem statement of this thesis: ‘How
to design an automated system for SBT, based on scientific evidence, such that learners
can engage in personalized autonomous training?’

In order to provide an answer to this question, the problem space needs a more
detailed specification. Therefore, this chapter starts with a discussion of the type
of profession for which practical training is indispensable: complex high-risk profes-
sions. After establishing the characteristics of complex high-risk professions, we con-
tinue with an investigation of the required competencies. Subsequently, the chapter
presents an analysis of how training programs can support novices in developing
those competencies. Lastly, the concept of Personalized Educational Games is intro-
duced, which provides the context for this thesis.

2.1 Complex high-risk professions
The aim of the research presented in this thesis is not to investigate one technology-
enhanced training tool that fits all educational situations. The scope of this thesis is
restricted to one particular type of profession: the complex high-risk profession. Com-
plex high-risk professions can be found, for example, in the military, fire department,
police force, and emergency health care environments.

The first characteristic of these training domains is that they are ‘high-risk’ profes-
sions, i.e. any mistakes made during task performance may result in grievous conse-
quences, ranging from damage to the environment (e.g. oil leaks or forest fires) to
damage to society (e.g. a criminal on the run or an escalating riot), or even damage
to a person (e.g. injury or death). In this type of profession it is of the utmost im-
portance that professionals are proficient in performing the tasks when they finish
training.

In other (non-high-risk) professions, on-the-job learning is quite common; it al-
lows the learners to carry out the tasks in the actual task environment, thereby
gaining experience with the actual consequences of right and wrong decisions. But
in high-risk professions, the possibilities for on-the-job learning are greatly reduced
since any errors may well have detrimental effects. Hence, the challenge is how
experience with the task performance can be developed in high-risk professions in a
safe and controlled training environment to reduce the risks involved in on-the-job
learning.

The second characteristic of this type of profession is that they encompass complex
tasks (Campbell, 1988; Wood, 1986). Professionals in complex high-risk domains
work under a large variety of highly dynamic circumstances, each of which requires
a different procedure or approach. Timing, coordination, and communication play
an important role for the task execution as well. Moreover, they often work with
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a limited amount of information, and the expected outcomes of choosing a specific
procedure are often uncertain. In addition, these professionals generally work un-
der stressful circumstances, such as time-pressure and being aware of the possible
impact of making a wrong decision.

To conclude, complex high-risk professions involve knowledge-intensive, complex
tasks; although procedures exist, the nature of the tasks is not merely procedural.
Professionals should be able to accurately assess a given situation to decide which
procedure is applicable. In our society there are many such professions and it is
important for society that such professions are thoroughly exercised.

2.1.1 Competencies in complex high-risk professions

The question arises as to how professionals are able to carry out such complex high-
risk professions. Research has shown that experts in these types of professions en-
gage in naturalistic decision making (Cohen et al., 1997; Klein, 2008; Lipshitz &
Strauss, 1997; Lipshitz et al., 2001; Randel et al., 1996). They rely on their vast
experience with the task domain. Based on their previous experience, experts store
situational information in long-term memory in the form of patterns, called schemas.
Schemas describe relevant cues, expectancies, plausible goals, and typical reactions
related to particular situations. These schemas allow experts to a) recognize simi-
larities between the current task situation and their previous experiences, b) find an
applicable schema, and c) adopt the plan stored in that applicable schema.

When there are no or insufficient similarities between the task situation and the
situations described in the available schemas in long term memory, experts adopt
alternative strategies for decision making. They construct a mental image of the sit-
uation by means of cause-consequence relationships, engage in mental simulations,
and anticipate multiple plausible scenarios (Klein, 2008). These processes require
more active (conscious) reasoning and rely on critical thinking (Cohen et al., 1997).

Naturalistic decision making is highly contextual (situated): the outcomes depend
on the interaction possibilities of the situation at hand (Brown et al., 1989; Young,
1993). For example: when trying to get across a ravine, it makes no sense to try and
solve the problem without specific information about the current situation, e.g. are
there woods nearby?, how steep are the edges?, how deep and wide is the ravine?,
and so on. Such environmental elements provide affordances (Gibson, 1977), i.e.
possibilities for a person to engage in certain interactions with the environment. For
instance, if the edges are not too steep and offer enough grip, one might be able
to climb down from them. It is only when such situational information about the
environment is provided that it is possible to start solving the problem.

An important construct in naturalistic decision making is situation awareness (End-
sley, 1995). Situation awareness refers to a person’s knowledge about the current
state of a dynamic environment. It is acquired through situation assessment, during
which a decision maker constructs a comprehensive, meaningful image of the sit-
uation and its possible consequences or developments. Situation awareness allows
for quick recognition of the current situation’s (abstract) distinguishing features so
it can be mapped to the schemas stored in long-term memory.
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2.2 From novice to expert
So how can training support the development of these competencies? Expertise de-
velopment requires time and effort. If novices want to develop the competencies
identified above (e.g. decision making, situation awareness), they need to engage
in ample and deliberate training and, most preferably, training that facilitates: 1)
the expansion and refinement of tactical schemas, and 2) opportunities to practice
solving complex and unfamiliar problems to gain insights into the meaning of situa-
tional factors, both individually and combined. Based on the analysis in the previous
sections, we can infer that training for complex high-risk professions should:

˛ provide intensive, deliberate, and reflective practice over time
˛ allow learners to engage in situation assessment and decision-making in rele-

vant and representative cases (Lipshitz et al., 2001; Young, 1993)
˛ encourage learners to study cases from various angles (Helsdingen et al., 2010)
˛ provide opportunities to actively explore and experience cause-effect relations

(Brown et al., 1989; Lipshitz et al., 2001; Young, 1993)

2.2.1 Scenario-based training
A form of training often used for complex (high-risk) professions is scenario-based
training (SBT). SBT provides access to experiential learning. During scenario-based
training, learners prepare, execute and evaluate situations that are typical and/or
critical for their future line of profession within a simulated environment (Cannon-
Bowers et al., 1998; Oser et al., 1999; Peeters et al., 2012b; Salas et al., 2006; Van
den Bosch & Riemersma, 2004).

Training within a simulated environment is preferable over on-the-job learning,
especially in high-risk professions, because it allows for control over the learning
situation, thereby reducing the risks involved with mistakes and increasing the pos-
sibilities to shape the learning situation as desired. However, it also introduces
several additional complications, for instance regarding the transfer of training.

Transfer of training refers to the extent to which learners display the required
competencies, originally acquired in the training environment, while working on the
job (Baldwin & Ford, 1988). In order for the required competencies to transfer to the
task environment, the required level of resemblance between the task environment
and the training environment must be determined. This is especially important for
salient aspects, such as situational cues relevant for situation awareness.

SBT has been applied in a wide variety of application domains, such as safety
and defense, (emergency) health care, and soft skills. The scenarios offered to the
learner during scenario-based training are designed in advance. A scenario revolves
around a learning goal or a set of learning goals and consists of a set of events that
should evoke a certain response from the learner. As such, scenarios are designed
in such a way that opportunities for the learner to practice and demonstrate the
appropriate responses are not left to chance (Fowlkes et al., 1998; Oser et al., 1999).

To conclude, SBT is considered to be effective for the practical training of complex
high-risk task domains and therefore has been chosen as the training form employed
throughout this research project.
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2.3 Two approaches to technology-enhanced learning
From the above, we have established that SBT is a suitable training form for com-
plex high-risk professions. SBT requires a simulated environment to stage the train-
ing scenarios. As explained in Chapter 1, the organization of a training session in a
simulated environment is often elaborate, resulting in a shortage of training oppor-
tunities and limited options for personalization. This thesis addresses this problem
by investigating a way to automate SBT.

Earlier approaches to the automation of SBT have mainly focused on the automa-
tion of the environment, by developing a virtual world, or automating the virtual
characters such that they are able to believably play their parts in the scenario
(Cannon-Bowers et al., 1998; Oser et al., 1999; Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 2001).
Throughout this thesis an argument is presented for an additional layer of automa-
tion that is required to warrant the didactic value of the scenarios.

One research area that is particularly interesting when it comes to automated
didactic control over virtual environments is the field of educational games. A sec-
ond research area that aims to automate the didactic reasoning processes to offer
learners sufficient support during automated training exercises is the field of intel-
ligent tutoring systems. These two technology-enhanced training tools approach the
automation of training in a virtual environment from different directions, thereby
presenting seemingly complementary solutions for the automation of didactic rea-
soning in scenario-based training. This topic will be discussed in more detail below.

2.3.1 Educational games
During the past few decades, games have drawn the attention of both educational
psychologists and instructional designers (Charsky, 2010; Dickey, 2005; Egenfeldt-
Nielsen, 2006; Rieber, 1996). The anticipated advantage of learning through play
has mainly been the expectancy of increased motivation in learners to engage in
learning activities: games are fun. During these ‘fun games’ players voluntarily
engage in a ‘learning activity’; they unintentionally become better at playing the
game. They are even willing to invest time, effort, and money to learn something
they will never use in real life (Dickey, 2005; Malone, 1981). This has caused
instructional scientists to start investigating the possibilities of employing games
to teach people competencies that they can actually use in real life. Researchers
discovered that many entertainment games exploit instructional principles to engage
the player (Bopp, 2006; Gee, 2005). However, to prove that games really result in
better performance and facilitate learning, stronger evidence is required.

Although review studies exist that investigate the effects of educational games,
these have mostly shown indecisive conclusions regarding the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of educational games (Connolly et al., 2012; Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2006; Hays,
2005; Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011). These inconclusive findings are due to the
studies’ experimental designs as well as the game designs.

First of all, studies that investigate the effects of games are often flawed in their
control group, e.g. the study compares the game to non-traditional learning activi-
ties, or the game is designed based on instructional principles whereas the compar-
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ative learning activity is not.
Secondly, the two conditions compared in the study often differentiate from one

another on multiple aspects. The investigated educational games comprehend a
multitude of design choices and game elements that are compared in total to a
control activity. This is also problematic when trying to compare the outcomes of
different studies. One study may show positive effects whereas another study does
not, but since the game design in the two studies is often very different, it is hard to
tell what caused the difference in the found effects.

An additional shortcoming reported in reviews regarding the effects of educa-
tional games (and virtual environments) is that, in general, the studies do not ex-
plicitly describe the employed underlying educational and/or pedagogical principles
(Kebritchi & Hirumi, 2008; Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011; Wu et al., 2012).

Sampayo-Vargas et al. (2013) and Wilson et al. (2009) have suggested that these
problems could be overcome if studies employed a clear taxonomy of design fea-
tures, e.g. game elements or system components, and a methodology to guide the
evaluation of those design features. Examples of this kind of research can be found
in the studies conducted by Malone (1981) and Andersen et al. (2011).

To conclude, educational games offer a way to turn a ‘fun’ activity, i.e. playing a
game, into something useful, i.e. engaging in a learning experience. The concept
of educational games also seems to be well-aligned with the concept of SBT. How-
ever, the scientific evidence that people actually learn from playing games is as yet
inconclusive.

2.3.2 Intelligent tutoring systems
A different approach to technology-enhanced training are intelligent tutoring sys-
tems. Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) provide automated adaptive guidance dur-
ing training exercises. In contrast to the design of educational games, the design
of ITSs is often grounded in extensive research on effective instruction and human
tutoring (Graesser et al., 2012). According to Easterday et al. (2011), the use of
principles and concepts available from research in the intelligent tutoring domain
could greatly enhance the efficacy of educational games for training purposes.

ITSs are systems that “provide moment-by-moment adaptation of the instructional
content and form to the changing needs of the individual learner” (Ohlsson, 1986,
p.294). Ohlsson (1986) distinguishes four main challenges relevant for the design
of ITSs: 1) cognitive diagnosis - the ability to infer a person’s cognitive state based
on the observed performance; 2) subject matter analysis - the need for explicit rep-
resentations of the relevant subject matter; 3) teaching tactics - the availability of a
large variety of possible actions in order to respond to each action, performance, or
utterance with the right tutorial action; and 4) strategies for teaching - the availabil-
ity of a set of guidelines as to which teaching tactic should be employed under what
circumstances.

VanLehn (2006) described the behavior of ITSs as an outer and an inner loop.
The outer loop selects a task that is suitable for the learner’s current competencies,
whereas the inner loop provides step-by-step guidance during the actual task perfor-
mance. The outer loop dynamically selects learning topics while taking the learner’s
current competencies into account. In addition, the outer loop selects a mode for the
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task performance, such as ‘demonstration’, ‘hint-based’, or ‘independent’. VanLehn
describes the inner loop as the actions of the system in response to the learners per-
formance on individual steps of the task. Common services provided by ITSs during
the inner loop are minimal feedback, error-specific feedback, hints, and a review of
the solution.

Well-known examples of ITSs are: a) Cognitive Tutors, tracing the learner’s solu-
tion and comparing it to an expert model (Koedinger & Corbett, 2006); and b) the
(constraint-based) intelligent tutoring systems proposed by Ohlsson and Mitrovic,
which compare the learner’s solution to a set of constraints that should hold for all
acceptable solutions (Mitrovic & Ohlsson, 1999; Mitrovic et al., 2001).

To conclude, ITSs offer a way to provide learners effective support during their
autonomous performance of learning exercises. However, ITSs have generally been
employed in theoretical, text-based exercises rather than game environments.

2.4 Personalized Educational Games (PEGs)

Previous research has shown positive effects on learning as a result of combining
educational games with principles borrowed from the field of intelligent tutoring
systems, thereby benefiting from the motivational and experiential learning aspects
of educational games on the one hand and the instructional guidance provided by
ITSs on the other (Aleven, 2010; Conati & Manske, 2009; Habgood & Ainsworth,
2011; McNamara et al., 2010). The research presented in this thesis also aims to
combine educational games with principles from intelligent tutoring, yet in this case
this combination is especially directed at the automation of SBT. This results in a
new system design that allows for (semi-)automated SBT: personalized educational
games (PEGs).

PEGs present the learner with realistic and representative practice situations in
a simulated environment. Important features of the simulated environment, such
as the selection of suitable learning goals and the behavior of the non-player char-
acters, can be controlled automatically as well as by humans. As such, the system
allows for both instructor-controlled and autonomous training (in the absence of
other people).

In the simulated environment, learners are presented with representative situa-
tions that allow them to develop their competencies at their own level and pace.
The learner and other key players (either controlled by humans or by artificial intel-
ligence) are able to interact with each other and the environment. This allows them
to actively accomplish tasks and experience the effects of their choices. To make
learning purposive and goal-directed, the events in the simulated environment as
well as the behavior of key players are carefully managed based on educational
principles. PEGs include an automated didactic component that is able to reason
about the underlying didactics of the scenario presented to the learner.

At this point, a PEG is still a conceptual idea for the design of automated SBT. The
rest of this thesis presents the investigation, specification, and development of this
envisioned system.
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2.4.1 The selected domain in this thesis: First Aid
A PEG is meant to be a form of automated and/or semi-automated SBT that can be
applied in various professions, including complex high-risk ones. However, in order
to develop and verify prototypes, one particular training domain should be chosen
that allows for the implementation and testing of particular exemplary cases. It was
decided to consistently employ one training domain in all prototypes and validations
in this research project.

The following training domains were considered for use within the prototypes:
First Aid, conversational skills, military, medicine, firefighting, and emergency med-
ical services. All of these domains were analyzed regarding their suitability for use
in a prototype based on their representativeness for high-risk complex tasks, e.g.
Can the tasks be ordered in terms of complexity?; Is the task performer required to
manage a large variety of tasks and skills?; Is the task performer required to rely on
his/her own discretion at times?; Should the task performer be able to reckon with
uncertain goals?; Can there be multiple solutions to the same problem?; and so on.

Based on this analysis, the selected training domain was First Aid. First Aid entails
the provision of initial care in cases of illness or injuries. In general, First Aid is per-
formed by non-experts (i.e. they did not receive full medical training), but they did
receive basic training for the purpose of providing First Aid. First Aiders usually take
charge of the situation until definitive medical treatment can be accessed. In some
cases, an illness or minor injury does not require additional medical care beyond the
First Aid intervention. First Aid often consists of simple and potentially life-saving
procedures that can be performed with minimal equipment.

There is one exception to the consistent use of First Aid in our research: the re-
search described in Chapter 7 employed the training domain of ‘In-Company Emer-
gency Management’ (ICEM). ICEM entails the application of First Aid, firefighting,
and evacuation procedures, all of which are performed by a trained team of company
employees. This team remains in charge until the incident is adequately handled, or
when the official emergency services arrive (i.e. ambulance, firemen, police).

Both of these domains (First Aid as well as ICEM) are assumed to be sufficiently
representative for complex high-risk professions. They also describe clear and ac-
cessible domains, which makes them easier to capture and comprehend. Moreover,
both instructors and learners within First Aid and ICEM are relatively easy to re-
cruit. These aspects increased the attractiveness of First Aid (and ICEM) as the
chosen training domain in this research project.

Please note that even though the research described in this thesis employed First
Aid (and ICEM) as the selected training domain, the resulting principles are consid-
ered to be applicable in other (complex high-risk) professions as well.
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Abstract - The research presented in this thesis employs the situ-
ated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method. The sCE method provides a
structured and systematic approach to document and compare design
options with regard to their effects on 1) the experiences of people
when working with the technology and 2) the joint task performance
of the human operator(s) and the technology in the work place.

In sCE, users are closely involved in the design process from an
early stage onward. This involvement is established through focus
groups, interviews, and workplace analysis. Designs are grounded in
Human Factors knowledge, and evaluated through rapid prototyping
and human-in-the-loop experiments (i.e. experiments that investigate
the experience, behavior, and performance of users while they are
working with prototypes). The sCE method not only investigates the
human-computer interaction on the interface level, but also includes
investigations of the ways in which a human operator’s work flow is
affected by the presence of the new technology in the work place.

The sCE method guides designers throughout the design process
by 1) keeping track of the design choices made and the design op-
tions left unexplored; 2) evaluating a set of design features by look-
ing for desired effects and possibly negative side-effects thereof; and
3) backtracking to previous design choices in case a design fails to
bring about the desired effects.

This chapter is partially based on the following publications:

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “Situated cognitive
engineering: the requirements and design of directed scenario-based training”, in: Conference
on Advances in Computer-Human Interaction, ed. by Miller, L. & Roncagliolo, S., Xpert Publish-
ing Services, 2012, pp. 266–272.

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “An ontology
for integrating didactics into a serious training game”, in: Workshop on Pedagogically-driven
Serious Games (ECTEL Conference), ed. by Bocconi, S., Klamma, R. & S., B. Y., vol. 898, CEUR
Workshop Proceedings, 2012, pp. 1–10.
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“A common mistake that people make when
trying to design something completely
foolproof is to underestimate the ingenuity of
complete fools.” Douglas Adams

“Evolve solutions; when you find a good one,
don’t stop.” Eagleman (2011)

Personalized Educational Games (PEGs) provide a way to automate scenario-
based training (SBT). PEGs employ automated behind-the-scenes control over a
(virtually) simulated environment to create and manipulate storylines (i.e. scenar-
ios) that stimulate learning. They are intended to be a tool for instructors to increase
the amount of training opportunities for learners in complex high-risk task domains.
So far, PEGs have merely been presented as a conceptual idea. In order to turn this
idea into a concrete design proposal, this thesis investigates the design and devel-
opment of PEGs guided by the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method. The sCE
method offers a novel and systematic approach to cognitive systems engineering. It
is explained in the current chapter.

3.1 Design research methods - related work
Before the sCE method is presented in Section 3.2, this section elaborates on four
topics that are relevant to the sCE method. The sCE method originates from cog-
nitive engineering (Subsection 3.1.1). It addresses questions regarding the applica-
bility and suitability of empirical versus design research methods at various stages
in the cognitive system’s development process (Subsection 3.1.2). Furthermore, it
borrows ideas from requirements engineering and scenario-based engineering (Sub-
sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4).

3.1.1 Cognitive engineering
The problem addressed in this thesis is how to support the collaboration between
a learner, an instructor, and a PEG, such that they can engage in (semi-)automated
SBT to establish competence development in the learner. The effects of automated
SBT are not just a result of the individual performance of the learner, instructor, or
PEG; it is a result of their collaboration, i.e. of their joint performance.

A system comprised of both humans and machines, such as automated SBT, is
called a cognitive system. Cognitive systems should be designed such that the joint
performance of all parties involved is optimized. This is established by supporting
the cognitive processes of the learner, instructor, and PEG. For this, it is important to
acquire a clear specification of the information processing and work flow that takes
place on the side of all parties involved. The reason for this is that the introduction
of a new system often changes the human activity or work flow.

For example, people tend to find new ways of unintended use for newly intro-
duced artifacts. Take for instance the unintended use of a car navigation system
on a bicycle. The car navigation system may not take bicycle routes into account,
resulting in major detours for the cyclist. Based on this finding, the designer may
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decide to include this way of use in the design of the navigation system.
Another example of unexpected effects, due to the introduction of a new system,

can be observed when a machine takes over aspects of a human’s tasks. In such cases
it is often difficult to predict how the automation will affect the work flow of the
human operator or user (Hollnagel & Woods, 1983). By automating parts of a task,
instead of 1) controlling the machine, 2) the human operator may control a process,
or 3) even supervise a self-controlling process. For example, instead of 1) driving a
car, a person can 2) drive with cruise control, or 3) even own a self-driving car. In
the first case, the driver is actively performing the task, by manually controlling the
car. In the second situation, the driver is merely operating the system on a higher
level, telling the car at what speed it should drive and checking whether the car
behaves accordingly. In the third case, the driver is not part of the task execution,
but is only monitoring the process and needs to interfere when necessary. This
example shows how the technology changes the role of the operator and, as such,
the demands placed on the human operator. Such changes may result in unforeseen
(side) effects: in a self-driving car the driver may become drowsy because of a lack
of stimulation. In turn, the driver may wrongfully think it is safe to take a nap,
which clearly results in a dangerous situation.

To design machines that are useful to the people that work with them, designers
should approach the design problem by looking at the entire cognitive system, i.e.
taking into account how the machine will be used within the joint human-machine
task and work flow and how their joint performance can be optimized. Cognitive en-
gineering sees the tasks of the user and the interactions between the user and the ma-
chine as part of the design process (Dowell & Long, 1998; Hollnagel & Woods, 1983;
Norman, 1986; Rasmussen, 1986; Woods & Roth, 1988). For this, cognitive engi-
neering aims to uncover and apply the principles underlying human performance
within cognitive systems. These principles are typically adopted from human factors
research, e.g. psychology, human-computer interaction, cognitive science, industrial
design, and ergonomics.

Cognitive engineering also entails user-based and human-in-the-loop studies that
evaluate prototypes in order to uncover any unwanted effects at an early stage of de-
velopment. Prototypes are early versions of a system that are built to test a concept
or process. They can be automated systems, sufficiently worked-out to be incorpo-
rated in the final system, but they can also be paper-based mock-ups of the system,
or even Wizard-of-Oz prototypes in which a human mimics the system’s responses
to user input (Paetsch et al., 2003).

Running example

An example of a (non-automated) cognitive system is a person controlling the water
flow for a bathtub with two faucets, a hot water faucet and a cold water faucet
(Norman, 1986). The person wants to control a) the temperature of the water
in the tub and b) the rate of water streaming from the two faucets. The physical
mechanics control the individual rate of hot and cold water flowing into the tub.
There is a relation between the variables the user wants to control and the physical
mechanics, but the variables that can be physically controlled are not the variables
the person cares about.
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According to Norman (1986) there are two approaches to designing a system
such that it increases the match between the goals of the user and the mechanics
of the machine. The first approach is to make the mechanics of the machine more
understandable for the user, for example, by adding a step-by-step instruction on
how to operate the two faucets in order to reach the desired temperature. The
second approach is to make the user’s goals directly interpretable for the machine,
for example, by creating a faucet that allows the user to directly indicate the desired
water temperature. Of course, combinations of the two approaches are also possible.

Automated scenario-based training as a cognitive system

Automated scenario-based training (SBT) can be regarded as an example of a cog-
nitive system (also see Figure 3.1). It consists of three cognitive actors: a machine
(a PEG), a learner, and an instructor. These actors collaborate with each other to
manipulate parts of a (virtually) simulated environment.

Cognitive System: (semi) automated SBT. All actors in the system cooperate to increase the 
learner’s competencies and proficiency in the training domain.

Machine: 
automated 

components

Instructor1

In
te

rfa
ce

1

Interaction
1

Manipulate

Virtual 
Environment

Perceive
Learner1

Interaction2

Subsystem: The instructor cooperates 
with the machine to offer the learner 

personalized scenarios.

Figure 3.1: Automated SBT - represented as a cognitive system

The goal of the cognitive system (automated SBT) is to achieve a positive effect on
the learner’s competencies. In other words, the learner’s competencies are the envi-
ronmental element the system attempts to control. The learner is trying to develop
his/her competencies by practicing the task offered by the instructor and the ma-
chine. The instructor and the machine are trying to come up with scenarios that will
help the learner to develop those competencies. The instructor and the machine can
be regarded as a subsystem; they have a somewhat different task than the learner,
i.e. the dynamic creation of scenarios and execution of scenario adjustments.

The problem of designing automated SBT is how to efficiently divide the workload
of instructing the learner between the machine and the instructor, how to support
the collaboration between the machine and the instructor, and how to appropriately
automate the tasks that need to be automated. To design automated SBT, a more
thorough understanding is required of, e.g., what task the system aims to perform,
how instructors currently perform this task, and how collaboration between the in-
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structor and the machine can be facilitated. These are some of the problems that
will be addressed in this thesis.

3.1.2 A modern approach to design research
For a long time, researchers agreed that the design of artifacts was considerably dif-
ferent from scientific research and required distinct approaches and methods (Tripp
& Bichelmeyer, 1990). The conviction was that scientific research should aim to find
principles that are valid in many situations, i.e. to uncover the truth, whereas design
research was regarded to be more pragmatic, aiming to create an artifact, i.e. to
apply scientific knowledge. As a result of this belief, the scientific research method
and the design research method were believed to be distinct as well.

Scientific research employed the empirical research cycle described by De Groot
(1966): 1) observe the world, 2) hypothesize about regularities, 3) anticipate mea-
surable effects, 4) test the hypothesis, 1) observe the world, etc. In this sense the
theory resulting from the empirical research cycle is descriptive in nature. The theory
is considered to be a model of the world and as such the model should be adapted to
the empirical findings in the experiments until it accurately describes and predicts
everything that can be observed in those experiments.

In contrast, design research methods generally assumed a fully developed scientific
theory that could be directly translated into a usable model. This model was then
considered to be valid as-is and assumed to be readily applicable in the system’s de-
sign. Design research in this sense only served to appropriate and evaluate existing
theories in practical applications. The design process itself relied on an engineering
cycle: 1) implement the model or system specification (prototype), 2) test & val-
idate the prototype, 3) evaluate the prototype’s consistency with the specification.
If the prototype was not behaving conform the system specification, the prototype
was adjusted and evaluated once more, etc. As such, the model employed in de-
sign research was regarded to be prescriptive: the resulting prototype or program
should behave according to the model (specification) and if this was not the case,
the program should be adapted such that it did.

Nowadays, researchers have generally adopted a more nuanced attitude towards
the differences between scientific research and design research, resulting in new
methods that bridge the gap between these two formerly presumed to be distinctive
types of research (Edelson, 2002). These new methods emphasize that design does
not merely serve the evaluation of theories in practice, but also plays an important
role in theory development.

This view is nicely explained by Hevner (2007) as he identifies three research
cycles important in design research: 1) the relevance cycle, 2) the rigor cycle, and
3) the design cycle. These cycles are depicted in Figure 3.2 and further explained
below.

The relevance cycle first identifies and represents opportunities and problems in
the application environment. Not only does this cycle result in a list of demands
coming from the application environment, it also defines acceptance criteria for the
evaluation. It then uses these acceptance criteria to check whether the design ob-
tained from the design cycle actually provides a solution or improvement for the
identified problems and opportunities. During these field studies, requirements may
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Design Research

Design & 
Specification

Prototype &
Evaluate

Knowledge 
base

Theories 

& Methods

Application 
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Problems, 
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Acceptance 
Criteria

Relevance Cycle Design Cycle Rigor Cycle

Figure 3.2: Hevner identifies three research cycles in the Information Systems research frame-
work (adapted from Hevner (2007, p.88))

prove to be incomplete, the artifact may have deficiencies, or it may result in new
problems/opportunities. In such cases another iteration of the relevance cycle starts
with the feedback obtained in the previous cycle and a restatement of the research
requirements as discovered from actual experience.

The rigor cycle connects the design science activities with the knowledge base con-
sisting of scientific foundations, experience, and expertise. The rigor cycle provides
such theoretical knowledge to the research project to ensure its innovation. The
cycle also adds new knowledge to the knowledge base. For instance, the results of
the design and relevance cycle include: 1) extensions to the original theories, 2)
methods developed during the design research, and 3) experience gained from field
testing the artifact in the application environment (i.e. theory development).

The central design cycle describes what could be regarded as the engineering cycle.
This process aims to iteratively refine the artifact’s design through rapid cycles of
building and evaluating the prototype. The nature of this cycle is the generation
of multiple design alternatives and the evaluation of the alternatives with regard to
the requirements and acceptance criteria until a satisfactory design is achieved. It is
important to maintain a balance between the construction and the evaluation of the
artifact’s design; both must be convincingly based in the relevance and rigor cycles.

Even though Hevner (2007) accurately identifies and describes these three cy-
cles, he does not provide a thorough methodology to guide designers through these
three cycles. The situated Cognitive Engineering method accommodates this mod-
ern three-cycle approach to design research, extends it to the field of cognitive en-
gineering, and adds two additional constructs (requirements and claims, also see
Subsection 3.1.3 and 3.1.4) resulting in a well-integrated methodology that offers
strong guidance for the design and research cycles.

On the evaluation of designs

To verify that a design actually meets the acceptance criteria and results in the in-
tended effects, the design should be validated. For the validation of a (cognitive)
system design, three development stages should be taken into account (Hollnagel &
Woods, 1983).
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In the first stage, a well-studied, validated, and relevant principle is selected from
the (human factors) knowledge base. This principle is used as the foundation for a
candidate design feature and comes from the rigor cycle. Subsequently, the design
feature is implemented in a prototype during the design cycle. This prototype in turn
is evaluated within the application environment, which is done during the relevance
cycle (Hollnagel & Woods, 1983). Each of these steps may introduce misinterpreta-
tions or false translations, resulting in uncertainty as to whether the intended effects
of including the design feature will actually be secured by the system’s implementa-
tion.

Design Research Knowledge 
base

Application 
Environment

Relevance 
Cycle

Design 
Cycle

Rigor 
Cycle

Theory
Validation 
(Empirical)

Model
Verification
(Analytical)

Design
Verification
(Analytical)

Model
Validition
(Empirical)

Figure 3.3: The relation between the different verification and validation steps and Hevner’s
research cycles (adapted from Hevner (2007, p.88) and Hollnagel & Woods (1983, p.596))

In Figure 3.3, various validation and verification steps are related to Hevner’s
research cycles. The steps are used to verify and validate the process of successfully
incorporating human factors knowledge into a system design.

We will first explain each of the steps by means of the water faucet example.
Imagine that the water faucet is to be used by people who may not be able to under-
stand how to use the faucet immediately. The faucet is to be extended with a design
feature that supports these users in the correct use of the faucet. The envisioned
solution is the addition of a spoken instruction placed next to the faucet to support
its correct use.
Theory validation - The support for the envisioned design feature comes from mul-
tiple studies that indicate the benefits of step-by-step instructions to support task
execution. Theory validation entails making sure that an idea, concept, or theory
is well-studied and has been sufficiently validated in previous experiments, before
adopting it into the design.
Model verification - A step-by-step instruction is devised for operating the double
faucet. This is a new application of the step-by-step instruction principle, requiring
an investigation of how to operate the faucet and how to clearly explain this proce-
dure in a step-by-step instruction. Model verification is arguably the hardest step in
the design process: one has to make sure that the adopted theory is appropriately
transformed into a usable design feature. It may be that the theoretical principle
has not yet been applied within a context comparable to the envisioned system. In
such cases it may be necessary to study the principle within the application context
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before adopting it into the system’s design or turning it into a design feature.
Design verification - The step-by-step instruction is implemented in a prototype,
making it available for use while operating the faucet. This implemented prototype
of the instruction may take on many different forms, ranging from a person standing
next to the faucet - vocally providing the step-by-step instructions as the user oper-
ates the faucet - to an audible smart-watch application that guides the user through
the procedure. During the design verification, the developer of the prototype ensures
that the prototype behaves as described in the original specification.
Model validation - The prototype is evaluated by monitoring users as they use the
faucet with the new design feature. If the design feature (step-by-step instructions)
is implemented correctly, the same results should be found as in the original studies
that led to the adoption of the design feature, i.e. people should be able to operate
the water faucet even without previous understanding, experience, or knowledge.
Hence, during empirical validation, the prototype is evaluated by looking for the
intended effects of the adopted human factors principle within the context of the
application environment. If all goes well, results obtained from the prototype evalu-
ation within the application environment should correspond to the results obtained
in previous studies.

Please note the distinction between verifications and validations. Verification en-
tails the analytic establishment of a correspondence between two versions of the
same construct. In contrast, validations entail the traditional testing of hypotheses
through experimental designs.

Ultimately, the effects that were obtained in the original theoretical validation
should be reproduced in the empirical validation, after implementing the design
feature in the prototype. Indeed, this would be the only true justification for incor-
porating the design feature in the system specification; the intended effects were the
reason for adopting the design feature in the first place. However, the concurrence
of results obtained from the empirical validation and the theory validation is not al-
ways guaranteed. The original manipulations applied in previous studies have been
altered through the steps described above to produce the resulting design feature
as implemented in the prototype. Until this last validation step is performed, the
design can only be assumed to result in the intended effects based on the other three
validation/verification steps.

In the running example of the water faucet, the focus is on one single design
feature. However, complex cognitive systems usually entail a large combination of
design features. In fact, a complex cognitive system is generally of such a size that it
cannot be evaluated as a whole in one single experiment (Westera et al., 2010). In-
stead, the design specification is divided into manageable pieces such that they can
be evaluated in separate experiments. Because of all the interdependencies between
the various design features, this partitioning is not a trivial task. And neither is the
level of detail to which this partitioning and testing should take place. Segregating
the design into single design features is not feasible nor desirable, because all inter-
dependencies are lost. On the other hand, it is also not useful to evaluate the system
as a whole because there are too many interdependencies to draw any unambiguous
conclusions.
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3.1.3 Requirements engineering
Requirements engineering in cognitive systems is directed at specifying require-
ments. Requirements describe exactly what is needed for the design of a new or
altered product: what function should the product fulfill? According to Wiegers
(1999), requirements should be correct, feasible, necessary, prioritized, unambigu-
ous, verifiable, complete, consistent, modifiable, and traceable. Figure 3.4 depicts
the role of requirements within the three cycles of design research: requirements
describe the demands coming from the application environment thereby specifying
the problem space for the design cycle.

Design Research Knowledge 
base

Application 
Environment

Relevance Cycle:
Requirements
Engineering Design Cycle Rigor Cycle

Figure 3.4: The relation between requirements engineering and Hevner’s research cycles
(adapted from Hevner (2007, p.88))

Requirements can be documented in ‘use cases’. Use cases provide short descrip-
tions of user-system interactions to convey how the system interacts with a user (or
another system) to achieve a specific goal. Use cases typically employ the language
of the end-user or domain expert. A use case describes how a user is envisioned to
work with the system, by specifying the steps needed to perform a task.

Requirements can be elicited in multiple ways (Paetsch et al., 2003). Examples of
requirement elicitation methods are: interviews with potential users and stakehold-
ers; the construction of scenarios and use cases; observation and social analysis in
the work environment; focus groups; brainstorming sessions; and rapid prototyping.

Ross & Schoman (1977) propose the development of a functional architecture
based on the requirements. In this context, functional implies that the architec-
ture specifies segregated parts of the system that satisfy a particular subset of the
requirements. Such segregated parts are referred to as functional components. The
functional architecture describes the algorithmic nature of the system: the input and
output of functional parts of the system. It provides a rigorous layout of the activities
performed by the system and the way components interact with other components
and users of the system. A functional architecture also offers a way to partition
the evaluation of a complex cognitive system. By dividing the system into smaller
functional components, these components can be evaluated separately.

3.1.4 Scenario-based design
In scenario-based design the intended or envisioned use of the future system is con-
cretely described at an early stage in the development process by means of narra-
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tives, i.e. scenarios (Carroll, 2000; Go & Carroll, 2004). Scenarios have characteristic
features. First of all, scenarios include at least one user who is trying to achieve at
least one goal, i.e. a change the user wishes to achieve. Furthermore, scenarios
always encompass a setting, e.g. the user’s role, the system’s functions or features
employed by the user, and the way functions and features are presented to the user.
Also, scenarios specify sequences of actions and events: things that users do and
things that happen to them, e.g. changes in the circumstances of the setting. The
scenarios describe the way actions and events interact with the achievement of the
goals. Scenarios make the use of the system explicit, thereby prompting designers
to focus on the - often implicit - assumptions about people (users) and the way they
perform their tasks.

Carroll & Rosson (1992) propose an incremental process of writing scenarios and,
subsequently, identifying the underlying positive and negative claims, i.e. conse-
quences of adopting particular design features on users and other stakeholders. The
claims identified in a scenario can be iteratively used to derive new scenarios. This
process eventually results in an ever more precise system design. The identified
claims should be justified, either by scientific research in relevant fields, such as
psychology and human-computer interaction, or by argumentation and logic.

Pos Claim1

Pos Claim2

Pos Claim3

Neg Claim1

Neg Claim2

Scenario

User does A

System does B

User does C

System does D

Design feature1

Design feature2

Figure 3.5: The relation between scenarios and claims

As is depicted in Figure 3.5, there is a linkage between: 1) concrete and contex-
tualized scenarios; 2) applied and developed design features; and 3) abstract and
generic claims. This linkage extends the design features with a design rationale:
design features describe how the system responds to the user. The decision between
multiple options for design features can be guided by looking at the expected conse-
quences or claims documented in the scenarios (Carroll & Rosson, 2003). Moreover,
each design feature can be traced back to its original expected effects. Since the
expected effects (i.e. claims) were the reason for adopting the design feature, claims
offer a way to justify the incorporation of design features. Design rationale is the
analysis and documentation of a system’s intended use, described in scenarios, and
the associated claims. It supports the decision-making process underlying the design
choices.
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Design rationale has the potential to evolve into a design science (Carroll &
Rosson, 2003). Specific design descriptions can be abstracted and generalized by
categorizing designs. Moreover, the features that define the categories can be asso-
ciated with general consequences for users and their task performance. As a result,
a theory can be developed by specifying under what circumstances which design
features produce which types of effects, i.e. theory development in the rigor cycle.

Design Research Knowledge 
base

Application 
Environment

Relevance Cycle:
Requirements

Engineering
Scenarios

Design Cycle

Rigor Cycle:
Claims Analysis 

and Theory 
Development

Figure 3.6: The relation between claims analysis and Hevner’s research cycles (adapted from
Hevner (2007, p.88))

The sCE method adopts ideas from requirements engineering, claims analysis, and
scenario-based engineering and integrates them in the design research cycles. Fig-
ure 3.6 depicts the integration of the four notions discussed throughout this section
and shows how they can be combined into a more specific design research method.
The resulting sCE methodology is explained more thoroughly in the next section.

3.2 Situated cognitive engineering
The Situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method carefully intertwines the three
identified research cycles discussed in the previous section and adopts elements
from requirements engineering and claims analysis resulting in an integrated de-
sign process to come to an elaborate system specification. As such, the sCE method
is believed to provide guidance for the design process, supporting all of the three
cycles in an integrated fashion. The sCE method is compliant with ISO standards
9241-210 ‘Ergonomics of human-system interaction’.

The sCE method places the design process within the scope of the domain and the
intended application environment. The method prescribes an iterative, incremental
development process; each (fast) cycle is directed at refining the system’s specifica-
tion in more detail. The system specification is an organic whole consisting of 1) use
cases, 2) requirements, 3) claims, and 4) an ontology. Together, these elements de-
scribe the system’s behavior, functions, expected effects, and underlying conceptual
knowledge respectively.

3.2.1 The four elements of the system specification
This subsection will explain the four elements in the system specification using the
previously mentioned example of the hot and cold water faucets that should be
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combined in order to obtain the desired water temperature. The resulting system
specification is also depicted in Figure 3.7.

Claim

Pos1: By providing the 
user step by step 
instructions, he will 
eventually reach the 
desired bath water 
temperature.

Neg1: Opening the hot 
water faucet first may 
cause risks of burns

Requirement

The system will offer the user 
instructions on how to reach the 
desired bath water temperature.

Use case

Wilbur wants to take a bath. He 
wants to know how he should 
operate the faucets to obtain his 
desired bath water temperature. 
The system tells him to first open 
the hot water faucet halfway. 
Then it tells him to slowly open 
the cold water faucet bit by bit 
while checking the bath water 
temperature until the desired 
temperature is observed.

Ontology

Hot water faucet: the faucet with the red dot
Cold water faucet: the faucet with the blue dot
Open the faucet: turn the faucet counter-clockwise
Close the faucet: turn the faucet clockwise
Bath water temperature: temperature of the water in the bathtub

Underpins
Underpins

Underpins

Justifies Illustrates

Figure 3.7: An example of a feature specification

The use cases in the system specification provide stepwise descriptions of envi-
sioned interactions between the system and the user. In that sense, use cases are
comparable to ‘scenarios’ as described by Carroll & Rosson (2003). In the example
in Figure 3.7, the use case describes how a person named ‘Wilbur’ employs the sys-
tem in order to operate the faucets and obtain his desired bath water temperature.

The requirements are specifications of the system’s functions, such as ‘The system
will offer the user instructions on how to reach the desired bath water temperature’.
Requirements can be grouped into core functions to identify functional components
within the system, such as a user model that keeps track of the user’s relevant char-
acteristics and preferences. The requirements and functional components can be
regarded as design features: they specify what the system will be able to do and/or
what it will offer the user.

The claims in the system specification are descriptions of the expected effects or
implications of the requirements. Claims refer to positive as well as negative effects
of adopting a particular requirement. There is a distinction between the role of pos-
itive claims and negative claims. Positive claims are an indication of the desired
effects, i.e. the effects that should be identified during the evaluation of the design
in the application environment. As long as the positive claims cannot be validated
(empirical validation), the addition of the design feature cannot be justified. Nega-
tive claims, on the other hand, can be regarded as possible problems occurring after
adopting the specified design feature. As such, evaluations of the system’s design
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choices should also investigate the presence of these negative effects. If the neg-
ative effects turn out to be non-existent, no action is required. However, if these
negative effects are indeed observed in the evaluations, the system’s design should
be adapted in such a way that either 1) an alternative design feature is chosen that
results in the same positive effects but not in the negative ones, or 2) additional de-
sign features are adopted that aim to reduce or overcome the negative effects of the
design feature. Part of the design challenge is that multiple solutions exist for the
same problem and it is not always clear which solution is the optimal one. Hence,
negative claims should be part of the system specification in order to guide decisions
among design options.

Lastly, the ontology is the specification and formalization of the bodies of knowl-
edge relevant to the system. More specifically, the ontology defines and relates all
the concepts mentioned in the use cases, requirements and claims. As such, the
ontology warrants consistency between the other three elements. For instance, in
the example the term ‘hot water faucet’ is defined as the faucet with the red dot
(in contrast to defining the hot water faucet as the left-hand faucet, which might
also serve in most occasions). The meaning and definition of each term in the on-
tology depends on the application environment in which it will be used. Each time
the same concept is mentioned in the system specification, it refers to the meaning
specified in the ontology, resulting in its consistent use and explicit meaning.

In a way, the ontology describes the model of relevant domain knowledge em-
ployed by the system. As described previously, concepts and theories from human
factors need to be translated into a model that can be employed in the system’s de-
sign. It is the model that is employed by the system to reason about the user and
to decide how the system should respond to that user. A clear documentation in
the form of an ontology makes the models derived from human factors knowledge
explicit, so that it can be verified by domain experts. As such, the ontology also
facilitates model verification.

3.2.2 Incremental development process
The sCE method prescribes an incremental development process that results in an
ever more detailed system specification. Incrementality is generally a part of all
cyclical processes, but in this case incrementality is especially important due to
the partial unpredictability of the interaction between the newly designed system
and the user that operates it. The development process of the system specification
goes back and forth between three stages: the task domain and support analysis
(TD&SA), the system specification, and the refinement and validation (also see Fig-
ure 3.8).

The system’s initial specification follows from the first TD&SA, consisting of three
major parts: 1) the task domain analysis, 2) the human factors analysis, and 3) the
technological opportunities analysis.

The task domain analysis concerns the application domain. Usually this step in-
cludes interviews and brainstorm sessions with end-users, or field studies (e.g. on-
the-job interviews, shadowing, training participation). In general, the task domain
analysis employs task analysis methods, such as Hierarchical Task Analysis or Cogni-
tive Work Analysis (Annett, 2004; Annett & Duncan, 1967; Militello & Hutton, 1998;
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Figure 3.8: The situated Cognitive Engineering method structures the incremental research
and development of the system’s specification (Neerincx & Lindenberg, 2008)

Salmon et al., 2010; Schraagen et al., 2000; Stanton, 2006) to construct an initial
set of user requirements, accompanying claims, use cases, and important concepts
to be documented in the ontology.

The human factors analysis investigates relevant theories, guidelines and support
concepts through literature research and consultations with domain experts (e.g.
HCI researchers or educational psychologists). This step aims to refine the set of
requirements, claims, concept definitions, and relations among those concepts.

The exploration of technological opportunities results in a range of possible tech-
nological solutions for the identified problem.

Each achieved set of system specifications is to be empirically refined. This refine-
ment is reached through evaluations, which can be performed at various levels of
the system’s design, as explained earlier in Figure 3.3. Below, we provide several
examples of system evaluation methods.
Model verification - Conducting literature research, expert reviews to verify a cor-
rect translation of the human factors principles to the model employed by the sys-
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tem.
Design verification - Verifying that the system behaves as intended in the original
design. This is established by comparing its behavior to the behavior described by
the use cases in the system specification.
Model validation - Conducting user-based studies and human-in-the-loop experi-
ments to verify the claims that are a direct consequence of the adopted model.
Design validation - Presenting potential users with use case simulations, perform-
ing user-based studies with prototypes, performing human-in-the-loop studies, and
interviewing users all in order to investigate the system’s usability and to investigate
and compare various design proposals.

As can be seen from these examples, the system specification facilitates the various
types of evaluations. Each function or requirement is added because of its expected
(overall beneficial) effects described in the claims. This means that if the function
is well implemented, the accompanying claims should be confirmed through exper-
imental validations of the prototype. Results from such evaluations feed back to the
system’s specification, and to the ‘Task Domain and Support Analysis’: the knowl-
edge obtained through such evaluations concerns more than the system’s design,
it concerns underlying claims as well, thereby informing us of the effects of cer-
tain more generic functions and conceptual constructs as described previously when
discussing the work by Carroll & Rosson (2003), i.e. theory development.

The incrementality of the development process results in the reuse of valid use
cases, requirements, and claims in subsequent cycles of the design process. As a
result, the development of the use cases, requirements, claims, and ontology are
parallel processes: it is possible, even necessary, to move back and forth between
the four elements that make up this specification, since each of these elements fuels
the specification process of the other ones.

3.2.3 Functional architecture
Along with the system specification, the sCE method prescribes the development of
a functional architecture. The functional architecture groups requirements into core
functional components. By specifying the input and output parameters for each
of the components, they can be studied in isolation from the rest of the system.
As long as the rest of the system is able to 1) produce the required input for the
component and 2) process the output produced by the component. As such, the
functional architecture should clearly specify the in- and outputs required by each
of the functional components to warrant the possible reassembly of the components
after their individual development.

3.2.4 Relation to the three design research cycles
From the explanation of sCE provided above, it is assumed to be entirely clear how
cognitive engineering, requirements engineering, and claims analysis relate to the
sCE method. However, the previous section also described a three cycle design pro-
cess and announced it to be of particular importance to the sCE method. Yet, it
may not be entirely conspicuous where the rigor, relevance, and design cycle can be
found in the sCE method described above. This subsection will provide an explana-
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tion of this relation:
The relevance cycle can be recognized in the analysis of the task domain during
the TD&SA, the requirements as part of the system specification, and the model and
design validation in the refinement and validation stage.
The rigor cycle can be recognized in the human factors analysis during the TD&SA,
the ontology and claims in the system specification, the model verification during
the refinement and validation stage, and the feedback loop to the human factors
knowledge (i.e. theory development as a result of the empirical validations).
The design cycle can be recognized in the exploration of available and envisioned
technology during the TD&SA, the use cases in the system specification, and the
design verification and validation during the refinement and validation stage.

By intertwining these cycles, the sCE method results in an incremental design
process to achieve an elaborate system specification, while supporting all of the
three cycles in an integrated fashion.

3.2.5 Previous applications of the sCE method
The sCE method has been successfully applied in multiple application domains. Ex-
amples of previous applications are: a task support system in naval ships (Neerincx
& Lindenberg, 2008); a system that teaches social conventions (Schouten et al.,
2013); a support system for astronauts during long-term missions (Neerincx et al.,
2006; Neerincx et al., 2008); a support system for human-robot team performance
in complex tasks (Mioch et al., 2012); a support system for urban search and rescue
missions (De Greef et al., 2009); a support system for technical crews on board of
naval vessels (Grootjen et al., 2009); the development of error-predicting cognitive
models in the domain of aviation (Van Diggelen et al., 2011); and a support system
for elderly living at home (Spiekman et al., 2011). A complete overview can be
found in Neerincx (2011).

3.3 A note on the ordering of the chapters
The remaining chapters have been ordered according to their role in the design and
development process of PEGs (see Figure 3.9). Part I describes the general system
specification and functional architecture. Part II describes a more detailed inves-
tigation of each of the functional components identified in the system’s functional
architecture. The ordering of the chapters within these two parts will be further
explained below.

The sCE method prescribes a design research process that goes back and forth
between three stages: Task Domain & Support Analysis (TD&SA), System Specifica-
tion, and Refinement & Validation. It starts with an initial TD&SA, encompassing a
task domain analysis, an exploration of relevant human factors literature, and en-
visioned opportunities for technological solutions. Therefore, Part I starts with a
presentation of the results of the (incremental) TD&SA in Chapter 4. The TD&SA
leads to the specification of the requirements, i.e. the demands coming from the
application environment, and the claims, i.e. the desired effects of particular design
features. Chapter 4 also describes the functional architecture consisting of func-
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Part I: General design & prototype
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Figure 3.9: A graphical overview of the first part of the thesis. Each chapter discusses some
part of the general system specification and the results thereof.

tional components that each address a subset of the requirements. Chapter 5, in
turn, presents a multi-agent system that supports the functional architecture and
produces the intended system behavior. Moreover, the resulting system was imple-
mented and verified by comparing the prototype’s behavior to several use cases.
Chapter 6 presents the ontology, its design process, and its refinement based on
expert reviews (i.e. model verification).

The second part of the thesis (see Figure 3.10) concerns the functional compo-
nents identified in Chapter 4. Due to the chosen ordering on the chapters, the
research reports are not always in chronological order. The work described in Part I
includes the most recent results obtained throughout the research project, whereas
the work described in Part II presents earlier work on the functional components and
the results of the respective prototype evaluations. Hence, the outcomes of the work
described in Part II have been interpreted and incorporated in the work described in
Part I. The non-chronological order of the chapters is not considered to be a problem
as long as this is clear to the reader. Figure 3.11 presents a timeline that illustrates
the chronological order in which the research has been conducted.
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Part II:
Design & Specification for each of the components
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Figure 3.10: An overview of the second part of the thesis consisting of Chapters 7–10. Each
of these chapters discusses the specification of a functional component.
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Chapter 9
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Figure 3.11: The chronological order in which the research has taken place.
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Part I: General design & prototype

The current part of the thesis describes the design process of automated
scenario-based training, resulting in the design proposal called ‘Personalized
Educational Games’ (PEGs).

Chapter 4 describes an investigation of SBT and the functional require-
ments for automating SBT. The investigation consists of a literature review
on the concept of SBT, interviews with instructors who use SBT in their
training programs, and a consultation of the human factors literature on
learning & instruction. This investigation results in the specification of a
functional architecture for ‘Personalized Educational Games’ (PEGs).

Chapter 5 continues with an investigation of the intended system behav-
ior by constructing and analyzing several use cases. The use case analysis
leads to the identification of technical requirements for the PEG architec-
ture. A review of the literature on intelligent agents suggests that a multi-
agent organization may provide a suitable solution to meet the identified
technical requirements. As such, a multi-agent organization is designed
and implemented in a prototype. The behavior of the prototype is then
compared to the original behavior specification (i.e. the use cases).

Chapter 6 addresses the problem of the didactic knowledge that should
be made available to the system in order to support automated didactic
reasoning. The use of an ontology is proposed to capture and document
the required knowledge. The ontology consists of 1) a domain representa-
tion of scenario-based training in games and 2) a definition of the concepts
employed in the technical design. The ontology is implemented in Protégé
Frames (3.5). The design process of the ontology is also addressed in this
chapter.

Part I of the thesis results in three deliverables: the functional architec-
ture (PEG), the agent organization, and the ontology. Together, these three
constructs are believed to provide a flexible, modular, and reusable design
for the development of automated SBT, and PEGs in particular.
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Abstract - In order to automate scenario-based training (SBT), a de-
tailed description is needed of SBT and its foundations in cognitive
and educational psychology. This chapter starts with an investiga-
tion of SBT consisting of (1) a literature review on SBT, (2) a series
of interviews with SBT instructors, and (3) a literature review on
relevant Human Factors studies and theories. A list of functional re-
quirements is derived from this investigation, along with the desired
effects, and possibly negative side-effects, to justify each of the re-
quirements. Such positive and negative effects are called claims.

For example, one of the identified functional requirements for
automated SBT is as follows:
(R1) Learners must be offered exercises in the form of complete
storylines.
To evaluate the effects of this requirement, a prototype of the system
should be tested for the following claim:
(PC1) This results in improved integrated task performance
In addition, to investigate whether this requirement perhaps results
in negative side-effects, the following claim should also be investi-
gated:
(NC1) This may result in high cognitive load

The total list of functional requirements is organized into a func-
tional PEG architecture consisting of six components: 1) the (virtual)
simulated environment, 2) the scaffolding component, 3) the sce-
nario creator, 4) the authoring tool, 5) the learner model, and 6) the
reflection component. Some of the functional requirements appear
to introduce a conflict or trade-off, meaning that satisfying one
requirement may be at the cost of satisfying another requirement.
The biggest challenges resulting from such trade-offs are discussed
for each individual component.

This chapter is partially based on the following publications:

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “Situated cogni-
tive engineering: requirements and design of directed scenario-based training”, Unpublished
peer-reviewed proceedings of the International Workshop on Authoring Simulation and Game-
Based Intelligent Tutoring (AIED Conference), 2011.

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “Situated cognitive
engineering: the requirements and design of directed scenario-based training”, in: Confer-
ence on Advances in Computer-Human Interaction, ed. by Miller, L. & Roncagliolo, S., Xpert
Publishing Services, 2012, pp. 266–272.
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“Technology has influenced - and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future -
the design and delivery of training systems. [. . . ] It is encouraging that basic and
applied research is currently going on to uncover how these technologies enhance
learning and human performance. Specifically, we need to know more about how
to best present knowledge [. . . ], how and when to provide feedback, which
instructional strategies are best [. . . ], what role instructors and trainees play in
these modern systems, and how effectiveness can best be evaluated.”

Salas & Cannon-Bowers (2001, p.490)

The problem addressed in this thesis is the design of a (partially) automated sys-
tem for scenario-based training (SBT) in the form of a personalized educational
game (PEG). This chapter presents the first steps in the PEG’s design process. It
starts with an investigation of the concept of SBT and the way it is performed by in-
structors (Section 4.1). Thereafter follows a review of the human factors literature
to identify the requirements and associated claims of SBT (Section 4.2). The final
part of the chapter, Section 4.3, presents a functional PEG architecture, describing a
PEG’s functional components and their interactions.

4.1 Task domain - scenario-based training (SBT)
Personalized Educational Games (PEGs) provide a semi-automatic (virtual) simu-
lated environment for conducting SBT. To specify the demands of SBT, the literature
on SBT was studied and a series of interviews was conducted.

4.1.1 The concept of scenario-based training
SBT is a practical training form that is often used for professions as can be found in
the police force, fire department, aviation, and medical services (Oser et al., 1999;
Salas et al., 2006) (also see Chapter 2). In SBT, learners prepare and execute mis-
sions or tasks that are typical and/or critical for their future line of profession in the
form of interactive role-playing exercises (scenarios). Scenarios are generally staged
within a simulated environment (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1998; Peeters et al., 2012b;
Van den Bosch & Riemersma, 2004). One could say that in SBT, the scenario is the
curriculum (Oser et al., 1999).

Instructors author and prepare scenarios in advance of training to ensure repre-
sentativeness and didactic value. Scenarios are designed such that they systemati-
cally call upon the competencies formulated in the learning goals. The events in a
scenario are tightly linked to the underlying learning goals. This is established as
follows. Events in the scenario result in situations that will evoke the need for the
learner to perform a particular task. So, events are introduced to provide the learner
an opportunity to correctly handle a given situation by performing the appropriate
task (Fowlkes et al., 1998). Learners are encouraged to reflect upon their own and
each others’ performance afterwards. They receive additional feedback from their
instructor when important remarks are missing from the conversation during reflec-
tion. Predetermined performance measures enable instructors to objectively assess
the learner’s task performance and to provide directed feedback afterwards (Oser
et al., 1999; Van den Bosch & Riemersma, 2004). Performance measures not only
register whether the learner is improving, but also offer possibilities for additional
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diagnosis, like the detection of misconceptions, knowledge gaps or lacking skills. To
facilitate individual assessment for each of the events in the scenario, it is important
that events in the scenario produce independent performance outcomes.

Typically, SBT takes place in a simulated environment. Most often these envi-
ronments involve non-player characters with whom the learner interacts, such as
teammates, officers, patients, or opponents. These roles are usually played by staff
members and actors. Training within a simulated environment has several benefits
in comparison to on-the-job training: a simulated environment can be prepared,
controlled, reused, and improved upon, leading to the reduction of risks, costs, and
resources. The competencies obtained through training scenarios should transfer to
the actual task environment. Therefore, the simulated environment and the scenar-
ios need to be representative for the task (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Young, 1993).

Transfer is especially important in the inductive learning approach of SBT, where
learners are offered the possibility to discover general principles through the en-
gagement in multiple scenarios. Learners may need to participate in many scenarios
in order to recognize the patterns. In SBT, the content, flow, causal relations, and
coverage all need to be representative for real life situations in order for the learner
to pick up the important aspects and patterns. The biggest challenge then is the
systematic construction or collection of accurate examples (scenarios) that “cover”
similar principles or patterns.

4.1.2 Scenario-based training in practice
Because the concept of SBT may differ from the practice of SBT, a series of inter-
views was conducted with domain experts: instructors who regularly train people
by means of storylines within simulated environments. These interviews consisted
of eight individual and five joint interviews with a total of twenty-four instructors
in three safety domains, three health care domains, and one organizer of live action
role plays in the entertainment domain. In addition, training sessions in three differ-
ent domains were attended. The training domains investigated in these interviews
are described in more detail in Appendix A.

The findings reported below are a result of interviews conducted throughout the
entirety of the four-year research. This means that the goal of the interviews dif-
fered somewhat between interviews, depending on the stage of the research process
at that time. Interviews conducted at the beginning of the research were more explo-
rative in nature, asking instructors about their preparation of a training session, the
activities during a training session, and the wrap-up after a training session. Later
interviews tended to be more specific, and were directed at isolated topics such as:
the process of authoring a scenario, the actual performance of the scenario, the type
and level of control instructors could exert in realtime, or the envisioned integration
of PEGs into the current training curriculum. Examples of interview guides can be
found in Appendices B and C.

Results of the interviews

Instructors in the interviews described SBT in practice as follows:
Curriculum - Instructors explained that most of their training programs employ a
fixed curriculum. They reported that curricula generally address learning topics of
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increasing complexity as the program progresses, starting with standard procedures
and gradually moving on to exceptions and special circumstances. Furthermore,
instructors mentioned that the curriculum is announced in advance, so the learners
know what to expect from each training session.
Didactic suitability - Instructors reported the following aspects to be important for
the preparation of training scenarios. They start by checking the curriculum to see
what learning goals are applicable to the session. Next, they think of situations that
require the learner to perform a particular task belonging to the set of selected learn-
ing goals. Instructors explained that the situations to be addressed by the scenario
should be integrated into a complete storyline. They emphasized that the resulting
scenario should offer the learner the possibility to focus on the learning goal and to
achieve it. Therefore, instructors try not to add unnecessary distractions or simulta-
neous tasks. They indicated that the scenario is ready for use when 1) the storyline
is suitable for the learning goal and 2) the scenario does not pose any unnecessary
complications for the learner.
Representativeness - Instructors emphasized that scenarios must be representative
to facilitate the accurate recognition of distinguishing features and cues in real life
situations. For example, in First Aid, most details are concerned with the inflicted
injury or illness. So if the victim is having a heart attack, it is important that the vic-
tim accurately displays the right symptoms (shortness of breath, chest pains, etc.).
In addition, instructors mentioned the need for causal links between events to teach
learners decision-action-consequence relations, e.g. when talking calmly, the victim
will feel reassured, when failing to place an unconscious victim in the recovery po-
sition the victim will suffocate in his/her own tongue. In order to ensure that the
storyline is representative, instructors explained that they create branching story-
lines, i.e. storylines that allow for multiple ways to unfold depending on the actions
of the learner. As a result, the actual unfolding of the storyline during the enact-
ment of the scenario depends on 1) the decisions and actions of the learner (e.g. the
victim improves as the learner performs the right actions) and 2) the effects of time
(e.g. the victim deteriorates as time passes).
Variation - Instructors also reported that it is not sufficient to provide learners with
one single scenario for a given learning goal. They emphasized that, looking at the
entire training program, learners should encounter variations of situations, thereby
offering them a variety of cues for task performance. For example, not every heart
attack has the same symptoms, but the learner should learn to recognize and diag-
nose the symptoms, and execute the correct procedure either way.
Controlling complexity - Instructors claimed that the level of complexity of a sce-
nario is usually determined by the learner’s decisions. In other words, instructors
generally do not invoke adjustments to the level of complexity during the scenario
enactment. In some occasions, the instructor is able to issue, delay, or skip certain
events in the scenario to create more suitable situations when necessary. However,
instructors emphasized that interruptions in the scenario flow should be restricted
to a minimum. During the enactment of the scenario instructors do not take over
the learner’s tasks, nor do they tell learners that they are making a mistake, nor do
they instruct the learner on what to do next. Instructors explained that such inter-
ruptions might break the immersion or the learner’s flow of thoughts. Moreover,
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uninterrupted continuation of the scenario offers the learner the chance to also per-
form some parts of the scenario correctly, which, according to some instructors,
fosters a feeling of confidence and competency. Any prompts, hints, or relaxations
on constraints (e.g. time pressure) are preferably built into the branching storyline
in advance. This means that the dynamic unfolding of the scenario takes place in
a natural way through the events already part of the scenario and/or the behaviors
displayed by the non-player characters.
Reflecting on the performance - Instructors explained how, after the scenario has
finished, they prompt the learners to reflect on their performance. Subsequently,
instructors find it helpful to also ask other people to reflect on the scenario (e.g.
teammates, role players, observing classmates). If instructors feel that the reflections
of the other participants were insufficient, they provide the learner with additional
feedback. This feedback, according to the instructors, is formulated in relation to
measurable and observable performance standards.

4.1.3 Demands for the (automated) SBT
From literature on SBT and the interviews concerning SBT in practice, we deduced
the following preliminary demands regarding the functional design of PEGs:
01. Storylines

Scenarios must encompass a complete narrative, starting with a clear beginning
and finishing with a distinctive ending.

02. Interactivity
Scenarios must be interactive, so the learner can participate in the storyline.

03. Representativeness
The simulated environment and the scenarios must be representative for real-
life situations.

04. Variation
Over the course of training, the learner must encounter variations of tasks and
task situations.

05. Curriculum
Scenarios must be linked to learning goals associated with performance stan-
dards. The curriculum must be available to the learners in advance.

06. Increasing complexity
Scenarios must increase in complexity as learners progress in the curriculum.

07. Independence of events
If a scenario includes multiple events for the learner to respond to, the assess-
ment of the learner’s performance on these events should be independent.

08. Minimal distractions
Scenarios must offer the learner the opportunity to successfully focus on and
obtain the learning goal without any unnecessary distractions.

09. No interruptions
Hints, prompts, and other forms of support should not disrupt the learner’s
performance.

10. Reflection
Learners must be stimulated to reflect on their own as well as on others’ per-
formance. Confusion, misunderstandings, or misconceptions must be addressed
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during reflection.
11. Observe performance

Learners must also have the opportunity to observe others as they perform a
task.

12. Feedback
Learners must receive feedback regarding their performance on the learning
goals based on measurable performance standards.

13. Instructor control
Instructors must be able to exert control over the preparation and evaluation of
scenarios.

This is a preliminary list: some demands are derived from the literature about
the concept of SBT, others come from the interviews with instructors. Several de-
mands need further specification before they can be adopted into a functional PEG
architecture.

4.2 Human factors knowledge
The current section presents a review of the human factors literature for each of the
identified demands of SBT. The goal is to validate the demands and to specify the
expected effects (claims) of the demands.

4.2.1 Storylines
The concept of SBT revolves around storylines. SBT exercises all follow a narrative
structure. Narrative structure is beneficial for learning because it guides human at-
tention and helps to draw relations between (learning) topics in a natural and under-
standable way (Dickey, 2006; Mott et al., 1999; Plowman et al., 1999; Thorndyke,
1977). Furthermore, narrative structure adds to the entertainment value of a sce-
nario, thereby increasing the learner’s motivation to engage in the learning activity
(McQuiggan et al., 2008).

An additional advantage of using exercises in the form of (complete) storylines is
that they facilitate whole-task practice. Whole task exercises cover the execution of
a task from its onset to its accomplishment. This supports the development of com-
petencies in an integrated and contextualized fashion, i.e. in a way that resembles
the employment of those competencies in the future task environment (Brown et al.,
1989; Kirschner et al., 2008; Merrill, 2002a; Van Merriënboer, 1997; Winn, 1990;
Young, 1993). As such, whole-task exercises, such as scenarios, facilitate transfer.

There is one exceptional type of learning that does not benefit from whole-task
practice, namely the automatization of recurrent processes, such as bandaging and
performing CPR. Automatization requires ample, repetitive practice (drilling). Ac-
cording to several instructional design methods, routine tasks that are context-
independent, i.e. always performed in the same manner, are best practiced by means
of part-task practice (De Groot, 1966; Kotovsky et al., 1985; Ohlsson, 2011; Van
Merriënboer, 1997). As such, PEGs should also provide the possibility for part-task
practice of recurrent processes in order to foster automatization.

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to engage learners in storylines is that
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it results in: improved integrated task performance and increased motivation. The
claim of the requirement to also allow for part-task practice for recurrent task is that
it results in automatization.

4.2.2 Interactivity
SBT demands interactivity between the learner and the learning environment. There
is evidence that interactivity requires the learner to actively process the learning ma-
terial, which is beneficial for learning (Cairncross & Mannion, 2001; Entwistle et al.,
1992; Fowler & Mayes, 1999; Laurillard, 1993; Mayes & Fowler, 1999). Interactivity
also offers the learner a sense of control over the learning experience. It has been
found that a sense of control over the learning process increases motivation and
improves performance results (Corbalan Perez et al., 2009; Corbalan Perez et al.,
2006; Csikszentmihalyi, 1991).

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to offer the learner interactive scenarios
is that it leads to: better learning, a sense of control, and increased motivation.

4.2.3 Representativeness
Both instructors and the literature on SBT emphasize the importance of representa-
tiveness of scenarios. Houtkamp (2012) argues that for a scenario to be represen-
tative, it is not necessarily fully realistic. In fact, well-made choices regarding both
the accuracy and abstraction of different aspects of the scenario can lead to more
representative scenarios for the construction of situation assessment schemata.

Aspects of the scenario that are relevant for the task performance and/or situation
assessment should be modelled accurately to foster transfer (Baldwin & Ford, 1988;
Brown et al., 1989; Yamnill & McLean, 2001; Young, 1993). In contrast, aspects of
the scenario that are not relevant to the task performance do not require a high level
of detail and can be abstracted. By incorporating high levels of realism only for the
aspects relevant to the task, abstracting all other aspects, the amount of unnecessary
information is reduced, thereby allowing the learner to focus on what is important
(Appleton & Lovett, 2003; Smallman & John, 2005). Choices regarding accuracy
and abstraction should be coherent and consistent throughout the entire simulation.

Scenarios that accurately represent the aspects that matter immediately reveal the
meaning and relevance of the training exercise. This, in turn, motivates the learner
to actively and persistently engage in the scenario (Maehr & Meyer, 1997; Mitchell,
1993; Schunk et al., 2009).

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to accurately represent only the relevant
parts of the scenario is that it leads to: increased transfer and motivation, and to an
improved quality of the learning activities.

4.2.4 Variation
Instructors in the interviews mentioned that effective training must offer learners
various scenarios to address the same learning goal(s). Scientific studies concur
with this requirement to construct schemata for situation assessment: By experi-
encing various situations that all call for the same procedure, the learner is able to
recognize important cues that can be generalized across various types of situations
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(Cohen et al., 1997; Klein, 2008; Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997; Randel et al., 1996).
Moreover, such variations are beneficial for the transfer of training: by generalizing
solutions over various contexts, learners learn to abstract away from the context
(Atkinson et al., 2000; Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Corbalan Perez et al., 2009; Paas &
Van Merriënboer, 1994; Yamnill & McLean, 2001). The recognition of underlying
principles results in better transfer.

To conclude, the claim of the requirement that scenarios must offer variations of
tasks and task performances is that it results in increased transfer of training.

4.2.5 Curriculum
Instructors in the interviews emphasized that scenarios should be tightly linked
to the learning goals in the curriculum. These learning goals, in turn, should be
specified in terms of unambiguous, observable, and measurable performance stan-
dards. Performance standards are useful for the learner to know what is expected
of him/her, and help the instructor to assess whether the learner has achieved the
learning goal. Research suggests that the employment of specific performance stan-
dards leads to improved performance, learner involvement, persistence, and effec-
tive application of learning strategies (Bandura, 1988; Locke et al., 1981).

To conclude, the requirement to link scenarios to clearly specified learning goals
and performance standards is that it results in: increased levels of performance,
involvement, and persistence, and a more effective use of learning strategies.

4.2.6 Increasing complexity
Instructors argued that scenarios should gradually increase in complexity as the
learner progresses throughout the training program. The literature reports that
learning involves the incremental development of well-connected knowledge struc-
tures that are capable of storing large numbers of knowledge elements (Anderson
& Bower, 1974; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Cunningham & Duffy, 1996; Greitzer
et al., 2007; Jonassen, 1999; Jonassen et al., 2002; Savery & Duffy, 1995). Be-
cause these knowledge structures can be processed as one single knowledge ele-
ment, the amount of information a person can process simultaneously is dramati-
cally increased (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977).

Most curricula are fixed. However, research suggests that it is beneficial to person-
alize the selection of tasks with regard to the learner’s individual prior knowledge
structures (Camp et al., 2001; Corbalan Perez et al., 2008; Gagne & Briggs, 1974;
Hannafin & Land, 1997; Kalyuga & Sweller, 2005; Keller, 1987; Kirschner et al.,
2006; Kirschner et al., 2008; Merrill, 2002a; Merrill, 2002b; Ohlsson, 2011; Salden
et al., 2006a; Salden et al., 2006b; Van Merriënboer, 1997; VanLehn, 2006).

To foster the development of learners’ competencies, scenarios should challenge
learners to perform tasks that they are not yet able to perform proficiently, yet soon
will be able to grasp (Bandura, 1988; Brown et al., 1993; Drach-Zahavy & Erez,
2002; Locke et al., 1981). Ideally, learners are presented with tasks that they are
currently only able to accomplish with a bit of help and stimulation from someone
(or something) else, i.e. tasks that lie within the Zone of Proximal Development
(ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978), see Figure 4.1. Offering learners scenarios that lie within
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the ZPD not only results in competence development. It also prevents the learner
from getting bored or confused.

Sk
ill

 le
ve

l Bored

Confused

ZPD

Content difficulty

Figure 4.1: The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Murray & Arroyo, 2002)

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to dynamically select scenarios of in-
creasing complexity based on the learner’s current competencies is that it results in:
learners feeling sufficiently challenged (not bored), showing increased performance
outcomes and longer retention of their developed competencies.

4.2.7 Independence of events
Instructors argued that if a scenario addresses multiple events, then the performance
of the learner in response to those events should not be influenced by other events
(e.g. making errors on all events because the first error propagated throughout the
scenario). The argument for this demand is common-sense. In practice, scenarios
generally contain multiple events so that 1) the learner has more than one chance to
practice the required capabilities and 2) the instructor has more than one chance to
evaluate the learner’s competencies. But if the occurrence of events in the scenario
depends on previous events, a mistake early on in the scenario might impede the
chances for the learner to succeed on subsequent parts of the scenario. This conflicts
with the original intention of adding multiple events in the first place.

Learners should be able to at least perform some parts of the scenario correctly
in order to make them feel better about their performance. Offering the learner
the chance to make mistakes while also being able to succeed at other parts of the
scenario creates an atmosphere in which there is room for mistakes in order to learn
something new, which is beneficial for the learner’s motivation (Ames & Archer,
1988; Dweck, 1986; Elliott, 1999). According to Linnenbrink & Pintrich (2002) and
Bandura (1997), strengthening the learner’s self-efficacy (i.e. believing in one’s own
capabilities to successfully accomplish a task) stimulates the learner’s motivation,
which in turn is beneficial for learning outcomes (Maehr & Meyer, 1997).

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to ensure independence of performance
outcomes in a scenario is that it results in: higher motivation, self-efficacy, and
learning outcomes.

4.2.8 Minimal distractions
Instructors indicated that scenarios should offer the learner the possibility to focus
on the learning goals and to achieve them. Therefore, scenarios should not pose any
unnecessary distractions or involve other tasks that have to be carried out simultane-
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ously. The literature generally regards the cognitive architecture of the human mind
as consisting of 1) a long-term memory that stores data and 2) a working memory
that is used for active information processing (Greitzer et al., 2007). The working
memory is limited in the number of knowledge elements that it can actively, and
consciously, process simultaneously (Miller, 1956). In complex environments, the
working memory easily gets overwhelmed; the required memory capacity exceeds
the capacity of the performer. This is referred to as cognitive overload and it forms
an important challenge in complex high-risk task domains, because these domains
require high efforts and information-processing activities (Wulf & Shea, 2002).

Because cognitive overload impedes learning, instructional design aims to prevent
this. This can be achieved, for example, by reducing instructional materials to the
essential (Clark & Mayer, 2008; Mayer & Moreno, 2003; Mayer, 2008). Another
way to prevent cognitive overload is by applying scaffolding techniques (Kirschner
et al., 2006; Kirschner et al., 2008; Sweller et al., 2011; Van Merriënboer, 1997). An
example of scaffolding is ‘guidance fading’. In guidance fading, the learner is first
presented with a fully worked-out example of a task or problem and on subsequent
trials receives increasingly larger completion problems, i.e. worked-out examples in
which some steps remain unsolved and are left for the learner to complete (Sweller
et al., 2011). Similarly, Gopher et al. (1989) propose to scaffold by manipulating
the relative emphasis on selected parts of the task, while leaving the whole task
intact. They argue that such an approach offers the learner insights in the trade-offs
between the multiple aspects of the task resulting in a more integrated experience
of the task performance.

Other methods of scaffolding include the provision of hints, prompts, and imme-
diate feedback. One possibility for the provision of hints is to make them available
for the learner to receive upon request. However, research suggests that learners
are not very good at help-seeking (Aleven & Koedinger, 2000a; Renkl et al., 1998;
Wood & Wood, 1999). Even if help is available, they often fail to use it, or overuse
it. When adopting a help-function in the PEG’s design then it must account for most
learners’ inability to effectively use this function (Aleven et al., 2003).

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to restrict the amount of information to
a minimum is that it reduces the risk of the learner experiencing cognitive overload.
In addition, the claim of the requirement to employ scaffolding techniques in cases
where the amount of information cannot be reduced, e.g. guidance fading, is that
it reduces the risk of the learner experiencing cognitive overload. Furthermore, the
claim of the requirement to provide learners with help on how to effectively employ
scaffolds is that it results in the development of self-regulatory competencies.

4.2.9 No interruptions
Instructors hold the opinion that the learner should not be interrupted nor corrected
during the scenario enactment. The literature supports this requirement; there is
evidence that restraining from intervening during the scenario allows the learner
to become completely absorbed in the activity (immersion) (Jennett et al., 2008).
According to Csikszentmihalyi (1991), immersion is an important prerequisite for a
mental state called ‘Flow’. Flow describes the experience of a person performing an
activity while feeling completely competent yet challenged, focused, and motivated.
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It is considered a state of optimal experience, where learners are so engaged in
the learning activity that they lack a sense of time and self-consciousness, and feel
intrinsically motivated to engage in a complex goal-directed activity, simply for the
exhilaration of doing (Chen, 2007; Cowley et al., 2008; Csikszentmihalyi, 1991;
Rieber et al., 1998; Shute et al., 2009; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). Flow is also
fostered by clear and challenging goals, a sense of control, and clear and directed
feedback. Jackson et al. (2001) found flow to be significantly related to increased
performance outcomes and self-efficacy.

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to allow the learner to become absorbed
in the learning activity is that it results in: improved performance, increased chances
of experiencing of flow, and increased self-efficacy.

4.2.10 Reflection
Instructors emphasized the importance of reflection and argue that this should be
done directly after the scenario has finished. During reflection the learner is asked to
explain his/her thoughts, choices, and actions. Research on self-explanation provides
evidence for this requirement; it has been found that the active processing and con-
solidation of newly learned information results in a better understanding (Aleven &
Koedinger, 2002; Chi et al., 1989; Chi et al., 1994; Piaget, 1972; Vygotsky, 1978).

Hattie & Timperley (2007) and Schunk & Swartz (1993) explain how this type of
reflection situates the current learning activity within the scope of the entire learning
trajectory, thereby explicating the relation between the information presented in the
learning task, the learner’s prior knowledge, and the learning goal. Learners should
be encouraged to analyze whether they need to modify their strategy to accomplish
the achievement of the learning goal (Boekaerts, 1997; Butler & Winne, 1995).
The reflection process supports the development of self-directed (or self-regulated)
learning competencies (Boekaerts, 1997; Butler & Winne, 1995; Hattie & Timperley,
2007; Schunk & Swartz, 1993).

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to reflect upon a scenario is that it
results in: a better understanding of the learning materials and improved compe-
tencies related to self-directed learning.

4.2.11 Observe performance
Instructors also argue for the importance of having classmates observe the perfor-
mance of others. During reflection, the classmates are encouraged to participate in
the evaluation of the scenario, to analyze mistakes, less fortunate decisions and the
resulting consequences, or to suggest possible improvements in the followed proce-
dure. This is helpful for the performer of the scenario, but also for the observing
classmates: the observations of other learners’ performances serve the purpose of
correct as well as erroneous examples.

On the one hand, observing a high-performing learner is believed to be beneficial
for learning, since this provides learners with a role model (i.e. a worked-out exam-
ple) (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Sweller et al., 2011). Erroneous examples present
the learner with flawed solutions of the scenario (Große & Renkl, 2007; Kopp et al.,
2008; McLaren et al., 2012; Melis, 2005; Tsovaltzi et al., 2010). This requires learn-
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ers to analyze the solution, and to detect and correct the flaws. This process leads
to the development of error-detection and self-correction strategies.

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to have the learner observe others as
they perform a scenario is that it results in: improved learning, and the development
of error-detection and self-correction competencies.

4.2.12 Feedback
Instructors underline that SBT should provide clear and directed feedback. The
literature supports this view. Feedback aims to reduce discrepancies between the
learner’s current understanding and competency level, and the long-term learning
goal (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). This is generally achieved by reflecting on the
current performance in relation to the previous performance and the performance
standards. This process ensures that the current performance is interpreted in the
context of the learning trajectory. Feedback provision is related to higher levels
of performance, motivation, self-efficacy, effort, and commitment, and the devel-
opment of self-regulatory skills (Butler & Winne, 1995; Hattie & Timperley, 2007;
Schunk & Swartz, 1993).

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to provide the learner with clear and
directed feedback is that it leads to: higher performance levels, increased motiva-
tion, self-efficacy, effort, and commitment, and the development of self-regulatory
skills.

4.2.13 Instructor control
The demand for instructor control is a direct result of the concept of (semi-)automa-
ted SBT, because it is regarded to be a cognitive system consisting of a machine part
and the human instructor. The demands discussed above (e.g. appropriate feedback,
adequate reflection, high levels of variation) are only possible if there is at least some
level of control for the instructor to influence the behavior of the automated training
system. The instructor should be part of the design in order for the instructor to be
able to collaborate with the PEG. This means that the PEG should be interpretable
and understandable for the instructor (Norman, 1986). In addition, the instructor
should be able to manipulate the PEG’s behavior at a level that is sufficient, yet
manageable.

To conclude, the claim of the requirement to allow instructors a certain amount
of control over the preparation and execution of scenarios, and the reflection af-
terwards, is that it improves the quality of training. In addition, the claim of the
requirement to make the system understandable for instructors is that it improves
the usability of the PEG.

4.2.14 The requirements and claims of PEGs
The review of the human factors literature on the SBT requirements above was
used to specify positive claims (PCs) and negative claims (NCs) of the requirements.
Positive claims are an indication of the desired effects of a particular requirement.
Negative claims can be regarded as potential problems occurring after adopting the
respective requirement in the design.
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R01 - Learners must be offered exercises in the form of complete storylines
PC01.1 - This results in improved integrated task performance
PC01.2 - This results in increased levels of motivation
NC01.1 - This may result in high cognitive load

R02 - Scenarios must be interactive
PC02.1 - This results in learning
PC02.2 - This results in a sense of control for the learner
PC02.3 - This results in increased motivation
NC02.1 - This may conflict with R01 (complete storylines), R08 (independence of

events), and R19 (instructor control)
R03 - The simulation should accurately represent those aspects of the scenario that are im-

portant for the construction of situational assessment schemata
PC03.1 - This results in learning
PC03.2 - This results in transfer of learning
PC03.3 - This results in increased motivation
NC03.1 - It may be difficult to specify what is and what is not important for the con-

struction of SA schemata
R04 - The simulation should provide abstract representations of those aspects of the scenario

that are irrelevant for the construction of situational assessment schemata
PC04.1 - This prevents cognitive overload
NC04.1 - It may be difficult to specify what is and what is not important for the con-

struction of SA schemata
R05 - Over the course of training the learner must encounter multiple variants of scenarios

that address the same learning goals and tasks
PC05.1 - This fosters transfer of training
PC05.2 - This increases the game’s ‘replayability’, i.e. the learner is able to play the

game more often because of the diverse content
NC05.1 - This poses a challenge regarding the creation of a large number of scenarios

R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals specified in terms of clear and un-
ambiguous performance standards
PC06.1 - This results in higher levels of performance
PC06.2 - This results in higher levels of involvement
PC06.3 - This results in higher levels of persistence
PC06.4 - This results in a more effective use of learning strategies

R07 - Scenarios must be selected dynamically based on the learner’s current competencies
PC07.1 - This results in learners feeling sufficiently challenged
PC07.2 - This results in decreased levels of boredom/confusion
PC07.3 - This results in improved performance outcomes
PC07.4 - This results in a longer retention of the developed competencies
NC07.1 - It may be difficult to determine what the optimal selection function is for the

learning goal and level of complexity given a learner’s current competencies
R08 - If a scenario addresses multiple events, then these events must be independent of one

another’s outcomes
PC08.1 - This results in increased motivation
PC08.2 - This results in increased self-efficacy
PC08.3 - This results in increased learning outcomes
NC08.1 - This may conflict with R01 (complete storyline) and R02 (interactivity):
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events are causally related in a storyline and depend on the learner’s actions
R09 - Scenarios must not include any unnecessary distractions

PC09.1 - This prevents cognitive overload
NC09.1 - It may be difficult to determine what distractions are and are not necessary

R10 - Scenarios must include possibilities for scaffolding interventions
PC10.1 - This prevents cognitive overload
NC10.1 - This may be in conflict with R12 (no interruptions)

R11 - Learners must receive instructions on the effective employment of scaffolds
PC11.1 - This results in the development of self-regulatory competencies
NC11.1 - This is usually not part of the regular training programs

R12 - Scenarios must allow for the learner to become completely absorbed in the learning
activity
PC12.1 - This results in an increased experience of flow
PC12.2 - This results in increased levels of performance
PC12.3 - This results in increased self-efficacy
NC12.1 - This is in conflict with R10 (scaffolding interventions)

R13 - When the scenario has finished, the learner should be stimulated to reflect on the
performance
PC13.1 - This results in a better understanding of the learning material
PC13.2 - This results in improved self-directed learning competencies
NC13.1 - This may prove difficult due to a need for argumentation, dialogue, natural

language processing and natural language generation
R14 - Learners must receive the opportunity to observe correct task performances

PC14.1 - This results in competence development
R15 - Learners must receive the opportunity to observe erroneous task performances

PC15.1 - This results in error-detection skills
PC15.2 - This results in self-correction skills

R16 - After reflection, the learner must receive directed and overarching feedback by com-
paring the performance outcomes to the previous performance and to the performance
standards associated with the learning goals
PC16.1 - This results in increased levels of performance
PC16.2 - This results in the development of self-regulatory skills
PC16.3 - This results in higher levels of motivation
PC16.4 - This results in increased levels of self-efficacy
PC16.5 - This results in increased levels of invested effort and commitment

R17 - Learners must receive additional part-task training for routine tasks
PC17.1 - This fosters automatization for the routine tasks
NC17.1 - This may result in inferior integrated task performance

R18 - The instructor must be able to understand the system’s processes
PC18.1 - This improves the performance of the cognitive system
NC18.1 - Satisfying R18 may conflict with R19 (instructor control)

R19 - The instructor must be able to control the system’s processes
PC19.1 - This improves the performance of the cognitive system
NC19.1 - Satisfying R19 may conflict with R18 (instructor understanding)
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4.3 The functional PEG architecture
To achieve the requirements and claims identified above, the requirements are orga-
nized into a functional PEG architecture (see Figure 4.2). It consists of six functional
PEG components that each bring about a subset of the requirements presented on
pages 53 to 55.

Virtual Environment

Learner Model

Reflection 
Component

Scenario 
Creator

Scaffolding 
Component

Authoring Tool

Ontology

NPC1 NPC2 NPCn

Figure 4.2: The functional PEG architecture

The virtual environment is the game world in which the learner is able to practice
with the learning tasks in the form of scenarios. Here, the storyline is brought to
life by the non-player characters (NPCs). The events in the virtual environment are
influenced behind the scenes by the other PEG components.

The scaffolding component keeps track of the events in the virtual environment,
such as the actions performed by the learner and the interactions between the
learner and the non-player characters. Based on its observations, the scaffolding
component may deem it necessary to intervene in the storyline by redirecting the
behaviors of the non-player characters. The scaffolding component also calculates
the performance score of the learner when the scenario has come to an end.

The reflection component receives the performance outcomes of the scenario from
the scaffolding component and the current competency level on the learning goal
from the learner model. Based on this information, the reflection component stim-
ulates the learner to actively process the events in the scenario. After the reflection
has finished, the reflection component derives the reflection score and sends it to
the learner model.

The learner model receives the performance score from the scaffolding component
and the reflection score from the reflection component. The learner model may
also ask the learner for additional information, such as about his/her motivation.
The learner model is a particular type of user model that keeps track of competency
levels and other characteristics of the learner, such as motivation and/or self-efficacy.
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Based on its information about the learner, the learner model selects an appropriate
learning goal for the next scenario and sends it to the scenario creator.

The authoring tool is a component that can be used by the instructor to specify
constraints for the scenario creator to employ during the automated scenario gen-
eration process. As such, the authoring tool allows the instructor to manipulate the
scenario generation process.

The scenario creator receives the selected learning goal from the learner model.
The scenario creator may have received additional constraints from the instructor
through the authoring tool. The scenario creator uses this input to guide its auto-
mated scenario generation process.

As can be seen from the descriptions above, the components in the functional
architecture represent tasks or roles that are normally carried out by the instructor.
Examples are: the evaluator or assessor, the coach, the scenario author, the NPC,
and so on. Please keep in mind that the functional architecture does not specify
whether these roles or components should be performed by an automated system or
by a human being. Both are entirely possible and the choice for either a human or
a machine operator may vary for each of the components. As such, the architecture
leaves room for various combinations of human and machine-based components.

Each of the functional components is discussed in more detail in the sections
below.

4.3.1 Virtual environment
PEGs employ a virtual environment inhabited by the non-player characters and the
learner’s avatar. It is within the virtual environment that the storyline is brought
to life. The use of a virtual environment eases the preparation of the training envi-
ronment and allows for quick scenario resets on demand. It also allows for behind-
the-scenes control over the environment and communication among the role-players
without the risk of the learner overhearing (Peeters et al., 2011a). This offers possi-
bilities for more advanced improvisations and adjustments to the script, leading to
more personalized scenarios while maintaining scenario consistency. Furthermore,
a virtual environment allows for replay options and non-intrusive assessments. The
following requirements are applicable to the virtual environment:

R03 - The simulation should accurately represent those aspects of the scenario that are im-
portant for the construction of situational assessment schemata

R04 - The simulation should provide abstract representations of those aspects of the scenario
that are irrelevant for the construction of situational assessment schemata

One challenge in creating the virtual environment is that it should accurately dis-
play the relevant elements, and it should abstractly display the irrelevant elements.
In order to determine what elements are relevant and what elements are not, it is
important to develop the simulation in close collaboration with domain experts. An-
other challenge is that R03 may be in conflict with R06, R09, and R10. This problem
is especially relevant for NPC behavior. On the one hand, the simulation should ac-
curately represent the behavior of the NPCs in order for them to be believable and
representative. On the other hand, however, the functional components operating
behind the scenes need to be able to influence the NPC behavior in order to warrant
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the didactic edification of the scenario. This problem is addressed in Chapter 5.

4.3.2 Scaffolding component
The scaffolding component controls the support offered to the learner in realtime.
As such, the scaffolding component can be regarded as the component that is re-
sponsible for the inner loop, as VanLehn (2006) calls it. In an intelligent tutoring
system, the inner loop takes care of the step-by-step guidance as the learner per-
forms the task, providing the learner with hints, prompts, etc. The outer loop is
concerned with the selection of the learning goal and is part of the learner model’s
responsibilities. The following requirements are applicable to the scaffolding com-
ponent:

R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals specified according to clear and
unambiguous performance standards

R08 - If a scenario addresses multiple events, then these events must be independent of one
another’s outcomes

R10 - Scenarios must include possibilities for scaffolding interventions
R11 - Learners must receive instructions on the effective employment of scaffolds
R12 - Scenarios must allow for the learner to become completely absorbed in the learning

activity

This combination of requirements poses several challenges. First of all, R08 may
conflict with R01 and R02. SBT employs coherent storylines consisting of multiple
events that are causally and temporally related. This storyline is interactive, mean-
ing that the realization of the storyline (at least partially) depends on the actions of
the learner. However, R08 requires that the events are independent of one another’s
outcomes. Secondly, R10 and R12 conflict with each other. Scaffolding interven-
tions, such as prompts and hints, may be disruptive for the learner’s immersion in
the scenario. Lastly, R11 is usually not a part of regular training, but is a require-
ment that directly follows from the choice of implementing SBT in a semi-automated
virtual environment.

The question of how to design a scaffolding component that meets all of these
requirements and deals with the conflicts mentioned above is investigated in Chap-
ter 7.

4.3.3 Scenario creator
The scenario creator automatically constructs a scenario based on the learning goal
provided by the learner model and, optionally, additional constraints provided by
the instructor. The following requirements are applicable to the scenario creator:

R01 - Learners must be offered exercises in the form of complete storylines
R02 - Scenarios must be interactive
R03 - Scenarios should accurately represent those aspects of the scenario that are important

for the construction of situational assessment schemata
R04 - Scenarios should provide abstract representations of those aspects of the scenario that

are irrelevant for the construction of situational assessment schemata
R05 - Over the course of training the learner must encounter multiple variants of scenarios

that address the same learning goals and tasks
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R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals specified according to clear and
unambiguous performance standards

R09 - Scenarios must not include any unnecessary distractions
R14 - Learners must receive the opportunity to observe correct task performances
R15 - Learners must receive the opportunity to observe erroneous task performances
R17 - Learners must receive additional part-task training for routine tasks

Again, this combination of requirements poses several challenges for the design
of the scenario creator.

First of all, there exists a conflict between R01 and R02, and R08 and R19. On the
one hand R01 and R02 require a coherent, causally and temporally linked storyline
that allows for interactivity with the learner. On the other hand, the storyline should
offer the learner independent performance opportunities and offer the instructor
ways to exert a certain amount of control over the scenario. Secondly, R03, R04,
and R09 require close collaboration with domain experts to decide what elements
of the scenario are relevant and should be accurately displayed, what elements are
irrelevant and should be abstractly displayed, and what distractions are necessary
and which are not.

How to design a scenario creator that meets all of these requirements and deals
with the conflicts mentioned above is investigated in Chapter 8.

4.3.4 Authoring tool
The authoring tool offers instructors the possibility to provide constraints to influ-
ence the automated scenario generation process executed by the scenario creator.
The following requirements are applicable to the authoring tool:

R18 - The instructor must be able to understand the system’s processes
R19 - The instructor must be able to control the system’s processes

The biggest challenge in the design of the authoring tool is that R18 and R19
can be considered as a trade-off: the more options the instructor has to control the
PEG’s processes, the more complicated the use of the PEG becomes. However, as
the PEG becomes more simple to operate, the instructor has less and less options
to truly influence the PEG’s behavior. Determining what the right balance is for the
instructor’s collaboration with the PEG is far from straightforward.

How to design an authoring tool that meets all of these requirements and deals
with the conflicts mentioned above is investigated in Chapter 9.

4.3.5 Learner model
The learner model is a particular type of user model that is responsible for keeping
the information about the learner up to date and selecting a suitable learning goal
based on the learner’s competencies. The learner model forwards the selected learn-
ing goal to the scenario creator, which in turn constructs a scenario based on the
received learning goal. As such, the learner model performs, what VanLehn (2006)
calls, the outer loop. The outer loop in an intelligent tutoring system performs the
construction of a suitable exercise for the learner based on the learner’s prior knowl-
edge. As such, the learner model is more than just a database with information
about the learner. It also contains a model of the way a learner develops compe-
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tencies, i.e. a theory about learning (applied to a specific domain). The following
requirements are applicable to the learner model:

R07 - Scenarios must be selected dynamically based on the learner’s current competencies

The biggest challenges of the learner model are the representation of the learner’s
competencies, the way this representation is updated based on performance out-
comes, and the specification of a learning goal selection function (R07). These
should be based on a solid learning theory describing the way learners develop com-
petencies within a specific training domain.

How to design a learner model that meets all of these requirements and deals with
the conflicts mentioned above is addressed in Chapter 10.

4.3.6 Reflection component
The reflection component is responsible for stimulating the learner to reflect on
the scenario. The reflection component also provides additional feedback on the
learner’s performance. The following requirements are applicable to the reflection
component:

R13 - When the scenario has finished, the learner should be stimulated to reflect on the
performance

R16 - After reflection, the learner must receive directed and overarching feedback by com-
paring the performance outcomes to the previous performance and to the performance
standards associated with the learning goals

The biggest challenge in developing a reflection component is that it requires an
intelligent dialogue system to support the discussion between the system and the
learner about the learner’s performance and competence development.

How to design a reflection component that meets all of these requirements and
deals with the conflicts mentioned above is addressed in Chapter 10.

4.4 Concluding remarks
Personalized Educational Games (PEGs) offer a way to automate scenario-based
training (SBT) within a virtual environment. To develop a functional design of au-
tomated SBT, the current chapter presented an analysis of SBT in theory and in
practice. The human factors literature was reviewed to specify the functional re-
quirements and claims of PEGs (see pages 53 to 55). The requirements delineate
the solution space for the design of automated SBT: any design for automated SBT
should satisfy these requirements and bring about the intended effects as specified
in the claims.

The functional PEG architecture was presented in Section 4.3. It consists of 6 com-
ponents: the virtual environment, the scaffolding component, the reflection compo-
nent, the learner model, the authoring tool, and the scenario creator. Each of these
components is responsible for the realization of a different subset of the functional
requirements. As such, the functional architecture provides a partitioning of the
problem into segregated components that can be developed and tested in isolation
and reassembled later on in the development process. However, please note that at
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this point it has not yet been established which components will be automated and
which components will be human operators.

In order to reassemble the functional components once they have been devel-
oped in more detail, an additional investigation is required regarding the technical
infrastructure: how can the combined behavior of the functional components be co-
ordinated and how can their reassembly be facilitated? For this, the next chapter
investigates the use of intelligent agent technology to coordinate the behavior of
multiple autonomous components within a system.
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Abstract - This chapter introduces a multi-agent organization that
provides a detailed description of the interactions and information
flows between the PEG components, yet also leaves the details for
the internal behavior of the components unspecified. As a result, the
multi-agent organization enables the instructor to step in and man-
ually perform part of the tasks involved in SBT, while leaving the
remaining tasks to be performed automatically by the PEG’s artificial
intelligence (i.e. intelligent agents). In addition, the agent organi-
zation offers a solution to a big challenge in designing interactive
storylines: the narrative paradox.
The narrative paradox refers to the problem arising when the charac-
ters in the storyline should behave autonomously to be believable, yet
must also be directable to maintain high-level control of the plot. In a
PEG, the non-player characters (NPCs) in the simulated environment
must be able to behave in accordance with their narrative role in a
believable manner, yet the NPCs must also follow top-down orders
in case the scenario needs to be adjusted to better suit the learner’s
needs. With the use of the agent organization, the NPCs remain free
to choose their own behaviors, yet within certain boundaries to war-
rant the higher-level narrative goals.

The multi-agent organization was implemented in a prototype.
This prototype behaved as could be expected from the system specifi-
cation. It is concluded that an agent organization provides a suitable
means to translate a functional design into a flexible technical archi-
tecture.

The implementation of the multi-agent system described in this chapter was developed in
collaboration with R. de Jong, who worked on the prototype as part of his internship for the
master Cognitive Artificial Intelligence (Utrecht University).
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“An idea can only become a reality once it is broken
down into organized, actionable elements.”

Belsky (2010)

SBT is the result of two parallel cognitive processes: 1) the enactment of the sce-
nario, and 2) the manipulation of the scenario from behind the scenes.

Scenarios engage the learner in a simulated task performance. They are staged
within a simulated environment that is inhabited by non-player characters (NPCs).
The learner participates in scenarios by controlling an ‘avatar’ (a game world charac-
ter). This avatar is also present in the simulated environment, enabling the learner
to interact with the NPCs and to manipulate objects in the simulated environment.
The simulated environment is designed such that it provides an accurate simulation
of the real task environment. As such, it behaves according to certain rules that
govern the simulation.

In parallel to the scenario enactment, human or machine operators are engaged in
didactic reasoning processes behind the scenes. They decide in what ways the simu-
lated environment can and should be manipulated in order to improve the didactic
effectiveness of the scenario. The previous chapter broke these processes down
into a functional architecture consisting of separate components. Each component,
whether it is represented by a machine or a human, performs a different part of the
process and, as such, can be regarded as an autonomous operator or cognitive actor.
These cognitive actors reason about the didactic relevance and effectiveness of the
scenario. Based on the outcomes of their reasoning processes, they specify a suit-
able scenario to be realized in the simulated environment and/or redirect ongoing
scenarios in realtime. In order for them to establish these operations, they must be
endowed with the ability to influence the simulated environment.

Allowing the cognitive actors behind the scenes to influence the simulated envi-
ronment may cause inconsistencies in the simulation. The key to solving this prob-
lem seems to lie in the behavior of the NPCs. On the one hand, the NPCs are a
relevant part of the scenario’s learning content. On the other hand, they are also
a part of the simulated environment and, as such, able to control, manipulate, and
interact with all other elements in the simulated environment. In other words, NPCs
have a foot in both worlds. They bring about the intended storyline, thereby oper-
ating in service of the learning goals set out for the learner. Yet, they are also part
of the simulation, thereby behaving according to the rules of the simulation. So on
the one hand, NPCs must be able to believably simulate human beings that aim to
perform their own tasks to reach their own goals, while on the other hand they must
follow orders in service of the learning goals.

This chapter investigates how the processes that take place behind-the-scenes, as
well as within the simulated environment, can be organized. For this, the chapter
investigates how the collaboration between the behind-the-scenes functional com-
ponents and the NPCs can be facilitated with the use of a multi-agent organization.

The chapter starts with two use cases, i.e. step-by-step descriptions of possible
interactions between the PEG and the user (Section 5.1). The use cases are meant
to contextualize the problems described in the above. Based on the use cases, a set
of technical requirements for the design of a technical PEG architecture is specified.
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Thereafter, an argument is provided for using agent technology and an agent organi-
zation to produce the desired behavior of a PEG (Section 5.2 and Section 5.3). Sub-
sequently, the design for the agent organization for PEGs is presented (Section 5.4).
Its goal is to coordinate the behavior of multiple intelligent agents and human oper-
ators, each one representing a PEG component, e.g. NPC, scenario creator, or learner
model. The PEG architecture is implemented in a prototype and verified by compar-
ing its behavior to the use cases (Section 5.5).

5.1 Use cases for Personalized Educational Games
A PEG is able to produce the behavior of the NPCs as well as the behind-the-scenes
reasoning processes in a (semi-)automated fashion. The previous chapter speci-
fied the functional requirements regarding the behind-the-scenes behavior of a PEG.
However, these requirements do not provide a description of the interactions with
the learner; the user interacts with the NPCs in the simulated environment which is,
as previously explained, a different process.

To investigate the interactions taking place within the simulated environment be-
tween the learner and the NPCs, this section analyzes two possible use cases. Use
cases are step-by-step descriptions of interactions between a system and a user. The
use cases described below describe the behavior of the NPCs as the learner interacts
with them. They are meant to offer additional insights as to what is required in the
design of PEGs in order to produce the desired behavior. All use cases are placed in
the context of First Aid training.

5.1.1 UC1 - The learner does not perform the right action
The first use case describes what the PEG should do when the learner is not per-
forming the right action in the scenario. The following functional requirements are
applicable to this use case:

R01 - Learners must be offered exercises in the form of complete storylines
R02 - Scenarios must be interactive
R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals specified in terms of clear and

unambiguous performance standards
R08 - If a scenario addresses multiple events, then these events must be independent of

each others’ outcomes

This combination of requirements possibly results in a conflict. Because the sce-
nario is an interactive (R02) and causally linked (R01) sequence of events, and
because learners play a key role in the scenario (R06), the actions of learners are
required to move the scenario forward. However, because learners are still learning
to perform these actions, they may fail to perform them correctly, thereby impeding
the progression of the scenario. Yet learners should have the opportunity to perform
the remaining actions (R08). The following use case demonstrates this conflict and
presents a solution to overcome the resulting problems by intelligent actions of the
NPCs.

The use case describes Jason who is performing a scenario that addresses the
learning goal ‘treat a heart attack’. The following interactions take place.
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1. Clarissa, an NPC, complains about a pressing sensation on her chest and a
tingly feeling in her left arm.

2. Jason, the learner, sits Clarissa down. Before he runs off, he tells her he is
getting her a glass of water.

3. Clarissa sits down, her face is clammy, and her face is pale.
4. Jason returns with a glass of water and tells Clarissa to drink it.

Jason is performing the procedure that is appropriate for treating a person who is
about to faint, but not for a heart attack. From this behavior, the reasoning processes
behind the scenes detect that Jason is not correctly diagnosing the situation. Yet, in
order for Jason to continue with the actual learning goal, the correct diagnosis is
required. Therefore, a bystander NPC is instructed to approach Jason and Clarissa,
provide a hint, and ask questions:

5. Mary, an NPC, approaches Jason and Clarissa and asks them about the current
situation.

6. Jason explains that Clarissa is not feeling too well and that he believes she
might be about to faint.

7. Clarissa tells Mary that she is experiencing chest pains and a tingly feeling in
her arm.

8. Mary says she believes Clarissa is having a heart attack and asks Clarissa
whether she is also experiencing any other symptoms.

9. Clarissa answers Mary by telling her that she is also experiencing shortness of
breath.

10. Jason immediately decides to call an ambulance and asks Clarissa to remove
her scarf.

11. The ambulance arrives and the scenario ends.
12. Jason reflects on the scenario, his erroneous situation assessment, and the

possible consequences of his error.
This use case illustrates that NPCs are expected to follow instructions coming from

behind the scenes in realtime. The additional NPC (Mary) takes over some of the
actions that were originally part of Jason’s action plan, i.e. diagnose the situation
by asking additional questions. Jason now has the opportunity to perform the re-
maining actions, i.e. the actions relevant to the original learning goal: calling an
ambulance and asking the victim to remove any tight clothing.

The solution described by the use case is consistent with the constraints posed by
the remaining functional requirements. The scenario performance provides Jason
an opportunity to reflect on his initial erroneous assessment (R13) and on the cor-
rect performance displayed by Mary (R14). Furthermore, it is possible to integrate
scaffolding techniques in the help Jason receives from Mary (R10): depending on
the level of scaffolding, Mary may take over the action completely or merely provide
a hint. The advantage of this approach is that the scaffolding interventions are inte-
grated in the storyline and do not cause any distractions. As such, they offer Jason
the opportunity to become fully absorbed in the scenario (R09,R12).

The use case describes how the functional requirements can be satisfied while one
of the NPCs is instructed to change its behavior in service of the continuation of the
scenario: by endowing the NPCs with the ability to take over particular actions in
the scenario when necessary. In order for the NPCs to produce this behavior, the
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PEG should be able to instruct one of the NPCs from behind the scenes to change its
course of action in a believable and didactically appropriate fashion.

5.1.2 UC2 - High-level NPC instructions
The second use case illustrates why NPCs should have a certain level of autonomy
in achieving a goal and how this can be accomplished in a PEG. The following func-
tional requirements are applicable to this use case:

R02 - Scenarios must be interactive
R03 - The simulation should accurately represent aspects of the scenario that are impor-

tant for the construction of situational assessment schemas
R05 - Over the course of training the learner must encounter multiple variants of scenar-

ios that address the same learning goals and tasks
R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals specified according to clear and

unambiguous performance standards

These requirements present the following challenge for the design of a PEG. The
learner has the freedom to interact with the environment (R02). Preferably, the
learner is able to perform a task in a variety of ways (R05). In SBT, the scenario
should allow for the learner to experience multiple variants of the same situation
assessment schema, e.g. the events causing the situation may vary. Moreover, the
learner should be able to explore various solutions and experience the consequences
of various decisions. Yet all versions of the scenario’s unfolding should be repre-
sented accurately regarding the relevant aspects (R03). This requires the NPCs to
possess a certain level of autonomy to appropriately respond to various circum-
stances. This is exemplified by the following use case.

The situation starts with Nicky who is performing a scenario that addresses the
learning goal ‘treat a burn’. The scenario is situated in the park and Lars, an NPC, is
instructed to ‘obtain a first degree burn’.

1. Lars, the NPC, observes the barbecue in the game environment and decides to
use it to obtain the first degree burn.

2. Nicky, the learner, observes the water fountain and instructs Lars to hold his
burned hand in the fountain for ten minutes.

3. Lars goes to the fountain and holds his hand in the water fountain.
Nicky reflects on her performance with her classmates. They all agree that her

solution was unhygienic. It would have been better to use tap water. Nicky decides
to participate in another scenario with the learning goal ‘treat a burn’. This time,
the scenario is situated in a garage. Lars, the NPC, receives the instruction to ‘obtain
a first degree burn’.

1. Lars is soldering in the garage. He accidentally drops the soldering iron on his
foot and obtains a first degree burn.

2. Nicky walks in and sees Lars trying to cool the burn with a wet dirty cloth.
She takes Lars to the water sink located in the kitchen and tells him to cool
the burn for ten minutes in the water stream.

3. Lars follows her to the kitchen and holds his foot in the water sink.
This use case shows that NPCs must be able to accurately respond to the instruc-

tions coming from behind the scenes and the dynamic situation in the environment.
The learner has the freedom to handle the situation presented in the environment in
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a multitude of ways and the NPC must be able to respond to the learner’s behavior
in an autonomous, believable, and flexible manner. For this, NPCs must be able to
transform high-level instructions into concrete plans in a variety of ways. Moreover,
they must be able to dynamically and appropriately interact with different settings
and objects in the environment.

The solution described by the use case is consistent with the constraints posed by
the remaining functional requirements. The scenario enables Nicky to reflect upon
her own performance (R13) and conclude that she might have better chosen a differ-
ent course of action to improve her performance. Furthermore, the use case enables
Nicky’s classmates to observe a suboptimal performance (R15) and an improved per-
formance (R14). Additionally, the use case enables the instructor to provide Nicky
clear and directed feedback regarding the learning goal and the associated perfor-
mance standards which leads to Nicky reassessing her performance and replanning
an alternative course of action (R16).

The use case describes how the functional requirements can be satisfied while the
NPCs interact with a user that has a large degree of freedom to act: by endowing
the NPCs with flexible behaviors. In order for the NPCs to produce the behavior
described above, they must be endowed with autonomous and flexible behavior.

5.1.3 Technical requirements of PEGs
The use cases contextualize the functional requirements of a PEG by describing be-
havior that is consistent with the functional requirements. For instance, Use case 1
describes the need for didactically appropriate interventions. It is not the concern of
the user how these interventions are produced automatically and as such, functional
requirements do not specify the inner workings or mechanics of the PEG. Functional
requirements are part of the problem description; they specify what is needed from
the user’s point of view.

However, by looking at the use cases, a designer is able to derive additional re-
quirements that specify what is needed from a technical point of view in order to pro-
duce the behavior described in those use cases and in the functional requirements.
These additional requirements are referred to as technical requirements. Technical
requirements are a first step in the direction of developing a solution to the problem;
they specify what inner mechanics are required in order to realize the functional re-
quirements from the designer’s point of view. For instance, in order for a PEG to
produce the behavior described in Use case 1, a designer might conclude that some
type of coordination is required to govern the trade-off between the NPC’s believ-
ability and the required intervention, i.e. a technical requirement of a PEG.

From the presented use cases, the following technical requirements were derived:
TR1 - NPC control In order for the PEG and/or the instructor to construct a sce-
nario, a certain degree of control over the NPCs and their behaviors is required.
TR2 - NPC autonomy In order for the NPCs in the scenarios to behave in a believ-
able and intentional manner, some level of autonomy is required; the NPCs should
be able to pursue their own goals on their own terms and in their own manner.
TR3 - Flexibility/robustness In order for the learner to be able to deal with the
situation in a variety of ways (including failure), the virtual environment and, par-
ticularly, the NPCs should respond in a flexible and robust manner.
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5.2 Automating NPCs with intelligent agents
An approach to the automation and organization of NPC behavior is intelligent agent
technology. Intelligent agents are computer programs capable of performing tasks
and achieving goals in complex, dynamic environments (Franklin & Graesser, 1997;
Jennings, 1999; Johnson et al., 2000; Wooldridge, 2008; Wooldridge & Jennings,
1995). Intelligent agents can be designed to produce believable (TR2) and flexible
behavior (TR3). Examples of implementations that employ intelligent agents to con-
trol the NPCs (and other dynamic game elements) already exist (Aylett & Cavazza,
2001; Cap et al., 2011; Elliott & Brzezinski, 1998; Heuvelink et al., 2009; Kasap &
Magnenat-Thalmann, 2007; Lester et al., 1997; Lester et al., 1999; Mateas & Stern,
2002; Muller et al., 2012; Riedl & Stern, 2006; Si et al., 2005; Van Diggelen et al.,
2010; Van Doesburg et al., 2005).

The studies mentioned above provide evidence that TR2 and TR3 can be satisfied
with the use of intelligent agents. However, according to the technical requirements,
the NPCs must not only (TR2) display consistent behavior to warrant their believ-
ability as a character and (TR3) respond to the learner’s unforeseen actions and
decisions in a flexible manner; the NPCs must also (TR1) establish the predefined
plotline and respond to high-level instructions regarding alterations to the storyline.

This combination of requirements produces a conflict that is often referred to as
the narrative paradox: If an agent is actively pursuing its own goal, but is then in-
structed to pursue a different goal to increase the didactic value of the storyline, this
may result in inconsistencies. As Löckelt et al. (2005, p.252) put it: “The [challenge]
is to keep the story going without destroying the perception that the user is dealing
with characters acting by their own will.” The narrative paradox has been exten-
sively investigated within the field of interactive narrative. Two basic approaches
have been proposed to address the narrative paradox: character-driven and plot-
driven interactive narrative (Theune et al., 2003).

5.2.1 Related work on solving the narrative paradox
In character-driven interactive narrative, the characters in the story are fully au-
tonomous, i.e. able to choose their own actions. This approach results in flexible
yet consistent stories because the characters are free to respond to their environ-
ment in a way that is in line with their personality. A disadvantage of this approach
is that it is harder to enforce a narrative structure. In plot-driven interactive narrative,
the characters have no autonomy and the storyline follows a fixed well-structured
plot. The disadvantage of this approach is that the believability of the characters is
low, because they are interchangeable and lack a distinct personality.

Intermediate approaches combine character-driven and plot-driven interactive nar-
rative. They often employ a hierarchical agent organization to coordinate the be-
havior of the NPCs. The agent responsible for managing the other agents is usually
referred to as the director agent (Bates, 1992; Magerko, 2005; Magerko et al., 2004;
Mott & Lester, 2006; Riedl & Stern, 2006; Si et al., 2009; Van den Bosch et al.,
2009; Weyhrauch & Bates, 1997). The director agent uses its knowledge about nar-
rative structures to create storylines in response to a player’s moment-by-moment,
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realtime interaction. The NPCs have limited autonomy in co-creating the plot: the
director agent is able to instruct the NPCs to change their behavior when necessary.
As a result, the director is able to steer the scenario in the desired direction.

The autonomy of the NPCs and the level of control of the director agent varies.
On one end of the spectrum there are systems such as the virtual storyteller proposed
by Theune et al. (2003), in which scenarios are not specified in advance, but created
by the actions of the characters. The virtual storyteller possesses general knowledge
about narrative structures which it uses to guide the scenario creation process by
judging whether a character’s intended action fits into the plot structure. The vir-
tual storyteller is able to influence the storyline by 1) introducing new characters
and objects into the story world, 2) providing a character a goal to pursue, or 3)
disallowing a character to perform an intended action. A different approach, that
also leaves room for the NPCs to choose their own behaviors, is the one employed in
Façade, an interactive narrative developed by Mateas & Stern (2003). The director
agent in Façade is able to add and retract behaviors and discourse contexts by which
the NPCs operate, thereby restricting the NPC’s choices.

In contrast, IN-TALE only allows NPCs to autonomously perform a range of shal-
low behaviors (unpacking boxes, chatting with each other, displaying their goods,
etc.), while they receive narrative directions from the director agent. Compared to
their autonomous behavior range, these narrative directions are more tightly struc-
tured and result in more important and more sophisticated behaviors (Riedl et al.,
2008). As such, in IN-TALE, the director agent ensures the occurrence of dramatic
and pedagogically relevant situations in an appropriate and contextual order. This
director agent also has the responsibility to monitor the simulation, detect incon-
sistencies, and reconcile them (plan repair). If an agent’s local plans conflict with
the director agent’s global instructions, IN-TALE allows for believable failure of the
agent’s plans so it can continue with the received narrative directions.

The approaches to NPC coordination discussed above all employ a centralized
top-down control mechanism. The only difference lies in extent to which the agent’s
autonomy is restricted. An alternative option is the solution proposed by Westra
et al. (2012), who suggest the use of a negotiation step between the NPCs and the
director for task assignments during the scenario. This negotiation step results in
a bi-directional control mechanism. The negotiation step is managed by an organi-
zation to ensure the coordination of the adaptations in the storyline. The proposed
organization leaves the NPCs with sufficient autonomy to pursue their own goals
and to determine their own actions. This allows them to produce believable behav-
ior. At the same time, a monitoring system specifies the desired storyline and tracks
the current progression within the storyline. The NPCs are obliged to reckon with
updates coming from the monitoring system when deciding on a particular course
of action. However, they are able to decide in what way the instructions are im-
plemented in their behaviors. The agents respond to the game updates by placing
bids about their capability to bring about the necessary changes in the scenario. The
monitoring system, in turn, assigns the required adjustment to the agent that has
placed the most appropriate bid. Westra et al. (2012) have shown that, compared to
a centralized approach, their distributed approach is much more scalable when the
number of actions, scenes, and/or agents increases.
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To conclude, research regarding the automated generation and coordination of
NPC behavior with the use of intelligent agents seems promising. However, a more
thorough investigation is needed regarding the use and usefulness of intelligent
agent technology and coordination.

5.3 Intelligent agent technology - a wider perspective
Intelligent agent technology can be used to believably simulate NPC behavior. An
additional advantage of the employment of intelligent agents, is that they adopt
the intentional stance (Dennett, 1971); the behavior of intelligent agents is pre-
dicted, explained, and designed by attributing beliefs, desires, and rational astute-
ness (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995).

The intentional stance means that the behavior of a complex system is explained
as if it were a person or an intentional being: the system wants to accomplish a
particular task or goal and therefore it performs a certain action. When thinking
about the behavior of a complex system, people tend to naturally employ the inten-
tional stance as a simple and familiar (abstract) explanation of behavior. For this
reason, intelligent agents were designed: to create system components that make
up complex systems, but are easy to understand.

Throughout the literature, the concept of an intelligent agent has become some-
what scattered. However, in this thesis, we adopt the definition of an intelligent
agent as provided by Wooldridge (2008, p.15): “An intelligent agent is a computer
system that is situated within some environment and that is capable of flexible, au-
tonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives”.

5.3.1 BDI agents
A well-known approach to intelligent agents is the Beliefs, Desires, Intentions (BDI)
approach. The BDI approach is founded in Bratman’s folk psychology (Bratman,
1999). Folk psychology describes the naive way in which people tend to explain
their own reasoning process and that of others. As such, BDI-based programming
languages simulate the way people think they think to produce seemingly intelligent,
believable, and understandable behavior.

Bratman’s folk psychology states the following. Behavior is a result of the desire
to reach a certain goal. A person is able to reach said goal by employing one of
the available action plans. Which action plan this person will choose depends on the
feasibility of each action plan given the person’s beliefs about his/her current circum-
stances. If the person decides to adopt a particular action plan, then this selected
action plan is referred to as that person’s intention. As a result of this dynamic action
selection mechanism, the behavior of BDI agents is situated, proactive, and respon-
sive. Rao & Georgeff (1991) formalized Bratman’s BDI theory and Rao & Georgeff
(1995) further developed it into a BDI-software model.

Say for instance that a learner is to practice the treatment of a fracture. One of
the NPCs is instructed to break a bone. In order to accomplish its goal, the NPC
has two action plans at its disposal: fall from the stairs or slip on a wet floor. The
NPC believes that slipping on a wet floor is the most believable and appropriate
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action, because the NPC’s avatar is standing in front of a wet floor in the game
world. However, if the NPC also happens to be near stairs, then the NPC will need
to look for additional information in its belief base to decide which plan is the most
appropriate and believable to accomplish its goal. For example, the agent believes
there is a warning sign near the wet floor, which makes it less plausible for the agent
to slip. The agent may in turn decide to fall from the stairs instead.

Because of its foundation in folk psychology and its dynamic action plan selec-
tion mechanism, the BDI paradigm is particularly suitable to automatically produce
flexible, believable, and explainable NPC behavior (Cap et al., 2011; Harbers, 2011;
Norling, 2004; Norling & Sonenberg, 2004; Van den Bosch et al., 2009).

5.3.2 Coordinating multiple agents
When multiple agents collaborate within a single application. This is referred to as a
multi-agent system. Comparable to a functional design, a multi-agent system is an ef-
fective way of partitioning a complex system into a collection of agents, where each
agent has its own goals and responsibilities (Jennings, 2001). As such, intelligent
agents can be used not only to represent the NPCs, but also the functional compo-
nents in the functional design (see Chapter 4). The resulting system consists of the
integration of all separate components, i.e. the functional components, director, and
NPCs. Together, these parts should behave as a consistent, coordinated whole.

Adjustable autonomy and agent coordination

One way to coordinate agents is emergent coordination (Van der Vecht et al., 2008).
In emergent coordination, the agents make their own local decisions and the coor-
dination principles are specified implicitly within the local reasoning of the agents.
As such, the agents have no awareness of the organizational goals. The flexibility of
this type of implicit organization is limited: agents are fully autonomous and there
is no way to force the organization as a whole to change its behavior if unexpected
situations occur that cannot be solved by the local reasoning rules of the agents.

An explicit organization is more practical in cases where the organization needs
to be flexible; the organization might be in need of future adjustments; or the orga-
nization allows unfamiliar agents to join and the internal architecture of the agents
cannot be controlled. Using an explicit organization is a form of controlled coordi-
nation. Controlled autonomy is a threat to the agents’ autonomy. In order to allow
for controlled coordination while leaving the agents’ autonomy intact, Van der Vecht
et al. (2008) propose the use of adjustable autonomy.

Van der Vecht et al. (2007) argue that autonomy comes in certain degrees and that
intelligent agents should be able to decide for themselves at what level of autonomy
they choose to operate. Van der Vecht et al. (2009) state that an agent within an
organization has complete internal autonomy, but deliberately decides to restrict
its autonomy when it commits to an organization. In such cases, the agent allows
itself to be influenced by other agents in its decision-making process. For instance,
an agent may commit to a particular role in the organization by signing a contract
saying that the agent is to adopt a set of event-handling rules. The event-handling
rules ensure that the agent will always grant certain requests coming from other
agents. As such, the contract ensures that the agent carries out the responsibilities
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that are part of the agent’s role within that organization. Because the agent is also
allowed to refuse the contract, the agent ‘willingly’ restricts its own autonomy when
it closes the contract. After closing the contract the agent is no longer autonomous
in the way it deals with the requests specified in the contract.

The OperA model for agent organizations

OperA is a model to design explicit agent organizations. It was proposed by Dignum
(2004). OperA specifies the interactions between the agents in terms of roles and
institutional rules. A role is a set of connected behaviors, rights, obligations, beliefs,
and norms as conceptualized by agents within a particular organization.

In OperA, roles are specified in role descriptions that state exactly what an agent
can and cannot do when it adopts the role. The role descriptions are based on the
functional requirements of the organization. Role specifications describe, among
other things, the autonomy of the agent and the way it must deal with incoming
requests from the other agents. OperA also prescribes a specification of all possible
interactions between the roles. This specification is provided by so-called interac-
tion scenes. Interaction scenes specify, among other things, the norms for a specific
interaction between two or more agents, i.e. the way roles must interact with each
other. Interaction scenes are connected by means of scene transitions. The scenes
and scene transitions together describe the behavior of the organization.

The instantiation of the organization is established when a group of agents adopts
the roles in the organization. Agents can commit to a role by signing a contract.
Once an agents signs a contract, it consents to behave according to the capabilities
and responsibilities in the role specification. The use of contracts allows for flexi-
bility in the balance between the organizational aims and the agent’s own desires.
The agent’s own capabilities and aims determine the specific way in which an agent
enacts its role(s), thereby leaving the agent a certain degree of autonomy.

5.3.3 Using intelligent agents in PEGs
Intelligent agent technology appears to be a feasible approach for the technical de-
sign of PEGs. However, the use of multiple agents within a single system requires an
additional coordination layer. An agent organization can be used to place minimal
and required restrictions on the autonomy of the agents. This is accomplished by
binding them to a particular role description with the use of a contract. Once an
agent has adopted the role, it is obliged to comply with its role description and the
organization’s specifications of interaction scenes. Organizational roles can also be
used to represent functional components; the functional requirements translate to
the norms in the organization. As such, an agent organization can be useful for the
technical design of PEGs:
TR1 - NPC control An agent organization allows for bi-directional control and co-
ordination.
TR2 - NPC autonomy An agent organization allows for minimal restrictions on the
autonomy of the agents.
TR3 - Flexibility/robustness Intelligent agents can produce flexible and dynamic
behavior.
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The research presented in the rest of this chapter describes an architecture for
PEGs with the employment of a hybrid agent organization that coordinates and in-
tegrates the didactic reasoning processes behind the scenes and the simulated task
performance in the simulated environment. The anticipated result is a single multi-
agent system to maintain and manipulate a coherent and didactically appropriate
interactive storyline.

5.4 Designing an agent organization for PEGs
Intelligent agent technology combined with an agent organization appears to be a
suitable approach to the design of PEGs: the functional components, the director
agent, and the NPCs can all be represented as roles within an agent organization.
This results in the integration of all separate components, such that the compound
system can be managed and coordinated as a whole. The organization specifies the
system’s behavior at a high level, providing an infrastructure between the compo-
nents and a normative structure for the way components should operate together.

5.4.1 Role descriptions
The proposed organization employs a hybrid organizational structure, consisting of
1) a hierarchical organization and 2) a market-based sub-organization. The hierar-
chical organization employs a central coordinator, the director, which manages the
functional components to govern the scenario construction process. The market-
based organization is used to govern the realtime control over the development of
the storyline. It consists of the director, functioning as an auctioneer, and a group of
NPCs placing bids in the auctioning rounds.

Agents (and human operators) in the organization cannot adopt more than one
role at the same time. However, they are allowed to switch roles by dropping one
role and asking the director for a new assignment. Agents can only ask the director
for a role assignment if they are capable of satisfying the role description and asso-
ciated interaction scenes. The role descriptions are provided below. Please keep in
mind that the organization is meant to provide an infrastructure. How exactly an
agent is to fulfill its duties once it has adopted a role is of later concern.
1. Instructor - The instructor is able to provide the director with scenario con-
straints with the use of the authoring tool. Scenario constraints can be: 1) the
setting, 2) the learning goal, 3) NPC roles, 4) narrative goals for the NPCs, and 5)
attitudes for the NPCs. A human can adopt and drop the role of instructor at any
point in time. As such, the instructor is the only optional role within the organiza-
tion. For a more elaborate report on the design of the authoring tool, see Chapter 9.
2. Learner - The learner participates in the scenarios by controlling an avatar. By
controlling his/her avatar, the learner performs one of the roles in the scenario, i.e.
the role for which the learner is in training. A human adopts the role of the learner
at the initialization of the training session and cannot drop the role until the end of
the training session.
3. Director - The director is the central coordinator of the organization and, as
such, it has three important tasks: 1) assigning roles to agents; 2) coordinate the
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information flow between the roles; and 3) auction assignments for the NPCs. An
agent adopts the role of the director at the beginning of a training session. This
agent is not permitted to leave the organization until it finds a replacement for its
role. If it finds a replacement it can only switch seats during reflection.
4. Learner model - The learner model (a particular type of user model) keeps track
of the learner’s mental state and competency levels. In addition, it derives a suitable
learning goal for the learner to focus on and an initial level of scaffolding for the
next scenario. The learner model sends this information back to the director. When
an agent adopts the role of the learner model, it is obliged to participate in each
subsequent training session involving the same learner. For a more elaborate report
on the design of the learner model, see Chapter 10.
5. Scenario creator - The scenario creator is responsible for the provision of a sce-
nario plan containing 1) the required environmental elements to prepare the simu-
lated environment, 2) the required NPC roles, 3) the NPC narrative goals, 4) an
action sequence to be performed by the learner, 5) a time-out, and 6) a set of
scaffolding interventions. The scenario plan must take into account the scenario
constraints provided by the director, originating from the learner model and the in-
structor. If an agent/human adopts the role of the scenario creator, it can only drop
its role directly after providing the director with a scenario plan and before it is
assigned with the provision of a new scenario plan. If the agent maintains its role
throughout the training session, the scenario creator contract is terminated by the
director at the end of the training session. For a more elaborate report on the design
of the scenario creator, see Chapter 8.
6. Monitor - The monitor (scaffolding component) keeps track of the learner’s ac-
tions in the game world. Based on its assessment, it may send a message to the
director to auction a scaffolding intervention among the role players. Once the
scenario has come to an end, the monitor sends the performance outcomes of the
scenario to the director. If an agent/human adopts the role of the monitor, it must
maintain its role until after it sends the performance outcomes to the director and
before a new scenario is initialized. For a more elaborate report on the design of
scaffolding component, see Chapter 7.
7. Reflector - After the scenario is completed, the reflector (reflection component)
receives the outcomes of the scenario and the learner’s current competency level
on the learning goal from the director. Based on this information, it engages in
a dialogue with the learner. The goal of this dialogue is to stimulate and guide
the learner’s reflection on the scenario. If an agent/human adopts the role of the
reflector, it cannot drop its role until the reflection session has terminated. For a
more elaborate report on the design of the reflection component, see Chapter 10.
8. NPC - The NPC roles form a group role consisting of all the scenario roles. Ex-
amples of NPC roles are the victim, bystander, First Aider, friend or family member
of the victim, culprit, etc. If an agent/human adopts the role of an NPC, it is able
to control an avatar in the virtual environment to participate in the scenario with
the learner. Once an agent/human adopts an NPC role it is obliged to participate
in the auction rounds. The auction round procedure is explained further down.
The agent/human is not allowed to drop its NPC role until the scenario has come
to an end. When the scenario has finished, all contracts involving NPC roles are
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terminated.

5.4.2 Interaction scenes
In OperA, interactions between the agents are specified in interaction scenes. The
interaction scenes in the PEG organization are provided below. The behavior of the
entire organization is described by the possible transitions between the interaction
scenes (see Figure 5.1).

1. Register agentsInit

End

2. Request & provide obligatory
scenario constraints

4. Request & provide
scenario plan

5. Auction
NPC goals

9. Auction intervention

6. Start scenario 7. Play scenario

8. Request auction

13. Reflect on scenario

XOR

XOR

OR

10. End scenario

11. Performance 
outcomes & continuation

3. Request & provide optional
scenario constraints

XOR

14. End reflection 12. Commence reflection

AND

15. Process 
reflection

Figure 5.1: The scene transitions in the agent organization for PEGs

Scene 1. Register agents
All agents register with the director. The learner role is assigned to a user and the
learner model role is either re-instantiated by the agent bound to the learner or,
in case the learner is new, the learner model role is newly assigned to an agent.

Scene 2. Request & provide obligatory scenario constraints
The director asks for scenario constraints from the learner model. The learner
model must grant this request by providing the director with a learning goal and
an initial level of scaffolding.

Scene 3. Request & provide optional scenario constraints
The director checks if the instructor role has been assigned. If this is not the case,
the director attempts to assign the instructor role to a human. If there is a human
participating in the role of the instructor, the director requests scenario constraints
from the instructor. The instructor responds to this request by providing the di-
rector a set of constraints for the scenario creator.

Scene 4. Request & provide scenario plan
The director checks whether the scenario creator role has been assigned. If this is
not the case, the director assigns this role to an agent. Subsequently, it sends the
scenario creator the scenario constraints it obtained from the learner model and
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the instructor during Scenes 2 and 3 along with a request asking the scenario cre-
ator for a scenario plan. The scenario creator must grant this request by providing
the director with a scenario plan that is (maximally) consistent with the scenario
constraints provided by the director.

Scene 5. Auction NPC goals
The director assigns the NPC avatars and roles from the scenario plan obtained
in Scene 5 to agents. Subsequently, the goals in the scenario plan are auctioned
among the NPCs. The director announces each auction by specifying the narra-
tive goal along with possible constraints placed on the execution of the goal. If
an agent has adopted an NPC role, then it is obliged to participate in the auc-
tion by placing a bid, indicating whether it is able to perform the assignment. At
the end of each auction, the director closes a contract with the winning agent
saying that it will pursue the assignment throughout the scenario until it 1) ac-
complishes the assignment, 2) the director tells the agent to drop the assignment,
or 3) the scenario comes to an end. If all of the roles and goals in the plan have
been successfully assigned to an agent, the director continues by initializing the
scenario (Scene 6). Otherwise, the director returns to the scenario creator for an
alternative plan (repeat Scene 4).

Scene 6. Start scenario
The director informs the virtual environment about the scenario prerequisites
specified in the scenario plan obtained in Scene 5. Subsequently, the director
checks whether the monitor role has been assigned. If this is not the case, the
director assigns this role to an agent. The director then provides the monitor
the initial level of scaffolding, the time-out value, the action sequence, and the
scaffolding interventions as specified in the scenario plan that was previously ob-
tained in Scene 5. The director also notifies the NPCs and the learner that they
may begin to play.

Scene 7. Play scenario
The learner engages in the storyline by interacting with the NPCs. Meanwhile
the monitor keeps track of the learner’s actions and compares them to the action
sequence for the learner obtained from the director in Scene 6. Based on the
learner’s performance, the scaffolding interventions, and the time-out value, the
monitor decides whether the execution of a scaffolding intervention is appropri-
ate. The exact content of the intervention depends on the level of scaffolding.

Scene 8. Request auction
If the monitor decides that a scaffolding intervention is required, it sends a request
to the instructor asking for the auction of the appropriate intervention among the
NPC roles. The director is obliged to grant this request.

Scene 9. Auction intervention
The director auctions the scaffolding intervention among the NPCs. The auction
follows a procedure comparable to the one described in Scene 5.

Scene 10. End scenario
The monitor notifies the director that the scenario has come to an end and pro-
vides the director the outcomes of the scenario.

Scene 11. Performance outcomes & continuation
The director sends the scenario outcomes to the learner model. The learner model
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uses this information to update its beliefs about the learner’s competency levels
and mental state. Based on its updated beliefs it decides whether the training
has come to an end or that there is still a need for continuation of the training
program. The learner model then sends its decision and the information required
for reflection to the director.

Scene 12. Commence reflection
The director checks whether the reflector role has been assigned. If this is not the
case, the director assigns this role to an agent. Thereafter, the director provides
the reflector with the required information (i.e. the performance outcomes and
the learner’s current competency level on the learning goal) and lets the reflector
know that it can engage in reflection with the learner.

Scene 13. Reflect on scenario
The reflector encourages the learner to explain his/her decisions during the sce-
nario and provides the learner with additional explanations where necessary.

Scene 14. End reflection
The reflector notifies the director that the reflection has come to an end. It pro-
vides the director with the outcomes of the reflection session.

Scene 15. Process reflection
The director provides the learner model with the outcomes of the reflection, such
that the learner model can update its knowledge structure with this information.

          Virtual Environment

Planner

Monitor

Director
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Figure 5.2: The interactions between the roles in the agent organization for PEGs
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The interaction scenes specify all possible interactions between agents, hence the
behavior of the organization. Note that Scene 7 specifies the unfolding of the sce-
nario through the interactions between the NPCs and the learner. As such, Scene
7 specifies the interaction where the learning content is transmitted to the learner,
yet neither the NPCs nor the learner are aware of the didactic intent of the scenario.
They merely engage in task performance. There is one other scene that involves
direct interaction between the learner and an agent: Scene 13, the reflection. All
other scenes take place behind the scenes: they are not part of the actual scenario
performance and all involve the director agent interacting with another agent. Fig-
ure 5.2 depicts the roles and the interaction scenes they share between them. From
this figure it is clear that the director is the manager of the organization and nearly
all of the interactions take place between the director and another agent.

5.5 Evaluation of the agent-based PEG architecture
At the beginning of this chapter, two use cases were described to contextualize the
challenges involved in the control and coordination of NPC behaviors. The use
cases facilitated the identification of additional technical requirements. Based on
the problem analysis, an argument was constructed for the use of intelligent agents
and an agent organization. A design for an agent organization was proposed that
satisfies the identified functional and technical requirements. In order to verify that
the resulting agent organization indeed behaves as described by the use cases, a
prototype was developed and its behavior was compared to the use cases. The
processes of implementation and evaluation are described below.

5.5.1 Implementing the prototype
With the use of the agent-programming language 2APL, a multi-agent system was
implemented based on the agent organization presented in Section 5.4.

2APL: A practical agent programming language
2APL (A Practical Agent Programming Language) is a modular BDI-based program-
ming language to develop multi-agent systems (Cap et al., 2011; Dastani, 2008).
At the multi-agent level, it allows for the specification of a set of agents and an en-
vironment in which the agents can perform actions. At the individual agent level,
2APL allows for the direct implementation of concepts such as beliefs, goals, actions,
plans, and events. It is also possible to specify a set of reasoning rules that guides
the agents’ action selection process: Based on declarative goals, events, messages,
and failed plans, the agents can select and generate plans in realtime. As a result,
2APL is suitable for the development of reactive as well as pro-active agent behavior.

2APL also includes a platform and a graphical interface to support the develop-
ment, debugging, and execution of multi-agent programs. It can be used in a stand-
alone version or a distributed version that allows a multi-agent program to run on
different machines in a network. The belief base of 2APL agents is Prolog-based,
whereas their procedural parts, e.g. plans, and the environment in which they oper-
ate are Java-based. 2APL agents use the FIPA ACL Message Structure Specification
to communicate (O’Brien & Nicol, 1998).
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The virtual environment

A Java environment was created to represent the simulated environment. At the
start of each scenario, the virtual environment obtains the following information
from the director: a list of positions, a list of objects, a list of characters, and a list of
scenario-specific action options. From this, the environment creates a representation
of the simulated environment.

A GUI was developed to enable the learner to interact with the virtual environ-
ment (see Figure 5.3). The GUI consists of a textual display and several buttons.
The textual display is used to inform the learner about the events taking place and
the actions performed by the characters. The buttons can be used by the learner to
perform actions in the scenario. Each button refers to a different action.

Sylvia has fallen over the chair
Sylvia has broken his/her arm!
Trainee is doing nothing to help Sylvia
Sylvia says: ``This action did not have any effect!’’
Trainee is trying to stabilize Sylvia
Sylvia is in panic, you cannot apply this action!
Pauline is trying to calm Sylvia
Sylvia is now calm
Director says: ``The scenario has been completed’’
Monitor asks: ``Please assign a value to your current motivation: 1-9'’
Director says: ``The scenario will be reinitialized’’

Move middle

Pickup plate

Pickup chair

Pickup table

Stabilize arm

Do nothing

Calm victim

Figure 5.3: GUI allowing the learner to interact with the simulated environment (original
printscreen resolution was too low)

The actions the learner can perform include scenario-specific actions as well as
generic actions. Scenario-specific actions come from the scenario plan and may
include erroneous and suboptimal actions. Generic actions are always part of the
available actions, such as moving around and picking up objects. The environment
as well as the GUI take action prerequisites, i.e. required objects and NPC roles, into
account.

The multi-agent system

The hierarchical organization described in Section 5.4 was implicitly specified in
the behavior of a multi-agent system; the agents in the prototype were designed and
developed to internalize the role specifications in their own beliefs, goals, and plans.
The market-based subsystem (the auctions), however, is explicitly implemented in
the prototype.

The prototype was a simplified version of the design presented in Section 5.4. The
instructor, and, as such, Scene 3, were omitted from the prototype. Furthermore,
the reflector, and, as such, Scenes 12, 13, and 14, were omitted from the prototype.

Even though the agent organization design intentionally leaves the individual
agents unspecified, the implementation required multiple agents to participate in
the organization. In the process of implementing the multi-agent system, the fol-
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lowing agents were developed to perform the organizational roles:
Director: The director agent behaves as specified in the role description.
Learner model: The learner model updates its beliefs about the learner’s compe-
tencies and motivation based on the input provided by the director. Subsequently,
it selects an appropriate learning goal and initial level of scaffolding based on the
competencies of the learner.
Scenario creator: The scenario creator selects a scenario from its belief base that
addresses the desired learning goal.
Monitor: The monitor compares the actions chosen by the learner to the actions
in the scenario plan’s action sequence. Based on the outcomes of this comparison,
the level of scaffolding is either decreased or increased. There are three levels of
scaffolding:

0. no scaffolding intervention
1. a vague hint
2. a concrete hint
3. taking over the action

If the learner times out before performing the right action (determined by the time-
out value), the monitor initializes an intervention by sending a request for a scaf-
folding intervention to the director. Which scaffolding intervention is appropriate
depends on the level of scaffolding.
When the scenario comes to an end the monitor calculates the performance score
and asks the learner to rate his/her motivation to continue with the current learning
goal on a 9-point scale.
NPC: If an NPC is able to play a particular NPC role it applies for that role when
the director publishes the vacancy. Agents include a believability score in their bids
during auction rounds. Believability scores are based on the action plans of the
agent. For instance, ‘fall’ is more believable than ‘run into’ as a plan to break a limb.
And ‘stairs’ is more believable than ‘chair’ to fall from. The NPC stochastically picks
an available plan to accomplish the narrative goal and publishes it in response to
the auction.

5.5.2 Use cases: Verifying the behavior of the prototype
The developed prototype was used to see whether the behavior described in the use
cases could indeed be accomplished by the proposed agent organization.

The first use case involved a learner who is not performing the right actions. As a
result, one of the NPCs gives a hint and/or takes over the action. The organization
is able to produce the behavior described in this use case: if the learner is not
performing the right action, a scaffolding intervention is executed to support the
learner. Eventually, if the learner is not performing the right action after some time,
one of the NPCs will take over the action.

The second use case described how the NPCs should be able to interpret a high-
level instruction and select a suitable action plan based on the environment it per-
ceives. The organization allows for autonomously operating NPCs. As such, the
agents have a large degree of freedom to choose their own plans to accomplish a
goal. In the prototype, the NPCs are indeed able to reason about the feasibility of
their action plans given the available objects in the environment.
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5.6 Discussion

This chapter proposes the use of an agent organization to coordinate the behavior
of PEGs. The organization provides structure to the interactions between the func-
tional components and NPCs. Behind the scenes, the functional components reason
about the didactic effectiveness of the scenario and whether or not alterations to the
storyline would be required. At the same time, the NPCs autonomously simulate a
task situation and role-play the task performance by responding in a believable way
to the actions and decisions of the learner. The organization allows for bi-directional
control over the behavior of the NPCs: the NPCs are required to respond to requests
involving interventions in the scenario, yet they are able to indicate whether or not
they are able to adhere to the request. As such, the NPCs are autonomous and
flexible, yet they can also be controlled to a certain extent.

The organization allows for flexibility in the way actors (agents/humans) partici-
pate in the processes underlying SBT. As a result, a human instructor would be able
to participate in the process in the role of the various functional components, e.g.
the instructor could provide a scenario plan, monitor the learner and issue interven-
tions, or even take on the role of one of the NPCs.

An additional advantage of the current design is that the agents can be developed
in isolation. As a result, the agents and the system are interchangeable across ap-
plications and training domains. For instance, the director can be a generic agent
that is reusable in all domains, whereas the scenario creator may be designed to
work with one or more training domains based on the specificity of its design. The
compound nature of the design allows for more reusable functional components. In
addition, it is possible to compare the integrated behavior of different designs for
a certain role through systematic evaluations of two PEGs that are identical but for
that single agent/human.

To support communication between the agents in the organization, an ontology
must ensure that all agents employ concepts that are familiar to every other agent in
the organization. For instance, if instructors are allowed to provide any learning goal
they can think of, the scenario creator may not be able to interpret that learning goal.
The same issues arise when the scenario creator provides the director with an action
sequence that cannot be interpreted by the monitor. The next chapter, Chapter 6,
will address this issue in more detail.

The organizational model, OperA, aims to leave a lot of the actual agent behaviors
unspecified. An agent has complete freedom to carry out one of the roles in the
organization as long as its behavior complies with the role specification. The agents
in the prototype are intentionally kept simple. The prototype is used to verify the
usefulness of an agent organization to provide the overall infrastructure between
the various components, and to coordinate the behavior of the NPCs. However, to
establish the requirements presented in Chapter 4, more complex specifications of
the individual agents (i.e. functional components) are needed. Each component
design should satisfy the high-level descriptions, restrictions, and responsibilities of
its role as described in the current chapter. More intrinsic designs for the functional
components are presented in Part II.
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5.7 Concluding remarks
This chapter proposed an agent organization to coordinate the joint behavior of the
various PEG components, be they humans or agents. The NPC behaviors are con-
trolled in a bi-directional manner allowing for autonomous behavior as well as top-
down control. The functional components identified in Chapter 4 were translated
into organizational roles. This allows for a flexible architecture in which the roles
can be adopted by intelligent agents as well as human operators. To support this
flexible organizational structure, an ontology is required that specifies a common
language to be employed by all agents in the organization. This issue is addressed
in the next chapter.
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Abstract - The agents in the PEG organization, be they artificial or hu-
man, need to work with a common vocabulary to communicate about
joint activities in an unambiguous manner. Such a common vocab-
ulary should contain information about the training domain, events
taking place in the simulated environment, the behavior of the partic-
ipating characters, and teaching strategies for effective learning. In
addition, the artificial agents also need a theoretically sound, generic,
and consistent knowledge base.

This chapter investigates the declarative knowledge needed for the
agents to communicate, reason, and make intelligent decisions in the
context of teaching. A frame-based approach to ontology engineering
was used to model the identified knowledge. The resulting ontology
specifies the core concepts of SBT and their relationships, and is ap-
plicable across training domains and applications.

The ontology also serves as the foundation for the system spec-
ification (see Chapter 3) as it defines and relates all the concepts
mentioned in the use cases, requirements, and claims. The ontol-
ogy warrants consistency between the other three elements in the
system specification and makes the models derived from Human Fac-
tors knowledge explicit so they can be verified by domain experts, as
shown in this chapter.

This chapter is partially based on the following publications:

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “An ontology
for integrating didactics into a serious training game”, in: Workshop on Pedagogically-driven
Serious Games (ECTEL Conference), ed. by Bocconi, S., Klamma, R. & S., B. Y., vol. 898, CEUR
Workshop Proceedings, 2012, pp. 1–10.

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “An ontology for
automated scenario-based training”, International Journal for Technology Enhanced Learning,
ed. by Bocconi, S., Klamma, R. & Bachvarova, Y. S., (conditionally accepted).
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“It doesn’t happen very often that you get to
work with some really good friends of yours
and there’s a common language between
everyone, you don’t have to explain what
you’re doing, you can just run with it. It
makes it just so much easier and more
relaxed.” Elizabeth Perkins

To this point Part I has presented a list of requirements and claims for SBT. Any de-
sign proposal for (semi-)automated SBT should satisfy the requirements and bring
about the claims. The identified requirements and claims originate from various
types of sources and domains, including the perspective of instructors, the develop-
ers of SBT, instructional scientists, and cognitive/educational psychologists. Due to
this heterogeneity, the requirements and claims include jargon from various domains
that may not always be familiar to people who are not an expert within the given
domain. This is problematic, especially when working in multi-disciplinary teams.
To avoid misunderstandings within the team, an common language can be helpful.
In addition, the training domain itself often contains concepts and constructs that
are not familiar to the agents (or humans) delivering SBT.

At the end of Chapter 4, we proposed a functional architecture for Personalized
Educational Games to bring about (semi-)automated SBT. Subsequently, this func-
tional architecture was transformed into an agent organization. The anticipated
advantage of the agent organization is that agents can be developed in separation to
fulfill the roles in the organization. However, in order to streamline the cooperation
between the autonomous agents, they all need to be able to understand each other’s
input and output. This understanding can be facilitated by offering them a common
vocabulary that allows them to reason about their joint task.

To provide the various agents (and possibly, humans) a common language, we
propose the use of an ontology as a part of the system specification. This ontology
provides a shared knowledge representation to be used by all actors (agent or hu-
man) in the PEG organization. It contains all concepts that are relevant in relation
to the requirements and claims. In addition, it contains concepts relevant to reason
about a given task domain, and the training domain in particular.

6.1 Knowledge Representations
An intelligent system, such as a PEG, needs to understand its domain in order to
reason, and be intelligent, about it. Therefore, intelligent systems usually maintain
an internal knowledge representation, or model, about their domain of intelligence
(Fogli & Guida, 2013; Hoekstra, 2009; Shaw & Woodward, 1990; Van Joolingen &
De Jong, 1992). A model allows a computer to perform automated reasoning about
the domain. Models are usually not a direct reflection of the domain. Instead, they
represent the available knowledge about that domain (Davis et al., 1993).

Knowledge can be divided into procedural and declarative knowledge (Hoekstra,
2009; Shaw & Woodward, 1990). Declarative (or descriptive) knowledge is knowl-
edge that can be expressed in declarative sentences, e.g. predicates, to describe the
world. For example, the expression ‘an actor is either an agent or a human’ is a
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declarative sentence. In contrast, procedural knowledge describes mechanisms to
use the information expressed in the model in order to solve problems and make
decisions. For example, ‘if you need an actor, then select either a human or an agent
to fulfill the requirement’. In other words, procedural knowledge describes how, and
especially how best, to perform some task with the use of rules or heuristics. Both
declarative and procedural knowledge are important for intelligence: one needs to
know what information is available to reason about and how to reason about that
information to, e.g., correctly infer new knowledge or to perform some task.

A PEG needs to be intelligent about the observable behavior of the learner in
the simulated environment, the interpretation of the learner’s behavior in terms of
task performance, and the interpretation of that task performance in terms of the
learner’s competence development. In order for the PEG to be able to reason about
all this information, a knowledge representation is required that models the informa-
tion in a way that is comprehensible for a human as well as for a computer system.
To construct such a knowledge representation, the following steps are required:

1. Obtain the required information that needs to be modelled (Section 6.2)
2. Find a suitable format to represent the knowledge (Section 6.3)
3. Construct the knowledge representation (Section 6.4)
4. Verify the constructed model with domain experts (Section 6.6)

6.2 Obtaining the required domain knowledge
Obtaining the knowledge required for the knowledge representation is not straight-
forward. Usually, experts are invited to explain the domain to the designer or re-
searcher. The experts provide explanations about the way they perform their task
and what knowledge they use to do so. However, experts are often not fully aware of
their own behavior and the way they perform their tasks (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005;
Eraut, 2000). As such, knowledge elicitation is often guided by a methodology.

There exist various methodologies to elicit knowledge from experts and to docu-
ment the obtained information appropriately. Examples of such methodologies in-
clude Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) and Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) (Annett,
2004; Clark & Estes, 1996; Hajdukiewicz & Vicente, 2004; Merrill, 1978; Militello
& Hutton, 1998; Moray et al., 1992; Salmon et al., 2010; Schraagen et al., 2000;
Stanton, 2006). HTA is more focused on the various procedures in the domain and
how they are used to accomplish various goals. CWA, on the other hand, is more
focused on the cognitive processes underlying the task performance.

Another example of a knowledge elicitation and task analysis methodology is
KADS (Wielinga et al., 1992). It approaches the to be represented domain from
multiple angles, each time resulting in a different model. It also separates the analy-
sis of domain knowledge from the machine implementation. As a result, it provides
a more compound view on the domain and covers the procedural as well as the
cognitive processes in separate models.

All of these methodologies generally employ interviews and brainstorm sessions
with end-users, on-the-job interviews, and work place analysis.

The sCE method, described in Chapter 3, also entails the conduction of interviews,
work place analysis, and user-based studies. As such, it was assumed that the in-
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formation obtained from the sCE method’s design process was sufficient to establish
an appropriate knowledge representation of the domain of SBT and the First Aid
training domain. Because this process is already explained throughout the chapters
in this thesis, it will not be repeated here.

6.3 Frame-based ontologies to represent knowledge
Once it has been established what information should be modelled in the knowledge
representation, one must decide upon a suitable format to represent the obtained
information. Well-known formats for the representation of knowledge include logic,
production systems, and semantic networks (Baader, 1999; Sowa, 2000).

Among the various existing approaches to knowledge representation is the ‘Frame-
based’ ontology (Minsky, 1975). Ontologies provide an explicit, structured, and se-
mantically rich representation of declarative knowledge (Hoekstra, 2009). As such,
procedural rules and heuristics are not part of an ontology. Ontologies consist of
concepts and instances of those concepts. For example, the concept restaurant has
the Italian restaurant Casa di mama as its instance (see Figure 6.1).

Food

Type

Casa di 
mama

RestaurantIs a Has

is

Italian

Serves

Place to eat

Has

Top level frame

Situation-specific attributes
NameIs

Pizzas is

Eat what?

Figure 6.1: An example of a frame

Frames are inspired by psychological research; they represent stereotyped situ-
ations in the form of a group of interrelated concepts with a fixed structure. The
‘top’ levels of the frame represent knowledge that is always true for the modeled
situation, for instance ‘a restaurant is a place where your can buy food’ or ‘if the
restaurant is Italian, then it serves pizzas’. When representing such knowledge in an
ontology, a concept is created, e.g., restaurant. In turn, the ontology is extended by
creating attributes (slots) for the given concept, e.g., a restaurant is a place where
you can buy food.

Instances consist of assignments to the more general situation description, result-
ing in specific instances of a situation, e.g., ‘Casa di mama is an Italian restaurant; it
serves pizzas’. Attribute relations (slots) are generally applicable features of a con-
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cept that may need further specification once an instance is added. For example, the
concept restaurant may have the attribute that it has a certain type, e.g. Italian, tav-
ern, or Chinese. However, which type the restaurant has may vary among instances.
In such cases, to reason about a particular instance, the attributes of that instance
(slots) need to be specified. Therefore, when adding an instance of a restaurant to
the ontology, one must specify the type of that restaurant.

Frame-based ontologies offer the possibility to specify default (yet overridable)
values in a given frame. For example, the default restaurant may be a tavern serving
daily specials and local food. The specification of default values facilitates reasoning
with incomplete information.

Concepts are organized in a hierarchy of classes. As such, concepts can inherit
attributes from higher-level concepts (or superclasses). For example, the concept
restaurant is a subclass of the concept ‘business establishment’. As a result, it inherits
all attributes belonging to ‘business establishment’, e.g., you have to pay before you
leave. An ontology enables a system to reason about concepts, their attributes, and
relationships between them (Kickmeier-Rust & Albert, 2010).

A distinction in ontologies

In the rest of this chapter, the following types of ontologies are distinguished.

Upper and lower ontology - Following the description of frames, an upper and a
lower ontology is distinguished. An upper ontology (also known as a top-level ontol-
ogy or foundation ontology) is an ontology that describes generic, abstract concepts
and their interrelations. It is fixed and should be applicable across situations or ap-
plications without the need for alterations. The lower ontologies consist of more
specific concepts, instances, and their interrelations. The idea behind this is that the
intelligent system uses the upper ontology to reason about a given domain of dis-
course. In other words, the reasoning rules are independent of the lower ontology.
This allows for reusability of the upper ontology. Moreover, new concepts can be
specified in the lower ontology and can be processed by the reasoning rules based
on the upper level frame specification.

Domain and system ontology - Comparable to the approach taken by the KADS
methodology, the domain knowledge is described separate from the system design
knowledge. As a result, the domain ontology contains the knowledge relevant to
the task performed by the system, i.e. SBT. In contrast, the system ontology con-
tains concepts relevant to the system’s design. This separation is especially useful in
knowledge-based systems, because in such systems the body of knowledge concern-
ing the domain should be made reusable across various system designs.

Protégé Frames 3.5

In our research, we employed the Protégé Frames 3.5 ontology editor to implement
the ontology (Gennari et al., 2003; Noy et al., 2000). Protégé 3.5 can be used to edit
knowledge representations in the form of an ontology. A Protégé Frames ontology
is comprised of classes, slots, facets, and constraints. Classes are concepts in the do-
main of discourse. Slots describe properties (or attributes) of classes. Facets describe
properties of slots, e.g. the type of values that can be assigned, the number of val-
ues that can be assigned, the minimum and maximum values that can be assigned,
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the default value that is assigned, etc. And axioms specify additional constraints on
the ontological relations. A Protégé 3.5 knowledge base includes the ontology and
individual instances of classes with specific values for slots.

6.4 Construction of the ontology
Once it has been established in what format the knowledge is to be represented, it
is time to construct the ontology.

6.4.1 The construction process of the ontology
The ontology for PEGs was developed using the ontology construction procedure
proposed by Noy & McGuinness (2001).
1) Determine the domain and scope of the ontology

The scope of the ontology was defined: automated SBT for First Aid training and the
proposed design for PEGs.

2) Consider reusing existing ontologies
The ‘task analysis’- ontology by Van Welie et al. (1998) was found to be suitable for reuse.
This is further explained below.

3) Enumerate important terms in the ontology
All of the concepts relevant to automated scenario-based training that were not part of the
ontology by Van Welie et al. (1998) were enumerated.

4) Define the classes and the class hierarchy
The body of research presented in this thesis was consulted to structure and define the
identified concepts.

5) Define the properties of classes - slots
The properties of the classes were identified and added to the ontology.

6) Define the facets of the slots
The additional constraints on the slots were specified.

7) Create instances
Domain-specific instances, coming from the domain of First Aid, were added.

The ontology construction is a dynamic process: each step results in new knowl-
edge about the quality and sufficiency of the concepts, attributes, relations and their
definitions identified in previous steps, resulting in the necessity to move back and
forth between these steps to check the consistency of new additions or alterations
with the rest of the ontology. The resulting ontology for SBT is presented in the next
subsection.

6.4.2 Reused ontology and extension
The ontology for SBT reuses the ‘task analysis’- ontology by Van Welie et al. (1998)
(see Figure 6.2). As explained above, task analysis is used to analyze and describe
the relations between, e.g. tasks, situations, events, procedures, and tools within
a given task domain (Annett, 2004; Annett & Duncan, 1967; Clark & Estes, 1996;
Hackos & Redish, 1998; Merrill, 1978; Militello & Hutton, 1998; Resnick et al.,
1973; Stanton, 2006; Vicente, 1995).

The ontology by Van Welie et al. (1998) can be used to describe how a task is to
be performed. In SBT, learners aim to develop the required competencies to perform
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Object

Task

Role

Agent

Event

Contains

Subrole

Subtask
Triggers

Uses
Plays

Used_by

Performed by

Performed by

Is responsible
Triggers

Figure 6.2: An ontology for task analysis by Van Welie et al. (1998)

a particular task by engaging in training scenarios. Therefore, the ontology by Van
Welie et al. (1998) is a good place to start when constructing our ontology for PEGs.

To also cover additional knowledge regarding SBT, the ontology by Van Welie et
al. (1998) needed to be extended. For instance, performance outcomes are only an
indirect measure to assess the true purpose of training: competence development
(Albert & Lukas, 1999; Koedinger et al., 2012). Task performance is derived from
observable task behavior, whereas competency is a property of the person reflect-
ing his ability to successfully perform a task. This separation promotes a learner-
centered approach to learning task selection. To capture this idea, the ontology was
extended with concepts that describe the relation between competence development
and performance outcomes.

Another example is that the ‘task-analysis’-ontology describes task performance at
a relatively high level of abstraction. This, of course, is useful when the objective
is to provide knowledge that is required to reason about tasks. However, in order
to reason about SBT, additional knowledge is needed about the relation between
tasks at an abstract level and the behavior of the learner within the simulated en-
vironment. During scenario-based training, tasks are enacted and staged within a
simulated environment. In addition, tasks are structured, contextualized, and coor-
dinated with the use of scenarios. Therefore, the knowledge representation, i.e. the
ontology, must be extended with concepts that describe the simulated environment
and its relation to the learning task.

6.5 An ontology for PEGs
This section presents the classes and relations described by the ontology for PEGs.
This ontology consists of 1) a domain ontology that describes scenario-based train-
ing, and 2) the system ontology which describes the chosen design and technical
solution.
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6.5.1 The domain ontology

The upper domain ontology covers all concepts relevant to describe and reason
about automated SBT, regardless of the chosen design. The domain ontology is
divided into three layers: 1) the game world and everything in it; 2) the task do-
main, and 3) the didactic reasoning process. The complete ontology is depicted
in Figure 6.3. The reader is invited to follow the step-by-step explanation of this
graphic below.

The ontology description starts with Layer 2 concerning the Task Domain. A task
requires particular competencies, which can be seen in Figure 6.3: the concept ‘task’
in the center of the figure is connected to the big green area named ‘Competency’ by
an arrow that says ‘requires’. There are three types of competencies: skill, attitude,
and knowledge. Knowledge can again be distinguished by three different types:
assumed knowledge - knowledge that the learner is assumed to possess before en-
tering the training, domain knowledge - knowledge the learner will acquire during
training, and situation awareness - knowledge that is contextual to the task per-
formance and only becomes available once the exact task situation can be observed
and assessed. Situation awareness is specifically important because it is the learner’s
awareness of information that is relevant to the way he/she should perform the task
at hand; based on the learner’s situation awareness, he/she is able to determine
what procedure would be applicable to perform. A skill that is of particular interest
is self-directedness, which is domain-independent and is related to a learner’s meta-
cognitive development: the extent to which a person is able to manage his/her own
competence development process.

A task typically has an objective. This objective can entail the monitoring of a
process or the establishment of a particular situation. A task is also dependent
on the circumstances under which it is performed, e.g. danger, complications, etc.
In addition, time (e.g. duration, timing) may be relevant to the task performance.
Furthermore, a task relies on information conveyed by the world. Because the world
in a personalized educational game is a simulated one, it is important that it still
provides the required information for the learner to be able to act in a representative
fashion. Therefore, required information should be made explicit and actively added
to the game world design.

Tasks are decomposed following a Hierarchical Task Network approach. As such, a
task can contain subtasks until eventually the subtask breaks down into a procedure
(i.e. an action sequence). Actions are often associated with common errors people
make while executing them. Such errors must also be explicitly represented in the
ontology, because if they are not, the system will not be able to deliver error-specific
feedback. Therefore, errors are specifically specified as alternatives to the proper
actions in a procedure. These incorrect actions can in turn also be employed to
produce erroneous examples.

Tasks are the responsibility of roles, which in turn can be adopted by characters. If
a character (the learner, or an NPC) adopts a particular role, it becomes responsible
for the tasks described in the task specification of that role.

We now move on to Layer 3 of the ontology: the didactics. This breaks down
into two parts: 1) a description of the learner’s experience and performance from a
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didactic point of view, and 2) the role of the scenario within the training program or
curriculum. Let us start again with the central concept of this layer: the learner. The
learner controls one of the scenario’s characters and, as such, plays one of the roles.
As learners engage in task performance in the simulated environment, they display
particular behavior. This behavior is interpreted in terms of task performance. The
resulting performance assessment is used to update the learner’s competency levels.
In addition, the learner’s mental state can be analyzed and estimated. The ontology
distinguishes four components: the learner’s self-efficacy (confidence in one’s own
ability), motivation, emotional state, and the mental effort invested during task
performance. Furthermore, the learner is working on a personalized learning goal,
which aims to improve a particular competency level.

The personalized learning goal is selected by applying an adaptive strategy called
‘learning goal selection’ and results in a subset of competencies that are currently
suitable for the learner to develop during training. (How exactly this is determined
is addressed later on in this thesis.) The learning goal is addressed in the scenario
offered to the learner. There are several other adaptive strategies that can be applied
to increase the didactic effectiveness of the scenario: providing feedback, which
may be specifically targeted at some common error. In addition, the PEG may apply
scaffolds, and stimulate the learner to reflect on his/her performance. Whether and
how any of these strategies will be applied in any given training situation depends
on the learner’s mental state and his/her competencies.

The final layer of the ontology is Layer 2: the Game World. Again, let us start with
the most central concept character. A character is an avatar in the game scenario
that is controlled by a non-player (in that case it is called a non-player character,
or NPC) or by the learner. Characters play roles within the scenario and execute
actions that are consistent with their role and tasks. There are also other game
elements available in the environment. These are called objects. A special type
of objects is the intelligent object (i.e. controlled by an intelligent agent). It is an
object that can exhibit intentional goal-directed behavior, such as a dog, a robot, a
vehicle, or a fire. A setting is a scenery, a static background for the scenario, such as
a kitchen or a park. Game elements can be common or not common within certain
settings. For instance, a stove is common in a kitchen, but not in a park. And a tree
is common in a park, but not in a kitchen.

Game elements can offer particular affordances. Affordances can be exploited
while executing an action. An example is the following: when a character wants to
break a limb (because this is part of the storyline), it needs to construct a plan to do
so, such as ‘fall from height’. The object ‘stair’ can provide the affordance ‘fall from
height’ and enables the character to fall and break a limb. By assigning affordances
to objects in the ontology, affordances specify the way in which objects can be used
to perform particular actions.

The game dynamics consist of actions and events. Actions are performed by char-
acters (or intelligent objects) because they are part of a procedure to perform a task
and that task is a character’s responsibility because of the role it has adopted. Ac-
tions cause events, which in turn change the world by changing or creating game
elements. Events can also take place without being caused by a deliberate action,
for instance, a tree may fall down simply from being old and rotten, but it may also
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come down because someone chopped it down with an axe. Once an event takes
place, the world changes, leading to new tasks becoming relevant. For instance, if
indeed a tree comes down, it might be one’s task to clear it from the road. As a
result, game elements and game dynamics provide observables. However, these ob-
servables only lead to information and situation awareness if the learner picks them
up accordingly.

6.5.2 The design ontology

In addition to the domain ontology, an upper design ontology was developed. The
upper design ontology contains concepts relevant to the system’s functional and
technical design, thereby reflecting the researchers’ design choices. In our case, this
means that the design ontology covers all concepts relevant to the proposed PEG
design. The design ontology is depicted in Figure 6.4.

As can be seen from the figure, the functional components are all represented
in the design ontology. The subsystems of the scenario creator, to be discussed in
Chapter 8, are also defined. The instructor and the learner are represented and
identified as users. Because some of the concepts in the ontology will be introduced
later on in the thesis, the remaining concepts are not further explained at this point.
The design ontology is mainly used by the developers and/or in technical reports
about the system design and implementation.

Annotated 
game 

element
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Scenario
plan

Learning 
Goal

Instructor Uses

Scenario constraints
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Satisfies

Generates

User
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Figure 6.4: A graphical representation of the upper design ontology (PEG).
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6.5.3 Implementation of the ontology in Protégé
The training domain employed throughout our research is First Aid. Therefore, the
lower ontology contains a substantial amount of domain-specific concepts related
to First Aid, such as domain-specific tasks, objects, roles, actions, and competen-
cies. The complete ontology, containing the upper as well as the lower ontology,
has been implemented in Protégé Frames 3.5 (Protégé: a free, open source ontol-
ogy editor and knowledge-base framework 2013) and is available for download at
http://mariekepeeters.com/INDIGO. This ontology also contains full definitions for
all the concepts and relations in the ontology.

6.6 Evaluating the constructed ontology
The upper ontology constructed above is expected to provide a model to represent
knowledge relevant to automated SBT (the domain ontology) and the proposed
design for PEGs (the design ontology). However, the domain ontology needs to be
accurate in order for the intelligent system to reason about its tasks, e.g. the NPC
agents should be able to interpret narrative goals and produce believable behavior,
and the scenario creator should be able to construct representative scenarios based
on a learner’s current competency levels. For this, it is important to make sure that
the upper ontology (frame for SBT), as well as the lower ontology (model of First
Aid) provide an accurate representation.

To ensure that the constructed domain ontology is indeed a sufficiently accurate
representation for use within a PEG, it was verified with the use of domain experts.
For this, a review study was conducted.

6.6.1 Expert-based review study to verify the domain model
A total of eight experts participated in structured interview sessions. The verifica-
tion was conducted in separate sessions with three types of experts, respectively in
the fields of education, serious games, and First Aid instruction. All sessions were
conducted in the presence of two experimenters. Throughout the review process
the following criteria, obtained from Gruber (1995) and Shanks et al. (2003), were
taken into account: clarity, coherence, representativeness, accuracy, completeness,
consistency, and conciseness. The participants were invited to look at the presented
work with a critical eye. In addition, the experimenters encouraged the participants
to be concise and to mark a concept when they considered it to be ambiguous or
erroneously defined.

The upper ontology was verified using structured interviews with two researchers
in the field of serious gaming, who verified the ‘Game World’ and ‘Task Domain’
area, and two researchers in the field of instruction and education, who verified the
‘Trainee and Didactics’ area. All four researchers were Human Factors Researchers
of the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO). The struc-
tured interview began by asking the participants to discuss the relevance of the
concepts within the ontology area under review, and to add any missing concepts.
Subsequently, they were asked to discuss the concepts’ definitions. Next, one of the
experimenters added the suggested concepts to a graphical display of the ontology
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and drew relations between the concepts. The participants were invited to com-
ment, ask questions, and offer suggestions for alterations, additions, or deletions
while the ontology was (re)constructed.

The lower ontology was verified through structured interviews with four First
Aid instructors in individual one-hour structured interviews. All instructors were
recruited through their First Aid associations. The lower ontology was presented
using graphical displays of First Aid skills, First Aid tasks, First Aid procedures, and
First Aid knowledge. Participants were asked to judge the accuracy of the presented
graphs, and were invited to check and alter the represented information until they
felt it was accurate.

Notes about the participants’ suggested changes were kept during all sessions
by both experimenters. After each session, the experimenters cross-validated their
notes and updated the ontology using the outcomes.

6.6.2 Results of the expert-based review
The verification sessions led to the following adjustments of the original ontology:

˛ The addition of ‘adaptive strategy’ as a superclass of feedback, scaffolding, etc.
˛ The omission of ‘learning task’ as a separate concept (because of ambiguity)
˛ The addition of ‘intelligent object’ as a subclass of object
˛ Changing ‘feature’ to ‘observable’ to describe the distinctive characteristics of a

game element
˛ Changing the concept ‘world knowledge’ to ‘situation awareness’
˛ The addition of ‘attitude’ to the types of competencies trained
˛ The addition of ‘time’ as a relevant constraint or characteristic of a task
˛ The addition of ‘information’ as a relevant aspect of a task
˛ The omission of ‘closed task’ and ‘open task’ as subclasses for tasks
˛ The omission of ‘process-oriented’ and ‘goal-oriented’ as task characteristics
˛ Several First Aid procedures were refined with minor corrections
˛ Several First Aid competencies were omitted because they were not an obliga-

tory part of the training

6.7 Discussion
The use of an ontology to represent domain knowledge has several advantages when
designing a complex knowledge-based system, such as a PEG.

First of all, the ontology facilitates consistency and clarity in use of terminology.
As such, it provides a common language among stakeholders, designers, users, and
components. When developing system components in parallel, the ontology pro-
vides conceptual and terminological agreement. All developers within the project
employ the domain knowledge representation provided by the ontology when de-
scribing the architecture, writing code, and so on. As a result, documents and pro-
gramming code are more concrete, easier to read, and easier to integrate.

Secondly, the ontology can be easily extended with new instances (e.g. tasks,
actions, roles, objects) (Muller et al., 2012). Through the use of user-friendly inter-
faces, such as the one provided by Protégé: a free, open source ontology editor and
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knowledge-base framework (2013), non-programmers are also able to add new in-
stances and/or concepts to the domain knowledge ontology. By placing them within
the structure provided by the upper ontology, the system is able to reason about
those new concepts and use them right away. As such, the ontology offers a user-
friendly way to author the content used by the system.

Lastly, by separating procedural knowledge from declarative knowledge, and do-
main knowledge from design knowledge, the domain ontology can be reused in
other designs. Moreover, because of the separation of the upper ontology to de-
scribe SBT independently of the training domain, the upper ontology can also be
reused in other training domains.

The constructed domain ontology has been reviewed by domain experts and was
adjusted based on the outcomes of these reviews. As a result, it is considered to be
appropriate for use in future prototypes of automated SBT. However, the research
regarding the ontology presented in this chapter should be continued in order to
improve the current proposal. It should be investigated whether indeed the ontology
covers all knowledge required to support a flexible PEG organization as proposed in
the previous chapter, and whether it is reusable across various training domains.
For this, the PEG’s design should be fully implemented in a complete prototype. In
addition, it should be applied for other domains. It would also require user-based
studies with instructors to investigate the usefulness of the ontology in extending
the domain-specific vocabulary by domain experts (e.g. instructors).

6.8 Concluding remarks
Knowledge-based systems, such as PEGs and other systems for automated SBT,
should be designed such that the knowledge structures they employ can be reused.
Furthermore, the knowledge base should be easily extensible by domain experts.
The ontology provided in this chapter serves as a first step in the direction of a
separate, reusable, extensible domain knowledge base.
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Part II: Component Designs,
Prototypes, & Evaluations

Part I presented a high-level PEG architecture consisting of various func-
tional components. In Part II of the thesis, each of these functional compo-
nents, or intelligent agents, is investigated and designed following the sCE
method (see Chapter 3).

Chapter 7 investigates the scaffolding component. It is able to adjust the
level of challenge/support in realtime based on the learner’s responses to
events in the virtual environment. A wizard-of-Oz experiment compared
adjustable scenarios to non-adjustable scenarios. Results showed that the
realtime scenario adjustments did not diminish the learners’ sense of immer-
sion. Moreover, the adjustable scenarios were significantly better attuned to
a given learner’s needs than non-adjustable scenarios.

Chapter 8 investigates the scenario creator. It generates scenario plans
based on a predefined learning goal and difficulty level. An experiment
compared scenarios obtained from the scenario creator, laymen, and do-
main experts. Results showed that the scenarios generated by the scenario
creator were of comparable quality to the ones obtained from the laymen.
Of the highest quality were the scenarios obtained from domain experts.

Chapter 9 investigates the authoring tool. It allows instructors to pro-
vide constraints for the scenario creator, i.e. a learning goal, a setting, NPC
roles, narrative goals for the NPCs, and attitudes for the NPCs. Based on the
learning goal specified by the instructor, the authoring tool offers instructors
suggestions for the roles, goals and attitudes of the NPCs. An experiment
investigated the usability of the authoring tool and the quality of the re-
sulting scenario plans. This was established by comparing it to a second
version of the authoring tool that was identical except for the provision of
suggestions. Results showed that the suggestions significantly enhanced the
quality of the resulting scenarios and the usability of the authoring tool.

Chapter 10 presents preliminary results on the investigation of the learner
model and the reflection component. The learner model is approached as
a BDI agent. It updates its representation of the learner’s competencies
based on the learner’s performance outcomes. Subsequently it uses this
representation to determine a suitable learning goal for the learner and an
appropriate initial level of scaffolding. Explorative research on the reflection
component’s design resulted in the identification of a major task for this
component: fostering self-explanations by engaging the learner in a tutoring
dialogue.
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The Scaffolding Component:
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Abstract - This chapter investigates the scaffolding component, which
controls scenario adaptations to keep learners on track of the learning
objectives and to prevent situations that induce boredom or anxiety.
This is achieved by attuning the level of challenge or support to the
learner’s behavior and performance in realtime (i.e. while the learner
is playing the scenario).

To automatically produce this attuning behavior, the scaffolding
component compares the learner’s in-game behavior to a set of prede-
fined behavioral cues. The outcomes of these comparisons are used to
decide whether rules concerning particular scenario adaptations are
applicable or not. Applicable adaptation rules are executed, resulting
in behavior changes in the non-player characters. Scenarios that al-
low for this kind of adaptation are called ‘directable’, whereas scenar-
ios that do not allow for such adaptation are called ‘non-directable’.

A wizard-of-Oz prototype of the scaffolding component was devel-
oped and evaluated to investigate the effects of realtime adaptations
on the instructional quality of the scenario. Results showed that the
realtime scenario adaptations did not diminish the learners’ sense of
immersion. Moreover, instructors rated directable scenarios as sig-
nificantly better attuned to learners’ individual needs compared to
non-directable scenarios.

This chapter is partially based on the following publications:

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “Scenario-based
training: director’s cut”, in: Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education, 2011, pp. 264–
272.

Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K., Meyer, J.-J. C. & Neerincx, M. A., “The design
and effect of automated directions during scenario-based training”, Computers & Education,
vol. 70, 2014, pp. 173–183.
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“We try to pull the learners out of their comfort zone. [. . . ] We are able to
introduce more challenging events covering topics that are part of next week’s
learning goals. [. . . ] When a learner has been out of his comfort zone for too long,
we will offer him a feel good mission, by throwing in some easy situations.”

Helicopter Directive Operator Instructor
Interview, 17-02-2012

During SBT, the instructor and the role-playing staff members can influence the
scenario as it unfolds. Examples of these realtime adjustments are the timing of
events, the provision of hints or prompts, and other scaffolding techniques. Scaffold-
ing has been shown to have positive effects on learning, such as an increase in per-
formance outcomes, more time spent on task, higher learning efficiency, higher lev-
els of perceived challenge, increased entertainment, and increased user-satisfaction
(Liu et al., 2009; Mihalca et al., 2011; Sampayo-Vargas et al., 2013; Yannakakis &
Hallam, 2009).

In order to offer learners truly autonomous and effective training opportunities, a
PEG should also employ scaffolding techniques to refine the attunement between the
learning situation and learners’ individual characteristics. Therefore, this chapter in-
vestigates the scaffolding component of the functional architecture. The scaffolding
component is responsible for automated realtime adjustments in the difficulty level
of the scenario.

In Chapter 4, pages 53-55, the scaffolding component was specified by R06, R08,
R10, R11, and R12. However, due to the non-chronological order of the chapters,
the research presented in this chapter included only requirements R10 and R12:

R10 - Scenarios must include possibilities for scaffolding interventions
R12 - Scenarios must allow for the learner to become completely absorbed in the learning

activity

These requirements need further specification before they can be implemented
in a prototype. In order to come to a more detailed specification of what the scaf-
folding component should be able to do, more knowledge is needed about the way
instructors conduct realtime control by adjusting the scenario as it develops. What
is the goal of realtime adaptations? And when and how do instructors decide that
such adaptations are prudent? The current chapter seeks to find answers to these
questions as it presents a more detailed specification of the scaffolding component.
Throughout this chapter, scaffolding adjustments are referred to as ‘redirections’,
since they alter the direction of the storyline for both the role players and the learner.
Scenarios that allow for such redirections are called ‘directable scenarios’.

7.1 Task domain & support analysis
The Task Domain & Support Analysis (TD&SA) starts with an investigation of how
human instructors exert scenario control during training to improve the quality of
the learning situation (Subsection 7.1.1). The second part is a literature study on
realtime redirections of the scenario and its intended effects (Subsection 7.1.2). The
third part is an analysis of the technological opportunities, i.e. realtime adaptations
of the behaviors of the NPCs (Subsection 7.1.3).
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7.1.1 Task domain - why do instructors execute redirections
In regular training sessions, professional SBT instructors use their creativity and ex-
pertise to orchestrate the scenario in a desirable direction as the scenario progresses.
They are able to recognize situations in which a learner seems lost, overwhelmed
or bored. Based on their assessment, they may choose to redirect the scenario.
They can do so by inserting or deleting events (e.g. appearing or disappearing ene-
mies), and by instructing the role players (e.g. teammates, adversaries, bystanders)
to behave in a fashion that the instructor considers suitable. The goal of such inter-
ventions is to achieve a training situation that fits the student’s learning demands.

The question is how professional instructors evaluate the quality of training sit-
uations, and how they decide whether or not to apply redirections in the scenario.
In order to investigate this question, over the four years of this project, multiple
interviews were conducted with instructors in the safety & defense domain and the
emergency health care domain (see Appendix A). Interviewees indicated that they
decrease the level of support and increase the number of simultaneous events dur-
ing training to increase the level of challenge. The primary indicator for adding or
removing support or challenge is the student’s task performance. When asked, in-
structors admitted that the observed work load and motivation also played a role,
although they argued that these tend to go hand in hand with performance.

The literature shows that expert knowledge is often tacit rather than explicit
(Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005). Yet, when the goal is to represent the experts’ argu-
ments and rules in a model, so that direction can be applied automatically, the cues
and knowledge underlying the expert’s assessments and decisions must be made ex-
plicit. The results from the interviews provide no conclusive evidence as to what
the relevant cues and knowledge are. However, the human factors literature pro-
vides useful indications regarding this question. This is addressed in the following
subsection.

7.1.2 Human factors knowledge - when is a redirection in place?
The aim of redirections is to improve the suitability of the learning situation, but
how can one determine whether the learning situation is not already suitable as it
is? Requirements R10 (employ scaffolding techniques) and R07 (challenge based
on the learner’s prior knowledge) refer to scenarios that guide and challenge the
learner. These requirements form a trade-off and as such they should be appropri-
ately balanced.

According to Murray & Arroyo (2003), a learning situation offers optimal learn-
ing opportunities if a learner is able to cope with the demands, while still being
challenged to learn new things. People have preferences for moderately challeng-
ing tasks over simple and complex tasks (Abuhamdeh & Csikszentmihalyi, 2012;
Shapira, 1989). Moreover, people enjoy a certain degree of uncertainty in the out-
come of their performance over a guaranteed win (Atkinson, 1958; Malone, 1981).
So it is not so much the challenge itself the learner seeks, but the satisfaction of
successfully completing a challenge and feeling like a winner (Deci & Ryan, 2000;
Harter, 1978). In that respect one could regard a suitable learning situation as one
that challenges the learner such that it might result in failure, but there is a higher
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chance of success.
The Zone of Proximal Development describes the set of learning situations that

‘the learner is able to handle now with the help of someone (or something) more ex-
perienced, and independently in the near future’ (Vygotsky, 1978). In other words,
these are tasks that challenge the learner to develop new competencies. According
to Vygotsky (1978), tasks that insufficiently challenge the learner lead to boredom
and tasks that insufficiently support the learner lead to anxiety.

In the above, it has been established that:
˛ a learning situation is suitable if it appropriately challenges (and supports) the

learner
˛ a learning situation is not suitable if it leads to boredom or anxiety
˛ if the learning situation is not suitable, redirections are in order

As such, we recognize and take into account two types of redirections: supportive
and challenging redirections. Supportive redirections are needed when the events in
the scenario cause the learner to suddenly be faced with an overly complex situation
(i.e. anxiety). In such cases, action and support is required to lead the learner to a
less demanding situation. Challenging redirections are executed when the learner
is performing all the right actions, but is not being sufficiently challenged and the
learner is motivated to take the training to a higher level (i.e. boredom). Redirec-
tions can entail adjustments in the availability of information, time constraints, the
salience of certain cues, or the amount of simultaneous actions.

An estimation of whether the learner is appropriately challenged by the offered
learning situation must also be described by explicit descriptions, for instance in
terms of behavioral cues, or by events that imply confusion or boredom. One could
specify cues that describe the learner’s performance or in-game behavior to determine
whether difficulty adjustments are appropriate. Examples of these are the amount
of errors, the amount of time taken to complete a task, the learner’s probability of
failure, the efficiency of performance (attempts vs. successes), or the rate at which
the learner’s inventory is depleted (Hunicke, 2005; Hunicke & Chapman, 2004;
Kickmeier-Rust & Albert, 2010; Sampayo-Vargas et al., 2013; Westra et al., 2012).
Another method of cue specification and identification is based on the learner’s af-
fective state, e.g. anxiety, frustration, or boredom. These methods usually involve
the use of psychophysiological measurements, such as eye-gaze direction, facial ex-
pressions, body posture, heart-rate variability, and skin conductance (Kapoor et al.,
2007; Liu et al., 2009; Mota & Picard, 2003; Nacke & Lindley, 2008; Shaker et al.,
2013).

7.1.3 Envisioned technology - how to redirect the scenario
The previous subsections defined the goal of redirections and the situations in which
redirections are in order. This subsection continues with an investigation of how to
establish realtime redirections in a way that is compliant with requirement R09 (no
distractions/interruptions) and R12 (possibility to become absorbed).

In regular SBT, adaptation of the scenario takes place by altering the behavior of
the NPCs (or other dynamic elements) with whom the learner needs to interact, e.g.
teammates, opponents, patients, but also vehicles or fires. The advantage of adjust-
ing the scenario through the behavior of the players is that it does not impede the
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learner’s sense of immersion (Bopp, 2006; Hecker, 2000; Herrington et al., 2003).
There are several alternative approaches to adapt the game without the learner
noticing any changes, such as 1) by spawning additional inventory items (Hunicke
& Chapman, 2004), 2) drawing attention to particular parts or objects of the game
world (Van der Spek et al., 2011), or 3) generating the game world in realtime
(Shaker et al., 2013; Togelius et al., 2007). Since inventory items are not always
part of the gameplay in serious games and, as of yet, generating the game world in
realtime is quite complex, the most straightforward approach currently available is
the adaptation of the NPCs’ behaviors. Adapting the behavior of the NPCs by em-
ploying intelligent virtual agents is a well-studied method of inconspicuous scenario
adaptation and appears to be a feasible method (Muller et al., 2012; Peeters et al.,
2011a; Westra et al., 2012).

The intelligent virtual agent (NPC) is able to achieve an objective in multiple
ways: it is equipped with multiple action plans to reach the same goal. One of those
action plans may for instance challenge the learner and another may support the
learner, but both plans still result in the achievement of the narrative objective. This
enables the NPCs and other role players to execute the plan that is most suitable to
meet the constraints regarding the overarching plotline as well as the appropriate
difficulty level.

7.2 Scaffolding component - specification

Based on the TD&SA presented in the previous section, the requirements and claims
identified in Chapter 4 can be further specified:

R10 - Scenarios must include possibilities for scaffolding interventions
R10a: The level of support offered to the learner must be adjusted based on be-

havioral cues that indicate anxiousness
PC10a.1 - This prevents cognitive overload
NC10a.1 - This may reduce the level of challenge

R10b: The level of challenge offered to the learner must be adjusted based on
behavioral cues that indicate boredom

PC10b.1 - This results in longer retention
PC10b.2 - This results in lower chances of gaming the system
PC10b.3 - This results in lower levels of boredom
PC10b.4 - This results in a feeling of being sufficiently challenged
NC10b.1 - This may lead to cognitive overload or anxiousness

R12 - Scenarios must allow for the learner to become completely absorbed in the learning
activity
R12a: The redirections must be established through the behaviors of the role play-

ers to reduce the chances of interruptions in the game flow
PC12a.1 - This results in an increased experience of immersion (and flow)
PC12a.2 - This results in increased levels of performance
PC12a.3 - This results in increased self-efficacy
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Figure 7.1: The scaffolding component design.

7.2.1 Scaffolding component - design
Important note: the research described below was conducted before the functional ar-
chitecture (Chapter 4) and the agent organization (Chapter 5) were designed. As a
result, the monitor agent was not yet part of the design; the director agent was still
regarded to be the only agent operating behind the scenes, exercising top-down control
over the NPCs. It was only until later that a separate component became part of the
design with the sole purpose of administering realtime scaffolding interventions.

The design for the scaffolding component employs a director agent and several
NPC agents (see also Figure 7.1). The director agent continuously checks whether
adjustments in the scenario are required. It does this by monitoring the behavior
displayed by the learner in the virtual environment and comparing it to a list of
behavior specifications, called ‘cues’. This step is indicated in Figure 7.1 with the
arrows marked as ‘1’. Some behavioral cues are designed to indicate learning sit-
uations that are insufficiently supportive, whereas others are designed to indicate
learning situations that are insufficiently challenging.

The monitoring and recognition of behavioral cues is not straightforward. How-
ever, in a virtual world, all actions that are available to the learner can be tagged
and monitored since they are explicitly described in the code. Of course, if the sys-
tem must also be able to recognize more intricate sequences of actions some type of
pattern recognition would be required.

Upon detection of a behavioral cue specified in the list, the director continues
to find and apply the associated redirection rule; each behavioral cue corresponds
to a redirection rule that constitutes changes in the scenario to create a more suit-
able learning situation. This step is indicated with the arrow marked as ‘2’ (see
Figure 7.1). Redirection rules refer to either a supportive or a challenging redirec-
tion, depending on the behavioral cue that was recognized. The director applies
this rule by propagating the adaptation to the NPCs. A message is sent to the NPCs
stating exactly what type of redirection (supportive or challenging) is required. This
step is indicated in Figure 7.1 by the arrows marked as ‘3’. In turn, the NPCs have
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several action plans at their disposal that allow them to reach the same objective.
Some of these action plans support the learner in accomplishing the learning task,
whereas others impede the learner’s task performance. The redirection rules instruct
the NPCs on which type of action plan they should select. The NPCs interpret the
instruction received from the director and change their behaviors accordingly.

7.3 Study into the applicability of redirections
This chapter argues that a training task should be dynamically adapted to the needs
of the learner to achieve effective learning and immersion. In their everyday profes-
sion, instructors report to apply such regulation, albeit in an implicit manner. How-
ever, exercising automated control over training requires explicit understanding of
what cues to monitor, and when and how to decide on redirections. It requires ob-
jective redirection rules that define precisely when a redirection is appropriate and
what it entails.

Despite the ample attention in the literature to realtime redirection, and its ap-
parent wide-spread use by instructors in practical training programs, very little is
known about the realization of automated realtime redirections and their expected
effects upon the quality of training.

In order to learn more about realtime direction, an explorative study was con-
ducted. Four-scenarios were developed to train employees of an in-company emer-
gency management team. For each of the scenarios behavioral cues were determined
to be monitored in realtime and rules were developed to determine whether redi-
rection should be applied or not. Participants took part in two scenarios in which
redirections were applied when cues and rules marked this as appropriate; the other
two scenarios were administered without any redirections. The goals of the study
were 1) to learn whether it is possible to define appropriate cues and redirection
rules and whether these cues and rules are feasible to work with, 2) to examine how
realtime redirections are experienced by learners, and 3) to investigate whether the
educational objective of a particular scenario is helped, undermined, or unaffected
by realtime redirections.

7.3.1 Application domain
The application domain for this study was ‘In-Company Emergency Management’
(ICEM). ICEM entails the application of First Aid, fire fighting, and evacuation pro-
cedures performed by a trained team of company employees. This team remains
in charge until the incident is sufficiently handled, or when the official emergency
services arrive (i.e. ambulance, firemen, or police).

7.3.2 Method
Participants
The participants of the study were the members of one ICEM team in a research
organization company from the Netherlands. The participants were uninformed
about the research questions. Each participant individually took part in the scenarios
as a learner.
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Scenarios
In this study, three people engaged in four separate scenarios: the participant and
two actors. A female actor played the role of victim and a male actor the role of
bystander (e.g. colleague). The experimenter fulfilled the role of director, which
implied two tasks: a) monitoring the training from an adjacent room by means of
a video-connection and b) sending instructions to the actors through in-ear por-
tophones. Two scenarios involved fire incidents, the other two involved medical
emergencies (see Table 7.1). The scenarios were developed in consultation with an
experienced ICEM trainer by following the steps outlined below:

Table 7.1: Descriptions of the four developed scenarios

ID Type Description

A First Aid a diabetic woman suffering from hypoglycemia

B Fire fighting
a lady trapped within a room because of a small fire in a
trash can near the door

C First Aid
an unconscious cleaning lady, who fainted because of an
intoxicating gas

D Fire fighting
a woman with a broken hip - as a result of fleeing in panic
from a fire - lying near a fire hazard

a. Learning goals and story lines. A set of learning goals formed the foundation
for the story lines. An appropriate learning situation was created for each of the
learning goals. Subsequently, the resulting learning situations were connected to
form four coherent story lines.
b. Actor scripts. For each scenario, scripts were constructed that contained ex-
plicit behavioral instructions for both actors. The actors received two script versions
for each of the four scenarios: a supportive and a challenging version. The sup-
portive script version instructed each actor how to be helpful to the learner, e.g. by
acting calm and stable, offering help, asking questions, or even suggesting possible
solutions. In contrast, the challenging script version instructed each actor on how to
make the situation more difficult, e.g. by acting panicky, being passive, or creating
extra complications (for instance, running into a fire hazard).

The resulting storylines were similar for all participants, but the behavior of the ac-
tors varied according to the script version (challenging vs supportive). For example,
in the supportive version of the ‘diabetic patient’ scenario, the learner spontaneously
received relevant information, whereas in the challenging version this information
was only provided upon request. And in the challenging version of the ‘burning
trash can’ incident, the bystander would start taking actions to put out the fire by
himself without consulting with the learner, thereby requiring the learner to be firm
and take the lead, whereas in the supportive version the bystander would be passive
and only take action when specifically instructed by the learner.
c. Director script. For each scenario, a director script was constructed. The goal
of this script was to unambiguously specify which behavioral cues (i.e. what type of
learner behavior specification) required what type of redirection rule (i.e. either sup-
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portive or challenging). If the learner’s behavior called for a redirection according
to the script, the director instructed one or both of the actors through their in-ear
portophones to switch to the other version of the script (i.e. from challenging to
supportive or vice versa).

The redirection rules in the director scripts dictated a redirection from supportive
to challenging behavior if the behavioral cue described in the script was observed by
the director. Examples of such behavioral cues were: ‘the learner makes eye contact
with victim’, ‘the learner remains calm’, or ‘the learner gives clear instructions to
the bystander’. When authoring the scripts, these behavioral cues were believed to
indicate that the learner was not challenged by the scenario. This type of behavioral
cues led to the application of a redirection rule instructing the actors to change their
behavior to the challenging version of the script.

Likewise, the director scripts dictated a redirection from challenging to support-
ive behavior if the director observed particular behavior cues, such as: ‘the learner
neglects the victim and bystander altogether’, ‘the learner fails to perform more
than x% of the required actions’, or ‘the learner performs inappropriate action A’.
When authoring the scripts, these behavioral cues were believed to indicate that the
learner was experiencing great difficulties with the scenario. The corresponding in-
struction to the actors would be to switch their behavior to the supportive version of
the script, as described in the actor scripts paragraph above.

Procedure
Each participant was introduced to the actors before the training. Subsequently,
they received explanations on their participation in a scenario-based ICEM training
in a regular office-setting. Despite the obvious lack of realism, the participants were
asked to act as if the incidents were real. They received information about the simu-
lated environment (e.g. locations of the first-aid kit and fire extinguishers) and how
to phone the receptionist who, in turn, could call up the official emergency services.
Before the start of each scenario, the participant was asked to wait further down the
hallway and the actors took their positions. The experimenter then went into an ad-
jacent room and gave permission for the scenario kickoff. The experimenter/director
followed the events through a video-connection. Each time the situation and script
called for a redirection, the director issued the redirection by instructing the actor(s)
through their in-ear portophones. Participants were oblivious with respect to any of
the issued redirections. After completing each of the four scenarios each participant
was interviewed about their experiences (decisions, insights, emotions, work load,
motivation, etc.). After all four scenarios had finished, participants were interviewed
to evaluate their overall reflections. All interviews were sound-recorded. All training
sessions were video-taped using three cameras.

Experimental design
Effects of redirections during training were investigated within-subjects by applying
redirections when appropriate in half of the scenario runs - the directable scenario
runs. In the other half of the scenario runs, no redirections were applied (irrespec-
tive of their applicability) - the non-directable scenario runs. For each participant,
either the first two administered scenarios were directable or the last two. As ex-
plained above, each scenario had two script versions (a challenging version and a
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supportive version), and the scenario could thus be started in either mode. Half
of the participants always started in the supportive version; the other half always
started in the challenging version. In addition, half of the participants participated
in the scenario runs in reverse order. The order of the scenario runs, the order of
directable versus non-directable training, and the starting mode of the scenario were
counterbalanced over participants and conditions. There were 8 groups in the study,
depicted in Table 7.2. Participants were randomly assigned to a group. Pictures of
the resulting scenario plays can be found in Figure 7.2.

Table 7.2: Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight groups to counterbalance
for any unwanted effects.

Group Order Initial mode First 2 scenarios Last 2 scenarios n∗

1 ABCD Supportive Directable Non-directable 1
2 ABCD Supportive Non-directable Directable 1
3 ABCD Challenging Directable Non-directable 1
4 ABCD Challenging Non-directable Directable 2
5 DCBA Supportive Directable Non-directable 1
6 DCBA Supportive Non-directable Directable 2
7 DCBA Challenging Directable Non-directable 1
8 DCBA Challenging Non-directable Directable 1

∗ n = number of participants in the group

a) b)

Figure 7.2: a) The director and the telephone operator watching the training session on
the screen in the control room. b) The learner addressing and diagnosing the victim in the
training environment.

7.3.3 Results and Discussion
The goal of this explorative study was to investigate 1) whether it is possible to
define appropriate cues and redirection rules. In addition, it researched 2) how
realtime redirections are perceived by participants. Furthermore, it examined 3)
whether the educational objective of a particular scenario is helped, undermined, or
unaffected by realtime redirections.
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1) It was fairly straightforward to identify measurable and explicit behavioral cues
that indicate the need for a scenario redirection, especially when doing this in con-
sultation with domain experts. The resulting cues were unambiguous and traceable.
The director was able to delegate the details of the redirection to the actors, allowing
the director to focus on the behavioral cues and the decisions on rule applicability.
However, on some occasions the continuous monitoring of the learner and retriev-
ing the appropriate rule from the script proved to be quite straining for a human
operator; some situations required the director to monitor two behavior cues simul-
taneously, which led to an experience of cognitive overload at times. This resulted
in some delay in the establishment of the redirections and in some cases, missed
cues. Another issue was that there were a few occasions in which an actor started
to improvise by dropping hints that were not part of the original script. When asked
about the improvisation, the actor responded that he saw the participant struggling
with the scenario and unintentionally provided the improvised hint. In most cases,
however, the recognition of the behavioral cues and the application of the redirec-
tion rules proceeded as desired. In general, the redirections affected the course of
the scenario as intended.

This shows that well-specified sets of cues and rules allow for appropriate auto-
mated redirections in realtime. The director experiencing cognitive overload and
the actor starting to improvise might be considered as a result of employing human
operators. However, further research is required to find any conclusive answers re-
garding the feasibility of this approach regarding speed, processing, and consistency
requirements when employing intelligent agents.

2) Questions concerning work load, motivation, self-efficacy, emotional state, and
knowledge were included in the post-scenario interviews to investigate any possi-
ble effects of the redirections on the learner’s personal experiences and knowledge.
However, the resulting data did not allow for any conclusive results regarding the
effects of redirections for two reasons: A) The scenarios offered the learners a large
degree of freedom regarding their behavior. Different actions performed by the
learner also resulted in different responses from the role players in the scenario.
A logical consequence of this personalization is that scenarios showed a large vari-
ability in the way learners proceeded through the scenario, with some learners per-
forming different sets of actions than others. Due to this variability, the resulting
data referred to highly different training situations, thereby hampering the possibil-
ity to attribute results to the effects of the redirections. B) Furthermore, being in
the directable condition, did not necessarily imply that the redirection manipulation
actually took place. If the start-up mode already resulted in a suitable learning sit-
uation, no behavioral cues were recognized, no redirection rules were applicable,
and no redirections were issued, even though the condition did concern a directable
scenario. These two issues (A and B) rendered it hardly possible to draw any sound
conclusions about the effects of the redirections on the learner’s work load, motiva-
tion, self-efficacy, emotional state, and knowledge gains.

The study did, however, allow for some conclusions regarding the immersion ex-
perienced by the participants (i.e. claim PC12.1). All participants reported involve-
ment and immersion during both directable and non-directable scenarios. Results
from the interviews show that learners do not experience any differences between
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directable scenarios and non-directable scenarios. None of the participants reported
being aware of a change in the course of events, nor did they notify any differences
between the directable and the non-directable scenarios. This seems to validate the
design of inconspicuous redirections through the behavior of the role players since
it diminishes the risk of breaks in immersion as a result of those redirections. One
alternative explanation for this finding, however, is that high levels of cognitive load
distracted the participants from noticing the issued redirections during the scenario.
The reason for this explanation is that the scenarios proved to be quite straining for
the majority of the participants. Further research should rule out this alternative
explanation.

3) The experimenter and assistants were aware of possible biases in their experi-
ences, yet reported that there appeared to be a positive effect of the redirections on
the development of the scenario run. They indicated that when a redirection was
issued, the training seemed to be more in line with the individual learner’s com-
petencies, whereas when a redirection would be appropriate but was not issued,
the learner was believed to be led astray more often. This argument suggests that
redirections result in a higher correspondence between the encountered training
situations and the participant’s competencies, and that refraining from redirection
results in a less-productive learning situation. Possibly, the quality of a scenario run
is positively influenced by adding redirections. Redirections may restore the effec-
tiveness of scenario runs that would otherwise lose their suitability. In other words,
learners may benefit from redirections, even if they are unaware of it.

The video recordings obtained during this study offer possibilities to further in-
vestigate this hypothesis. They allow for selection of the fragments showing a cue
for a redirection, since redirections are perfectly traceable by means of the scripts.
Since these fragments show occasions in which the redirection was actually issued
(the directable scenario runs), as well as occasions in which the redirection was not
issued (the non-directable scenario runs), the quality of the emerging learning sit-
uations can be compared to investigate the effects of the redirections. A new study
was conducted. This study is described in the following section.

7.4 Evaluating the learning effects of redirections
Section 7.3 showed that it is possible to intervene and alter the course of events
using scripted rules that specify how role players in the scenario should behave.
However, we still need to investigate whether these redirections actually lead to
more suitable learning situations (i.e. claim PC10a.1, PC10b.1, PC10b.3, PC10b.4,
and PC12a.2). For this purpose, we define the learning value of a training situation
to be the extent to which the learning situation offers the learner optimal opportunities
to achieve the learning goal at his (or her) own level.

An experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of redirections on the
learning value of the scenario (Peeters et al., 2011a). To answer this question,
the video material coming from the study described in Section 7.3 was analyzed.
We traced back the fragments containing the need for a redirection (a behavioral
cue), as defined by the director’s script (see also Section 7.3). Such a redirection
might or might not have been executed, depending on the condition (directable vs.
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non-directable). The resulting fragments were then judged by experts with respect
to the learning value of the learning situation. Their judgments were analyzed to
investigate the effects of the redirections on the learning value of the scenarios.

7.4.1 Research question
The research question is: Will the formalized realtime redirections issued by a direc-
tor during scenario-based training improve the learning value of the training scenario
according to domain experts?

We hypothesize that the formalized realtime redirections issued by a director im-
prove the learning value of the training scenario as rated by professional instructors.

7.4.2 Methods
Raters

Six experienced instructors in ICEM (in-company emergency assistance, see also
Section 7.3) were asked to rate the learning value of training situations shown in
the video-fragments.

Materials

Footage. For this experiment we selected twenty video fragments from the study
described in Section 7.3 as a test set. The selection of the fragments will be explained
further on. Each fragment contained a part of a recording displaying a learner play-
ing one of the aforementioned ICEM scenarios. All selected video fragments showed
the learner performing a behavioral cueing related to a redirection. In half of the
fragments shown to the instructors, the director executed all expedient redirections
(directable condition) by telling the actors through in-ear portophones to switch
between their behavior variations. In the other half of the shown fragments, the di-
rector was absent and the cues in the protocol were ignored (non-directable condi-
tion). No redirections were executed in this condition. Additionally, both conditions
(directable and non-directable) contained five fragments that started off with the
actors playing their supportive parts (supportive startup mode), and five fragments
that started off with the actors playing their challenging parts (challenging startup
mode).

Selection of the fragments. The nature of the repeated measures analysis requires
an equal distribution of the amount of fragments over the different conditions. This
means that the maximum number of fragments for each condition is the number of
fragments in the condition containing the smallest sample. In our case the smallest
condition sample contained five fragments. Based on this amount, we had to remove
fragments from the other conditions to leave five in each condition. This was done
by careful selection. The reasons for removal of fragments are presented below in
order of applicability:

1. The redirection was issued shortly after the scenario had started. Therefore,
the raters would not have much time to get a clear idea of the skill level of the
participant.

2. The fragment contained a lot of action outside of the scope of the camera.
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3. The redirection was not purely didactic; the purpose was also to maintain the
believability of the storyline.

4. One of the actors started improvising, not sticking to the script as planned.
The resulting selection of twenty fragments contained only fragments that were rep-
resentative for their condition and contained enough time before the moment the
redirection was issued, so that the instructors could get a clear idea of the develop-
ment of the scenario.

Questionnaire. The raters were asked to evaluate the learning value of the situa-
tion for a particular learner by answering the following question:

“The learning situation at this point in time offers the learner . . . opportunities
to achieve the learning goals at his own level”

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

absolutely no not really maybe some enough outstanding
no any some

Procedure
The raters received an elaborate instruction to this experiment. The instruction con-
tained an explanation of scenario-based training, exemplified by a video fragment.
The four scenarios were explained and the learning goals for each scenario were
explicitly pointed out. Lastly, the raters received instructions regarding the pro-
cedure of the experiment and explanations to the questionnaire. The raters were
uninformed about the research question of the experiment.

Raters were then presented with two sets of video fragments (a practice set and
a test set) following a standard procedure. The video fragment was introduced by
a short description of the original scenario and the intended learning goal. The
part of the fragment preceding the point of redirection was shown. At the cue for
redirection, the fragment was paused and the raters were asked to rate the learning
value (rating moment 1). Subsequently, the fragment was continued and paused
again at the time the result of the redirection (or the lack thereof) became apparent.
The raters were again asked to rate the learning value (rating moment 2). A diagram
of the procedure can be found in Figure 7.3.

To test and enhance agreement among raters, they were presented with a practice
set of 16 video fragments. The raters were encouraged to discuss their judgments
in between series to reach consensus on how to value a learning situation. After
the practice set, the experiment proper started, by presenting the test set consisting
of twenty video fragments to the raters. The raters were not allowed to discuss
their judgments, nor could they see each other’s judgments. After the test set, the
raters participated in a group discussion about their experiences with scenario-based
training and their opinions about the video fragments.

Analysis
An intra-class correlation analysis was performed to assess inter-rater reliability. A
repeated measures ANOVA was used to compute the effects of direction upon the
rated learning value of the scenario.
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Figure 7.3: A graph of the procedure during the training session and the rating of the training
scenarios

7.4.3 Results
Data exploration and inter-rater reliability
Forty ratings per rater (two rating moments for a total of twenty fragments) were
entered into the analysis. The consistency intra-class correlation coefficient was
0.694 for average measures (p<.001). An inter-rater agreement between 0.60 and
0.79 is considered substantial (Landis & Koch, 1977), therefore we consider these
data to be appropriate for further analysis.

Repeated measures analysis
In order to test whether the redirections of the director had an effect on the learning
value, rated learning values were entered into a repeated measures analysis with
two independent factors: director (presence vs absence) and start up variation (a
scenario starting in the supportive vs challenging behavior variation). The results of
this analysis are shown in Table 7.3.

A main effect of redirection was found (F(1,5)=13.85; p<.01, one-tailed). Ex-
amination of this effect showed that the directable fragments received a signifi-
cantly higher learning value (M= 1.08; SE=.31) than the non-directable fragments
(M=.35; SE= .23). A second main effect showed a significant difference between
the learning value assigned to the two start up conditions (F(1,5) =11.04; p<.01,
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Table 7.3: results of the repeated measures analysis

directora startup variation director × rating momenta

F 13.85b 11.04c 27.34b

effect .74 .69 .85
power .84 .76 .98
a) one-tailed b) p <.01 c) p <.05

two-tailed). Overall, the video fragments in the supportive start up condition re-
ceived a higher learning value (M=.98; SE=.31) than those in the challenging start
up condition (M=.45; SE=.22).

Our main interest is the effect of a redirection on the situation’s learning value.
Therefore the differences between the director conditions (present vs absent) at rat-
ing moment 2 are of importance. There are expected to be no differences between
the two conditions at rating moment 1. A significant interaction effect between
director (presence vs absence) and rating moment (prior to vs after the cue for
redirection) (F(1,5)=27.34; p<.01, one-tailed test), showed that indeed there was
no significant difference between the directable and the non-directable condition at
rating moment 1 (M=.60 vs M=.43, respectively). However, when a redirection
was executed at rating moment 2 (director present), the learning value was signifi-
cantly higher than when no redirection had taken place (director absent) (M=1.55
vs M=.27, respectively). The means belonging to this interaction effect can be found
in the row ‘overall’ of Table 9.3.

Table 7.4: mean rated learning value (SE)

director present director absent

moment 1 moment 2 moment 1 moment 2

challenging start up .43 (.34) 1.47a (.47) .23 (.29) −.33 (.28)
supportive start up .77 (.39) 1.63a (.36) .63 (.34) .87 (.42)

overall .60 (.31) 1.55a (.39) .43 (.26) .27 (.32)
a) p <.05, one-tailed

To find out whether the beneficial effect of the director’s redirections is equal
for both directions of redirection (from supportive to challenging or vice versa),
one-tailed 95% confidence intervals of the means were computed for both start up
conditions. The interaction effects were significant (p<.05, one-tailed) for both di-
rections of redirection, (see also Table 9.3 and Figure 7.4), although the effect was
stronger for supportive redirections (changing the actor behavior from challenging
to supportive). When looking at Figure 7.4 it becomes clear that this distinction in
effect can be explained by what happens in the non-directable scenarios over time:
the rated learning value slightly increases in the supportive condition, whereas in
the challenging condition, there is a huge drop in the rated learning value. In the
directable condition, however, the increase in rated learning value is almost equal
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(about 1 point) for both start-up conditions. Therefore, the difference between the
non-directable and directable conditions depend on the start-up variation resulting
in a stronger effect for the challenging variation (and the supportive interventions)
compared to the supportive variation start-up variation (and the challenging inter-
ventions).
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Figure 7.4: Mean rated learning values for the various conditions (SE)

7.4.4 Discussion
The goal of this experiment was to investigate the effects of redirections on the
learning value of a training scenario. We created scripts for a director specifying
when and how to intervene. Redirections consisted of adaptations in the behavior
of the actors (NPCs) and were implemented in realtime, i.e. while the scenario un-
folded. Video recordings of directable and non-directable training scenarios were
shown to experienced instructors, who were asked to rate the learning value of the
presented situations. Instructors were naive with respect to the purpose and design
of the experiment.

Results confirmed our hypothesis. The rated learning value of scenarios that pro-
ceeded in a non-directable way, thus without adaptation, were at a fairly low level
both halfway and at the end of the scenario. In contrast, the learning value of di-
rectable scenarios improved significantly as a result of the redirections instructing
the actors to behave appropriately to the performance level of the learner. Thus,
overall, redirections improve the learning value of scenarios. If we examine these
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results more closely, split for supportive and challenging start up conditions, it be-
comes clear that scenarios that started in the supportive mode also offer some learn-
ing opportunities in the absence of a director. Even though the learner could use
an extra challenge, the mere practice of already acquired skills is still considered
useful. However, in the directable condition, it becomes possible to create an extra
challenge for the learner, which results in an even higher learning value. A different
pattern is found for the scenarios that started in the challenging mode. For these
scenarios, the learning value drops dramatically over time when there is no director
present to adjust the scenario. However, in the presence of the director, support is
given to the learner, thereby most likely saving the learner from losing track and
motivation and increasing the learning value of the training.

In a group interview conducted after the experiment, we explained the purpose
and design of the study to the instructors and asked them for their experiences in
their everyday work. The instructors stated that they find it hard to successfully
intervene once they notice that a scenario loses track. They argue that they do re-
alize it when a training situation requires redirection, but that they find it hard to
specify beforehand what cues indicate this need. A more practical problem that they
put forward is that - in their experience - participating actors tend to be unaware of
what is needed, and that it is difficult for instructors to bring across appropriate ad-
justments to the actors while the scenario is playing. Instructors therefore consider
it important to have appropriate and practical training instruments to execute the
necessary control over their training scenarios.

The developed rules consisted of explicitly described cues that refer to learners’
behavioral responses and redirections that were triggered by those cues. There were
two types of redirections possible: supportive and challenging ones. The resulting
rules showed to be not only highly desired by experts working within the training
domain, but also to be beneficial for the learning value of the scenario.

These results are promising, but the expected effects of realtime adaptations still
need further investigation. At this point, the studied effect involved only the learning
value as perceived by instructors. This learning value referred to the suitability of
the learning situation for a given learner (i.e. PC10a.1, PC10b.1, PC10b.3, PC10b.4,
and PC12a.2). However, there are additional claims regarding the learner’s cogni-
tive load, self-efficacy, motivation, learning, flow, and involvement that still require
further investigation. The validation of these claims will require a different experi-
mental set-up that ensures that the learners will always experience manipulations of
the scaffolding level when placed in the directable condition. Moreover, it requires
for a clear tagging system to link the measurements during task performance to the
type of learning situation the learner was in at the time of measurement. Future
research should aim to find out whether the proposed scaffolding component design
is indeed a valid proposal regarding all the claims previously mentioned.

7.5 Overall discussion of the component design
This chapter presented a detailed specification of the scaffolding component in the
PEG architecture. The scaffolding component automatically manipulates the sce-
nario in realtime to create training situations that meet the learner’s needs by adjust-
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ing the level of challenge and support. Our approach was to create predetermined
redirection rules, consisting of a specific behavioral cue displayed by the learner
(conditional), which triggered a redirection rule altering the behaviors displayed by
the role players in the scenario (consequence).

Section 7.3 reported on a study into the applicability of this concept. Four di-
rectable scenarios were developed within the domain of in-company emergency
assistance. This study showed that, even though the directions in the approach
described here were simple scripted rules, they still led to variable, dynamic, and
interactive scenarios. This personalization resulted in high variability among the re-
sulting storylines. Due to this variability and personalization, comparisons between
the scenarios were hardly possible. This shows that the validation of personalized
products forms a challenge for the experimental design. In the studies described in
this chapter, this challenge was overcome by carefully selecting comparable episodes
of personalized user interactions and showing them to domain experts in a follow-
up study, described in Section 7.4; an experiment was conducted which investigated
the effects of the redirections upon the quality of learning. The results of this exper-
iment showed that instructors judged the director’s redirections in the scenario to
induce learning situations with a significantly higher learning value than comparable
situations in which these redirections were not executed.

7.5.1 Refinements of the component’s design
The design proposed in this chapter employs a centralized top-down approach to
control the behavior of the NPCs. This implies that the director must have knowl-
edge of all the possible redirections in the scenarios including the possible action
plans of both NPCs. As a result of this approach, the director’s processing power
may be exceeded if the number of scenarios, the number of possible redirections,
and the number of role players increases, because the search problem increases ex-
ponentially. Furthermore, the necessity to familiarize both the role players and the
director with the NPCs’ possible action plans is redundant. For this reason, the multi-
agent system described in Chapter 5, which is a later version than the one described
in this chapter, adopts the auctioning mechanism proposed by Westra et al. (2012).
The introduced auctioning mechanism distributes the knowledge required for the
difficulty adjustments more efficiently. By auctioning the necessary adjustments, the
role playing agents can decide for themselves whether they have a suitable action
plan at their disposal. If they do, they can notify the director with a simple yes or
no, or they might even extend their response with additional information such as
the feasibility or believability of their action plan. The director can in turn select the
most eligible candidate to carry out the necessary changes. This requires an exten-
sion of the NPCs and the director to participate in these auctions, but the director
is no longer required to have any knowledge about all of the NPCs’ possible action
plans.

Another refinement would be the addition of a machine learning component to
keep track of the effectiveness (or utility) of particular interventions. Characters
would be able to update the effectiveness of their action plans after they execute it
based on the failure or success of the intervention. This results in a more refined
and suitable action plan selection mechanism. This approach resembles dynamic
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scripting, described by Spronck et al. (2006), who employed reinforcement learning
in the selection of script-based action plans to optimize the behavior of opponents
in an entertainment game called Never Winter Nights. This idea has not yet been
incorporated in the general system design proposed in Chapter 5.

One idea proposed by Riedl et al. (2008) could help to optimize the believability
of the NPCs as they adapt their behavior to realize the redirection. It is not al-
ways straightforward how to warrant consistency of the NPCs’ behaviors when they
change their behaviors in service of the redirection, especially if the redirected be-
havior distinctly differs from their previous behavior. As a solution to this problem,
Riedl et al. (2008) suggest the use of ‘mix-in’ behaviors that control the fade out of
an action sequence and the fade in of some other action sequence. For example, if
the agent was walking east and receives a redirection involving movement heading
west, it would be strange to just suddenly turn around. A ‘mix-in’ behavior to break
off the current action sequence might be the agent pausing for a moment, pretend-
ing to ponder, which offers the possibility for the start of any other action sequence,
such as turning around and continue in the opposite direction. Of course this would
require a mix-in behavior for each action sequence, but some of those can be reused
in multiple action sequences.

A some-what different approach that is worth investigating, is the one suggested
by Frasson et al. (1997). They proposed to develop NPCs that can take on multiple
pedagogical roles in the scenario, such as the companion role, the teachable role,
the troublemaker, and the tutor. In turn, a director agent is able to decide what role
would be most suitable for an agent to adopt in order to support learning in the
current scenario.

Another extension that could possibly improve the design of the scaffolding com-
ponent comes from the work proposed by Marsella & Johnson (1998): the puppet
master. The puppet master provides a more intricate way to assess the learner’s
in-game behavior. It monitors, interprets, and assesses the learner’s performance
by comparing the learner’s behavior to appropriate courses of action given various
possible situation assessments. In turn, it uses the outcomes of this comparison to
derive the learner’s most probable assessment of the game world situation. As such,
the puppet master is able to, for instance, determine that the learner is missing
some important information leading to an erroneous assessment of the situation.
This more accurate assessment of the learner’s misconceptions offers ways to pro-
vide more specific interventions

7.6 Concluding remarks
Based on this research it was concluded that the approach of a director agent that
redirects the scenario when necessary, by issuing behavior changes of the NPCs, is
promising. The realism and authenticity of the scenarios can be warranted, while
maintaining control over the course of training.

The results of the studies showed that: 1) the current design enables automated
control over the scenario, 2) according to domain experts, the realtime redirections
resulting from the design lead to an improvement of the suitability of the scenario
for a specific learner at a given point in time, and 3) the resulting redirections do
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not cause any breaks in the immersion experienced by the learners.
Additional lessons learned are that the validation of personalized products re-

quires an experimental design that allows for comparisons among highly variable
user interactions. Furthermore, referring to Figure 7.4, we can conclude that sup-
port is beneficial for learning, but adaptive support is even better.
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Abstract - This chapter investigates the scenario creator, which pro-
duces a large variety of scenario plans for a predefined learning goal
at a predefined competency level. Scenario plans consist of 1) an ac-
tion plan for the learner to perform, 2) narrative goals for the NPCs
to achieve, and 3) environmental elements (e.g. objects, characters,
a setting, circumstances) that should be added to the virtual environ-
ment before the scenario starts. Scenario plans are different from the
actual scenario: they do not explicitly state all the events and actions
that will take place during the scenario. This is necessary because the
intelligent agents (NPCs) should be able to dynamically plan their
behaviors as the scenario unfolds.

The scenario creator consists of a planner and an object selector.
The planner plans the ideal action sequence for the learner to per-
form based on the predefined learning goal. The object selector then
selects an appropriate context for these actions and places the nec-
essary objects in the simulated environment. By doing so, the object
selector creates the conditions for the learner to perform the desired
action sequence at the predefined competency level.

To evaluate the scenario creator’s design, a prototype was devel-
oped for the First Aid training domain. In an experiment, First Aid
instructors were asked to evaluate a set of scenario plans with regard
to their (1) representativeness for First Aid situations and their (2)
suitability for the learning goal and competency level. The instruc-
tors were unaware that the scenario plans came from three different
sources: the prototype, laymen, and domain experts. The results of
the evaluation showed that the scenario plans produced by the proto-
type were at least as representative and suitable as the ones produced
by laymen. The scenario plans produced by domain experts received
the highest ratings.

This chapter is based on research conducted in collaboration with G. Ferdinandus, also docu-
mented in:
Ferdinandus, G. R., “Automated Scenario Generation - Coupling Planning Techniques with
Smart Objects”, MA thesis, Universiteit Utrecht, 2012.
This chapter is based on the following publication:
Ferdinandus, G. R., Peeters, M. M. M., Van den Bosch, K. & Meyer, J.-J. C., “Automated
scenario generation - coupling planning techniques with smart objects”, in: Conference for
Computer Supported Education, 2013, pp. 76–81.
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“Serious games should include virtual scenarios that
adapt to what and how players need to learn in a given
context.” Lopes (2010, p.268)

Manual scenario creation is a time-consuming process. As a result, most educa-
tional games reuse a fairly limited set of scenarios linked to each learning goal. Due
to the limited number of scenarios, repetitions become inevitable at some point.
Moreover, the number and types of learning situations the learner will encounter
during training are restricted to the available set of scenarios. Furthermore, due
to the limited set of scenarios it is not possible to conduct a fine-grained personal
selection of the scenarios based on the learner’s needs and abilities.

A possible solution to these problems is the automated generation of scenarios.
Therefore, the current chapter investigates the scenario creator, a functional compo-
nent that is responsible for the automated generation of scenarios.

In Chapter 4, pages 53-55, the scenario creator was specified by requirements
R01, R02, R03, R04, R05, R06, R09, R14, R15, and R17. However, due to the non-
chronological order of the chapters, not all of these requirements were included in
the research presented in this chapter. The following requirements were addressed
in the research presented here:

R01 - Learners must be offered exercises in the form of complete storylines
R02 - Scenarios must be interactive
R03 - Scenarios should accurately represent those aspects of the scenario that are impor-

tant for the construction of situational assessment schemas
R05 - Over the course of training the learner must encounter multiple variants of scenarios

that address the same learning goals and tasks
R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals that are specified in terms of clear

and unambiguous performance standards
R09 - Scenarios must not include any unnecessary distractions

These requirements need further specification before they can be implemented in
a prototype. In order to come to a more detailed specification of what the scenario
creator should be able to do, more knowledge is needed about the way instructors
create scenarios that meet the requirements described above. The current chapter
investigates the authoring process of instructors and how it may be automated. Fur-
thermore, it presents a specification of a scenario creator component, that automat-
ically generates a set of scenario plans enabling other PEG components to produce
suitable and representative scenarios.

8.1 Task domain & support analysis

This section aims to refine the requirements presented above by 1) investigating
the scenario-creation process employed by human instructors (Subsection 8.1.1),
2) consulting the human factors literature to specify a method for the scenario-
creation process (Subsection 8.1.2), and 3) identifying technologies that allow for
the automation of the scenario-creation process (Subsection 8.1.3).
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8.1.1 Task domain - how instructors create scenarios

The investigation of how professional instructors create scenarios consisted of three
semi-structured interviews of approximately ninety minutes. One interview con-
cerned a joint interview with three instructors in the safety & defense domain (i.e.
Helicopter Directive Operator). The other two interviews were individual inter-
views with two instructors in the emergency health care domain (First Aid). See
Appendix A for more information about the individual domains.

During the interviews, instructors were asked whether and how they, e.g., pre-
pared their scenarios, took specific information about the learner(s) into account,
adjusted scenarios in realtime, assessed the learner’s performance, and reflected on
the scenario afterwards. The complete interview guide for the semi-structured inter-
views can be found in Appendix B. From these interviews information was obtained
about the way instructors ensure a scenario’s 1) representativeness and 2) suitability
for the learner’s characteristics.
Setting the stage - The interviewees indicated that they start with the learning goal
for the learner. Some learning goals demand very specific contexts to address them
in a believable or representative way. For instance, it is not very common to incur
an electrical injury in the middle of a forest, or to obtain a jellyfish sting in an office
space. Therefore, instructors take the learning goal into account when choosing an
available and representative setting in which the scenario can be staged. Examples of
settings are a park, a beach, an office, a kitchen, or a western city. Once the instruc-
tors have decided upon a setting that is suitable for the learning goal, they continue
to specify the actual task for the learner to perform during the scenario. Based on
the setting, the task and the desired difficulty level, they continue to specify the sce-
nario’s distinguishing features and ensure that the setting and the available features
or elements in the environment are consistent in terms of representativeness. For
instance, it is not representative to find a field full of cows on the south pole or a
bazaar in the center of a western city.
Additional fine-tuning - Instructors pointed out that they manipulate the difficulty
level of the scenario by a) introducing elements in the environment that help or
hamper the learner in performing the learning tasks, b) adding either obvious tools
or less obvious ones (e.g. handkerchiefs vs. band-aids), or c) adding or withholding
elements that tempt the learner to make a mistake. An example of this last method
is provided by a military instructor who wanted to design a scenario concerning an
ambush situation along a curvy road. The instructor deliberately placed the learner
on the wrong side of the road at the start of the scenario so the learner was forced
to actively pick the spot that concealed the ambush from oncoming traffic.

The results obtained from the interviews provide important insights in the thought
process of instructors as they construct a scenario. Apparently, instructors employ a
particular scenario-creation process that starts with the learning goal and the desired
difficulty level, continues with the selection of an appropriate setting to stage the
scenario in, and then moves on with the specification of a training task for the
learner. Only after these three choices have been made, instructors continue by
filling in the details of the scenario through the addition of elements and obstacles
that produce the right difficulty level.
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These insights tell us what instructors do, however, they do not inform us of how
instructors make these decisions. Obviously, instructors use their knowledge about
scenarios in general, and the training domain specifically, to select scenario features
based on certain criteria. The next subsection examines the human factors literature
to investigate criteria that may be of use when selecting scenario features automati-
cally.

8.1.2 Human factors - establishing a task domain representation
The interviews reported above reveal that scenarios are generally created by follow-
ing a step-by-step scenario-creation process:
Step 1. Determine a learning goal and difficulty level
Step 2. Stage the learning goal in a setting
Step 3. Specify a learning task
Step 4. Specify environmental elements

Each of these steps involves the selection or determination of some scenario fea-
ture, but based on what information? There must be selection criteria to guide these
processes. These criteria can be specified based on the requirements:
Step 1. The learning goal and difficulty level must be determined based on the

learner’s current competencies (R07)
Step 2. The selection of the setting is guided by the requirement of representative-

ness (R03)
Step 3. The task must be complete (R01), varied (R05), address the learning goal

(R06), and provide observable performance standards (R06)
Step 4. The scenario must evoke the desired procedure or strategy (R02), and it

should not include any unnecessary distractions (R09)
The selection criteria (requirements) used in the process rely on knowledge about

what tasks are suitable for which learning goals, what settings are appropriate for
which learning tasks, what elements are common in which settings, and the effect
of particular elements on the difficulty level of the learning task. Establishing a
knowledge base that supports the selection steps in the scenario creation process
requires a thorough analysis of the task domain.

A method often employed by researchers to identify the relations between, e.g.
tasks, situations, events, procedures, and tools within a given domain is task anal-
ysis (Annett & Duncan, 1967). Task analysis originated from the fields of cognitive
engineering, instructional design theory, and ergonomics, all of which require a clear
analysis of a task domain to understand how a person can be supported while per-
forming a particular task (Hackos & Redish, 1998; Resnick et al., 1973). The two
most well-known approaches are: 1) hierarchical task analysis (HTA) (Annett, 2004;
Merrill, 1978; Stanton, 2006), which produces an exhaustive description of tasks in
a hierarchical structure of goals, sub-goals, operations and plans, and 2) cognitive
work analysis (CWA), which aims to construct a detailed specification of all the con-
straints and relations among, e.g. protocols, situational cues, decisions, and possible
consequences within the work environment (Clark & Estes, 1996; Hajdukiewicz &
Vicente, 2004; Militello & Hutton, 1998; Moray et al., 1992; Vicente, 1995).

A thorough analysis of the task domain also addresses the notion that objects and
other elements in the environment are more than just objects: they also have a con-
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textual, task-related meaning. Environmental elements often play a part in the way
the learning task is to be accomplished by the learner. The situational meaning of
objects in relation to the performance of specific tasks is accurately described by the
concept of ‘affordance’ (Gibson, 1977; McGrenere & Ho, 2000; Norman, 2002). An
affordance is an interaction possibility offered by the current environment that can
be employed by an individual in order to accomplish some goal or task. Affordances
are independent of the individual’s ability to perceive or recognize this possibility. In
addition to the results from the task analysis, an affordance analysis is required to
appropriately employ the available environmental elements when (automatically)
creating a training scenario.

To conclude, this subsection provided insights in the selection criteria that can be
used to guide each step of the scenario creation process. The next subsection will
investigate how this knowledge can be represented and how the scenario-creation
process can be automated such that it uses this knowledge appropriately.

8.1.3 Envisioned technology - automated scenario generation
To automatically generate suitable scenarios, we need technology that allows us
to do two things: A) represent the knowledge that has been established from the
task (and affordance) analysis and B) emulate the four steps of the scenario cre-
ation process, i.e. 1) determine learning goal and difficulty level, 2) select setting,
3) specify learning task, and 4) add environmental elements. Please note that this
subsection presents the envisioned technologies separately for each of these steps
and will explain why these solutions are indeed feasible with regard to the require-
ments. The integrated solution that combines these technologies into a single design
is presented in Section 8.2.

Regarding the first issue (A), the ontology previously described in Chapter 6 pro-
vides a formalized knowledge representation of the task domain, environmental
elements, their affordances, and the relations between them. Regarding the second
issue (B), the technological solutions for the four steps are different for each step.
Therefore, the steps will be discussed separately below.

Step 1
Determining the learning goal and difficulty level is taken care of by the learner
model, see Chapter 10.

Step2
The selection of the setting is guided by the semantic knowledge stored in the on-
tology. Tutenel et al. (2008) showed that the addition of semantic information to
virtual worlds can be used to guide the automated generation of game content (as
opposed to manually created game content). The semantic information can facilitate
the creation of virtual worlds: given the appropriate semantic knowledge, the design
environment is able to, for example, automatically place streetlights along the roads
laid out by the designer. Another example comes from the work by Lopes & Bidarra
(2011), who employed semantic information about environmental elements to gen-
erate personalized content for games. They established this by annotating objects
with the experience such elements might offer a player. Based on a player’s prefer-
ences, the object annotations were employed to select objects that resulted in the
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type of experiences that player seemed to enjoy. Examples of these are the selection
of a time bomb for players who enjoy action and time pressure, and the selection
of hidden chambers for players who enjoy exploring the environment and searching
for hidden secrets. Another example is the work by Kallmann & Thalmann (1998),
who investigated the use of semantically annotated objects (or ‘smart objects’) to be
used by intelligent agents. The smart objects could reveal their use to the agents
upon request. This allowed the agents to exploit the affordances of objects without
the need to provide the agents with knowledge about all the available objects in the
environment in advance.

We propose a similar approach to guide Step 2 in the scenario creation process.
Step 2 (‘select setting’) is accomplished by employing affordance relations that are
available in the ontology. More specifically, this step employs the relations between
settings and learning goals: settings offer the affordance to practice particular learn-
ing goals. An example is that the setting ‘the beach’ offers the affordance of practic-
ing the learning goal ‘diagnose and treat a jellyfish sting’. The specification of these
affordance relations facilitates the fulfillment of the following requirement:

Representativeness (R03) - By selecting a setting that affords practicing the learn-
ing goal, the coherence between the setting and the task can be ensured.

Step 3

As Niehaus & Riedl (2009) have previously shown, the specification of the learning
task can be approached as a planning problem that can be solved with the use of
hierarchical task network (HTN) planners (Ghallab et al., 2004; Nau, 2007).

The objective of HTN planners is to plan the concrete actions for performing a
(collection of) task(s). To achieve this objective, HTN planners employ a domain
representation in the form of hierarchical task networks (also see Figure 8.1). Using
domain specific rules, called decomposition methods (DMs), tasks can be recursively
replaced with decreasingly compound tasks until there are only primitive tasks (i.e.
actions) remaining. When the decomposition process comes to a halt, a complete
action sequence has been obtained. The DMs employed by the HTN planner are
based on expert knowledge. As a result they are intuitive to understand for non-
programmers. They specify exactly how a task can be decomposed into subtasks
while taking certain constraints into account. This makes HTN planners especially
suitable for applications where domain experts without a background in computer
programming are required to provide domain knowledge for the system.

Together, the DMs specify all the different versions of the abstract task within the
task domain. Figure 8.1 shows a limited set of HTNs and DMs for the domain of
“First Aid”. One action sequence that can be derived from Figure 8.1 is a result of
the sequential application of DM0, DM2, DM3, DM4, DM6, DM8, and DM12. The
action sequence obtained after applying this DM sequence is: 1) recognize fire, 2)
extinguish fire, 3) reassure bystander, 4) ask bystander what happened, 5) call 911,
and 6) cover eye.

Figure 8.1 does not include any constraints regarding the application of the DMs.
As such, there is no way to guide the DM selection process and as such the con-
sistency of the task performance cannot be fully supported. For instance, the third
action in the example action sequence was ‘reassure bystander’, therefore there must
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Figure 8.1: An (incomplete) hierarchical task network

be a bystander present. In such a situation, the learner should ask the bystander to
call for help instead of dialing 911 him-/herself. So a rule should be added saying
that if DM5 or DM6 has been applied, then DM7 should also be applied.

To facilitate such relations between DMs, HTN planners are able to handle dif-
ferent kinds of constraints, e.g. precedence and prerequisite constraints. Additional
bookkeeping mechanisms are required to ensure that the decomposition process ad-
heres to such constraints (Nau et al., 2003). HTN planners that only allow the order
of the subtasks in the decomposition method to be fixed are able to perform for-
ward search strategies: the complete plan can be determined in advance of the task
performance. This is beneficial for the creation of scenarios, because it allows us to
determine the desired action sequence that is to be performed by the learner.

As has been previously established, a learning task must be specified such that it
is representative, complete, and varied, and provides observable performance stan-
dards. Moreover, it should address the learning goal. The employment of an HTN
planner facilitates these requirements as follows:
Representativeness (R03) - The resulting learning tasks are representative because
the DMs are provided by domain experts.
Completeness (R01) - It is possible to enforce complete tasks by initiating the learn-
ing task construction process from the top node (applying First Aid). On a side note,
they also provide the possibility to design scenarios for part-task training: it is pos-
sible to use a subtask as the top-node in the construction of the learning task.
Variety (R05) - HTN planners facilitate a varied set of learning tasks that train the
same learning goal: various sequences of DMs can be applied to produce completely
different action sequences while still incorporating the same task. For example, ev-
ery sequence of DM applications in Figure 8.1 will incorporate the subtask ‘Guard
safety’ because DM0 is the only available DM to decompose ‘First Aid’. Yet there
are still multiple sequences of DM applications that all include DM0, hence at some
point include ‘Guard safety’. For instance, DM1 decomposes ‘guard safety’ into the
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subtasks ‘check the environment for danger’ and ‘abort task’, whereas DM2 decom-
poses ‘guard safety’ into ‘check the environment for danger’ and ‘remove danger
safely’. As a result, the same learning goal is addressed, but the intended action
plan, hence the scenario, will be quite different.
Performance standards (R06) - Learning tasks created by HTN planners provide
observable performance standards in the form of an action sequence. The learner’s
choices and actions can be compared to the ones in the action plan.
Embedded learning goal (R06) - The learning goal should be part of the learning
task. This can be accomplished by applying a sequence of DMs that decomposes the
subtask described by the learning goal. For instance, if the learning goal is to ‘treat
a burn’, then the decomposition process should at some point select DM6 to ensure
that the learning goal is a part of the learning task (see Figure 8.1).

Step 4
The addition of environmental elements is facilitated in a way that is comparable to
Step 2. However, Step 4 employs two types of relations in the ontology:

1. a relation between settings and elements that describes how common a certain
element is within a particular setting, and

2. an affordance relation between actions and environmental elements, indexed
with an indication of how difficult the use/recognition of the affordance is

These two relationships are described in the ontology and employed by the sce-
nario creation process as follows:
Representativeness (R03) - By selecting only elements that are common within
the setting (relation 1), coherence between those aspects can be warranted.
Evoke procedure (R02) - Relationship 2 facilitates the selection of environmental
elements that evoke the desired behavior. By including environmental elements that
afford particular actions it can be ensured that the desired action sequence for the
learner is facilitated by the environment.
Match difficulty level (R07,R09) - Relationship 2 facilitates the selection of envi-
ronmental elements such that the resulting scenario offers the learning task at the
desired difficulty level. For each element that is added to the environment, it is
possible to derive its effect on the difficulty level of the resulting scenario. Hence, it
is possible to guide the scenario-creation process to such that the desired difficulty
level is taken into account.

8.2 Scenario creator - specification
The previous section investigated the scenario-creation process, the selection criteria
it employs, and the technological means to support the automatic execution of that
process. This section continues with the design of the scenario creator. The general
PEG requirements identified in Chapter 4 are refined and expanded into the following
requirements for the scenario creator:

R01 - Learners must be offered exercises in the form of complete storylines
R01a - The action plans for the NPCs and the learner must cover a complete task

performance
R02 - Scenarios must be interactive
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R02a - The elements added to the scenario should afford the execution of the ac-
tion plan

R03 - Scenarios should accurately represent those aspects of the scenario that are impor-
tant for the construction of situational assessment schemas
R03a - The setting of the scenario must be appropriate for the learning goal
R03b - The additional elements in the environment must be consistent with the

selected setting
R05 - Over the course of training the learner must encounter multiple variants of scenar-

ios that address the same learning goals and tasks
R05a - Similar learning goals should lead to various learning tasks
R05b - Similar learning tasks should lead to various scenario plans
R05c - Similar scenario plans should lead to various scenarios

R06 - Scenarios must be tightly linked to learning goals specified according to clear and
unambiguous performance standards
R06a - The scenario-creation process must provide the preferred action sequence

to facilitate the assessment of the learner’s performance at playtime and
clear communication of this assessment to the learner

R09 - Scenarios must not include any unnecessary distractions
R09a - The environmental elements in the scenario should be consistent with the

desired difficulty level
R09b - The environmental elements in the scenario should be reduced to a mini-

mum

The claims have been omitted from this list, because these are not investigated in
this chapter. The proposed design that will be investigated throughout the rest of
this chapter is presented in the following subsection.

8.2.1 Scenario creator - design
The proposed scenario creator design combines an HTN planner with an element
selector. The HTN planner plans the learning task in a way such that it addresses
the learning goal. The element selector employs the semantic relations stored in the
ontology to add suitable environmental elements to the virtual environment. Figure
8.2 depicts the general design of the scenario creator.
The scenario creator receives the following input:

˛ The learning goal for which the scenario is supposed to offer practice opportu-
nities. This input is required.

˛ The difficulty level at which the learning goal should be practiced (i.e. a value
between 0 and 1, representing the skill level required to successfully perform
the learning task, where 0 indicates no skill and 1 represents mastery). This
input is required.

˛ The authoring constraints received from the instructor. This input is optional.
The scenario creator uses this input to produce the following output:

˛ An action plan: a list of actions the learner is expected to perform.
˛ The goals for the NPCs: a list of goals for the intelligent virtual agents (e.g.

‘light a match’).
˛ The environmental elements: a list of the required elements to add to the sce-

nario. Optionally, additional information is provided regarding the difficulty
level at which the elements should offer their affordances.
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Figure 8.2: An overview of the scenario creator’s input, output, and subcomponents

The output of the scenario creator is used by other PEG components to produce
varied scenarios that all address the same learning goal: 1) the action plan is used by
the monitor to assess the learners performance, 2) the goals for the NPCs are used
by the director to auction them among the role players, and 3) the environmental
elements are used by the game engine to create the appropriate virtual environment.
The scenario creator employs three main subcomponents: the ontology, the action
planner, and the element selector.

Ontology
The ontology contains information about the available environmental elements and
settings, their affordances, the tasks and actions, the decomposition methods (DMs)
for the HTN planner, preconditions for actions, and their difficulty levels, and so on.

Action planner
The action planner is an HTN planner that uses the learning goal and difficulty level
(provided by either the learner model or the instructor) to decompose the abstract
task (‘apply First Aid’) into a complete, coherent, detailed, and personalized ac-
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tion plan for the learner that offers the possibility to practice the learning goal (see
Figure 8.3). The action planner uses two types of information about the DMs to
decompose tasks into subtasks: 1) affordance preconditions and 2) difficulty levels.
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Figure 8.3: A display of a selection of tasks, decomposition methods, preconditions, and
difficulty levels in First Aid

Affordance preconditions reflect the required affordances to apply a DM. An ex-
ample of an affordance precondition is that to decompose the task ‘remove danger’
into ‘extinguish fire’ the affordance ‘fire’ must be offered by the environment. An-
other example is that decomposing the task ‘treat victim’ into ‘treat burn’ requires
the affordance of a ‘burn injury’.

Difficulty levels describe the difficulty of the set of subtasks that are added to the
task plan after applying the DM. An example of the difficulty level is that a decom-
position of the task ‘find out what happened’ into the single task ‘ask the bystander
what happened’ (DM4) is less difficult than decomposing the same task into two
subtasks: ‘reassure the bystander’ and ‘ask the bystander what happened’ (DM5).

Affordance and difficulty preconditions guide the selection process of the DMs.
This allows the action planner to 1) influence the difficulty of the scenario by com-
paring applicable methods in terms of complexity and 2) select decomposition meth-
ods that are coherent with previously selected DMs and elements. For example, the
action planner may pick the more difficult DM5 (‘reassure the bystander’ and ‘ask
the bystander what happened’) to establish the desired difficulty level (e.g. desired
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difficulty level = 5). Furthermore, the action planner may select DM3 to decom-
pose ‘remove danger’ into ‘extinguish fire’, because its precondition (the affordance
of ‘fire’) has already been established through the application of a previous DM, for
instance, if DM2 has already been applied. The reuse of previously selected envi-
ronmental elements fosters coherence: the learner is required to recognize danger,
which is the fire, and to remove the danger, also the fire. If the fire would not be
reused, the object selector might add a different object to provide the affordance of
danger for the step ‘remove danger’, such as a short circuited electrical appliance.
This would result in incoherence and confusion on the side of the learner. In other
words, reuse of available environmental elements to satisfy the preconditions of ac-
tions also reduces the number of relevant situational cues, hence the cognitive load
for the learner.

The action planner follows a step-by-step procedure to decompose the high-level
task (‘apply First Aid’) into a concrete action sequence. The steps in this procedure
are explained below (see Figure 8.4).

1. Incorporate the learning goal. Scenarios must be targeted at the learning goal.
To establish this constraint, the action planner starts its process by searching for a
sequence of DMs to decompose the high-level task (‘Apply First Aid’) into a sequence
of tasks that contains the learning goal. For example, in Figure 8.3, if ‘recognize fire’
is the learning goal, then DM0, DM1, DM2 will be identified as a sequence of DMs
that needs to be part of the task decomposition process in order to incorporate that
learning goal in the learning task. Moreover, by decomposing a task into an action
sequence that contains the action ‘recognize fire’, the precondition of ‘fire’ needs to
be established. How exactly such prerequisites are established will be explained in
the section describing the element selector further below.

2. Select (non-primitive) task to decompose. Once the planner has established
a (partially specified) task sequence that contains the learning goal, the system it-
eratively addresses the remaining non-primitive tasks by randomly selecting a task
to decompose into primitive actions. This randomized approach promotes variety
among scenarios with the same input. So, using the same example (Figure 8.3): the
tasks ‘find out what happened’ and ‘treat victim’ still need to be decomposed into
more primitive tasks. This step will randomly select one of them to decompose. For
the example, we assume that ‘find out what happened’ is selected.

3. Select decomposition method. The selected task is decomposed by applying an
eligible DM. The selection of the DM is guided by two considerations: the precondi-
tions already established by the game world so far, and the difficulty level of the DM.
For instance, the precondition of ‘Fire’ has already been established by decomposing
the task of First Aid into an action sequence that contains the action ‘recognize fire’
by applying the DM sequence DM0, DM1, and DM2 (see Figure 8.3).

First, the planner selects the methods with the highest number of established
preconditions. If this step results in multiple candidates, the selection process is
further guided by the DMs’ difficulty levels. For the learning goal, the action planner
selects the DMs that result in a difficulty level close to the desired difficulty level
(provided by the learner model, see Chapter 10).
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Scenario Creator
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learning goal

Input:
Learning goal,
Difficulty level

Output:
Trainee actions,
Narrative goals,

NPC roles,
Elements,

Setting
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Select a 
setting

Optional input: 
Additional constraints

Figure 8.4: Flowchart depicting the planning process of the scenario creator.

4. Establish preconditions. Before a method can be applied, all its preconditions
(required affordances) must be fulfilled. The action planner forwards the affordance
requests to the element selector (explained below). Some affordances can only be
offered by accomplishing a certain task, e.g. a ‘fire’ can only be offered after it has
been lighted. The element selector returns such tasks to the action planner, which in
turn plans an action sequence for a virtual agent to accomplish the task (e.g. create
fire by setting the curtains on fire with a lighter). The action sequence may in turn
require new affordances from the game world (e.g. ignition and fuel). This process
goes back and forth between the action planner and the element selector until all
preconditions (both actions and affordances) have been established.

5. Apply decomposition method. The final step in the action planner process
is to actually replace the high-level task with the subtasks specified in the selected
method. If these subtasks are actions (primitive tasks), the action planner also needs
to establish any open preconditions for these actions. After this step the process
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repeats itself for the remaining abstract tasks until all tasks have been decomposed
into actions.

Element selector

The element selector starts with the selection of a setting that affords the learning
goal. Subsequently, the element selector receives requests from the action planner
regarding preconditions of actions. For instance, in order for the learner to recognize
danger, some type of danger should be present in the environment. The element
selector grants these requests by selecting environmental elements that afford the
preconditions based on the affordance relations in the ontology. In the example, the
element selector checks the ontology to look for an object that offers the affordance
of danger, e.g. fire. The element selector determines the most appropriate object
based on two characteristics:

The first characteristic taken into account by the element selector is the element’s
commonness in the provided scenario setting. Consider for example the action se-
quence of ‘applying a splint’. This action requires an object that offers the affordance
of ‘splint’, so the element selector starts searching for an object that offers this af-
fordance and adds it to the game world. Whether the element selector decides on
a table leg, a broom stick, or a small shelf may be subject to other constraints, such
as its coherence with the setting, e.g. in an office a table leg may be more common,
whereas in the yard a broom stick may be more appropriate.

The second characteristic concerns the element’s match to the desired difficulty
level. These difficulty levels are based on three aspects: the complexity of using the
element, the ‘visibility’ of the affordance offered by the object, and the adaptability
of the difficulty level (i.e. a fire can be small and controllable or a raging inferno).
If the selected object in turn requires yet another affordance, the element selector
iteratively fulfils these requests.

Agents are considered to be special kinds of environmental elements that can
offer more complicated affordances, such as the performance of a task or action.
Some elements can offer an affordance only after certain conditions are met. For
instance, a match can offer the affordance of ignition, but only if it has been lighted.
In such cases, an NPC needs to perform an action on the object before it can offer
the affordance. Therefore, the element selector sends a request back to the action
planner to create an action plan for an NPC to establish the desired precondition,
in this case the action plan might be: get a match box, take out a match, and strike
the match along the side of the match box. Even though the NPCs are agents and
require goals as input instead of action sequences, an action sequence should still be
planned in order to make sure that the environment affords at least one action plan
for the agent to accomplish the goal. To afford the current example, the match box
should be added to the environment to afford the action sequence even though the
agent merely receives the goal ‘have a lighted match’.

8.3 Evaluating a scenario creator prototype
A (proof of concept) implementation of the scenario creator was developed to en-
able the evaluation of the scenario creator’s design. The prototype was evaluated
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regarding the identified requirements. Some of the requirements could be validated
by looking at the output of the prototype, i.e. the completeness of the scenario,
varied scenario plans for similar learning goals, and producing the desired action
sequence. Yet other requirements require domain experts to assess the quality of the
output produced by the prototype: i.e. suitability for the learning task, suitability
for the difficulty level, and representativeness of the scenario. To evaluate these re-
quirements, an experiment was conducted. In this experiment, domain experts were
asked to evaluate scenarios regarding their representativeness and suitability for the
learning goal and the difficulty level. The scenarios they evaluated were produced
by 1) the scenario creator prototype, 2) domain experts, and 3) laymen. The eval-
uators were uninformed about the research question. The details of the evaluation
are presented below.

8.3.1 Application domain
The chosen training domain was First Aid, which has the advantage that it requires
no complex world representations and has clearly defined procedures. Scenarios
were restricted to burn-related incidents, which is a relatively confined set of possi-
ble situations. This decision had two benefits: the size of the knowledge base for the
prototype was manageable, and laymen generally have enough knowledge about
this topic to write meaningful scenarios. The restriction to ‘burn-related incidents’
imposes that all scenarios independent of the target task also take place within this
context. For tasks such as ‘treat burn’ this seems straightforward, but it also applies
to more general First Aid tasks such as ‘ensure safety’ that could be relevant in any
number of situations, e.g. in an avalanche, but in this context ‘ensure safety’ was al-
ways related to a ‘burn incident’ and as such had to involve hot (or extremely cold)
objects, electric hazards, etc.

8.3.2 Research questions
The research question of the evaluation study was whether the quality of automat-
ically generated scenarios differs from scenarios written by human laymen and ex-
perts. Quality is defined as representativeness, suitability for a specific learning goal,
and suitability for a specific difficulty level.

The hypothesis is that the automatically generated scenarios are of comparable or
higher quality compared to the scenarios produced by laymen, but are not as good as
the scenarios produced by experts. The reason for this hypothesis is that experts will
possess more expertise, creativity, and knowledge to produce high-quality scenarios.
Laymen, however, are expected to possess considerably less knowledge and exper-
tise compared to the prototype, but their common-sense knowledge and creativity
may outperform the prototype.

8.3.3 Method
Participants
There were two types of participants in this study: evaluators, who evaluated the
scenarios, and authors, who wrote scenarios to be evaluated along with the scenarios
produced by the scenario creator.
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Evaluators. Five experienced First Aid instructors participated in this study as
evaluators of the scenarios. They were contacted through their respective First Aid
affiliations. Although all instructors were recruited from different affiliations, some
turned out to be familiar with each other as a result of previous collaborations.

Human authors. The eight human authors (four experts and four laymen) were
asked to write three scenarios each. It was certified that the writers and the evalua-
tors were not familiar to each other. All laymen were university students or gradu-
ates without experience in giving or receiving First Aid training.

Materials
Below, the materials used during the study are described, i.e. the scenarios and the
questionnaire.

Scenarios. A total of 36 scenarios were created - 12 scenarios for each type of
author (the scenario creator prototype, experts, and laymen).

Questionnaires. Each page of the questionnaire contained a scenario description
followed by three seven-point Likert-scale questions (running from -3 to 3). The
learning-goal suitability and difficulty-level suitability were measured indirectly. The
evaluators rated the suitability of the scenario for a beginner and for an advanced
learner. The highest of the two was used to represent the learning-goal suitability.
The score of the question matching the intended difficulty level was used as a mea-
sure of the difficulty-level suitability. The third question was assumed to directly
measure the representativeness. A different word (believable) was used, because it
was anticipated that it would better convey the meaning of the dependent variable
to the evaluators.

Procedure - authoring the scenarios
Since the scenarios from all sources should be comparable, they all needed to follow
a certain predefined format (see also Table 8.1). Since no such format existed at
the time, a format had to be designed specifically for this study. The design of the
format was based on several examples of scenario descriptions as provided by an
experienced instructor. The resulting format contained all of the important aspects
needed for an instructor to prepare and set up a training session: the background
story (i.e. what happened); instructions for the ‘victim agent’, including detailed
descriptions of injuries, relevant items of clothing or accessories, and information
about the mental state of the victim; and a list of required objects, including objects
relevant to the occurrence of the accident and objects the learner could use during
the task performance.

The templates described twelve different cases for which the authors were invited
to write a scenario description. As can be seen from the example in Table 8.1, the
case was specified in the first row of the template. The cases varied on the following
features: 1) the task to be learned (i.e. treat burn, calm victim, or ensure ABC), 2)
the desired difficulty level (i.e. beginner or advanced), and 3) the setting (i.e. home,
restaurant, laboratory, or park). This makes a total of twenty-four cases, whereas
each source produced only twelve scenarios in total. The selected cases, consisting
of a combination of these three features, are presented in Table 8.2. The twelve
cases were randomly distributed among the authors within each group of human
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Table 8.1: The template offered to the authors to fill out their scenario descriptions

Task: calm victim Level: advanced Setting: home

Background story:

Behavior and
appearance of role
player:

Objects:

authors. Please note that in the end each source (prototype, experts, and laymen)
produced scenarios for precisely these twelve cases. To force the prototype to create
a scenario for the twelve cases specified above, it was provided with additional input
in the form of a pre-specified scenario constraint: the setting.

Table 8.2: The twelve selected cases for which the sources authored scenarios

Beginner

Park Home Restaurant Laboratory

Treat burn X X
Ensure ABC X X
Calm victim X X

Advanced

Park Home Restaurant Laboratory

Treat burn X X
Ensure ABC X X
Calm victim X X

Since the prototype produced only textual descriptions of the scenario constraints,
its output was manually rewritten following predefined translation rules so as to
resemble the style of the human authors. A rule set was developed that dictated
how to translate the output of the system into natural language. If, for example, a
victim offered a burn at level 1, the translation was a large first degree burn with
perhaps a small second degree burn. If, on the other hand, the victim offered a
burn at level 2, the translation would be a large second degree burn with blisters.
The only information that could not be deduced from the system’s output were the
motivations or feelings that drove an agent. Table 8.3 presents an example. In this
example, the fact that Henk thought the job annoying and spilled the fluid because
he was hasty, could not be found in the output of the system, but was added to
make the agent sound more believable. In a fully functioning PEG such additional
information would require the role playing agents to be capable of maintaining a
believable character by providing such explanations upon request.
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Table 8.3: An example of a scenario description such as the ones presented to the evaluators

Task: calm victim Level: advanced Setting: home

Background story Henk has to declog the sink. He thinks this is an annoying
job and wants it to be over with quickly. Because of his haste
he spills some of the drain cleaner fluid over his arm. Even
through his shirt he feels the fluid stinging his skin and he
panics.

Behavior and appearance
of role player

Henk panics. He never realized a common household chemical
could be this dangerous. It is difficult to calm him down. A
large second degree burn with blisters forms where the drain
cleaner touched his skin. The shirt Henk is wearing is sticking
to the wound.

Objects A half empty bottle of drain cleaner lays in the sink. There is a
tap attached to the sink and there are bandages in a dresser.

Design of the evaluation study
The setup was a within-subjects design; all five evaluators rated all scenarios from
all sources.

Procedure - evaluating the scenarios
In advance of the experiment proper and after an extensive instruction, inter-rater
reliability was fostered by a joint discussion on two sets of six example scenarios and
assessed by computing the intra-class correlation. During the experiment proper
the evaluators were instructed to work by themselves and not to turn back to or
change previous answers. After the experiment, the evaluators engaged in a group
discussion. The goal of this discussion was twofold: 1) to obtain additional insights
in the way the instructors evaluated the scenarios; and 2) to ask instructors about
their experiences with PEGs, their views on the possibilities for training with PEGs,
and their demands regarding the use and design of PEGs.

Analysis
An intra-class correlation analysis was performed to assess inter-rater reliability. A
repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine the effects of the source of the sce-
nario (expert, layman or system) upon the dependent variables. Post-hoc analyses
(LSD and Bonferroni) were conducted to further examine any significant effects.

8.3.4 Results
Table 8.4 shows the means and standard deviations on the dependent measures.
The mean scores followed the hypothesized trend with the experts scoring highest
followed by the system followed by the laymen (also see Figure 8.5). The intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC) using the 2-way random model suggested substantial
agreement (r=0.73; p<.001). Missing values (8 out of 540 values) were imputed
using the SPSS expectation-maximization procedures (Little & Rubin, 1989).

A repeated measures ANOVA (see also Table 8.5) revealed significant differences
between the sources for learning-goal suitability (F(2,8)=6.70; p=.02) and repre-
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Table 8.4: Data exploration: mean scores (and standard errors)

Scenario Source

Dependent Variable Expert Laymen Prototype

difficulty-level suitability .87 (.45) -.05 (.43) .00 (.53)
learning-focus suitability 1.93 (.29) .38 (.45) .80 (.53)
representativeness 1.73 (.21) .45 (.40) .58 (.20)
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Figure 8.5: A graphical display of the means

sentativeness (F(2,8)=6.22; p=.02), but not for difficulty-level suitability (F(2,8)=
3.53; p=.08). To interpret these effects, post hoc tests were conducted using the
Least Significant Difference (LSD) and the Bonferroni procedures. The Bonferroni
post hoc tests did not reveal any significant differences. However, the LSD post hoc
test revealed the following significant differences between sources in one-on-one
comparisons:
Representativeness - The experts (M=1.73) significantly outperformed both the
prototype (M=.58; p<.05) and the laymen (M=.45; p<.05). No significant differ-
ence was found between laymen and the prototype (p=.77).
Suitability for the learning goal - The experts (M=1.93) significantly outperfor-
med the laymen (M=.38; p<.05). No significant differences were found between
the prototype (M=.80) and the experts (M=1.93; p=.06), nor between the proto-
type and the laymen (M=.38; p=.36).
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Table 8.5: Results of the repeated measures analysis *) p<0.05

Dependent Variable F p-value effect size power

difficulty-level suitability 3.33 .08 .46 .48
learning-focus suitability 6.37* .02 .63 .77
representativeness 6.15* .02 .61 .74

8.3.5 Discussion
This study investigated the performance of the scenario creator prototype regarding
three requirements for high-quality scenarios: representativeness, suitability for the
learning goal, and suitability regarding the difficulty level. Regarding the scenarios’
representativeness LSD post hoc tests revealed that the prototype performed as good
as the laymen. Concerning the scenarios’ suitability for the learning goal, LSD results
showed that the prototype performed as well as experts and laymen both. Experts
outperformed the laymen in both cases. These results confirmed our hypothesis,
except for difficulty level suitability: although the trend of the means for difficulty
level suitability followed the same pattern as for representativeness and learning
goal suitability, the differences were not significant.

The most straightforward explanation (for not finding any significant differences
regarding difficulty level suitability) is that the relatively large standard errors on
this dependent variable caused a large error variation (see Table 8.4). It seems as
though the consistency of the scenarios was lower with respect to the suitability
for the difficulty level. This might be an indication that even for experts it can be
difficult to warrant the right difficulty level at times.

Another explanation is that it was hard for the evaluators to rate the difficulty level
suitability based on the information provided by the scenario format. The format did
not include the unfolding of the scenario, nor the learner’s desired action sequence,
thereby failing to reveal the author’s intentions underlying the produced scenarios.
The reason for leaving this information out of the format was that laymen would not
be able to produce the expected action sequence, thereby causing a problem for the
comparability of the scenarios during evaluation since the differences between the
scenario descriptions would have been too obvious. Yet, since this information was
now lacking from the scenarios, the evaluators may have used their experience to
interpret the scenario descriptions and infer the desired action sequence along with
the scenario’s unfolding. Interpretation and inference of the scenario’s unfolding
may have been easier for some of the scenarios than it was for others, which could
explain the larger standard errors on difficulty level suitability.

Even though the LSD post hoc test did show significant differences, the post hoc
tests with the Bonferroni correction failed to produce the same outcomes. The ab-
sence of any significant differences is strange, since it seems plausible to assume
that the experts would at least outperform the laymen. It may be the case that with
larger sample sizes the effects will be stronger. However, there are several addi-
tional points to be made in this discussion that might explain why experts’ scenarios
were not rated as high as they might have been if the experimental set-up had been
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different.
First, the cases for which the sources had to author the scenarios were purpose-

fully varied to test whether the prototype is capable of generating scenarios for var-
ious situations. These cases have forced the experts to write scenarios that included
settings they normally would not use (e.g. the laboratory), possibly resulting in less
representative scenarios.

Second, the evaluators indicated that the proportion of scenarios describing elec-
trical and chemical burns or involving a laboratory setting was unrealistic. The
evaluators seemed to look at the complete set of scenarios as if it were to be used as
a curriculum. This may have been caused by the instructions in advance of the ex-
periment: to prevent any biases regarding the different sources, evaluators were in-
structed to rate a set of scenarios developed to be used in a PEG. Since they thought
the distribution of scenarios with atypical burns in atypical settings was off, they
may have failed to rate the scenarios individually, and started evaluating them as
a set, which could possibly have masked the effects of the different sources. If the
instructions had been slightly different, this problem could have been prevented.
For example, the instruction could have informed the evaluators about the need to
practice with all types of situations, even the ones that rarely ever happen. In addi-
tion, we could have asked the evaluators a slightly different question, for instance,
whether they thought the scenario was coherent instead of representative.

There are two additional disadvantages of the current set-up that may have af-
fected the evaluation of the scenarios produced by the prototype. First, even though
one of the strengths of the scenario creator’s design is that the intended action se-
quence and the unfolding of the scenario is also specified, the current set-up was
not suitable to explore any resulting effects of this supposedly strong feature. And
second, it would have been better if all scenarios had been authored for the same
case: the system would have actually needed to produce a variety of scenarios that
all addressed the same input. This would have provided us with more evidence that
the scenario creator is indeed able to produce a large variety of scenarios. Moreover,
it would have been easier for the evaluators to compare the resulting scenarios.

8.4 Overall discussion of the component design
This chapter addressed the design and evaluation of the PEG’s scenario creator com-
ponent. The proposed component design integrates an HTN planner to plan the
actions of the learner with a content selection mechanism based on semantic infor-
mation in the ontology. The scenario creator generates a scenario plan consisting
of an action sequence, NPC roles, narrative goals for the NPCs, and the required
environmental elements and setting for the virtual environment.

The scenario creator not only considers the tasks that directly follow from the
learning goal, but considers all tasks that the learner needs to perform during a
complete exercise. The iterative task decomposition allows for fine-grained control
over the actions of the player. As a result the scenario creator produces a coherent
and complete set of learner actions and associated events, whereas it is also able to
diversify and personalize the learner’s experience. The generated action sequence
can be used to guide the PEG’s realtime adaptations, assessment, reflection, and
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feedback provision. Furthermore, the use of an ontology allows for quick and easy
additions of new information to the knowledge base. The system can directly use
newly specified environmental elements in the scenario.

8.4.1 Affordance exploitation by intelligent agents
In order to facilitate the correct use of the environmental elements by the NPCs, they
should have access to the affordance relations (semantic knowledge) available in
the ontology. The ontology facilitates the addition of new elements to be used by all
components of the PEG. As has been previously shown by Abaci & Thalmann (2005),
this approach does not require individual updates of the agents’ representations
each time a new object is added: the agents can inspect the ontology to see what
interactions the new object affords and what the preconditions for the interaction
are and use the objects as intended based on that information.

This solution resembles the work by Kallmann & Thalmann (1998), who anno-
tated environmental elements to facilitate the animation of interactions between
objects and intelligent agents (NPCs) in a virtual world. As a result the complexity
of object-agent interaction tasks, such as opening a door, could be reduced. Inter-
actions between the agent and the environment can become rather complex if the
agent has to do all the reasoning itself; the agent needs to perceive the environ-
ment, classify it in terms of transparency or solidity, and employ some path finding
algorithm that allows it to get from A to B while moving only through transparent
parts of the environment. Moreover, all agents need to be endowed with these capa-
bilities and they will all continuously engage in this calculation process. This takes
up a large amount of processing power. As a solution to this problem, Kallmann &
Thalmann (1998) employed objects that were annotated with their affordances. As
a result, the agents no longer needed to construct their own route. Instead, differ-
ent elements in the environment provide the agents with pieces of the route and
the agents simply follow those pieces depending on where they would like to go.
As such, the use of semantic annotations decentralizes animation control by omit-
ting the need for high-level planning and relying on low-level interaction behaviors.
This greatly reduces the required processing power for realtime deliberations by the
agents.

8.4.2 Interpretation of the scenario plan by the game engine
To establish the scenario within the virtual world, the difference in abstraction level
between the multi-agent system and the game engine must be overcome. The multi-
agent system works with high-level semantic concepts that allow for abstract and
conceptual reasoning about the environment and possible action plans within that
environment. However, most game engines employ low-level data representations
for the environment and its elements. To bring about the actual scenario in the
virtual environment, a translation is needed from the high-level representation em-
ployed by the multi-agent system to the low-level representation employed by the
game engine.

There exist several approaches to solve this problem. The most well-known ap-
proach is probably the Pogamut platform (Gemrot et al., 2009), an extension of
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Gamebots. Pogamut provides developers with a platform to create agents that con-
trol parts of the virtual environment Unreal Tournament 2004 (UT2004). Another
approach is provided by Behrens et al. (2011), who developed a more generic so-
lution: the environment interface standard (EIS). The EIS facilitates the connection
between an environment and BDI-agent platforms (i.e. 2APL, GOAL, Jadex, and Ja-
son). For example, the EIS has been used by Hindriks et al. (2011) to connect the
agent programming language GOAL to UT2004. An alternative solution to solve the
translation problem between agent platforms and game engines is provided by CIGA
(Creating Intelligent Games with Agents) (Van Oijen et al., 2012). CIGA employs
domain ontologies to specify the formal representation of the game world content.
CIGA provides the most viable solution by enabling the game engine to use the
scenario plans produced by the scenario creator. For this, the ontology should be
extended with formal representations of the environmental elements, actions, and
settings.

8.4.3 Future refinements
Below, several ideas for future refinements of the proposed design are discussed.

Realtime plan repair
The current design of the scenario creator uses an HTN planner to plan action se-
quences for the learner and the NPCs before the scenario starts. However, once the
scenario starts to play, the learner may perform actions that prevent the NPCs from
performing their action plans as intended by the scenario creator. In such cases,
the storyline needs to be repaired in realtime. However, in HTN planning it is not
possible to repair a plan in realtime without replanning the entire action sequence.

A possible solution would be to allow the NPCs to communicate with the ele-
ment selector. If the agent is somehow unable to accomplish its goal because of an
open precondition, it could send a request to the object selector to satisfy this open
precondition. The element selector could then find that object and send it to the
game engine, which, in turn, could add the element to the virtual environment. Of
course, this would require some additional heuristics to warrant the consistency of
the simulation.

Narrative structure
The design of the scenario creator component has shown its strength in producing
a variety of representative scenarios that address the learning goal. Moreover, it
produces the desired action sequence for the learner and it allows for integration
within the rest of the PEG. However, the design also offers room for improvement:
employing a narrative structure to build suspense into the storyline.

As previously explained, the scenario creator employs an HTN planner to create
a story structure for the scenario resulting in a task-oriented narrative. Although
this is desirable for training purposes, one of the believed benefits of games and
virtual worlds is that the learner is motivated to engage in learning by means of
a narrative. However, narrative is usually not so much task-oriented, but revolves
around suspension and climax.

An interesting line of research investigating the automated generation of narra-
tive for entertainment purposes is the field of ‘Interactive Narrative’ or ‘Automated
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Storytelling’. Göbel et al. (2010) proposed the analysis of well-proven narrative
structures. Particularly, they proposed to identify stages in the narrative structure
that lend themselves for interactivity. They argue that during these stages delays or
deviations do not cause a problem for the entertainment value of the narrative. They
propose to employ such flexible stages to transmit the learning materials or lessons.
As a test case, they employed this strategy with the use of the narrative structure of
the Dramatic Arc (Freytag, 1905). Similarly, design proposals and implementations
can be found throughout the literature that employ plot points to warrant the high-
level narrative, and its accompanying entertainment value (Magerko et al., 2004;
Mateas & Stern, 2003; Mott & Lester, 2006; Riedl & Stern, 2006).

Performance curve

Zook et al. (2012) designed a system that is able to predict the learner’s performance
during a particular event based on a skill model of the learner and complexity levels
of the events. In addition, they employ a target performance curve that describes
the desired trajectory of the learner’s performance (performing well vs. experiencing
difficulty) during the scenario. The aim of the system is to introduce events in such
a way that the predicted performance curve follows the target performance curve
as close as possible. Future work should investigate the possibility to extend the
current design such that the desired difficulty levels described by the performance
curve are used as input for the Scenario Generator’s selection step regarding the
decomposition methods. Such an extension would allow for more control over the
overall flow of the scenario.

8.5 Concluding remarks
This chapter discussed the research on the scenario creator component. A domain-
configurable design for the automatic generation of training scenarios was proposed,
employing an HTN planner to determine the actions the learner is expected to per-
form and the events required to prompt these actions. The system then considers
the environmental elements that should be present in the game world to facilitate
these actions and events. To allow the system to reason about game world objects,
and the interaction possibilities they add to the world, the scenario creator employs
the (affordance) relations defined in the ontology.

The results of the prototype’s evaluation showed the hypothesized trend: experts
outperformed the prototype and the laymen regarding the scenarios’ representative-
ness, suitability for the learning goal, and suitability for the difficulty level. However,
additional evaluations are required to find conclusive answers about the effective-
ness of the scenarios produced by the Scenario Generator.

Some suggestions for future research were provided: 1) in future evaluations the
desired action sequence for the learner should be part of the scenario description as
well as the goals to be accomplished by the role players; 2) in future evaluations it
will be recommendable to stick to one case and have the sources generate twelve
different scenarios for that single case; 3) evaluators can be biased in unforeseen
ways and clear instructions should be provided to reduce the possibility for such
biases to a minimum; and 4) it is recommendable to ask evaluators to rate the
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scenario’s coherence instead of its representativeness.
To conclude, the scenario creator design is an important step towards the auto-

mated generation of effective and personalized scenarios to offer learners access to
a large variety of quality training scenarios.
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Abstract - This chapter investigates the authoring tool, which enables
instructors to specify the following properties of a scenario: (1) the
learning goal, (2) the setting, (3) the non-player characters (NPCs)
in the scenario, and (4) the narrative goals and attitudes assigned to
those NPCs. The properties specified by the instructor are used by the
scenario creator as it automatically generates a new scenario.

In order to come to a design for the authoring tool, first, a paper-
based mock-up prototype of the authoring tool was investigated
through qualitative evaluation sessions with First Aid instructors.
Subsequently, based on the outcomes of these sessions, the author-
ing tool was extended with a supportive feature for the instructors:
the authoring tool uses the selected learning goals to provide sugges-
tions for the NPCs and their goals and attitudes. A new, interactive,
prototype of the authoring tool was developed and evaluated in an
experiment. Instructors were asked to author two scenarios. One
scenario was authored using a version of the authoring tool with sug-
gestions, the other scenario was authored using a version of the au-
thoring tool without suggestions. Results showed that the added sug-
gestions significantly enhanced the quality of the resulting scenarios
and the usability of the authoring tool.

The combination of the authoring tool, the scenario creator, and
the ontology offers instructors multiple ways to influence the train-
ing content without the need to manually create each and every sce-
nario. The PEG architecture promotes the collaboration between the
PEG and the instructor by optimally benefiting from their respective
strengths: the PEG automatically warrants the scenario’s internal con-
sistency, whereas the instructor warrants the scenario’s instructional
quality. In this way, the instructor and authoring tool collaboratively
define high-quality, consistent, and coherent scenarios.

This chapter is based on research conducted in collaboration with P. Hovers, also documented
in:

Hovers, P., “Scenario Authoring of Serious Games - An Interface for a First Aid Game”, MA
thesis, University of Amsterdam, 2013.
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“A machine is characterized by sustained, autonomous action. It is set up by human
hands and then is more or less set loose from human control. It is designed to
come between man and nature, to affect the natural world without requiring or
indeed allowing humans to come into contact with it. Such is the clock, which
abstracts the measurement of time from the sun and the stars: such is the steam
engine, which turns coal into power to move ships or pump water without the
intervention of human muscles. A tool, unlike a machine, is not self-sufficient or
autonomous in action. It requires the skill of a craftsman and, when handled with
skill, permits him to reshape the world in his way.” Bolter (1984)

Instructors possess ample expertise in their task domain and didactics, however,
their expertise is often consolidated in tacit knowledge, i.e. knowledge that is dif-
ficult to vocalize or observe (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005; Eraut, 2000). This poses
challenges for the system’s designers who need to obtain and employ that expertise
in order to create a system design (e.g. a PEG) that is able to automatically gener-
ate scenarios that are as good as scenarios authored by experts. The current design
aims to elicit and capture expert knowledge by representing it in an ontology. The
ontology allows instructors to add and alter the contents of the ontology to their
liking. Yet there are still two problems with this approach. The first problem is the
tacit knowledge. Instructors will not be able to add knowledge to the ontology that
they are not aware of. The second problem is that even though the addition of new
content to the ontology does make that content available for selection and may im-
prove the overall quality of the scenarios, it does not guarantee the actual selection
or use of the new content in, for instance, the next scenario. As a result, the only
way for an instructor to influence the contents of a single specific scenario would be
for that instructor to manually author a scenario plan by taking on the role of the
scenario creator in the organization.

Up until now, the functional components in the proposed PEG architecture can
be performed either fully automatic by an intelligent agent, or fully manual by a
human operator. The current chapter investigates whether there can be a combined
approach where instructors are able to influence the automated scenario creation
process with the use of an authoring tool by providing scenario constraints before-
hand. As such, the automated components and the instructor collaborate on the
task of creating a suitable scenario for the learner. This allows instructors to specify
a scenario at a high level, thereby relieving the instructor from manual scenario cre-
ation. At the same time, the scenario creation process is guided by the expertise of
the instructor, thereby improving the quality of the scenarios.

In Chapter 4, pages 53-55, the authoring tool was specified by requirements R18
and R19:

R18 - The instructor must be able to understand the system’s processes
R19 - The instructor must be able to control the system’s processes

However, to determine how the authoring tool can facilitate collaboration be-
tween the instructor and the automated components, more knowledge is needed
about what type of influence instructors would like to have on the automated sce-
nario creation process.
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9.1 Task domain & support analysis
Throughout this section requirement R18 and R19 and its claims will be refined.
This is done in three consecutive steps: the first step explores the features human
instructors would like to control when authoring scenarios for PEGs. Since the envi-
sioned authoring tool allows instructors to collaborate with the PEG, the second step
involves an overview of relevant literature about cognitive systems and dynamic task
allocation. The third step concerns the investigation of technological opportunities
to support the joint instructor-PEG performance by means of a design feature for the
authoring tool, i.e. critiquing and suggestions.

9.1.1 Task domain - what instructors wish to control
In order to identify the demands that human instructors would place on the au-
thoring tool, we conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with four First Aid
instructors. All instructors were recruited through large First Aid certifiers in the
Netherlands (Red Cross, Het Oranje Kruis, and Stichting Landelijk Protocol Eerste-
hulp Verlening).

Each interview started by presenting the instructor with five descriptions of a
learner’s engagement in a training scenario. For example, the first case describes
a learner attempting to treat a nosebleed, while making several mistakes in the
procedure. Each case was discussed with the instructor by asking them how they
would respond. After the five cases, the instructors were asked general questions
about their background and experience as an instructor. Then two videos showcas-
ing the concept of serious games for First Aid were presented. Instructors were asked
whether they would be interested in using a serious game in their First Aid course
and, if so, how they would use it. Of special interest was the type of instructor-
controllable features they would like to see in a PEG, e.g., decide upon the learning
goals, select a scenario setting, create NPCs, determine the sequence of events, etc.
A complete description of the interview guide can be found in Appendix C.

Results of the interviews
The conducted interviews led to the following results:
Learning goal - The instructors indicated that the learning goal is especially rele-
vant to specify a scenario: it describes what the learner is supposed to learn and do.
The situation offered by the scenario should provoke the learner to perform actions
that are related to the learning goal. In First Aid, the situation is usually some injury
or illness that befalls a victim. Therefore, the instructors indicate that they would
like to be able to select a learning goal and/or a ‘case’ (i.e. a specific type of injury
or sickness) that is used by the PEG to create a scenario.
Setting - Instructors also emphasize that when delivering First Aid, the nature of
the situation needs to be taken into account, e.g. is the situation safe enough to
offer help? Instructors give two reasons as to why selecting the setting is important:
1) the setting can be used to personalize the scenario, e.g. by selecting a setting that
is relevant to the learner and 2) the setting can be used to manipulate the complexity
of the emergency situation (e.g. a heart attack in the living room vs a heart attack
in the car while driving on the highway).
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NPCs - Furthermore, instructors point out that an important aspect of First Aid is to
cooperate and delegate, e.g. First-Aiders need to instruct bystanders to go and get
help and to return afterwards. As a result, the behavior and state of mind of the key
role players (also called ‘non-player characters’) in the scenario are an important as-
pect of the scenario as well. This is not only applicable to the victim-role, but also to,
for example, the bystander-role. For instance, one instructor expresses the desire to
add an upset family member to the scenario. Another instructor explains that NPCs
should also be emotionally responsive to the actions of the learner, for instance, if
the learner completely ignores a bystander (e.g. a family member), that NPC might
become angry or upset. From these statements, we conclude that instructors would
like to be able to manipulate the (behavior of) the NPCs in the scenario as well.

To conclude, the results obtained during the interviews provided insights regard-
ing the features of the scenario that instructors would like to have control over, i.e.
the learning goal, the setting, and the NPCs.

9.1.2 Human factors - facilitating human-machine collaboration
The previous subsection presented the results from interviews with instructors re-
garding the scenario features they would like to have control over. Offering instruc-
tors the means to influence the PEG’s scenario creation process, implies that the
PEG and the instructor will be involved in something called ‘collaborative problem-
solving’ (Fischer et al., 1991). The current subsection investigates the human factors
literature regarding human-machine collaboration and how to support this.

The first point to keep in mind when designing a cognitive system is that overly
simple tools can cause problems because they require too much skill from the user,
whereas overly intelligent tools can cause problems if they fail to give any indication
to the user of how they operate and what they are doing. In the former case, the tool
does not offer the user a true solution, whereas in the latter case the user may feel
like a bystander who is merely watching while unexplained operations take place
(Norman, 1986).

Another important point to reckon with is that the instructors may misjudge the
PEG’s capabilities leading to excessive trust or mistrust (Woods & Roth, 1988). In
such cases the system might get underutilized or ignored when it could provide ef-
fective assistance, or the practitioner might defer to the machine even in areas that
challenge or exceed the machine’s range of competency. The supervisor must have
real as well as titular authority; machine problem solvers can be designed and intro-
duced in a way that the human retains the responsibility for the outcomes without
any effective authority. The supervisor must be able to redirect the lower-order ma-
chine cognitive system. There is a need for a common or shared representation of
the state of the world and of the state of the problem solving process.

Preferably, the design for the authoring tool anticipates these possible problems.
One way to do this is by offering a way to allocate responsibilities and tasks based
on the strengths and weaknesses of both the instructor and the PEG. For instance,
humans are better at common-sense reasoning, define the goal, and decompose
the problem, whereas machines provide external memory, ensure consistency, hide
irrelevant information, and visualize aggregated information. The PEG aids the
instructor. In other words, the embedded AI (e.g. NPCs, scenario creator) is not
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intended to be a replacement for the instructor, but rather a tool that can be used by
the instructor to take over certain parts of the task when the instructor is unable to
do so. Hollnagel & Woods (1983) emphasize that the optimal task distribution in a
cognitive system can vary from situation to situation and that, as a result, the design
of the system should allow for dynamic task allocation.

The goal of the authoring component is therefore to support adjustable work di-
vision between machine and human based on the wishes of the instructor. In some
cases the instructor may be absent or the instructor may have other reasons to leave
the scenario creation process to the machine (i.e. the learner model and the sce-
nario creator). In other cases the human operator (instructor) may wish to manage
the scenario creation process him- or herself and provide the system with additional
constraints to be employed in the scenario creation process. And then again in other
cases, the instructor may wish to create a scenario plan completely by hand. As
such, the PEG architecture should support all of these situations.

9.1.3 Envisioned technology - suggestions and critiquing

The previous subsections presented the scenario features instructors would like to
author, and principles from human factors literature to improve the usability of the
authoring tool. The current subsection presents the envisioned technological solu-
tion to improve the PEG’s usability: critiquing.

One way for a system to support a human in performing a task is by means of
critiquing. Critiquing systems point out the errors and suboptimal conditions that
might remain undetected otherwise (Fischer et al., 1991). Moreover, advice is pro-
vided on how to improve the situation along with an explanation for the suggestion.
Based on a rule set, the system presents (more suitable) alternatives for the actions
performed and decisions made by the human operator. The provided alternatives
are presented along with arguments and reasons as to why they are more suitable.
As a result, the machine helps the user to avoid problems and work with multiple
views or opinions about the optimal course of action.

It is not always the system who critiques the user. In some cases, the critique
comes from the user and is directed at the suggestions provided by the system (Burke
et al., 1997). This version of a critiquing system is usually employed in recommender
systems, where the system tries to identify the user’s preferences by offering the user
several options (suggestions). The user is then required to pick one of the options
or critique the suggestions (McCarthy et al., 2005; Viappiani et al., 2007).

Suggestions can also help to speed up processes. For instance in text messaging,
smart phones offer word suggestions and Google finishes your search phrase while
typing. Suggestions can also teach the user how to use the system since they provide
the user an example of how the user authoring tool can be employed. An example of
a system employing suggestions to support the user during task performance are the
3D sketching tools proposed by Igarashi & Hughes (2001) and Tsang et al. (2004).
Their systems provide ongoing suggestions of possible geometric shapes that could
be added to the drawing, thereby relieving the user from the need to manually draw
the shape.
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9.2 Authoring tool - specification
The authoring tool is a functional component that enables instructors to influence
the automated scenario creation process (also see Figure 9.1).

Reflection 
Component

Virtual Environment

Learner Model

Scaffolding 
Component

Scenario 
Creator

Authoring Tool

 - Setting
 - Learning goals
 - Character goals
 - Character attitudes

Ontology

Authoring 
constraints

Suggestions

Figure 9.1: The authoring tool; as part of the functional architecture

Based on the results of the investigation described in the previous section, the
requirements for the authoring tool were refined as follows:

R19 - The instructor must be able to control the system’s processes
R19a - The instructor must be able to provide the following scenario constraints

to the PEG’s scenario creator:
� the learning goal
� the setting of the scenario
� the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes

PC19a.1 - this offers the instructor the possibility to control the most im-
portant parts of the scenario creation process

NC19a.1 - meeting R19 may conflict with R18 (instructor understanding)

An example of a narrative goal for an NPC is to “break a limb”. As such, this
goal will result in a situation that requires the learner to deal with the diagnosis
and treatment task of a fractured limb. There are also narrative goals that influence
the level of support or challenge in the scenario. For instance, the goal “support the
learner in treating the victim” can be provided to an NPC to aid the learner during
the task. Defining an NPC’s attitude offers the instructor the possibility to create
practice opportunities concerning cooperation, delegation, or communication. For
instance, creating an NPC with an attitude “in distress” will require the learner to
reassure that NPC.

9.2.1 Exploration of possible designs - paper prototype
To evaluate a design based on these requirements, an evaluation cycle was con-
ducted. This evaluation employed a paper (mock-up) prototype. The paper pro-
totype consisted of separate papers and sticky notes that could be rearranged into
various designs.
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Instructors were interviewed in one-on-one sessions. The paper prototype imple-
mented requirement R19a: instructors were able to specify the learning goal, the
task to be performed, the setting, the NPC roles, and the narrative goals and atti-
tudes for the NPCs.

Figure 9.2: Parts of the authoring tool’s paper prototype - selecting NPC traits

The controllable features (NPCs, learning goal, setting) were treated as separate
tasks for the instructor to perform. There were different pieces of paper for each
of these tasks. Each piece of paper represented a frame that allowed the instructor
to specify that feature. For instance, there was a piece of paper that represented a
frame which allowed the instructor to specify an NPC along with its narrative goals
and attitudes (see Figure 9.2). A different piece of paper depicted a frame in which
the instructor could specify the learning goal, and so on. The use of the separate
papers and removable sticky notes allowed the instructors to rearrange the look and
feel of the prototype. Instructors were asked to provide additional comments on the
lay-out of the interface and the frames themselves. For instance, they were asked
whether they would want certain frames to be combined or broken up into separate
frames. They were also asked in what order they would like the frames to appear, if
certain frames should be available simultaneously in one screen, and if so how they
would like these frames to be arranged on screen.

Results from the paper-based prototype evaluation cycle
The paper prototype sessions revealed that instructors were satisfied with the fea-
tures they were able to manipulate, i.e. learning goal, NPC roles, and narrative goals
and attitudes for the NPCs (PC19a.1).

In addition, the interviews showed that instructors have a preference regarding
the order of the feature-frames: they would like to start with the specification of
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the setting, thereafter they would like to specify the learning goal, and lastly, they
would like to add the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes. After specifying each of the
features in separate screen steps, they would like to be presented with an overview
of their chosen constraints. In addition, they would like to be able to consult the
learner model during the scenario authoring process.

Instructors also reported that they found it difficult to maintain consistency be-
tween the NPC specifications (roles, goals, and attitudes) on the one hand and the
selected learning goal and task for the learner on the other (NC19a.1).

Implications for the design of the authoring tool

First of all, the lay-out of the authoring tool’s interface was adjusted to comply with
the findings obtained in the paper-based prototype evaluation cycle.

Secondly, to aid instructors in maintaining consistency between the various fea-
tures, suggestions were added to the authoring tool: based on the learning goal
selected by the instructor, the authoring tool offers a suggestion for the NPCs, nar-
rative goals, and attitudes.

Instructors are not required to accept the suggestions; they are free to alter the
suggested NPCs and to alter the NPCs’ goals and attitudes. As such, the extended
authoring tool still allows the instructors to specify scenario constraints that suit
their personal taste and expertise.

Based on the findings of the paper prototype evaluation cycle requirement R18
was refined as follows:

R18 - The instructor must be able to understand the system’s processes
R18a - The authoring tool should provide appropriate support during the author-

ing process in the form of suggestions for the NPCs and their features (i.e.
goals and attitudes)
PC18a.1 - This improves the authoring tool’s usability (easier)
PC18a.2 - This improves the authoring tool’s efficiency (faster)
PC18a.3 - This improves the authoring tool’s effectiveness (better)
NC18a.1 - This may reduce the instructors’ activity level and involvement

9.2.2 Authoring tool - design
The new design for the authoring tool’s interface was implemented in a prototype
using HTML and JavaScript (see Figures 9.3 and 9.4). However, in order to investi-
gate the effect of the added suggestions, there were two versions of this prototype.
The difference between these two versions is whether or not the instructor receives
suggestions for the authoring of the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes.

Both versions of the authoring tool lead the user through four main authoring
steps. The four steps are described in more detail below:
Step 1. Start - The first step invites the instructor to either create a new set of

scenario constraints and name it, or to load an existing set of scenario con-
straints. Then the instructor is asked if the scenario constraints are meant to
be personalized for one particular learner. If so, the learner’s personal pro-
file becomes accessible in a collapsible window for the rest of the authoring
session (lower right corner). Lastly, the instructor is asked to provide the
scenario’s setting (see Figure 9.3).
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Scenario Editor

1. Start

Currently working in: Example scenario

Select a saved scenario to edit or create a new scenario:

Help!?

View a learner’s profile

        2. Learning goals 3. Characters        4. Overview

Undo change Redo change Save changes

Create new scenarioExample scenario

Would you like to personalize the scenario for one or more learners? Yes No

The tab in the lower right corner of the screen provides access information about all of the learners.

What is the preferred setting of the scenario? The park

2. Learning goals

Currently working in: Example scenario

Situation awareness

Select one or multiple learning goals that should be trained during the scenario

Learning goals:

Help!?

View a learner’s profile

Social skills

1. Start 3. Characters        4. Overview

Scenario Editor Undo change Redo change Save changes

Reassure

Involvement

Collaborate

Communicate
Catechize
Report (ABC)

Delegate
Plan
Organize
Assertiveness

Thinking skills

Decision making
Need to move victim
Need for professional help

Figure 9.3: The authoring tool’s interactive prototype (printscreen resolution was too low)
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3. Characters

Currently working in: Example scenario

Drag the desired features for your character into this window

Selected character:

Harold

Character 1:

Help!?

View a learner’s profile

 Character Attitude Options:

Educative

Selected options (attitudes and goals):

Concerned

Anxious

Drunk

Calm

Pedantic

Remove this character

 Character Goal Options:

Get help

Provide hints

Break a limb

Have an anxiety attack

Assist the learner

Create confusion

Add another character

Have an allergic reaction

1. Start 2. Learning goals                    4. Overview

Scenario Editor Undo change Redo change Save changes

4.Overview

Scenario Editor
Currently working in: Example scenario

Help!?

View a learner’s profile

1. Start        2. Learning goals 3. Characters       

Undo change Redo change Save changes

Finish authoring scenario

Scenario ID:

Setting:

Selected learning goals:

Created characters:

Example scenario

The park

- Decision making
- Determine need for professional help

Character 1 with characteristics: 
- Have an allergic reaction

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Figure 9.4: The authoring tool’s interactive prototype (printscreen resolution was too low)
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Step 2. Learning goals - The second step invites the instructor to select one or more
learning goals from a tree structure (see Figure 9.3).

Step 3. NPCs - The third step shows the difference between the two versions.
V1. In the first version, the system provides the instructor with suggestions

regarding the NPCs in the scenario along with their goals and attitudes
by placing them in the ‘selected options’ field. The instructor is able
to add new NPCs and to alter the suggested NPCs and their goals and
attitudes (see Figure 9.4).

V2. In the second version, the system does not provide the instructor with
any suggestions. The ‘selected options’ field is cleared out. The instruc-
tor is required to drag NPC roles, goals, and attitudes from the ‘options’
fields.

Step 4. Overview - The instructor receives an overview of the chosen scenario con-
straints to either accept or modify (see Figure 9.4).

9.3 Evaluation study
A study was conducted to investigate whether the suggestions (regarding the virtual
NPCs and their features) would improve the use of the authoring tool regarding: the
ease of use of the authoring tool (PC17b.1, easier), the time taken for the author-
ing process (PC17b.2, faster), and the quality of the authored scenario constraints
(PC17b.3, better). This study compared the two versions of the prototype, one ver-
sion with suggestions and one without.

9.3.1 Hypothesis
By providing suggestions, an instructor is not required to author each NPC from
scratch, but receives suggestions for the NPCs based on the selected learning goals.
As a result, the suggestive authoring tool is expected to ease and speed up the au-
thoring process. Furthermore, the suggestive authoring tool is expected to result
in higher quality scenario constraints and higher levels of user satisfaction with the
resulting scenario constraints.

9.3.2 Method
Participants

A total of forty-five participants were recruited through their First Aid associations,
such as Rode Kruis, through email invitations. In addition, one First Aid instruction
expert participated as a reviewer of the resulting scenario constraints.

Materials

The following materials were used during this study:

Cases. Two case descriptions were developed for the participants to guide the au-
thoring process during the evaluation experiment. Each case consisted of a descrip-
tion of a particular learner and two appropriate learning objectives for the learner
to work on. The case descriptions are provided below:
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Case 1 - Create a new set of scenario constraints and call it ‘ScenarioA’. These
scenario constraints are meant for learner ‘Ruben’. Ruben has only just started his
First Aid course. However, he has already finished his theory exam and he also
participated twice in role-playing exercises with medical actors. He will now start
practicing with the virtual First Aid training game. Your task is to author a set of
scenario constraints for Ruben that allows him to practice how to reassure a victim.
In addition, you would like for him to practice with the recognition of a first-degree
burn. The location of the scenario will be the park. Make sure that you add two
virtual NPCs to the scenario constraints that are suitable for these learning goals.
Please keep in mind that the resulting scenario constraints should not be too difficult
nor should it be too easy for Ruben.

Table 9.1: The two cases used in the experiment

Overview of the provided information for Case 1

Learner Ruben
Scenario name ScenarioA
Location/Setting the park
Learning objective Reassure & First-degree burn
Required no. of NPCs 2

Overview of the provided information for Case 2

Learner Christian
Scenario name ScenarioB
Location/Setting the restaurant
Learning objective Perform ABC procedure & Report status using ABC
Required no. of NPCs 4

Case 2 - Create a new set of scenario constraints and call it ‘ScenarioB’. This set
of constraints is meant for learner ‘Christian’. Christian has recently enrolled in the
First Aid course. He has already finished his theory exam and he has already partic-
ipated in virtual training exercises before. The intended learning goals for Christian
are ‘performing the ABC procedure’ and ‘reporting the victim’s status according to
the ABC’. The location of the scenario will be the restaurant. Make sure that you
add four NPCs to the scenario constraints that are suitable for these learning goals.
Please keep in mind that the resulting set of constraints should not be too difficult
nor should it be too easy for Christian.

Prototypes. Five different versions of the prototype were developed:
1. A non-suggestive version of a neutral case (for the learner to explore in ad-

vance of the experiment)
2. A suggestive version for case 1
3. A non-suggestive version for case 1
4. A suggestive version for case 2
5. A non-suggestive version for case 2

Questionnaire for the scenario authors. The usability of the authoring tool was
rated using an online 7-point Likert scale survey consisting of the SUS and three
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additional statements about the instructor’s satisfaction with the resulting scenario
constraints:

1. I am satisfied with my authored scenario
2. My authored scenario constraints are well-suited for the learner
3. My selected NPC roles, goals, and attitudes are well-suited for the learning

goals
The 7-point Likert scale ranged from ‘I completely disagree’ to ‘I completely agree’.

Questionnaire for the evaluator. The quality of the scenario constraints was rated
using a 7-point Likert scale survey consisting of the following 4 statements:

1. This is a realistic set of scenario constraints
2. This set of scenario constraints is suitable for a beginner
3. The selected learning goals reflect the learning goals mentioned in the case
4. The selected NPC roles, goals, and attitudes match the learning goals
The 7-point Likert scale ranged from ‘I completely disagree’ to ‘I completely agree’.

Suggestions. The suggestions for the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes were based on
validated scenario plans from the research by Ferdinandus et al. (2013) presented in
Chapter 8. In that study, the selected scenario plans (i.e. ‘Reassure and first-degree
burn at the park’ and ‘perform and report ABC at the restaurant’) were both rated as
highly representative, highly suitable for the learning goal, and highly suitable for
a beginner: they received either a 6 or a 7 out of 7 for these features from all five
evaluators in the study by Ferdinandus et al. (2013). So, the suggestions offered in
the suggestive authoring tool concerned the NPCs and their features as described in
these two validated scenario plans.

Experimental design
The following experimental design was employed.
Independent variable. The independent variable of the evaluation was whether
the instructor received suggestions regarding the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes in
Step 3. In half of the cases the instructor received suggestions regarding the NPC
roles, goals, and attitudes based on the learning goals the instructor selected in Step
2 (suggestive). In the other half of the cases the instructor was required to select the
NPC roles, goals, and attitudes without receiving any suggestions (non-suggestive).
Dependent variables. The four dependent variables were: 1) the usability of the
authoring tool, 2) the time taken to create the scenario constraints, 3) the user
satisfaction regarding the resulting scenario constraints, and 4) the quality of the
resulting scenario constraints.
Usability. The first dependent variable, usability of the authoring tool, was mea-
sured by means of the ‘System Usability Scale’ (SUS), a validated questionnaire for
assessing the overall usability of a system (Bangor et al., 2008). The word “system”
in the SUS statements was replaced by “the scenario editor for First Aid”.
Efficiency. The efficiency of the authoring tool was measured by the time taken to
author a set of scenario constraints.
User satisfaction. This was measured by taking the mean of the three items regarding
user satisfaction in the online survey.
Quality. The quality of the scenario constraints was determined by an independent
instructional First Aid expert who rated the four questions previously mentioned in
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the materials section. The mean of these four items represented the overall quality of
the scenario constraints. The expert who rated the quality of the scenario constraints
was uninformed about the research questions.

Within-subjects comparisons. Effects of suggestions were tested within-subjects.
Each participant performed two versions of the same task: authoring a set of sce-
nario constraints for a particular case using the authoring tool. Descriptions of the
two cases used in the study are provided further down. One of the cases was au-
thored using the non-suggestive authoring tool; the other case was authored using
the suggestive authoring tool. A counterbalanced design was used to rule out order
effects for the cases and authoring-tool versions (see Table 9.2).

Table 9.2: Experimental design

Group
First task Second task Number of

Authoring tool Case Authoring tool Case participants (n)

1 Non-suggestive Case1 Suggestive Case2 12
2 Suggestive Case1 Non-suggestive Case2 10
3 Non-suggestive Case2 Suggestive Case1 9
4 Suggestive Case2 Non-suggestive Case1 14

Procedure
The study was conducted by means of an online survey. Through their First Aid
associations, instructors received an email asking them whether they wanted to par-
ticipate in the study. By clicking on the link, the participant was led to a webpage
that automatically placed the participant in either one of the four versions of the
online survey. This forward function looped through the four different experiment
versions to distribute the participants evenly among the four groups. The survey
was structured as outlined below:

1. The general aim of the research was explained, along with the structure of the
survey and its duration.

2. The participant was presented with a video about the concept of serious gam-
ing.

3. A video explained the intended use of the authoring tool.
4. The participant was free to explore a basic version of the scenario authoring

tool with an example case.
5. The experiment proper initiated when the first case was presented to the par-

ticipant. After reading the case, the participant was instructed to author a set
of scenario constraints by following a link to the according version of the au-
thoring tool. After finalizing the scenario constraints, the resulting scenario
constraints and the time taken were saved on a server. The participant was
asked to close the prototype and return to the survey.

6. Subsequently, the participant received a set of questions regarding the satis-
faction about the final authored scenario constraints, directly followed by the
SUS.

7. Steps 5-6 were repeated for the second case.
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8. The survey finished and the participant was thanked for participating.
After collecting all the authored scenario constraints, the scenario constraints were

anonymized and randomized. The sets of scenario constraints were organized in a
booklet, each page describing the results of a single authoring process and the case
for which it was authored. The (objective) reviewer was presented with this booklet
and asked to evaluate the authored scenario constraints by rating each of the sets
using the four statements described in the ‘dependent variables’ section.

Analysis

To investigate whether the addition of suggestions to the interface resulted in the
intended effects (increased usability, efficiency, user satisfaction, and quality), the
results obtained from the survey were analyzed as described below.
Internal consistency. The internal consistency of the questions measuring user sat-
isfaction and the items for measuring the quality of the scenario constraints were
assessed using Cronbach’s alpha.
Effects of suggestions. Due to logistical problems, the data obtained from the survey
and the data obtained from the prototypes were saved in separate data bases and
the survey responses (the SUS and the user satisfaction) of a particular participant
could not be matched to that same person’s authored scenario constraints and the
time taken to author them. As a result, the time taken to author a set of scenario
constraints using the suggestive versus the non-suggestive authoring tool and the
expert’s ratings regarding the quality of the resulting scenario constraints were com-
pared using an independent 1-tailed t-test.

9.3.3 Results

Usability of the authoring tool

The SUS scores for the suggestive authoring tool (M=56.7, SE=2.21) were signifi-
cantly higher than those of the non-suggestive authoring tool (M=53.5, SE=2.19),
(t(44)=2.536; p<.03).

The time it took for users to finalize their constraints was significantly shorter, by
almost a minute on average, when the suggestive authoring tool was used (t(80)=
2.072, p<.025). The mean time to finalize the authoring process for the suggestive
authoring tool was 3’22” minutes (SE=18”), and for the non-suggestive this was
4’13” minutes (SE=15”).

Table 9.3: The means and standard errors (SE) of the two conditions for the dependent
variables

Condition SUS score Time taken User satisfaction Rated quality

with suggestions 56.7 a (2.21) 3’.22” a (18”) 5.02 (.19) 4.25 a (.36)
without suggestions 53.5 a (2.19) 4’.13” a (15”) 4.86 (.16) 3.19 a (.33)
a) p <.05, one-tailed
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User satisfaction regarding final scenarios
The statements covering the user satisfaction with final set of scenario constraints
revealed a Cronbach’s alpha of .799, indicating good consistency among the items
(Cortina, 1993; Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). There was no significant difference be-
tween the user satisfaction regarding the final scenario constraints obtained with the
suggestive (M=5.02, SE=.19) and non-suggestive authoring tool (M=4.86, SE=.16)
respectively (t(44) =.746, p>.05).

The quality of resulting scenarios
The Cronbach’s alpha for the statements covering this construct was .942, indicating
excellent consistency among the items (Cortina, 1993; Tavakol & Dennick, 2011).
The suggestive authoring tool resulted in a significantly higher mean for the as-
sessed quality of authored scenario constraints (M=4.25, SE=.36) than for the non-
suggestive authoring tool (M=3.19, SE=.33) (t(85)=2.20, p<0.05).

Additional qualitative analysis of the results
A qualitative analysis of the resulting sets of scenario constraints showed that in-
structors employing the non-suggestive authoring tool tend to create a more com-
plex set of scenario constraints (e.g. multiple NPCs who are angry or upset) com-
pared to the sets of scenario constraints developed with suggestions (e.g. one NPC
is upset, the other one is supportive).

9.3.4 Discussion
The suggestions for NPC roles, goals, and attitudes based on the selected learning
goals, improved the usability of the authoring tool. The usability score of the sug-
gestive authoring tool relates to an “okay” usability on a verbal scale (Bangor et al.,
2009).

Providing instructors with suggestions for the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes en-
hanced the quality of the resulting sets of scenario constraints. Furthermore, it
appeared to reduce the complexity of the scenario constraints.

The satisfaction of users with the authored scenario constraints was not signifi-
cantly affected by the suggestions. A possible explanation for this finding might be
that, regardless of the availability of suggestions, instructors take great care in au-
thoring their intended scenario (as they pointed out during interviews) and will not
finish the authoring process before they are satisfied with the result. This explana-
tion is supported by the fact that, on average, the instructors’ authoring processes
took significantly longer with the non-suggestive authoring tool, compared to their
authoring processes using the suggestive authoring tool. The mean of approximately
5 for the user satisfaction in both versions of the authoring tool indicates that users
were generally satisfied with the resulting scenarios in either of the conditions.

9.4 Overall discussion of the component design
Throughout the entire design process of the authoring tool, different groups of in-
structors were closely involved in the design process, providing us with feedback and
input at each step of the way. Semi-structured interviews resulted in the selection
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of the following control features to manipulate the scenario creation process: the
learning goal(s), the scenario setting, and the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes. The
paper-prototype evaluation led to the idea of adding suggestions to the authoring
tool. The experimental study showed that the suggestions proved to be helpful, not
only increasing the authoring tool’s usability (PC18a.1) and efficiency (PC18a.2),
but also the quality of the resulting sets of scenario constraints (PC18a.3).

Instructors reported that they found the system’s suggestions helpful in authoring
the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes. However, they found it difficult to predict what
behavior the resulting constraints would produce, and how this would affect the
scenario. And they are right: It is difficult to know what the storyline will be in
advance, because there are still various possibilities for the story to unfold. The
NPCs have a certain degree of freedom to decide how they are going to achieve the
narrative goals specified in the scenario constraints and scenario plan. Goal-based
planning, in the end, requires instructors to trust the PEG’s automated components
(scenario creator, NPCs) in that they will truly produce behavior that complies with
the constraints provided by the instructor.

In theory, the scenario creator is able to handle the constraints provided by the
instructors (setting, learning goal, and NPC roles, goals, and attitudes). At this
point we anticipate a fairly seamless integration, but further investigation of an
implementation is required to verify this expectation.

Further research should investigate whether the scenario plans created with the
help of the instructor (through the use of the authoring tool) are truly of a higher
quality than the ones produced by the scenario creator alone. In addition, the sce-
nario plans produced through the collaborative efforts of the instructor and the sce-
nario creator (i.e. with the use of the authoring tool) should be compared to scenario
plans that were manually produced by instructors.

9.4.1 Future research on the design of the authoring tool
In the following, we provide several directions for future research.

Refinements of the current design

A possible improvement would be to offer instructors the choice whether they would
like to receive suggestions or not. In addition, a feature that motivates instructors
to actively process and check the suggestions before accepting them, is believed to
be beneficial for the joint performance of the instructor and the PEG. The reason
for this anticipated effect is that the results obtained from the study showed that
instructors tend to leave the suggestions provided by the PEG fairly intact. In those
cases where they did alter the suggestions, these adjustments generally involved
only minor changes. A possible danger of this phenomenon is that instructors may
rely upon the PEG, even when the PEG is failing. Therefore, future research would
be the investigation of an additional feature to prevent this from happening. This
would entail the specification of specific types of situations in which the PEG may
fail to perform adequately. The PEG can use this information to, for instance, alert
the instructor and ask for advice.

De Greef et al. (2010) propose the employment of adaptive automation to support
a dynamic division of work between the human and the machine. They investigate
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a system that is capable of reassigning work to itself to reduce the workload of the
human operator, but only in cases where the workload of the human proves to be
too high. In cases where the workload is low, the system will allocate more and
more tasks to the human operator in order to prevent cognitive underload, i.e. a
situation where the cognitive activity level of the human operator becomes too low
to function optimally. Such an approach might be interesting in cases where an
instructor is managing team training processes. It is expected that in such cases an
instructor is not capable of authoring all of the storylines in the game world for each
of the learners. A possible solution would be to design the system such that it is able
to determine which storylines need the attention of the instructor, while taking care
of the remaining storylines automatically.

Extensions of the current design

A first extension would be to also allow the PEG to critique the instructor’s authoring
process. For instance, the system might alert the instructor if an NPC with conflicting
goals is added or if too many learning goals are selected.

Another extension to investigate is how instructors can be allowed to play and/or
preview the resulting scenario to see what the learner will actually experience when
playing the authored scenario.

Third, the current authoring tool is designed to influence the scenario creation
process. However, instructors also expressed their desires to influence the scenario
development in realtime. This would require further investigations of the possibility
to, for instance, offer instructors: control over the realtime adjustment of the level
of scaffolding; the opportunity to play as an NPC; and the initiation of a reflection
session combined with scenario-playback possibilities.

9.4.2 Related work on authoring tools
Originally, manipulating a virtual world required for substantial expertise in work-
ing with virtual environments. Therefore, the development of scenarios was mostly
done by professional game developers. Recently, however, authoring tools are devel-
oped that allow non-programming-experts to manipulate the virtual environment.
Such authoring tools usually enable the editing of a high-level scenario representa-
tion which is then employed by the game engine to establish the scenario within the
game world. Several existing authoring tools are discussed below.

<e-Adventure>

The first example discussed here is <e -Adventure>, a platform solely intended for
the development of so-called ‘point-and-click’ graphical adventure games (Moreno-
Ger et al., 2007). <e-Adventure> employs a document-oriented approach to au-
thoring. A graphic authoring tool enables authors to adapt a storyboard, which
is documented in an xml-file. In turn, this xml-file can be processed by the game
engine to produce the actual game environment. The author is able to edit the nar-
rative flow and the way interactions of the player affect the course of the story. Even
though <e-Adventure> allows people without any programming skills to develop a
game scenario, it still requires a lot of manual labor to specify all the details required
to establish the scenario. Moreover, the resulting storyboard describes no more than
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the story; the educational intentions and underlying learning objectives are lost in
translation.

Shai

Van Est et al. (2011) have also proposed higher level scenario editing to offer in-
structors, as non-experts in game development, easy access to the game’s content. In
their approach, called Shai, Van Est et al. (2011) employ a causality-based author-
ing technique: the instructor sequences scenario building blocks (i.e. actions and
events) in a time line or causal chain to author the scenario. One big disadvantage
of this approach is that it only allows for linear scenarios. In order to create non-
linear scenarios, the author would need to be able to work with if-then statements
and other flow-control strategies, which take place at a lower scripting level. More-
over, this approach would not be feasible to incorporate within the PEG architecture
since the goal-based nature of the NPC behavior modeling does not guarantee that
the events defined by the instructor will actually take place at runtime.

StoryTec

Mehm et al. (2012) have described ‘StoryTec’, an authoring tool for serious games.
In StoryTec instructors can create a game model by connecting so-called scenes in
a directed graph. Scenes are comprised of small parts of the overall narrative and
contain a set of objects and a set of NPCs. Instructors can also create new scenes.
StoryTec offers instructors a visualization of the storygraph. The game logic is de-
fined by high-level commands called ‘actions’. Actions are triggered by events in the
game environment. Such triggers can be specified in the form of conditional rules.
By creating scenes, adding actions to them and ordering them into a graph struc-
ture, the instructor is able to build a story that responds to the actions of the learner.
Even though StoryTec does allow for branching storylines and a user-friendly graph-
ical interface, developing a new scenario is still a laborious endeavor because each
scene needs to be fully specified.

Wide Ruled and Story Canvas

Skorupski et al. (2007) have proposed Wide Ruled, an authoring tool to create and
edit the HTN representation (comparable to the PEG’s ontology) employed by an
HTN planner to automatically generate stories (Skorupski & Mateas, 2009). The
scenario author can express goals that need to be achieved during the story, and add
NPCs with traits, story goals, or plot points. In turn the system uses this knowledge
representation to automatically create a story that adheres to the restrictions added
to the representation. Each plot fragment is linked to a set of author goals that are
achieved through the execution of the plot fragment. In addition, plot fragments
are linked to preconditions that are required for a plot fragment to be applicable.
Story Canvas is an evolution of Wide Ruled in which comic book and storyboard
techniques provide visual authoring metaphors in order to simplify the authoring
process (Skorupski & Mateas, 2010).

The authoring process in Wide Ruled results in an automatically generated story
that satisfies the goals of the author and matches the NPC’s personalities. Wide
Ruled allows an author to manipulate initial conditions of the story world (e.g. au-
thor goals) and to manipulate the story world during the planning process, because
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the knowledge base employed by the HTN planner is limited to the content added
by the author. But as the knowledge base becomes larger, the storyline can no longer
be controlled other than it being consistent with the entire knowledge base. Wide
Ruled and Story Canvas offer the instructor an authoring tool to add game content
to the automated scenario generation process. However, they do not allow for any
forced selection criteria, other than omitting the undesired options from the sys-
tem’s knowledge base. As such, Wide Ruled is very comparable to an authoring tool
for the ontology which is employed by the scenario creator. However, it would be
interesting to see whether the ideas in Wide Ruled (and Story Canvas) could be em-
ployed to offer instructors a more user-friendly interface to edit the contents of the
ontology employed in the PEG.

Comparing these approaches to the PEG’s authoring tool

A comparison between these approaches and the current design for the authoring
tool in our PEG architecture shows that other approaches do not offer any way for
the authoring tool to comment on the educational meaning, let alone correctness, of
the scenario. On the one hand, the other approaches offer instructors a lot of free-
dom to create scenarios as they please, but on the other hand, this may also result in
incoherent and/or unsuitable scenarios. Most authoring tools have been developed
as a way for the instructor to create every scenario ever imagined. However, the
quality of the scenarios is never warranted.

In contrast, the PEG’s tight linkage between the authoring tool and the scenario
creator not only allows for instructors to transmit their wishes regarding the sce-
nario on a high level, but it also enables the PEG to support instructors, because the
educational intent of the scenario is also clear to the PEG. Both the PEG and the in-
structors reason about the scenario content in terms of the task, the learning goals,
the learner’s current competencies, and the meaning of the environmental elements
within this context. This allows them to communicate on that level, exchanging cri-
tiques and adjusting their preferences and knowledge. All in all, this allows for a
better collaboration between the human and the system.

9.5 Concluding remarks
In the PEG architecture instructors can control the scenario in three ways: 1) manu-
ally author a scenario plan and provide that plan in the role of the scenario creator,
2) provide constraints for the scenario plan to be generated automatically by the
scenario creator agent, and 3) control one of the NPCs in the scenario.

The authoring tool design presented in this chapter facilitates the second type
of control; it offers instructors the opportunity to engage in a step-wise process of
providing scenario constraints for the scenario creator. First, they select a setting.
Thereafter they specify the learning goals. And lastly, they select NPCs and assign
narrative goals and attitudes to the NPCs. The authoring tool provides the instruc-
tors with a suggestion for the NPC roles, goals, and attitudes based on the selected
learning goals.

The results show that the authoring tool enables successful cooperation between
the system’s scenario creator and the instructor to produce suitable and creative
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scenarios. Instructors experienced the authoring tool to be usable and to produce
satisfactory outcomes.

Not all features and claims could be evaluated in the present study. There is a
need for future research regarding claims and features of the component’s design.
First, the connection between the scenario creator and the authoring tool needs to
be developed and verified. In addition, an experiment should investigate the quality
of the scenario plans created through each of the three processes mentioned above,
i.e. manually, collaboratively, or automatically.

Several future improvements of the authoring tool have been proposed that offer
the instructor additional support during the authoring process and more extensive
control over the learner profile and the scenario at playtime.

To conclude, the authoring tool offers instructors a way to collaborate with the
PEG in a natural, understandable, and accessible manner to produce effective sce-
narios.
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Abstract - This chapter presents the results of preliminary investiga-
tions on the two remaining functional components of the PEG: 1) the
learner model and 2) the reflection component.

Personalization is a crucial aspect of the concept of PEGs. To enable
automated personalization, a learner model is essential. The goal of
the learner model is to select a suitable learning goal for the learner to
work on in the upcoming scenario, and to determine the appropriate
initial level of scaffolding. For this, the learner model keeps track of
relevant information about the learner, such as the learner’s compe-
tency levels and motivation. The learner model was implemented in
a BDI-based intelligent agent prototype. This prototype behaved as
could be expected from the system specification.

The reflection component stimulates learners to develop a deeper
understanding of the events taking place during scenarios in the
learning environment. For this, it encourages learners to reflect on
their performance and provide explanations for the correctness or
incorrectness of their choices. If learners are unable to formulate
correct explanations themselves, the reflection component provides
additional hints and instructional explanations. Based on literature
research, a BDI-based dialog appears to be a feasible approach to es-
tablish the behavior of this component. Yet further investigation is
needed in order to obtain more solid evidence for this suggestion.

The research on the learner model was conducted in collaboration with C.C.M. van Rooij, also
documented in:

Van Rooij, C. A., “User modeling for complex personalization problems: A general methodol-
ogy and BDI-agent-based framework”, MA thesis, Utrecht University, 2014
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“That’s what learning is, after all; not whether we
lose the game, but how we lose and how we’ve
changed because of it and what we take away from
it that we never had before, to apply to other
games. Losing, in a curious way, is winning.”

Bach (1984)

The functional architecture contains two more components that are yet to be dis-
cussed in detail: the learner model and the reflection component (reflector). Due to
time limitations, the investigations on these components are not as elaborate as the
studies presented in the previous chapters. This chapter presents the preliminary
results of our research on these two components, along with ideas and directions
for future research. Section 10.1 discusses the research on the learner model and
Section 10.2 the research on the reflection component.

10.1 The learner model
The learner model is a particular type of user model that is responsible for keeping
the information about the learner up to date and selecting a suitable learning goal
based on the learner’s competencies. The learner model is more than just a database
with information about the learner. It also contains a model of the way a learner
develops competencies, i.e. a theory about learning. The requirement for the learner
model component, identified in Chapter 4, was as follows:

R07 - Scenarios must be selected dynamically based on the learner’s current competencies

This requirement illustrates the topic of this thesis: a design for educational games
that are personalized. As Bakkes et al. (2012, p.1) state: “A personalized game is a
game that utilises player models for the purpose of tailoring the game experience to
the individual player.”

In contrast to a regular game that is always the same for every player, a person-
alized game adapts itself to an individual player based on a dynamic model of the
player. Examples of ways in which the game may adapt itself are adjustments in the
game world, task sequence, mission, feedback, game mechanics, narrative, difficulty,
or NPC behaviors (Bakkes et al., 2012).

In this thesis we make a distinction between adaptation and personalization. An
adaptive game responds to the actions of the learner in a reactive manner: it rec-
ognizes that the current course of action is not effective, it adjusts its behavior. A
personalized game, on the other hand, employs a dynamic model of the player to
decide what course of action is most likely to increase future effectiveness.

An example of adaptation in the PEG is the scaffolding component (or monitor).
It takes care of the adjustments in the levels of challenge and support in realtime, in
response to its assessment of single actions of the learner. It does not have a model
of the learner to determine its responses.

In contrast, the learner model is responsible for the dynamic selection of the learn-
ing goal that is to be addressed in the upcoming scenario. For this, it builds and
maintains a model of the learner and predicts the effect of choosing a particular
learning goal to be addressed in the upcoming scenario. This personalization is not
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performed in realtime, but takes place in between scenarios.
The reason for personalization in PEGs is to support incremental competency de-

velopment, directed feedback, and personalized support during reflection. In our
design, these last two tasks have been separated from the learner model and are
carried out by the reflection component (see Section 10.2). The reflection compo-
nent makes use of information available in the learner model.

The learner model in the PEG architecture has a dual functionality. First of all, it
collects, represents, and provides information that is required to support personal-
ization in the PEG. The second function is to select a personalized learning goal for
the upcoming scenario based on the learner’s current competencies.

10.1.1 Inferring and representing a learner’s competencies
The first task of the learner model is to maintain a representation of the learner’s
current competency levels. Inferring the learner’s current competency levels is not
straightforward. Indeed, the goal of (automated) SBT is that the learner becomes
proficient in a particular task domain by developing the required competencies.
However, whether the learner’s competency level has actually increased is relatively
hard to measure or estimate. Competence development refers to a change in the
mental state of the learner, which is not directly observable. Therefore, the learner’s
behavior, which ís observable, needs to be interpreted in order to assess the under-
lying competency levels.

Koedinger et al. (2012) describe this problem as follows: When teaching a learner
a competency, the instructor offers the learner an exercise involving the performance
of a task that requires that competency. The only way of knowing to what extent
the learner currently possesses the underlying competency is by interpreting the
task performance, asking learners to vocalize their thought processes during the
exercise, and reflect on what they had learned from the exercise. Furthermore, the
only way to find out whether this experience has resulted in the intended increase
in the learner’s competency level is by offering the learner a different scenario that
is assumed to address the same competency and see whether the learner performs
better than last time.

Thus, a PEG should be able to infer the learner’s competency development by in-
terpreting the learner’s task performance in terms of the underlying competencies.
A single task performance can be used to assess the learner’s current competency
level, but a single measure may be unreliable. Two task performances, e.g. the pre-
vious performance and the current performance, can be used to assess the learner’s
progress. However, obtaining a clear and reliable image of the learner’s competen-
cies generally requires multiple assessments.

Interpreting a learner’s task performance

In order to infer the learner’s competencies, the raw information obtained from the
(simulated) environment needs to be processed by three interpretation layers: 1)
the observables, 2) the interpretation of the observables, and 3) the inferred learner
characteristics.

The first layer concerns the information about the current state of the learner that
can be directly observed. Exactly which information is directly observable by the
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system depends on the available data sources provided by the (simulated) environ-
ment. Examples of possible data sources are: action logs consisting of all actions
performed by the user, direct input obtained from the user in pop-up dialogs and
other GUIs, but also, e.g., web-cam images, heart rate variability, key strokes, and
galvanic skin conductance are potentially possible.

The second layer concerns the interpretation of the observables based on mod-
els about, e.g., facial expressions, emotional state, mental effort, and correct vs.
incorrect task performance (Neerincx et al., 2009). How exactly the observable in-
formation is interpreted depends on the available data and the employed models.
This interpretation provides information about the current state of the learner. It
can be regarded as the system’s situational assessment to gain situational awareness
about its current task environment of which the learner is part.

The final layer is the inference of a learner’s overall characteristics, such as the
learner’s competency levels, based on the interpreted observables. This inference
step includes additional models about the relations between of a given situational
assessment and the underlying learner characteristics. For example, say that the
observable data lead to an interpretation of the learner’s mental effort (high) and
of the learner’s correct/incorrect task performance (correct). This third layer pro-
vides a model that describes how this situational assessment relates to the learner’s
underlying competency levels. A possible model is that a correct response with a
high mental effort points to a relatively moderate competency level, i.e. learners
still need to practice as to lower their mental efforts during task performance (Paas
et al., 2005; Paas et al., 1994).

Representing the learner’s competencies

Assuming that competency develops incrementally, it should be possible to construct
a prerequisite relation between competencies, stating that a certain competency re-
quires the learner to have mastered one or more other underlying competencies
(Van Merriënboer et al., 2002). Representing competencies in this manner results in
a hierarchical tree structure, where each node represents a competency. Each node
can have zero or more children. A child node represents a sub-competency that is
prerequisite to its parents.

Common types of learner models represent the learner’s competencies as a subset
of the domain model, usually referred to as an overlay model (Brusilovsky & Millán,
2007; Ohlsson, 1986). Originally, overlay models contained a simple yes or no for
each of the competencies, but nowadays most models allow for a representation
where competencies can be mastered to a certain degree. In the case of a com-
petency hierarchy, this would mean that for each tree in the competency tree the
learner model contains a score that represents the learner’s competency level.

The overlay model has been criticized for not representing common misconcep-
tions (Brusilovsky & Millán, 2007; Ohlsson, 1986). One way to overcome this limita-
tion is by adding so-called bug-models to the system’s knowledge base. Bug models
allow the system to recognize misconceptions in the user’s problem-solving knowl-
edge, which allows them to provide the learner with explanations that are specifi-
cally directed at those misconceptions.
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10.1.2 Selecting a suitable learning goal
The second function of the learner model is to select a learning goal based on the
learner’s current competency levels. Once the learner’s task performance has been
interpreted, the learner model has a representation of the learner’s current compe-
tencies. The learner model uses this representation to select a learning goal that
is suitable for the learner. But what does suitable mean? And how to determine a
learning goal that is suitable, given a set of mastered competencies?

Based on the analysis presented above, and the requirements presented in Chap-
ter 4, pages 53-55, the following requirements can be formulated for the design of
a learning goal selection function:

˛ The selection of the learning goal should be based on the idea of incremental
competency development and a gradual increase in complexity of the learning
topics offered to the learner. First, the learner should start working on the com-
petencies with the lowest number of prerequisite competencies, i.e. competen-
cies that do not require any prior knowledge. Once the learner has mastered the
prerequisite competencies of an overlying competency to a certain competency
level, then the learner is allowed to train that overlying competency as well.

˛ The learner should perform several consecutive scenarios addressing the same
learning goal in order for the system to make an accurate estimate of the learner’s
competencies. Therefore, as long as the learner is motivated to continue with
the selected learning goal (e.g. not bored), the system should stick to the cur-
rent learning goal. Nota bene: this does not mean that the learner is repetitively
offered the same scenario. Even if the learning goal remains the same, the sce-
nario creator will generate a different scenario every time and the learner will
still participate in a large variety of scenarios.

10.1.3 Using a BDI agent to represent a user
The previous subsection presented the functions of a learner model in a PEG, being
(a) inferring and representing the learner’s competencies, and (b) selecting a suit-
able learning goal for the learner in his training program. This section proposes the
concept of BDI (Beliefs, Desires, Intentions) to implement these functions.

The foundations of the BDI-agent paradigm lie in Bratman’s folk psychology of
beliefs, desires, and intentions (Bratman, 1999). This was explained earlier in Chap-
ter 5. A BDI agent has beliefs about itself and its surroundings, e.g. “I am hungry,
there is a piece of cheese in the fridge, and there is a restaurant further down the
street”. A belief may trigger a desire (i.e. goal), e.g. “I want to eat”. Based on its pos-
sible action plans, e.g. “get the cheese”, and “go to the restaurant”, the agent adopts
the most feasible plan to reach its goal. If the agent believes it is able to achieve its
goals by executing a certain plan, it adopts that plan as an intention and executes
it. If multiple plans are feasible, it may decide which plan it adopts based on its
preferences, goals, and beliefs. For instance, the beliefs “I don’t have any money”
and “the restaurant is expensive” may cause the agent to opt for the cheese plan.

The main advantage of using a BDI agent to represent the user is that the BDI ar-
chitecture provides an intuitive representation of the learner model’s behavior. This
can be helpful when the learner model needs to be inspectable, hence understand-
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able, for the instructor and the learner. For instance, if the learner does not under-
stand why the learner model has decided to select a particular learning goal for the
learner, the BDI-based learner model is able to explain its decision in terms of beliefs,
desires (goals), and intentions (plans) (Harbers, 2011). In addition, the logic- and
rule-based nature of the BDI components lends itself really well to present under-
standable graphical overviews of its contents, in contrast to, for instance, Bayesian
Networks.

The three constructs of the BDI agent are used as follows:
Beliefs: The beliefs are the agent’s informational state. Beliefs can be static or dy-
namic. Static beliefs do not change as a result of incoming information. As such,
these can be regarded as axioms and premises. Dynamic beliefs represent current
knowledge about the state of affairs in the agent’s environment. Furthermore, the
agent can also infer new knowledge based on the available percepts, axioms, and
premises.
Desires: Desires refer to the agent’s internal goals. They represent objectives or
situations that the agent would like to accomplish or establish. As a result, the agent
will actively pursue this goal. From here on we will refer to desires as goals.
Intentions: Once an agent has chosen an action plan to actively pursue, it becomes
an intention. The agent is determined to execute its intentions; it will not drop an
intention unless the intention is 1) achieved, 2) no longer deemed possible by the
agent, or 3) no longer required because the purpose is no longer present. Inten-
tions initially contain abstract plans containing other plans; the details of the plan
are filled in as the agent progresses through the plan’s execution. This reflects the
dynamic aspect of the agent: the agent does not employ a completely worked out
plan, but in fact constructs the plan as it is performed. From here on we will refer
to intentions as adopted plans. In addition, we will refer to the complete set of plans
available to the agent as the plan base.

10.1.4 Learner model - design proposal
Figure 10.1 shows the learner model as a BDI agent within the context of the func-
tional architecture. The learner model receives the performance score and moti-
vation (indirectly, via the director) from the scaffolding component. In turn, the
scenario creator (indirectly, via the director) receives the selected learning goal and
the initial level of scaffolding from the learner model.

When designing a BDI-agent, it is important that the constructs of BDI are used
as they are originally intended. For instance, beliefs should be used to represent
declarative knowledge and cannot be inconsistent. Goals should be used to instigate
autonomous pro-active, goal-directed behavior. And plans should be used to repre-
sent procedures allowing the agent to establish the goals. The learner model design
employs the three constructs of BDI as follows:
Beliefs: The beliefs of the learner model agent are:

˛ Information about the competency structure underlying the tasks to be learned
˛ The learner’s score on each of the competencies in the competency tree (derived

from the performance scores)
˛ The learner’s current motivation level (inferred from data obtained through a

questionnaire)
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Virtual Environment

Learner Model

Reflection 
Component

Scenario 
Creator

Scaffolding 
Component

Authoring Tool

Ontology

  - Performance score
  - Motivation  - Learning goal

  - Initial level of scaffolding

Beliefs:
- Competencies
- Motivation

Desires:
Keep track of: 
- competencies
- motivation
- learning goal

Intentions:
- Determine learning goal
- Determine level of scaffolding
- Update competency tree
- Update motivation

Figure 10.1: The learner model; as part of the functional architecture

˛ The current learning goal
˛ The minimum amount of consecutive runs with the same learning goal

Desires/goals: The goals the learner model agent can actively pursue are:
˛ Determine a learning goal for the learner
˛ Assess the learner’s performance
˛ Assess the learner’s competency levels
˛ Assess the learner’s motivation
˛ Determine initial level of scaffolding

Intentions/plans: The plans the learner model agent can adopt to accomplish its
goals are:

˛ Calculate the learner’s performance score (using algorithm PS)
˛ Update the competency level (using algorithm CL)
˛ Update the learner’s motivation level (with algorithm M)
˛ Determine learning goal (with algorithm LG)
˛ Determine initial level of scaffolding (with algorithm ILoS)

Each of these plans takes the form of an algorithm to compute the respective values.
Other plans might be added to the plan base to reach the goals in alternative ways.
The prototype, however, contains exactly one plan to reach each goal. These plans
(or intentions) are presented further down (see Subsection 10.1.5).

10.1.5 Implemented learner model prototype
The design of a BDI learner model was implemented with the programming lan-
guage 2APL. The prototype was developed for training a learner in the domain of
First Aid.
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Social 
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Planning and 
organization
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Reassurance Involvement DelegationQuestioning Reporting

Figure 10.2: The competency tree used in the prototype

The current prototype employs a hierarchical competency tree. Each node repre-
sents a competency. Each node is tied to a score representing the learner’s compe-
tency level. Each node has zero or more children. A child node represents a sub-
competency of the overlying competency. The competency to be learned is “social
skills”. It is organized into a competency hierarchy, which is depicted in Figure 10.2.
The competency hierarchy is part of the ontology and has been verified by four
domain experts (see Chapter 6).

Plan/intention: Interpret the learner’s performance (PS)
One function of the learner model is to determine how well the learner performed
based on the learner’s in-game behavior. Each scenario originates from a scenario
plan (see Chapter 8). This scenario plan contains an action sequence for the learner
to perform. The learner’s truly performed actions are compared to the correct action
sequence as specified in the scenario plan. At all times, the action performed by the
learner is assessed as either one of the following behaviors:

1. The learner performs the correct action
2. The learner makes a mistake
3. The learner times out
The complete action sequence as performed by the learner can be translated into

a concatenation of these three categories. This results in an action log that is kept by
the monitor agent. For instance, a possible sequence would be: [correct, incorrect,
time-out, correct, incorrect, incorrect, correct] (see Table 10.1).

We designed the following algorithm to calculate a performance score from an action
log such as the one presented above. The algorithm produces a performance score
that ranges between 0 and 100.

1. For each to-be-performed action in the original action sequence as described
in the scenario plan, an action score is calculated based on the initial level
of scaffolding, the amount of errors the learner has made, and the amount
of time-outs the learner has received before the correct action has been per-
formed.

A. If the learner has not timed out, the action score is:

ActionScore =maximum(0,100 −#mistakes ∗ 25)
B. If the learner has timed out, the action score is:

ActionScore =maximum(0,100 − 25 ∗ (LoS +#mistakes + 1))
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with LoS representing the level of scaffolding during the time-out.
2. The performance score is calculated as the average action score:

PerformanceScore = 1

n

n

∑
i=1
(ActionScorei)

In the current algorithm, the level of scaffolding is only of influence if there has
been a time-out. The reason for this is that, in the multi-agent system prototype,
scaffolding interventions are only executed if the learner times out.

We will provide an example of how the performance score is calculated: if the
initial level of scaffolding is 2 and the learner performs as specified in the action log
provided above, then the learner receives a performance score of 50 out of 100 (see
Table 10.1). The first action is immediately performed correctly, hence the action
score is 100 − 0 ∗ 25 = 100. The level of scaffolding is decreased by 1 because of
this correct action (see Chapter 5). The second action is performed correctly after
one mistake and one time-out. First, after the mistake, the level of scaffolding is
increased by 1: it is 2 again. This means that at the time of the time-out, the level
of scaffolding is 2, which results in an action score of: 100 − 25 ∗ (2 + 1 + 1) = 0. The
level of scaffolding after the time-out is 3. In turn, the learner makes two mistakes
before performing the third and final action correctly. This results in an action score
of 100 − 2 ∗ 25 = 50. In the end, the performance score is the average of these three
values, which is 50.

Table 10.1: An example of computing the performance score

Action log Level of Scaffolding Action Score Performance Score

correct 2 100 − 0 ∗ 25 = 100

incorrect 1

time-out 2
correct 3 100 − 25 ∗ (2 + 1 + 1) = 0

incorrect 2
incorrect 3
correct 3 100 − 2 ∗ 25 = 50

final 1
3
∗ (100 + 0 + 50) = 50

The learner performed 1 out of 3 actions correctly, for one action he received a
very concrete hint telling him what to do, and the last action may have been a lucky
guess after trying two incorrect options. Based on this knowledge, the obtained
score (i.e. 50 out of 100) seems reasonable. However, the penalty points for the
mistakes and time-outs (now set to 25) are unfounded and will need to be refined
(see Discussion, 10.1.7).

Plan/intention: Updating the competency level (CL)
For reasons of experimentation, the competency level of the learning goal is cur-
rently replaced with the average of the performance score and the old competency
level:
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NewCompetencyLevel = OldCompetencyLevel + Performancescore

2

Future research should investigate the need for a more sophisticated formula (see
Discussion, 10.1.7).

Plan/intention: Updating the learner’s motivation (M)
Each time the learner model needs to determine the learning goal for the upcom-
ing scenario, it inquires after the learner’s motivation to continue with the current
learning goal. It does so by means of a pop-up window asking learners to rate their
motivation to continue with the current learning goal on a 9-point Likert scale.

For reasons of experimentation, the learner model currently replaces the old value
with the value obtained from the learner:

NewMotivation = RatedMotivation

Future research should investigate the need for a more sophisticated formula (see
Discussion, 10.1.7).

Plan/intention: Selecting a suitable learning goal (LG)
The algorithm for selecting a suitable learning goal was based on the requirements
identified in Subsection 10.1.2:

˛ The learner should master the prerequisite competencies before the overlying
competency can be trained

˛ The learner should participate in a minimum number of consecutive scenarios
addressing the same learning goal in order for the learner model to make an
accurate estimation of the learner’s competency level.

˛ If the learner is no longer motivated, or if the learner has mastered the learning
goal, a different learning goal should be selected.

The performance score is subjectively classified into three categories, i.e. good
(performance score > 80), reasonable (50 ≤ performance score < 80), and bad (per-
formance score < 50). The resulting algorithm for selecting the learning goal for the
upcoming scenario is as follows:

A. The learning goal remains the same if:
� the number of consecutive scenarios addressing the current learning fo-

cus is less than the minimum, or
� the number of consecutive scenarios addressing the current learning fo-

cus is higher than the minimum, but the learner’s motivation as stored in
the belief base is higher than 5 and the competency level associated with
the learning goal is not good (below 80)

� the selection of a new learning goal ([B.]) fails
B. Otherwise, a new learning goal is determined using the competency tree:

0. Start at the root.
a. If the competency level of the root is good (above 80), training is

completed.
b. Otherwise, continue with 1.
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1. Select a random child of the current node.
2. If the competency level of the current node is

a. good (above 80), select a random sibling of the current node and
repeat from 2.

b. reasonable (between 50 and 80), select this competency as the learn-
ing goal.

c. bad (below 50), and the current node
∷ has children, repeat from 1.
∷ is a leaf, select this competency as the learning goal.

Future research should investigate the need for different cut-off values for the
performance categories (see Discussion, 10.1.7).

Plan/intention: Determine initial level of scaffolding (ILoS)

The initial level of scaffolding is based on the learner’s current competency level for
the selected learning goal:

A. If CompetencyLevel < 25, then InitialLoS = 3
B. If 25 ≤ CompetencyLevel < 50, then InitialLoS = 2
C. If 50 ≤ CompetencyLevel < 75, then InitialLoS = 1
D. If 75 ≤ CompetencyLevel < 100, then InitialLoS = 0
Future research should investigate the need for different cut-off values (see Dis-

cussion, 10.1.7).

10.1.6 Evaluating the learner model - design verification
The agent-based learner model was implemented in 2APL to work with the multi-
agent system presented in Chapter 5. It was verified by Van Rooij (2014) through
use case analysis and simulation. No actual learners were used to test the design.
Instead, learners were simulated to test the implementation of the learner model.
This was done as follows.

Use cases were developed describing all possible interactions between a learner
and the multi-agent system prototype (see Chapter 5). For instance, one use case
describes the learner making a mistake on a single action and specifies exactly what
the resulting effect should be in the PEG: increase the level of scaffolding by 1, write
down the event in the action log so the action score can be calculated afterwards.
Another use case describes what happens when the learner performs the right action,
and yet another one describes what happens during a time-out. Similarly, there are
use cases describing updates of the competency structure based on various values
for the performance score. Yet other use cases describe the selection of a suitable
learning goal for specific cases, and so on.

The verification procedure entailed the simulation of each of the use cases. This
was established by providing the prototype with the exact input as specified in the
use case and checking the agents’ internal belief bases, action plans, and adopted
goals to see if their behavior corresponded to the behavior described in the use case.

The results of this verification showed that the learner model behaved as was
specified in the use cases. As such, it was able to correctly:

˛ calculate the performance score
˛ update its competency tree
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˛ inquire after the learner’s motivation
˛ update its beliefs about the learner’s motivation
˛ determine the new learning goal

The result of adding the learner model to the multi-agent system resulted in
a gradual increase in complexity as the learner progressed throughout the adap-
tive curriculum. Furthermore, if a learner suddenly started performing worse, the
learner model adjusted the training to be compliant with a lower level competency.

10.1.7 Discussion and future work
The preliminary research results show that the BDI paradigm offers a straightfor-
ward, intuitive, and successful approach to implementing a user model: user data
can be represented in the beliefs, incentives for adaptations can be represented in
the goals, and operations required to achieve the adaptations can be represented in
the plans. The BDI approach also offers possibilities for an inspectable and explain-
able learner model which is beneficial in PEGs.

The work described above shows that the current implementation of the learner
model behaves as intended by the design. Whether this design effectively supports
a learner during competency development, is yet to be established. In order to
evaluate the proposed learner model, human subject studies are required to compare
effects of personalized versus non-personalized training trajectories using PEGs.

This preliminary study investigated and tested the design of the learner model,
not the accuracy of the algorithms and formulas. In order to test the effects of the
learner model, these aspects should be sufficiently validated and possibly refined.
Future research should reveal whether more sophisticated formulas for the calcu-
lation of the performance score and competency levels would improve the overall
performance of the PEG. One possibility would be to use probabilistic reasoning to
update the competency levels (Göbel et al., 2010; Kickmeier-Rust & Albert, 2010;
Millán et al., 2010). Such an approach calculates the probability that a learner
possesses a certain competency given the current performance score.

The current design offers only one action plan for the learner model to determine
the next learning goal. To include the instructor in the didactic strategy to be used
in this process, additional selection algorithms can be added to the plan base. Such
plans should represent alternative instructional strategies for dynamic curriculum
construction, or could even be used to specify a predetermined curriculum. By spec-
ifying a belief that represents the preference of the instructor for one of the possible
learning goal selection strategies, the instructor would be able to select one of the
available strategies to be used by the learner model. Such an approach could possi-
bly improve the quality of training, because the instructor is able to determine what
teaching strategy is most appropriate for a given learner.

Another way of including the learner and the instructor to cooperate with the
learner model is: 1) By allowing the learner and/or instructor to critique the com-
petency levels by suggesting alternative values (Cook & Kay, 1994); or 2) to have
the learner model ask the instructor for input on which node in the competency tree
should be used as the root. This would allow the instructor to restrict the set of pos-
sible learning goals to be selected by the learner model. Both of these refinements
are likely to result in a better performance of the PEG, as a result of more accurate
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values for the learner’s competency levels, and the possibility for the instructor to
limit the size of the curriculum when necessary.

The learner model could also be used to keep track of the learner’s competency
development after the application of a certain learning goal selection strategy or a
particular tutoring strategy during the reflection stage in the form of a utility. Based
on this utility, the PEG could, for instance, select strategies that have resulted in high
learning gains in previous sessions.

The learner model’s functions can also be extended such that it allows for pre-
dictions of the learner’s future performance on a given task (Zook et al., 2012). By
constructing a performance curve for a given task, the required level of scaffolding
for various tasks in the scenario can be predicted. Currently, the level of scaffolding
adapts itself in response to the previous action of the learner. A performance curve
would allow for proactive adjustments in the level of scaffolding.

Finally, the current design of the learner model does not yet support integration
with the reflection component (see below). Yet the reflection component needs this
information in order to know what strategy it should use during reflection. Providing
the learner model with the competency level of the current learning goal should not
cause any problems. However, the reflection component will also need to assess the
learner’s reflection and provide the learner model with a reflection score. Therefore,
the learner model should be able to process this reflection score and update its
competency levels based on the outcomes of the reflection process.

10.2 The reflection component
After completing the scenario, the learner’s performance data are available and the
training session progresses to the reflection stage. The reflection component offers
learners automated support to reflect on their performance.

The requirements for the reflection component, identified in Chapter 4, were as
follows:

R13 - When the scenario has finished, the learner should be stimulated to reflect on the
performance

R16 - After reflection, the learner must receive directed and overarching feedback by com-
paring the performance outcomes to the previous performance and to the perfor-
mance standards associated with the learning goals

The processes taking place during the reflection stage are not predetermined or
procedural, but instead can be characterized as open and of a qualitative nature.
In practice, these properties complicate the design of an automated system. In a
personal human-to-human tutoring dialog, human tutors use contextual information
and their domain knowledge, social skills, and interpretation skills to optimize the
effectiveness of the dialog. Looking realistically at the current state of the art in
artificial dialog systems, natural language processing, natural language generation,
and sensor data interpretation, such as facial expression recognition, it does not
yet seem feasible to match the quality of human-to-human tutoring. But what do
we currently know about the possibilities to automate the tutoring dialog? To what
extent can we currently provide automated support during the reflection stage? And
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what effects can we expect from automated support on the quality of reflection and
on the resulting learning gains?

First, we investigate the process of reflection in more detail. This entails a discus-
sion of literature about self-explanations and instructional explanations, and about
related work on the automation of these processes (Subsection 10.2.1). Thereafter,
Subsection 10.2.2 discusses related work on automated tutoring dialog systems.
The section closes with a preliminary design for the reflection component (Sub-
section 10.2.3).

10.2.1 Self-explanations and instructional explanations

An important goal of reflection is motivating learners to think about and explain
their performance and the associated outcomes. One way to achieve this is by en-
couraging the learner to engage in something called ‘self-explaining’: the learner is
encouraged to explain each step of the solution. In addition, the learner is stimu-
lated to evaluate the decisions and actions made during the scenario, and the effects
thereof. Self-explanations have been shown to be beneficial for learning (Chi et al.,
1989; Chi et al., 1994; Renkl et al., 1998). The reason for this is that through
self-explaining, learners are forced to actively process their existing knowledge and
construct new relationships between their prior knowledge and their new experi-
ences (Chi et al., 2001). However, in order to successfully employ self-explanations
in training, the following notions should be taken into account: 1) prompting, 2)
scaffolding, and 3) instructional explanations.

First of all, learners do not often spontaneously engage in self-explaining (Conati
& VanLehn, 2000; Renkl, 1999; Renkl, 2002). Therefore, they should be prompted
to provide self-explanations: the learner is encouraged to construct an explanation
for each solution step.

Secondly, learners are often not able to produce explanations that help them to
overcome the gaps in their knowledge (Aleven & Koedinger, 2000b; Conati & Van-
Lehn, 2000; Renkl, 1999; Renkl, 2002). Therefore, the self-explanation process
should be scaffolded: if the learner is unable to produce the correct explanation for
the solution step, the tutor should engage in a tutoring dialog to elicit the correct
explanation. This is usually done by asking questions about the example or perfor-
mance that lead to the correct explanation.

And lastly, additional instructional explanations and/or feedback should be pro-
vided when learnerst’ are not able to construct the explanation themselves or with
the help of scaffolds. Instructional explanations are not actively constructed by or
elicited from the learner during a tutoring dialog. Instead, they are provided by
the instructor or instructional system, and the learner passively adopts the knowl-
edge conveyed by the explanation. The provision of (passive) instructional expla-
nations undermines the instructional concept of (active) self-explanations (Aleven
& Koedinger, 2000a; Conati & VanLehn, 2000; Gerjets et al., 2006). Therefore,
researchers generally agree that learners should be encouraged to provide self-
explanations as much as possible. Providing learners with additional instructional
explanations should be used as a last resort, and only when this is strictly necessary
(Conati & VanLehn, 2000; Renkl, 1999; Renkl, 2002).
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10.2.2 Related work on automated support for self-explanations
Below, we take a look at various approaches to the automation of supporting self-
explanations.

Menu-based support for self-explanations

Menu-based support employs a graphical user interface which usually prompts the
learner to self-explain fully worked-out examples (Conati & VanLehn, 2000; Gerjets
et al., 2006). It does this by uncovering the solution steps to the problem one by
one, and asking the learner to provide an explanation for that step. Sometimes, the
learner is first offered an example with a full instructional explanation and is asked
to self-explain the next example in a way that is similar to the elaborate explanations
previously provided. Gerjets et al. (2006) found that the use of a non-personalized
menu-based self-explanation tutor led to significantly lower learning gains compared
to a system that did not prompt the learners to self-explain. They argued that this
was because learners were already proficient in the learning topic at the pretest and
learners were forced to provide self-explanations for solution steps they had already
mastered. This hypothesis was confirmed by a different study, which was conducted
by Conati & VanLehn (2000). Conati & VanLehn (2000) compared the learning
gains of learners working with 1) a personalized menu-based self-explanation coach
vs 2) a system consisting of the same interface that did not prompt learners to self-
explain. Results showed that working with the SE-Coach at an early learning stage
improved the learners’ performance, because learners in an early learning stage did
benefit from structured help in using domain knowledge to generate effective self-
explanations. However, as learners become more proficient in the subject matter,
minimal prompting is sufficient.

From these studies, it can be concluded that prompting and scaffolding self-
explanations should be based on the learner’s prior knowledge, i.e. information
available in the learner model and information obtained during the most recent
task performance.

Typed-dialog based support for self-explanations

The studies described above investigated the use of menu-based tutoring: learn-
ers were able to select explanations from a menu, or fill out a template. Recent
research has investigated the possible benefits of a natural language (NL) dialog in-
stead of these menu-based approaches. A reason for the use of an NL instead of a
menu-based approach is that constructing an explanation using one’s own words is
beneficial for learning, because it requires the learner to recall instead of recognize
the relevant knowledge (Aleven & Koedinger, 2000b).

Dialogue tutors are able to understand the meaning of the NL input with the use
of an NL interpreter (Popescu et al., 2003; VanLehn et al., 2002). Based on the
interpretation of the learner’s input sentence these tutors respond by getting the
learner to formulate a complete and correct explanation, for example, by asking the
learner specific questions about parts of an incomplete or incorrect solution. Several
strategies can be employed during the tutoring dialog (Aleven & Koedinger, 2000b):
1) if a learner provides an explanation that is too general, the tutor responds by
asking the learner whether their general answer is generally valid. This forces the
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learner to develop a more specific rule and an explanation of why it is applicable in
this particular situation. And 2) if a learner is unable to come up with the correct
rule, the system helps the learner to identify plausible candidates, and, for each one,
discusses with the learner whether it is applicable. Studies by Aleven et al. (2004)
and VanLehn et al. (2002) have shown that the development of NL dialog tutors
takes considerable effort, but show inconclusive results. Based on these studies, we
conclude that these approaches are as of yet still infeasible.

BDI-based dialogs
Recent research has shown that BDI-mixed initiative approaches to dialog manage-
ment offer a way to create meaningful interactions and communication between
humans and agents.

Vergunst (2011) investigated whether and how BDI agents could be used to gen-
erate robust task-oriented dialogs and instructions. The agent interprets sentences
in terms of the underlying intention. In the same manner it is able to generate sen-
tences to utter its intentions. A dialog structure is constructed to specify what kind
of intentions are applicable at what point in the conversation. This structure can be
used to set the scope for the expected intentions of an utterance expressed by the
other party.

Muller et al. (2012) also employed a BDI-based approach to dialogs in an educa-
tional game that aimed to train real estate salesmen. Their BDI-based dialog game
used an ontology to specify various building blocks to be used in conversations. In
addition it employed a restricted grammar from which it could produce sentences
using the information in the ontology. As a result, the agents were able to respond
to the player. Furthermore, they could proactively ask questions referring to their
own goals and intentions.

A BDI-based approach might also be useful to generate instructional explanations
(Harbers, 2011). This can be useful to: 1) check whether the self-explanations
provided by the learner are correct and sufficient, and 2) provide learners with
additional explanations in case they are not able to produce such a correct and
sufficient self-explanation.

Based on this explorative investigation, BDI-based dialogs seem to provide a less
comprehensive alternative for the somewhat elaborate approaches discussed in the
previous subsection. Given that the persons engaged in the dialog are discussing a
task-related performance, this seems to be a feasible approach worth investigating
for use within the reflection component.

10.2.3 Reflection component- preliminary design
Based on the information provided above, a preliminary design of the reflection
component can be constructed (see Figure 10.3).

The reflection component offers the learner dynamic prompts for self-explanations
based on the learner’s performance. Such prompts address the most important de-
cision points in the scenario and consist of questions such as: ‘Why did you perform
procedure P?’, ‘What was your assessment of the situation at time T?’, and what was
the cause of event E?’. The reflection component structures its dialog and interprets
the input coming from the learner based on the knowledge available in the ontology,
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Figure 10.3: The reflection component; as part of the functional architecture

scenario plan, scenario outcomes, action log, and learner model.
As described above, during reflection the learner either constructs or receives the

correct procedure, the correct explanation of what went right and wrong in the cur-
rent performance, and a correct explanation of the scenario outcomes as a result
of the performance. In addition to the reflection on the exercise, it is also recom-
mendable to encourage learners to reflect on the learning process by looking at their
progression towards the learning goal (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). For instance, the
system could ask learners to recall their previous performance in a scenario that ad-
dressed the same learning goal (presuming that there is one) and to compare that
performance to the current one.

This preliminary design of the reflection component completes Part II of the thesis.
The final chapter reflects on the research and research process of this thesis.
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Abstract - The final chapter reflects on the contribution of this thesis
to the scientific domain as well as the application domain. The sci-
entific contribution is threefold: methodological, technological, and
empirical.

Suggestions for improvement of the sCE method include (1) the
development of a tool to organize the various documents relevant to
the system specification and evaluation; (2) the explicit inclusion of
a use-case based decomposition to support partial system evaluations
in a more natural way; (3) the development of a repository to store
and exchange reusable design patterns; and (4) the explicit inclusion
of non-functional requirements.

The research also led to the following technological insights: (1)
combining a multi-agent organization with an ontology is an effec-
tive way to coordinate the procedural alignment as well as commu-
nication between multiple functional components; (2) a multi-agent
organization provides a natural way to promote adaptive automation
based on the roles identified in the work environment; and (3) the
combination of smart objects, an HTN planner, and BDI-based NPCs
offers a seemingly feasible approach to procedural scenario genera-
tion.

Empirical evidence was obtained regarding the effectiveness of the
following technology-enhanced learning solutions: (1) scaffolding in-
terventions at runtime are beneficial for the instructional value of the
scenario, and (2) the developed automated and semi-automated sce-
nario creation designs proved to be effective in the creation of sce-
narios that address a predefined learning goal.

This research has resulted in a comprehensive list of functional re-
quirements for SBT, along with positive and negative claims for each
requirement. This list is considered to be reusable across designs.
The proposed design for PEGs satisfies most of the identified require-
ments, some of which have also been justified through evaluations
of the associated claims. Yet other claims still require additional in-
vestigations. The chapter closes with several suggestions for future
refinements of the current design, such as additional features to pro-
mote (1) human-machine cooperation and (2) team training, and (3)
a dynamic task model to further relax the need to manually author
scenario solutions and task procedures.
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“No book can ever be finished. While working on it
we learn just enough to find it immature the
moment we turn away from it.” Karl Popper

This thesis presented: 1) an empirical theory-driven approach to the design of
automated scenario-based training (SBT) and 2) the resulting design proposal, i.e.
Personalized Educational Games (PEGs). This final chapter examines to what extent
the proposed approach and design contribute to the research aim.

First, we take a look at the scientific contribution of the thesis, addressing the
employed method and technologies (Section 11.1). Secondly, we review the contri-
butions of this research to the application domain (Section 11.2).

11.1 Scientific contribution
This thesis allows for conclusions about 1) the research process, i.e. the design
method, 2) the use and combination of several technologies, and 3) the integra-
tion of learning theories into the behavior of an automated training system. Below,
these topics are discussed in more detail.

Methodological contribution
Automated SBT, such as a PEG, is a complex cognitive system: it consists of man and
machine collaborating in a joint task. In order to develop a design for such a sys-
tem, the situated Cognitive Engineering method has been systematically employed
throughout the research project. This allows us to reflect on the use and usefulness
of the sCE method:
Multiple perspectives - The sCE method prescribes a threefold investigation: an
analysis of the task domain, a consultation of human factors research, and an ex-
ploration of available technological means. As a result, the sCE method produces
documentation of the problem description, the evaluation criteria, and the solution
proposal. Moreover, it covers the perspectives of end-users, interaction designers,
and technicians.
Problem analysis - When multi-disciplinary teams collaborate to design a complex
cognitive system, it is important, yet difficult, to keep track of all evaluation criteria,
alternative design choices, and the arguments for choosing one or the other. The sCE
method creates a sense of awareness about this problem and provides an analytical
framework to untangle the cause and effect relations in the system specification.
Systematic evaluation - Initially, the application of the sCE method led to the iden-
tification of: 1) a list of requirements (design constraints) to delineate the solution
space and 2) a set of claims (evaluation criteria) to justify the adoption of those
requirements in the design. Together, they provide a context for developing, testing,
evaluating, and comparing alternative design solutions.
Consistent vocabulary - An additional result of the sCE method is an ontology. In
the case of the current research, this is an ontology for automated SBT. The on-
tology provides clear and unambiguous definitions for important concepts in the
system specification. In addition, it restricts the size of the employed vocabulary;
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the concepts specified in the ontology have been consistently reused in interviews,
system and component specifications, questionnaires, and even programming code.
This resulted in a natural alignment between the various components and users. Be-
cause of this shared vocabulary, the components, developers, and users all operate
on the same level of abstraction and reason about the same concepts. For instance,
the learner model contains terms that are interpretable for instructors; NPCs reason
about concepts that are familiar to the learner and the instructor; and the authoring
tool employs the same concepts as the scenario creator.

There are also several potential improvements that would ease and/or improve
the use of the sCE method. These are discussed below.
Documentation - A text document can easily fall short to clearly describe large
projects and system designs. Providing a clear description of the work that has been
done, and a specification of the relations between all the various documents de-
scribing different parts and aspects of the system can be quite a challenge. Recently,
a tool was developed to support the application of the sCE method: the sCE-tool
(sCET, see http://www.scetool.nl). sCET is a web-based tool that allows a team of
designers, domain experts, and technicians to collaborate on the development of the
system specification. The requirements, claims, and use cases are kept in separate
databases, but are related items, which are linked by means of hyperlinks. This tool
is a first step in the direction of an easier way to document information. In the
near future, the tool will offer several additional modules, such as a plug-in for the
WebProtégé ontology editor (Tudorache et al., 2008).
System decomposition - In the current research, a functional architecture was used
to break the system down into smaller components. Indeed, specifying subsets of
similar requirements, and identifying subtasks and/or roles within the system is
generally a feasible way of decomposing a system during the development stage.
However, a disadvantage of this approach is that it is relatively difficult to test and
evaluate the system. When testing all components in isolation, it is difficult to know
how the component will behave within the rest of the system. Especially when the
component does not directly interact with the user, a user-based evaluation to in-
vestigate the intended effects of the isolated component can be complicated. On the
other hand, when testing the system as a whole, it is often difficult to know what
is causing the problem if the system does not behave as intended. Westera et al.
(2010) describe an alternative way to partition the system specification: use-case-
based decomposition. Use cases delineate a natural interaction between a user and
the machine. As a result, the design for user-based experiments to evaluate parts of
the system can focus at use cases, instead of functional parts of the system. Future
research should investigate whether and how this alternative way of decomposing
the system into smaller problems can complement the functional decomposition. For
instance, the functional decomposition can be useful during the development stage,
whereas the use-case based decomposition may be more useful at the evaluation
stage.
Securing and transferring knowledge - An additional issue for future research is
securing and transferring design research results. One of the reasons for employing
a systematic approach to the development and evaluation of designs is to contribute
to theory development. After testing a particular design for a particular application,
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the obtained results should be secured in a generic format such that these results can
inform other designers who are working on a similar application, design, or both. In
other words, the systematic approach taken by the sCE method potentially offers the
possibility to develop a repository of reusable design patterns. Additional research
is required to further investigate this possibility.
Non-functional requirements - Lastly, the sCE method does not explicitly cover the
specification of non-functional, e.g. technical, ethical, or budgetary, requirements. If
the designer is not aware of these other requirements, this may cause problems when
trying to move from the problem specification and evaluation criteria to the actual
(technical) solution. The designer needs to perform this step in the design process
in order to identify additional requirements, but may fail to do so. As a result, the
optimal solution may be overlooked, or worse, the designer may design a solution
to find that it is incompatible with the other, until then, neglected limitations, only
when the design is already finished.

Technological contribution
The PEG design combines several technologies into a single system: multi-agent or-
ganizations, ontologies, HTN planners, intelligent agents, intelligent user interfaces,
virtual environments, and intelligent dialogue systems. This has provided us with
the following insights in the combined use of these various technologies:
Component alignment - The multi-agent organization provides protocols for all in-
teractions between components. Furthermore, the ontology specified a restricted
vocabulary to be consistently used by all system components. As a result, each func-
tional component could be developed in isolation such that its input and output is
well-defined and processable by all other components.
Adaptive automation - A related, yet different, advantage of an explicit agent or-
ganization is its flexibility with regard to the identity of the actor performing a role
in the organization. Various roles in the system can be performed by a human or
by an agent. Especially in cognitive systems this can be a useful feature to support
dynamic task support. Depending on the operational demands of a given situation,
the human operator may outsource one or more roles to be performed by agents.
Procedural content generation - The combination of smart objects, an HTN plan-
ner, and BDI-based NPCs offers a seemingly feasible approach to procedural scenario
generation. Non-programmer domain experts are able to supply and verify content
in the format of an HTN as well as an ontology. The scenario generator is able to
produce a scenario that covers a fully specified task and satisfies all preconditions to
allow the NPCs as well as the learner to perform all actions in the scenario.
Future user-based studies with instructors should investigate the expected useful-
ness of the ontology in extending the domain-specific vocabulary by non-program-
mer domain experts (e.g. instructors).

In addition to advantages of combining technologies that we experienced our-
selves during our research, we also anticipate several advantages of this combination
of technologies that should be further investigated in future research:
Flexible structure - An anticipated, yet untested, advantage of an explicit agent or-
ganization is that changes in the procedures or protocols of the organization can
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be explicitly redefined, which makes it easier to guarantee the compliance of the
system to such changes. This can be especially useful in systems that operate within
dynamic environments and using variable procedures. Future research should in-
vestigate the practical usefulness of this theorized utility.
The current prototype employed emergent coordination, which is an implicit im-
plementation of the organization. This was not considered to be a problem for the
current purpose of verifying the infrastructure provided by the organization. How-
ever, to investigate the flexibility of the original design, future research should im-
plement the organization explicitly. This means that the director should be able to
pick from multiple agents applying for the same role. In addition, interfaces should
be developed for the instructor allowing him/her to apply for the various roles in
the organization.
Functional architecture to organization - The translation from a functional de-
sign to a multi-agent organization proved to be relatively intuitive in the current
research project, namely by transforming the requirements into protocols and norms
for the agent organization. Future projects should aim to investigate the more gen-
eral applicability and usefulness of this finding.
Organization + ontology - The combination of an agent organization and an on-
tology offers a straightforward way of separating procedural knowledge from declar-
ative knowledge in the system. The agent organization describes the procedural
tasks in the system, whereas the ontology covers the declarative knowledge avail-
able to the agents. This appears to be a modular approach that fosters reusability:
the ontology can be used by other system designs, including other agent organiza-
tions. Furthermore, the agents in the organization are able to work with the upper
ontology, whereas the lower ontology can be adapted without the need to adapt the
agents. Future research is still required to provide more conclusive answers regard-
ing this approach.
Computational power vs agent autonomy - The employment of smart objects and
intelligent agents offers possibilities for a reduction in complexity of the scenario cre-
ation problem. Because the intelligent agents are able to construct their own plans,
and because they are able to determine how the objects in their environment may
be of use in achieving their goals, there is no need for the HTN planner to con-
struct complete action sequences for all NPCs. This means that NPC tasks can be
specified in terms of their high-level available action plans, along with their precon-
ditions; these plans do not need to be decomposed into actions. This would relieve
the HTN planner of the need to specify a complete action sequence for all the NPCs,
which would reduce the computational complexity of the scenario creation problem.
However, this also means that agents are required to construct their own plans in
realtime. Even though this is beneficial for the responsiveness of the scenario, it
also increases the demand for computational processing power in realtime. Future
research should investigate this trade-off.
Intelligent NPCs - This research did not include a thorough investigation of the
NPC agents and how the NPC agents are to produce the intended behaviors, i.e.
work with smart objects, achieve narrative goals, etc. However, it is essential that
the NPCs are able to behave as such in order to realize the scenario as described by
the scenario plan. Based on related work by others (Kallmann & Thalmann, 1998;
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Mateas & Stern, 2003; Muller et al., 2012; Theune et al., 2003; Van den Bosch et al.,
2009), we theorize that intelligent NPCs will indeed be able to produce the behavior
as described in this thesis. However, additional research is needed to find definitive
answers.
BDI-based user model - Open learner models are believed to be beneficial for 1)
the accuracy of the learner model, and 2) for the learning and reflection process of
the learner (Bull & Britland, 2007; Mitrovic & Martin, 2007). The BDI-based user
model is believed to be a suitable approach when designing a user model that should
be understandable and explainable for non-programmers (i.e. users). The intuitive
nature of the BDI-paradigm allows for explanations in terms of goals, plans, and
available information. Furthermore, the information (beliefs) in a BDI-agent is often
represented in an explicit logical description. As a result, it is possible to present the
agent’s beliefs in an understandable form to the instructor and the learner (Harbers,
2011), as opposed to, for instance, Bayesian models (Zapata-Rivera & Greer, 2000).
Future research will be required to investigate whether this hypothesis holds.
Intentional stance - The intentional stance adopted in the intelligent agent para-
digm allows for explainable and understandable behavior, which is beneficial in
PEGs where instructors with little knowledge of information systems and/or com-
puters must collaborate with the PEG. The agents reason about and aim to achieve
concepts that possess the same level of abstraction as the ones employed by the
instructors. The anticipated benefits of this approach, for instance in dialogues be-
tween users and agents, are yet to be investigated.

Technology-enhanced learning contribution
An additional scientific contribution of our research has been the integration of the-
ories about learning and instruction into the behavior of an automated system for
SBT, more specifically, a PEG:
Realtime scaffolding - This research provided empirical evidence for the educa-
tional benefits as a result of adaptive scaffolding during scenario-based training.
Furthermore, the thesis provides a way to formalize the reasoning processes under-
lying the adaptive scaffolds with the use of observable behavioral cues and scripted
rules that intervene in the behavior of the NPCs.
(Semi-)automated scenario creation - In addition, this research resulted in two
support functions for the instructor to dynamically create personalized scenarios:
one fully automated function and one semi-automated function. Both of these func-
tions proved to be effective in the creation of scenarios that address a pre-specified
learning goal.

11.2 Application domain - contribution
In addition to the scientific contributions, this research also provided insights for
solving the design problem:

“How to design an automated system for scenario-based training (SBT), based on sci-
entific evidence, such that learners can engage in personalized autonomous training?”

This investigation was guided by four research questions:
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I. What are the requirements and anticipated effects of automated SBT?
II. What design could satisfy the identified requirements?

III. Does the proposed design indeed satisfy the identified requirements?
IV. Does the proposed design bring about the anticipated effects?
Research Question I addresses the specification of a list of requirements applicable

to any design for automated SBT. This means that regardless of the design proposal,
these requirements hold. Research Question II and III address the validity of one par-
ticular design proposal for automated SBT: Personalized Educational Games (PEG).

RQI: The requirements and effects of automated SBT
The sCE method produced a list of requirements, presented on pages 53 and 55.
This list is the answer to Research Question I. However, the set of requirements
is non-exhaustive; it is to be reused, expanded, and refined in future research on
automated SBT.

The knowledge underpinning the requirements and claims for automated SBT has
been modeled and formalized in an ontology. The ontology distinguishes between
knowledge regarding automated SBT (the domain ontology) and knowledge regard-
ing the chosen design solution (the system design ontology). The domain ontology
is reusable for alternative design solutions for automated SBT and can be expanded
where necessary.

The requirements, claims, and ontology for automated SBT are a starting point
for the systematic approach to the design of a system that supports automated SBT
in a scientifically grounded knowledge base.

On Personalized Educational Games (RQII, RQIII, and RQIV)
Personalized educational games combine ideas from intelligent tutoring systems and
educational games. They establish personalized autonomous training through the
enhancement of a game environment with artificial intelligence, such as intelligent
agents and planning algorithms.

RQII: What design could possibly satisfy all identified requirements?

The complete design for PEGs, presented in this thesis, consists of the general design,
and the additional component designs. This design is also our proposed solution in
answer to RQII.

RQIII: Does the PEG design satisfy the identified requirements?

The current design offers the learner scaffolding interventions to adjust the level of
challenge and support in realtime (R10). These scaffolding interventions are carried
out by the NPCs. As a result, the scaffolding interventions do not disturb the learner’s
sense of immersion (R12). Moreover, one of the possible scaffolding interventions
is to have an NPC perform the action if a learner is unable to do so. As a result, the
scenario will always be pushed forward, even if the learner fails to perform some
action that was originally planned to be part of the learner’s actions; eventually an
NPC will perform the action. This enables the independent assessment of multiple
events, because the learner is always able to correctly perform the remaining actions
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in the scenario (R08). In other words, a mistake early on in the scenario does not
affect the learner’s chances to perform other parts of the scenario correctly.

The NPCs are semi-autonomous in their behaviors. As a result, scenario plans can
be specified at a relatively high level of abstraction. The NPCs are able to dynami-
cally select the most suitable action plan to comply with the constraints specified in
the scenario plan. This freedom results in a variety of scenarios based on a given
scenario plan (R05).

The current design generates a scenario plan based on a learning goal that is
dynamically selected by the learner model, based on the learner’s current compe-
tencies (R06,R07). In general, the scenario creator is able to specify a large variety
of scenario plans based on a given learning goal (R05). The scenario creation proce-
dure employs an ontology, containing an accurate representation of the task domain.
This results in representative scenarios (R03). Moreover, by taking the difficulty
level into account while constructing the scenario plan, the amount of unnecessary
distractions in the scenario plan can be reduced (R09).

Among other things, scenario plans specify a complete action sequence for the
learner to perform, based on performance standards specified in an HTN (R01, R02).
This offers a possibility to assess the learner’s performance (R06).

The assessment of the learner’s performance allows for a directed, intelligent di-
alogue between the reflection component and the learner to reflect on the learner’s
performance and to explain what went right/wrong (R13, R16).

The instructor is able to cooperate with the scenario creator with the use of the
authoring tool (R19). The authoring tool offers the instructor suggestions as to
how they might specify a consistent and coherent set of scenario constraints, which
increases not only the usability of the tool (R18), but also the quality of the resulting
scenarios.

The current design does not (yet) support: the provision of instructions on how
to use scaffolds (R11), possibilities for the learner to merely observe correct or erro-
neous scenario performances, for instance, executed by an NPC (i.e. worked-out vs
erroneous examples) (R14, R15), and part-task training scenarios (R17).

Lastly, this research has not investigated how the game engine may determine
what parts of the environment should be abstracted (R04). Currently, the scenario
plan only prescribes what is required in the environment to afford the action se-
quence. However, additional information is needed regarding the required level of
detail for various aspects of the environment. Future research should investigate
whether the ontology can be used to specify what parts of the environment need
which level of detail, e.g. the victim’s burn needs a highly detailed texture, whereas
the kitchen cupboards do not.

RQIV: Does the PEG design bring about the anticipated effects?

Part II presented several studies investigating the effect of the component designs
with respect to their associated claims. The results obtained from these studies are
reviewed below.

Realtime adjustments in the behavior of the NPCs to adjust the difficulty level of
the scenario in real-time resulted in successful adaptations. Moreover, the realtime
adjustments in the scenario’s difficulty level also resulted in more suitable learning
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situations compared to non-adjusted scenarios.
Offering instructors suggestions as to how they might specify a consistent and

coherent set of scenario constraints results in a higher usability of the tool and in-
creases the quality of the resulting sets of scenario constraints in terms of 1) rep-
resentativeness, 2) suitability for the learner’s competency level, 3) suitability for
the learning goal, and 4) consistency between the learning goal and the selected
scenario features.

It proved to be difficult to test the anticipated effects on the learner with the use of
the isolated component prototypes. For instance, the scenario generator prototype
produces a text-based scenario plan, which is only a description of what the learner
is supposed to do, and how the virtual environment and the NPC agents need to be
initialized. In other words, the prototype does not allow a learner to actually play
the scenario. For that, other components would be required, such as a simulated
environment and NPCs. As such, the stand-alone scenario creator prototype does
not allow for evaluations of the effects of the scenario plan on the learner’s compe-
tence development. At this point, we have developed a multi-agent system prototype
containing simplified versions of the various agents (i.e. components) and a simple
text-based environment. In addition, more elaborate stand-alone component proto-
types have been developed, such as the scenario creator. However, these separate
components are yet to be integrated into the multi-agent system prototype. In order
to investigate the effects of the adopted requirements on the learner, a complete sys-
tem prototype would be required that integrates the various stand-alone prototypes
into one complete system prototype. Once such a prototype has been developed, it
would be possible to investigate the remaining effects of the system, for instance by
means of use case evaluations as proposed by Westera et al. (2010).

Future refinements of the current design
Based on our research, several refinements of the current design can be suggested.
Human-machine cooperation - Ultimately, the design for automated SBT should
benefit from 1) the instructor’s expertise when he/she is present, and 2) the au-
tomated functions of the PEG in cases where the instructor is absent. Therefore,
the current design should be expanded with additional possibilities for cooperation
between the human instructor and the machine. The current design offers the in-
structor the possibility to step in at the scenario creation process, but throughout
the thesis several suggestions have been provided for additional ways to involve the
human instructor in the training process: 1) adopt various roles in the organization,
2) critique the contents of the learner model, 3) critique scenario plans developed
by the automated scenario creator, and 4) select the learning goal selection strategy
employed by the learner model. These suggestions should be investigated in future
research.
Team training - Currently, the PEG’s design supports only individual training, i.e. a
single learner interacts with NPCs. However, in case there is an opportunity to play
with other humans, e.g. team mates, it would be beneficial if the learner was able to
benefit from that. A human player is still more believable and adequate than an arti-
ficial one. Therefore, the current PEG design should be expanded with the possibility
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for team training support. For this, it would be required to represent team-goals in
addition to individual goals (Grosz & Kraus, 1996; Levesque et al., 1990). More-
over, possible conflicts between these two goal-types should be resolved. Examples
of team training systems that employ intelligent agents are STEAM (Tambe, 1997)
and CAST (Yen et al., 2001; Yen et al., 2006). STEAM allows for selective com-
munication between team members and is able to deal with teamwork failures by
reassigning tasks to other team members. CAST endows the agents with a shared
mental model, which produces mutual situation awareness. As a result the agents
are able to reason about their own situation but also about the status and activi-
ties of other team members. CAST allows for dynamic anticipation of teammates
information needs supported by the shared mental model. Future research should
investigate whether and how these approaches offer directions for a PEG expansion
that supports team training.
Task model - The current design employs a static task model: procedures, solu-
tions, and strategies that are considered to be correct are all predefined, either by
the developer or by the instructor. In many training domains there are often sit-
uations where standard or predefined procedures are not always optimal. To in-
clude such procedures in the system, without the need for the instructor to explicitly
add all imaginable exceptions into the ontology by hand, the system should be ex-
panded such that it is able to learn new solutions and procedures from the scenarios
played by the learners. A possible approach to achieve this would be to employ
constraint-based reasoning (Freuder & Mackworth, 1994; Mitrovic, 2010; Mitrovic
et al., 2001).

By expanding the task model with constraints that are applicable to acceptable
solutions, then this can lead to the automated addition of new acceptable proce-
dures to the task model based on the effects of the applied procedure. If a certain
procedure satisfies the specified constraints, it can be added as a (possibly) accept-
able solution for the problem addressed in the scenario. In turn, these (possibly)
acceptable solutions can be reviewed by instructors before adding them to the set of
correct solutions used during assessments. This approach would ease the authoring
process for the instructors and designers; it would no longer be required to manually
specify all acceptable procedures beforehand.

In an agent-organization norms are used to specify the constraints for acceptable
agent behaviors. In the case of a PEG, norms can be used to specify the constraints
of acceptable task performance for the learner. However, the question arises how
to organize the agents’ interactions in the system, such that the norms are actually
followed by the agents, or in this case, by the learner. There are two ways to man-
age norm conformity: regimentation and enforcement (Fornara & Colombetti, 2008;
Grossi et al., 2007; Grossi et al., 2010). Regimentation means that it is not possible
for an agent to break with the norms, whereas enforcement means that the agent is
able to perform actions that lead to norm violations, but the agent receives penal-
ties for this kind of behavior. Because the learner should be able to perform actions
that violate the constraints, i.e. make mistakes, regimentation is not a suitable solu-
tion. Enforcement, on the other hand, would not only allow for the specification of
constraints, but would also provide additional possibilities for performance assess-
ment. Therefore, in the case of a PEG, the agent organization should be expanded
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with norm enforcement as to the implement a constraint-based assessment of the
learner’s performance and the construction of a dynamic task model.

Synthesis

The work in this thesis was inspired by and builds upon the work of many others,
and hopefully, in turn, this work will be inspiring others to continue the research
that is needed. This thesis aims to contribute to research in the fields of technology-
enhanced learning, agent technology, and cognitive engineering. In addition, the
knowledge obtained throughout this research project is hoped to be of use to the
development of automated SBT and, in the future, to result in an increase of training
opportunities for learners.

The introduction presented a short story about Carl and his ICEM (in-company
emergency management) team members who participated in one of their scarce
training days. Carl ran into several problems that day: 1) His instructor was not
able to respond to his personal training need; 2) Due to the chaos and the size of
the exercise, no one was able to trace an unforeseen mistake back to its source, not
even the instructor; and 3) Carl now has to wait for 6 months until his next training.
Below, a story is provided about Carl, who is now working with the PEG.

It is a regular Tuesday evening and Carl is at home in his study room. He starts his
computer and runs the PEG for ICEM training, as he does every Tuesday evening. The
PEG greets him: “Hi Carl, would you like to resume training?” Carl clicks ‘yes’.

The PEG has remembered his previous training sessions and knows exactly what
topics he is having difficulty with. The first scenario requires him to deal with a victim
that is pale, anxious, sweaty, and complains about chest pains and nausea. Carl is not
entirely sure what to do: “It may be a victim in shock, but it could also be a panic
attack.” He decides to perform the procedure that is suitable for a victim who is having
a panic attack: he sits the victim down and starts to instruct the victim on breathing
exercises. However, the victim quickly deteriorates as organs start shutting down. An
NPC takes over by calling an ambulance. In turn, the NPC lays the victim flat with his
feet elevated above the ground and asks Carl to lend him his jacket to keep the victim
warm. As it turns out, the victim was in hypovolemic shock due to a collision with a
scooter. If Carl had asked the victim, he would have known that the scooter driver took
off right before Carl arrived at the scene.

During the reflection stage, the PEG elicits a partial explanation from Carl: Carl
understands why he confused the two conditions based on his first impression and comes
to the conclusion that he should have looked for additional information to distinguish
between the two conditions. However, apparently Carl doesn’t know what information
he should be looking for. The reflection component provides Carl with the information
that he was apparently missing: he should have asked the victim what happened (i.e.
a trauma or an anxiety stimulus?) and looked for additional signs of hypovolemic
shock, e.g. blue lips and finger nails, weak pulse, abdominal pain and/or swelling. Carl
and the PEG conclude that he has a tendency of skipping questioning and immediately
starting treatment of the victim. As a result he misses important information to make
a proper assessment of the situation.
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After practicing with questioning in a couple of training rounds, the PEG moves onto
a different learning goal: evacuating an office. During the scenario, Carl fails to instruct
one of his team members to go to the far end of the second floor to stand in front of
the elevator and keep people from entering it. Because Carl did not perform the right
action, one of the NPCs took over his task, but only after a small group of people already
took the elevator. At first, Carl is unaware of this mistake. He does not understand how
this could have happened. He was under the impression that one of his colleagues
was responsible for blocking the elevator on the second floor. However, during the
reflection stage, the PEG elicits this misunderstanding from Carl and explains to Carl
that guarding the elevator on the second floor is part of his tasks.

After the evacuation scenario, it is time for Carl to end the session. He closes the PEG
with a feeling of satisfaction and fulfillment. Next time something like this happens at
the office, he will be prepared to do what is necessary.
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Throughout the research presented in this thesis, we have conducted multiple in-
terviews with domain experts, people who regularly train (and entertain) people
by means of storylines within simulated environments. These interviews consisted
of eight individual and five joint interviews with a total of twenty-four instructors
in three safety domains, three health care domains, and one organizer of live ac-
tion role plays in the entertainment domain. In addition, three training sessions in
three different domains were attended. The training domains investigated in these
interviews are described below.

Safety and defense
Three of the training domains addressed within the interviews fall within the scope
of the Dutch safety department (e.g. navy, military, police). These domains have
several characteristics that distinguish them from the other domains involved in
the interviews. First of all, safety and defense domains usually have a fairly high
instructor-to-student ratio (about 2:1).

Furthermore, practical training sessions within these domains regularly employ
virtual environments. Trainees are located in their own cubicle, watching monitors
displaying for instance the radar and mapping tools. The monitors are updated with
the events happening in the virtual environment. The staff members are located to-
gether in a place where they can consult with each other to coordinate the planning
of responses to the trainee’s decisions and/or the introduction of new events.

This set-up has two big advantages: 1) staff members are able to improvise and
adapt the scenario immediately and in a coordinated fashion whenever they find it
expedient to do so, and 2) there are no real risks involved when trainees make a
mistake. Because of this last advantage, the training curricula in these domains are
almost entirely comprised of practical training sessions; trainees are thrown in at
the deep end, subsequently learning by reflecting on their performance. However,
a virtual environment also means that it is easier to overlook the actual body lan-
guage and behavior of the trainee. One instructor explains how a trainee responded
adequately to all the events in the scenario, yet his coach - who was sitting in the
cubicle with the trainee - noticed that he hardly ever watched his radar images. Be-
cause of this the trainee was relying on old information, so when the staff decided
to introduce some unforeseen vehicle movements, the trainee failed to notice it in
time.

Command Center Officer (CCO)

The CCO is responsible for the tactical command of navy ships at sea. Training
scenarios are fixed with respect to the map, the number of unidentified vehicles
around the convoy (controlled by staff members), their initial location, the goal
of the mission, and possibly available resources, all of which is represented in the
virtual environment.

During training the CCO trainee attempts to reach the mission’s goals, all the
while trying to determine the identity and movement of all vehicles within range,
and adapting the tactical navigation of the convoy based on that information.

Information about this domain is based on one joint open interview with two
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instructors and one attended training session.

Helicopter Directive Operator (HDO)

An HDO commands a helicopter pilot from aboard a ship. The HDO has full control
over the flight path of the pilot. The pilot is not allowed to make any navigational
decisions, and merely carries out the commands received from the HDO.

During training, trainees practice in cubicles, where they plot the surroundings of
the ship and the helicopter. Based on these plots and the mission’s goals, they plot
the route for the pilot and provide directions for the pilot in a fairly restricted com-
munication language. Trainees usually have individual training sessions with at least
one, but often more instructors to guide them. The helicopter pilot is usually played
by a staff member, responding to the instructions and changing circumstances in the
environment. The training adheres to a strict curriculum with weekly objectives and
assessments that the trainee has to pass to be allowed to continue the training.

Information about this domain is based on one joint semi-structured interview
with four Helicopter Directive Operator (HDO) instructors of the Dutch Royal Navy.
The topic of this interview was the preparation and execution of scenarios, and the
long-term individual assessment of the trainee’s competence development in the
training program.

State Police Platoon Officer

A state police platoon officer (SPPO) usually resides in a van on-site of the event.
The SPPO tries to obtain a clear impression of the situation and events in the actual
environment by communicating with his group officers through portophones.

Information about this domain is based on an attended training session that ad-
dressed crowd and safety control during a protest. The scenario also involved a
group of people coming from a festival looking for trouble, and a group of counter
protesters. During this training session the SPPO was required to command the
group officers to e.g. move locations, charge, or communicate with one of the lead-
ers of the various crowds in the town.

The virtual (game) environment consisted of a small town in which the three
crowds moved through the streets. All crowds were controlled by staff members.
Even though the platoon officer was the one in training, five group officers were
also present. Each group officer controlled a group of state policemen (virtual char-
acters). The group officers navigated their group through the game environment
(VBS2), communicated with the crowd leaders, and controlled the lineup of their
group, e.g. rest, charge, etc. They carried out the commands provided by the pla-
toon officer and communicated their observations in the game world to the platoon
officer.

As in real life, the platoon officer was located in a closed off room, drawing on
maps to get a clear view of the situation in the streets, and commanding the group
officers based on this view.
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Emergency health care
In contrast to the safety and defense domains discussed above, the emergency health
care domains generally do not employ virtual environments during training. Instead,
they rely on real life role play simulations. This has several important implications
for training, which will be discussed below.

The first implication of real-life role-play is that there is often no possibility for
control over the scenario in realtime. In some cases, role players communicate
with the instructor during scenarios through signaling to control the scenario in
realtime, but this type of control is obviously limited to the timing of planned events.
Instructors should provide the actor with very clear instructions in advance of the
scenario, because there is no possibility to refine those instructions once the scenario
starts playing. In some cases, instructors even go as far to prepare different types of
responses for the actor depending on the choices of the trainee, resulting in multiple
prepared storylines following from a decision tree. However, improvisation is mostly
difficult, depending mostly on the quality of the collaboration between the actor and
the instructor.

The second implication has to do with the limited capabilities of the actors. First
of all, role players cannot keep repainting themselves for new wounds and differ-
ent illnesses. This simply takes way too much time. Secondly, some situations are
extremely intense for the role players to impersonate. The most striking example
is probably a shock: When a person is in shock, his or her organs are not getting
enough blood or oxygen. If untreated, this can lead to permanent organ damage or
death. This emergency is very hard for medical actors to enact since it requires them
to stop breathing, relax their heartbeat to a minimum, stare, feign nausea, and feign
to go in and out of consciousness. Because of the intensity of enacting such emer-
gencies, the instructor has to remain alert about the well-being of the role player. In
some cases the instructor may even need to intervene to protect the role player.

Thirdly, because the role-players are often expensive training props, instructors
want to make good and efficient use of them. As a result, the role-playing exercises
are usually preceded by a theoretical presentation, starting with a silent demon-
stration, followed by an explained demonstration, followed by a trainee explaining
the action plan or procedure to the instructor, followed by the role-playing exercise
performed by the trainees (usually in teams of two). The silent demonstration is
regarded to be of special importance since the instructor can show the trainees how
he/she interacts with the victim. Role-playing exercises generally do not only serve
the purpose of hands-on practice but also as a test to check whether the trainees
have grasped the essentials.

First Aid

First Aid training usually involves class sizes between five and fifteen students, and
one or two instructors providing the students with theoretical presentations and
practical role-plays involving medical actors.

Practice is done in the form of role playing with the help of specially trained
actors. These actors mimic a variety of injuries. Medical actors are a relatively
scarce resource and only in exceptional cases will there be more than one available
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for the entire group. Furthermore, the instructors often do not know beforehand
who the actor will be. Training can take place at a regular training center or on site
at a client.

Information about this domain is based on six individual and one joint interview
with five instructors, resulting in a total of eleven instructors. Two of the individual
interviews concerned the preparation and execution of scenarios, and the long-term
individual assessment of the trainee’s competence development in the training pro-
gram. The other four individual interviews addressed the features instructors would
like to have control over when authoring a training scenario. The joint interview
with five instructors was concerned with the questions ‘What makes a good high-
quality scenario?’ and ‘What should a Personalized Educational Game offer a learner
and an instructor respectively?’.

In-company Emergency Management (ICEM)
ICEM training classes regularly consist of ten to twenty trainees being taught by one
or two instructors. During the First Aid topics there is usually also a medical actor
present to participate in the role-playing exercises.

ICEM entails the application of First Aid, firefighting, and evacuation procedures,
all of which are performed by a trained team of company employees. They remain
in charge until the incident is sufficiently handled, or when the official emergency
services arrive (i.e., ambulance, firemen, police). The First Aid training part is not
as detailed nor thorough compared to regular First Aid training. Yet most ICEM
training instructors are also First Aid instructors.

Information about this domain is based on one joint interview with six instructors.
This interview was mainly concerned with the operations during ICEM practical
training and the way instructors control the scenario in realtime.

Emergency Care
Information about this domain is based on one individual interview and one at-
tended training session. The interview was mainly concerned with the usual course
of events during practical training sessions and the way the instructor prepared the
cases covered in class. During the attended class there were twelve trainees present
and they were taught by one instructor.

Emergency care training addresses the tasks of medics in the emergency room. It
makes use of comprehensive high-tech puppets that display different breathing pat-
terns, heart rhythms, respiratory sounds, etc. A medical team follows the required
procedures to save the patient’s life and transfers the patient to the proper hospital
department.

During the attended training session, the instructor covered four cases with the
group. The students were required to switch places regularly, filling in different po-
sitions at the examination table, e.g. examining the patient, intubating, performing
CPR, providing the shots, or handling the automated electronic defibrillator (AED).
Students who did not participate in the scenario were encouraged to observe the
events closely and comment on the choices of the performing student team after-
wards. In all of the cases, the scenario started out with the instructor playing the
part of the patient until the patient fainted. Once the patient fainted, the student
team switched to working with the doll to carry on with possible intubation, CPR,
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and/or use of the AED.

Entertainment
One last domain concerning the interviews regarding the control over scenarios and
live role-play lies in the entertainment domain. Since this group of domains only
contains one domain, we will go straight to the specifics of that domain below.

Live Action Role Play (LARP)
A LARP event is usually prepared by a LARP organization. Events usually last be-
tween one or two days and vary in size from twenty people to over three hun-
dred. The event preparation generally consists of a back-story of the fantasy-world
in which the event is staged. The most important requirement of a LARP event is
that the world is believable, since you want people to engage in suspension of dis-
belief. There are rules for LARP events, described in a booklet, about the practice of
spells, potions, and so on. However, these rules are not always followed (which is
not considered to be a problem) nor are they consistent or closed.

Usually, the organization prepares several plotlines, which are carried by non-
player characters, i.e. characters who are trained players and actively try to bring
about the prepared plotlines by inviting players to join in on them. Moreover, non-
player characters often reveal hints or information that helps the players to carry the
plotline one step further. The organization of the event is divided in teams. Each
team is responsible for a different division of players (located in various base camps
in the game world). The head of organization is in direct contact with the team
leaders through portophones. On most occasions, this allows for an accurate view
of the current situation in the game world. Non-player characters are instructed as
they go into the game world and consult with the team leaders when they have the
chance (e.g. when they are not interacting with the players).

Not all players in a LARP event are participating in the prepared plotlines. In
LARPing people very much rely on their own fantasy. Players are also allowed to
add their own interpretations and plotlines to the game, as long as they are coherent
with the backstory of the crafted world.

In some cases, the plotlines prepared by the organization fail to be established.
This is usually because the non-player characters need to run into the players that
actually want to participate in the plotlines prepared by the organization. In addi-
tion, the players who want to join in on those plotlines also need to find the key
characters of the plotlines. So if the non-player characters cannot find the players
who are interested in joining the prepared plotlines or vice versa, the plotlines are
not established. In other cases the storyline is experienced as thin or boring, and
people leave the prepared plotlines to further develop their own character through
interactions with other players, or by fantasizing their own personal stories.

Information about this domain is based on a single semi-structured interview
about the preparation of LARP events and how these events are controlled in re-
altime to ensure the establishment of the prepared storylines.
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This appendix presents an English translation of the interview guide that was
employed during the semi-structured interviews conducted for the purpose of devel-
oping the scenario creator (described in Chapter 8).

Start of the interview
The instructors received the following introduction to the topic of the interview:

‘Scenario-based training is a training form during which a learner participates in a
training scenario within a controlled environment. Scenarios are generally represen-
tative for the types of situations the learner will encounter in his future profession.
Traditionally, scenario-based training entails real-life role-plays with trained actors,
classmates, or instructors. Nowadays, it becomes more and more common to stage
scenarios within a virtual environment (on a computer).

A training session is most effective when it can be adapted to the specific char-
acteristics of the learner. However, this requires time and effort of the instructor,
both during and in advance of training. Therefore, a new line of research is con-
cerned with the personalization of scenario-based training by means of a computer
program called ‘the director agent’. This computer program is meant to support the
instructor. The instructor is able to specify a scenario, and possible interventions,
in advance of training. During training, the director agent uses this information to
present the learner with an adaptive scenario.

The goal of this interview is to find out how an instructor directs and personalizes
training sessions. How, when, and why does an instructor intervene? From the
answers to these questions we want to get a clear image of the deliberation process
of experienced instructors. This information will be used in the design of the director
agent. Later on in the research project, a prototype will be developed and evaluated.

If you incline to participate in this research, you will be asked several questions
about the way you prepare, control, and evaluate a training session. The interview
will last about one-and-a-half hour and will be recorded with a voice-recorder. We
will also be taking notes during the interview. The data collected during the inter-
views will be used for publication in scientific journals and reports. Your personal
information will not be used and your anonymity will be guaranteed under all cir-
cumstances. The notes and voice recordings will only be analyzed by the research
project team.

Please know that you are allowed to stop the interview at all times.’

Information for the interviewer
The questions are organized into six parts. Each of these parts have their own ob-
jective. We have decided to structure the interview according to the way a scenario-
based training is structured: we start with the preparation, continue with the train-
ing session itself, and end with the evaluation of the training session. By following
this structure, we hope to offer the instructors a clear overview of the interview. This
structure is explained to the participant before starting the interview. During the in-
terview it is also possible to divert from this structure whenever the interviewer
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deems it necessary to do so in order to maintain a natural flow in the conversa-
tion. During the interview it is important to keep in mind what the objective of a
particular part of the interview is.

The main objective of the interview is: ‘How does an instructor personalize and
control scenario-based training?’

The objectives for the different parts of the interview are:
Goal 0 - Background information about the participant
Goal 1 - How does the participant prepare the training session?
Goal 2 - How does the participant intervene during a scenario?
Goal 3 - How does the participant provide the learner with feedback?
Goal 4 - How does the participant evaluate the training session?
Goal 5 - Closing, are there additional comments or questions?

Background information about the participant

Estimated duration: 10 min
1. For how long have you been working within this field?
2. For how long have you been an instructor?
3. For how long have you been working with scenario-based training?
4. What is your opinion about the usefulness of SBT?
5. Have you also worked as an instructor within other fields or domains? Which

ones?
(a) Are there any notable differences in training between those fields?

6. Have you ever trained other instructors?
7. What would you say is the most important part or feature of training?
8. What is the average size of the groups you train?

How does the participant prepare the training session?
Estimated duration: 20 min

1. How do you usually prepare a training session?
2. How do you select a suitable learning goal?

(a) In what way do you take the competency level of the group into account?
3. How do you go about when creating a suitable scenario?

(a) What knowledge do you need to be able to do so?
(b) Where do you start when creating a scenario?
(c) Are there any building blocks, or other types of reusable scenario features

that help you to construct a scenario?
(d) To what extent do you create a scenario especially for a particular group

of learners or even a single learner?
4. How do you determine the difficulty level of the scenario?
5. To what extent do scenarios grow in complexity over the course of training?

(a) How is this accomplished?
6. Your colleague mentioned that scenarios are sometimes used to keep the learner

alert. Are such scenarios generally specified in advance or are they impro-
vised?
(a) How do you go about creating/planning such scenarios?

7. In what way do you prepare the scenario with the role-players or actors?
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(a) Do you ever provide an actor or role-player with conditional instructions?
Can you give an example?

8. Do you prepare multiple scenarios for one training session?
(a) How do you determine in what order the scenarios should be practiced?
(b) To what extent is it possible to rearrange the sequence during training?

i. If you would adjust the sequence, what would be the reasons to do
so?

How does the participant intervene during a scenario?

Estimated duration: 25 min
1. What are the things you pay attention to during the scenario enactment?

(a) How do you keep track of these things?
2. Let’s say you created a scenario, however, as the scenario progresses, the

learner makes some unforeseen decisions. To what extent do you try to steer
the scenario back into the desired direction?
(a) How would you go about doing this?
(b) In what situation would you restrain yourself from ‘fixing’ the scenario?
(c) To what extent do you provide learners with hints? Do you use different

types of hints? If so, which ones?
3. Under what circumstances would you pause the scenario?

(a) What would be your considerations in such a situation?
(b) In what situations is the learner allowed to pause the scenario?

4. To what extent do you give the learner feedback?
(a) Do you always give feedback? If not, when would you restrain yourself

from providing feedback?
(b) Is the feedback you provide implicit or explicit? In other words, do you

specifically tell the learner what went wrong and what went well and
why so? Or do you only tell him what the outcomes of the scenario are?
For example, you might only tell the learner: “The victim is ok for now
but a week later he visits his general practitioner because he has a large
infection on his back.”, with no further explanation.

5. To what extent do you influence the difficulty level while the scenario is play-
ing?
(a) To what extent do you influence the storyline while the scenario is play-

ing?
(b) To what extent do you influence the behavior of the actors or role players

while the scenario is playing?
6. To what extent do learners black out or get stressed out during training?

(a) How do you handle such situations?
(b) What would you say are the most obvious signals showing that a learner

is having a difficult time?
7. Are there ways in which you would influence the scenario that we haven’t

discussed yet?
(a) Under what circumstances do you exercise this influence?

8. What are the differences in guidance during training for beginners and more
advanced learners?
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9. What are the most influential signals for you to intervene in a scenario?
10. Under which circumstances would you decide not to intervene?

(a) What would be the reason for that?
11. How do you decide on the type of intervention?

(a) What knowledge do you use to make such a decision?
12. Do you ever run into problems and if so how do you solve them?
13. Can you provide me with an example of a situation where you would have

wanted to intervene in some way but where this was not possible?
(a) Why was it not possible to intervene?
(b) In what way would you have wanted to intervene?
(c) Why would you have wanted to intervene?

14. When there is a large exercise where there are multiple situations at various
locations. How do you keep a clear view of what’s going on?
(a) To what extent do exercise leaders tune in on one another’s roles and

tasks during these events?
(b) How are such exercises coordinated?

How does the participant provide the learner with feedback?
Estimated duration: 15 min

1. How do you determine the learner’s progress?
2. Some parts of the task performance take place in the head of the learner. How

do you assess the learner’s thought process?
3. How do you determine whether the learner has accomplished or obtained the

learning goal?
(a) If the learner did not obtain the learning goal, how do you determine

whether this is caused by an unsuitable scenario or by the learner’s inca-
pacity to perform well?

(b) If the blame is on the learner, what would be your course of action?
(c) If the scenario is to blame, what would be your course of action?
(d) How do you evaluate scenarios?

How does the participant evaluate the training session?
Estimated duration: 15 min

1. What knowledge do you take with you to the next training session?
(a) How do you use this knowledge?

2. How do you evaluate the usefulness of a scenario?
(a) How would you use the outcomes of such an evaluation to improve your

own teaching skills?
3. When is a scenario regarded to be unsuccessful?

(a) How do you cope with that?
4. What do you do with learners who are obviously motivated, but are simply not

capable of keeping up with the pace of training?
(a) Do you have any suggestions to deal with such situations in a better way?

5. To what extent can a scenario be used to transfer knowledge or information
in an implicit manner? By this we mean: without preparing the learner with
books or presentations that explicitly disclose the procedures and underlying
knowledge before the scenario is practiced.
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(a) In case of implicit learning from scenarios, would you say that it is re-
quired to provide explicit feedback afterwards?

(b) Do learners spontaneously have a sense of what went wrong during a
scenario?

Closing, are there additional comments or questions?
Estimated duration: 5 min

Are there any additional comments you would like to make? Are there topics left
to discuss?

Extra: Design
1. What type of features would you like to see in a PEG?

(a) For instance during preparation?
(b) During the training session?
(c) During evaluation and reflection?

2. What features would you say are indispensable?
3. What would you say are the criteria for a successful design of a PEG?
4. Your colleague mentioned that you already employ various forms of e-learning.

(a) How are these technologies currently employed?
(b) What is your experience with these tools?
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This appendix presents an English translation of the interview guide that was
employed during the semi-structured interviews conducted for the purpose of devel-
oping the authoring tool (described in Chapter 9).

Start of the interview
At the beginning of the interview, the following steps were followed before the actual
interview started.
A. Thank the instructor for his/her participation and describe the goal of the inter-

view. Emphasize that the interview will focus on First Aid training, as is currently
employed in First Aid courses with LOTUS actors.

B. Describe the structure of the interview.
C. Ask permission for audio recording during the interview.
D. Inform the participant about his/her rights.
E. Invite the participant to sign the consent form.
F. Note the name, age, gender, years of experience as an instructor, and experience

with serious games and/or technology enhanced learning.

Discussion of five cases
The interview started with the presentation of five cases of scenario executions. The
participants were asked to read the cases, study them, and imagine themselves being
the instructor during the presented case. Below, one of the cases from the interview
is shown as an example:

Figure C.1: Case 1 - a young woman gets a nosebleed in the supermarket

Case 1: The learner is waiting in line at the supermarket when a young woman
gets a nosebleed (see Figure C.1). It is bleeding quite heavily and the woman looks
pale. Furthermore, it is relatively crowded in the supermarket. The learner seems
stressed and slightly aggressive as he instructs the people standing around the victim
to make room. This results in commotion among the bystanders. The learner asks
for a tissue. He receives the tissue from one of the bystanders and gives it to the
victim and instructs her to push the tissue to her nose. After telling the victim to
hold her head backwards, the learner looks around as if unsure what to do next.
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Case 2 - 5: These cases have been omitted from the appendix for reasons of con-
ciseness.

After each scenario, the participant was asked to explain what he/she would do
by means of the following questions:
1. Do you find this a realistic scenario? Can you explain your answer?
2. Can you summarize what is happening in the scenario?
3. Would you like to intervene during the scenario? At what particular point in

time? Please explain.
4. During your own training sessions, are there moments like this one where you

would like to intervene, but intervening is difficult, or impossible? Please explain
your answer.

Question round I
First question round concerning current role as a teacher:
1. What First Aid topics do you teach?
2. How would you describe the groups of learners that you teach?
3. How do you decide what to teach and when?
4. To what extent are you familiar with pedagogy or didactic methods?
5. Wat is your educational background?
6. What is your background as an instructor or teacher?
7. Can you describe yourself as a teacher?

(a) What type of role would you say is the most accurate description of your role
during scenarios: a facilitator role or a teacher/lecturer role?

8. What do you think is the most effective approach to learning and/or teaching?
9. How do you aim to bring about learning among students?

10. What kind of teaching methods do you apply?

Question round II
The second question round concerned the use of a simulation game in teaching. Two
video-based examples of educational games for First Aid were displayed to explain
the concept of educational games to the instructors. Subsequently, the instructors
were provided with two examples of how they could be offered a way to influence
the content of a game, i.e. the possibility to place objects in the virtual environment
or to select the learning goal(s) for the next scenario.

After this introduction, the instructors were asked the following questions:
1. Would you appreciate the use of an educational game and how would you want

to use it in your own course?
(a) During preparation?
(b) During a lesson?
(c) Teaching in groups or individual training?
(d) During assessment?
(e) During reflection?

2. What advantages/disadvantages come to mind when thinking about teaching
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and learning with the use of an educational game?
3. How do you imagine educational games would fit into the existing curriculum?

(a) If the instructor cannot imagine educational games to fit in with the current
curriculum, what changes would be necessary to make the fit? (changes to
the game as well as changes to the curriculum)

4. Would the game change your role as an instructor, and if so, how come and in
what way?

5. What aspects of the game would you like to have control over?
(a) Help the instructor if this is a difficult question by providing examples and/or

moving on to the next question

Discussing a list of controllable game features
The last part of the interview concerned the examination of the following list of
controllable game features:

˛ Select the setting of a scenario (e.g. the mall, a school)
˛ Select the amount, timing, and type of feedback the learner receives
˛ Select the amount, timing, and type of support the learner receives
˛ Select the tasks the learner is to perform or the skills the learner needs to prac-

tice during the scenario.
˛ Select and customize the virtual characters (behavior/injury)
˛ Manually control the behavior of the virtual characters
˛ Select the difficulty level of the scenario
˛ Select the way a learner receives a score
˛ Manipulate the sequence of events during a scenario
˛ Choose the number of tasks the learner needs to accomplish during the scenario
˛ Offer the learner the possibility to watch someone else perform a task correctly
˛ Determine reflection moments during scenarios
˛ Pause or abort a scenario
˛ Construct the set of actions a learner is able to choose from during a scenario
˛ Allow for multiple learners collaborating in the same scenario (multi-player

games)
˛ Create a test to present to the learner after a certain scenario
˛ Have access to an overview of the student’s past performances
For each of the items, the instructor was asked whether or not he/she would like

to see this feature in an educational game. Thereafter, the instructor was asked to
rank the selected features with regard to their relevance or priority. The instructor
was also asked to answer the following questions:

1. Can you comment on each of these features regarding their relevance and/or
importance?

2. Do you feel there are other important features missing from this list?
3. Do you have any additional remarks/comments/questions related to this topic?
The interview was concluded by thanking the instructor once more for his/her

participation and asking him/her whether we could contact him/her in the future in
cases where First Aid instructors were wanted/required?
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Summary

This thesis investigates a personalized educational game (PEG) to train people
in First Aid. By using artificial intelligence techniques to automate the train-
ing processes, learners are able to practice at their own level and in their own
pace, even if the instructor is absent. Yet in case the instructor is present,
he or she can influence the training process and game environment. The cur-
rent research tested the design for PEGs by developing prototypes for First Aid
training. However, the proposed design facilitates the development of games
for other training domains as well.

Lots of professions require people to make good decisions under risky and stressful
circumstances. Examples of such professions can be found in the police force, fire
department, and military, but also in, for instance, aviation and medicine.

In order to become proficient in these domains, learners need ample practice
and experience with situations that are typical and critical for their work. Yet peo-
ple working in these so-called high-risk professions cannot acquire their experience
through learning on-the-job, because in real-life situations erroneous decisions may
well result in grievous consequences. To provide learners the experience they need,
scenario-based training (SBT) is sometimes used. During SBT learners engage in in-
teractive role-playing exercises, called ‘scenarios’. Scenarios are often staged within
a simulated environment. They address typical and critical situations and allow
learners to experience the consequences of correct and incorrect decisions in a rel-
atively safe and controlled environment. SBT is considered to be a suitable and
effective training form for providing learners the experience they need.

Despite its potential, SBT also has its limitations. First of all, SBT requires con-
siderable logistic and organizational efforts. For example, SBT demands finding
and preparing a location; assembling and instructing staff personnel and actors to
play the roles of the characters in the scenario; and allocating staff to monitor the
learner’s performance. In addition, it is hard, or even impossible, to alter the course
of events in the scenario once it starts playing. This makes it difficult to personalize
training. Furthermore, it is often problematic to monitor and interpret events in the
scenario in a structured, systematic, and non-ambiguous manner.

Development of new training technology may alleviate the obstacles that pre-
vent ample and effective use of SBT. One major improvement would be to reduce
the number of staff personnel currently required for the preparation and delivery of
SBT. This may be achieved by automating the activities currently performed by mem-
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bers of the staff, for instance by adding artificial intelligence to a virtual (computer-
based) environment. An automated system for SBT would allow learners to engage
in training more often. Additionally, a virtual environment is easily configurable,
thereby enabling adjustments in the course of events from ‘behind the scenes’, thus
increasing possibilities for personalization. Moreover, an automated system requires
a formalization of performance standards, which is beneficial for the transparency
and consistency of performance assessments.

The envisioned solution for automated SBT, as proposed in this thesis, combines
two existing approaches to technology-enhanced learning: ‘educational games’ and
‘intelligent tutoring systems’. The result of this combination is called a ‘Personalized
Educational Game (PEG)’. PEGs enable learners to engage in interactive scenarios in
a virtual environment. The artificial intelligence of the PEG makes sure that scenar-
ios are automatically tailored to learners’ individual needs. As a result, learners can
develop their competencies at their own level and in their own pace. The behavior of
the characters in the scenario and the events taking place in the virtual environment
are also controlled by artificial intelligence, such as planners and intelligent agents.
To make learning deliberate and goal-directed, the behavior of the PEG’s artificial
intelligence is based on well-known educational principles.

The endeavor to make SBT more autonomous and personalized through the de-
velopment of PEGs, demands a new role for the instructor. On the one hand, the in-
structor should no longer be needed for a learner to engage in training. On the other
hand, however, a PEG must also support and exploit the expertise of instructors by
enabling them to, for instance, determine the learning goal, author the scenario, or
define the behaviors of the characters. The human instructor is therefore certainly
not excluded from or replaced by the PEG, but rather the PEG allows for variable
levels of automation, depending on instructors’ preferences and availability.

The research presented here investigates ‘What is a suitable design for (semi-)
automated personalized training with the use of a Personalized Educational Game?’.
To investigate this design problem, the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method
was used (see Chapter 3). The sCE method closely involves users in the design
process from an early stage onward through focus groups, interviews, and workplace
analysis. Designs are evaluated through rapid prototyping and human-in-the-loop
experiments. Such evaluations not only investigate the human-computer interaction
on the interface level, but also aim to include investigations of possible effects on
the users’ work flows as a result of introducing the new technology in the work
environment.

PEGs can be viewed as SBT enhanced with autonomous and personalized sup-
port. In order to design the right support, a thorough understanding is needed of
the knowledge and processes involved in SBT, like: ‘What functionalities are needed
to develop an effective and efficient PEG?’; and ‘What knowledge is needed to sup-
port those functionalities, for instance, about the learner, the training domain, and
training & instruction?’; and ‘How can these functionalities be integrated in a com-
prehensive design for a PEG?’.

The design research presented here was carried out in two parts. The first part
entailed the design of an overall architecture for PEGs consisting of multiple func-
tional components. The second part entailed several studies into the design of each
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of the individual components.
With regard to the design of an overall PEG architecture, an investigation was con-

ducted into the concept and use of SBT and its foundations in cognitive science (see
Chapter 4). This resulted in the identification of the following functions necessary
to deliver effective scenario-based training: 1) the virtual environment (including
the characters), 2) the learner model, 3) the scenario creator, 4) the authoring tool,
5) the scaffolding component, and 6) the reflection component.

Subsequently, a multi-agent organization was developed that fully specifies the co-
ordination and collaboration between the components, yet leaves the internal struc-
ture of the components unspecified. The multi-agent organization also enables an
instructor to step in and perform some of the functions (i.e. control one of the
components) manually.

To support unambiguous communication between the PEG’s components and to
enable the artificial intelligence to reason about its tasks and the state of events, an
ontology was developed (see Chapter 6). The ontology models all relevant informa-
tion about the training domain, events taking place in the simulated environment,
the behavior of the participating characters, and teaching strategies for effective
learning. It is reusable across training domains and applications. Furthermore, it
warrants consistency in terminology throughout the system specification. Together,
the multi-agent organization and the ontology provide the infrastructure for the
components to collaboratively deliver SBT.

The second part of the research consisted of multiple studies into designs for each
of the components, being the learner model, the scenario creator, the authoring tool,
the scaffolding component, and the reflection component.

Personalization is a crucial aspect in the concept of PEGs. To enable automated
personalization, a learner model is essential. The learner model keeps track of rel-
evant information about the learner (e.g. competency levels and motivation) and
uses that information (1) to automatically select a suitable learning goal and (2) to
determine a suitable difficulty level (see Chapter 10).

To offer learners training exercises that fit their needs, the scenario creator auto-
matically generates a scenario that targets the selected learning goal at the selected
difficulty level (see Chapter 8). The created scenario is (a) representative for the task
domain, (b) suitable for the learner’s individual characteristics, and (c) includes in-
structions for assessment of the learner’s performance. For this, the scenario creator
starts by planning the ideal action sequence for the learner to perform. Then, it
selects an appropriate context for these actions and places the necessary objects in
the simulated environment to create the conditions for the learner to perform the
desired action sequence.

The scenario creator enables the learner to train autonomously in the absence of
the instructor. However, although the scenario creator produces scenarios of suffi-
cient quality, a study (see Chapter 8) showed that experienced instructors produce
better scenarios than the scenario creator. This finding made us decide to include
an option for instructors to monitor, control, and overrule the automated process of
the scenario creator by using an authoring tool.

The developed authoring tool enables instructors to specify the following proper-
ties of a scenario: (1) the learning goal, (2) the setting, (3) the non-player characters
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(NPCs) in the scenario, and (4) the narrative goals and attitudes assigned to those
NPCs (see Chapter 9). The properties specified by the instructor are then used by the
scenario creator to generate a scenario. The authoring tool helps both the PEG and
the instructor to benefit from each other’s expertise. On the one hand, the scenario
creator benefits from the instructor’s inputs to generate appropriate scenarios. On
the other hand, the authoring tool supports the instructor by providing suggestions
for the desired behavior of the NPCs and feeds this back to the instructor. In this
way, the instructor and the PEG collaboratively define instructive, consistent, and
coherent scenarios.

The generated scenario is then presented to the learner as an interactive, playable
storyline in the game environment. In the game environment, the learner can inter-
act with virtual characters which are controlled by artificial intelligence. To ensure
that the scenario keeps targeted at learners’ individual competency levels, the scaf-
folding component can execute adaptations while the scenario is playing (see Chapter
7). Such adaptations attune the level of challenge or support to a learner’s compe-
tencies. In order to do this, the scaffolding component is able to intervene in the
behavior of the characters and the occurrence of events in the scenario.

The reflection component helps learners in acquiring a deeper understanding of
the events taking place in the simulated environment. It does so by encouraging
learners to reflect on their performance after the scenario has come to an end. In ad-
dition, the reflection component prompts learners to provide explanations for their
decisions (see Chapter 10). If learners are unable to provide adequate explanations
themselves, the reflection component provides hints and additional instructional ex-
planations.

The scaffolding component, scenario creator, and authoring tool were all evalu-
ated in pilot studies. Instructors and learners worked with a prototype, answered
questions, and were interviewed. In this way, the design was tested for the intended
effects. For the scaffolding component, it was found that the adjustments in the be-
haviors of the virtual characters resulted in scenarios that were better attuned to the
learner’s individual needs. For the scenario creator, it was found that the produced
scenarios had at least the same quality as the scenarios produced by laymen, yet
not as good as the ones produced by domain experts. For the authoring tool, it was
found that the support function increased the quality and efficiency of the authoring
process and the resulting scenarios. Scenario quality was rated in terms of represen-
tativeness and suitability for the learning goal and competency level. The designs of
the two remaining components (the learner model and the reflection component)
still require testing and are therefore presented as ‘components in development’.

This research has resulted in a theoretically and empirically founded design for a
new form of automated and semi-automated scenario-based training: a personalized
educational game. This design aims to optimally utilize the instructor’s expertise to
create and shape qualitative training. In addition, the PEG design accommodates
personalized training when no instructor is available. On such occasions, the artifi-
cial intelligence takes control of the training processes.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt een gepersonaliseerd educatief spel (PEG) om EHBO-
vaardigheden te trainen. Door gebruik te maken van technieken uit de kunst-
matige intelligentie kunnen leerlingen in een PEG op hun eigen niveau en in
hun eigen tempo oefenen in afwezigheid van de instructeur. Indien aanwezig,
kan de instructeur echter ook invloed uitoefenen op het verloop van het spel.
Het voorgestelde ontwerp voor PEGs is onderzocht in het domein van EHBO,
maar is ook geschikt voor het ontwikkelen van spellen voor andere trainings-
domeinen.

Er bestaan veel beroepen waarin mensen beslissingen nemen onder risicovolle of
stressvolle omstandigheden. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn te vinden bij de politie, de
brandweer, het leger, de luchtvaart, en de gezondheidszorg.

Om vaardig te worden in zulke beroepen, is veel oefening of praktijkervaring
nodig. Echter is praktijktraining in de opleiding tot zulke beroepen vaak niet mo-
gelijk omdat fouten ernstige gevolgen kunnen hebben. Om leerlingen toch in de
gelegenheid te stellen hun taken te oefenen, wordt regelmatig gebruik gemaakt van
scenario-gebaseerde training (SBT). Tijdens SBT krijgen leerlingen een representatief
scenario uit de praktijk voorgelegd in de vorm van een rollenspel. Soms wordt daar-
bij gebruik gemaakt van een gesimuleerde taakomgeving, bijvoorbeeld een simulatie
of een computerspelomgeving. Het is bekend dat SBT een geschikte en effectieve
trainingsvorm is om leerlingen praktijkervaring op te laten doen in een nagebootste
omgeving.

Hoewel SBT een effectieve trainingsvorm is, heeft het ook een aantal tekortkoming-
en. SBT vereist namelijk de nodige logistieke en organisatorische inspanningen,
bijvoorbeeld bij het vinden en gereed maken van een locatie; het verzamelen en in-
strueren van de rollenspelers, vaak gespeeld door leden van de staf; en het toewijzen
van observatoren om de prestaties van de leerlingen te volgen en te beoordelen. Een
andere beperking van SBT is dat het in de praktijk lastig is om het scenario tijdens
het spel aan te passen aan de momentane leerbehoefte, waardoor de training niet
of nauwelijks gepersonaliseerd kan worden.

Er is behoefte aan nieuwe educatieve technologie om de effectiviteit, efficiëntie
en flexibiliteit van SBT substantieel te verbeteren. Met methodes en technieken
uit de kunstmatige intelligentie zou bijvoorbeeld een deel van de taken geautoma-
tiseerd kunnen worden die nu nog door stafleden worden uitgevoerd. In com-
binatie met een virtuele omgeving zouden leerlingen bovendien vaker en op een
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gepersonaliseerde manier kunnen trainen. Door de vereiste formalisatie van di-
dactische methodes en prestatiebeoordelingen, kan automatisering ook helpen om
de kennisbasis van de training te verstevigen (denk daarbij aan het realiseren van
transparantie en consistentie in de ondersteuning en toetsing).

In dit proefschrift wordt een ontwerp aangedragen voor geautomatiseerde SBT,
namelijk een gepersonaliseerd educatief spel (PEG). PEGs bieden een veilige, gecon-
troleerde spelomgeving om te oefenen en ervaring op te doen met vaak voorkomende
en kritieke scenario’s. De scenario’s zijn zo ingericht dat leerlingen de gevraagde
competenties op hun eigen niveau en in hun eigen tempo kunnen ontwikkelen. De
gebeurtenissen in de spelomgeving en de gedragingen van de karakters in het sce-
nario worden aangestuurd door kunstmatige intelligentie, zoals slimme planningsal-
goritmen en intelligente software agenten. Bij die aansturing wordt gebruik gemaakt
van beproefde educatieve principes. Op deze manier combineert een PEG twee con-
cepten uit de trainingstechnologie, te weten: ‘educatieve spellen’ en ‘intelligente
tutor systemen’.

Een autonome en gepersonaliseerde vorm van scenario-gebaseerde training, zoals
in een PEG, vergt een nieuwe rol van de instructeur. Enerzijds zou de instructeur
niet langer nodig moeten zijn wanneer een leerling wil trainen. Maar anderzijds
moet een PEG ook de expertise van instructeurs kunnen benutten, bijvoorbeeld door
hen in staat te stellen om een leerdoel te selecteren, een scenario op te stellen, of
de gedragingen van de karakters in het scenario te bepalen. Een PEG vervangt de
instructeur dus niet, maar ondersteunt verschillende niveaus van automatisering,
afhankelijk van de voorkeur en beschikbaarheid van instructeurs.

Dit proefschrift rapporteert over een onderzoek naar de vraag ‘Wat is een geschikt
ontwerp voor (semi-)automatisch gepersonaliseerde training met behulp van een
PEG?’. Voor dit onderzoek is gebruik gemaakt van de situated Cognitive Engineer-
ing (sCE) methode (Hoofdstuk 3). In de sCE methode worden toekomstige gebrui-
kers van het systeem vanaf een vroeg stadium nauw betrokken bij het ontwerppro-
ces. Dit gebeurt door middel van focusgroepen, interviews, en werkplek-analyses.
Van concept-ontwerpen worden prototypes ontwikkeld die beproefd worden met
“gebruikers-in-de-loop” experimenten. Daarbij wordt niet alleen gekeken naar de
interactie tussen mens en machine op interface-niveau, maar ook naar mogelijke
effecten van het ontwerp op de workflow, de werkwijze en de aard van het werk.

Een PEG is te beschouwen als SBT met geautomatiseerde, gepersonaliseerde on-
dersteuning. Het ontwerpen van de juiste ondersteuning vereist kennis van de pro-
cessen die nodig zijn voor het geven van SBT, zoals: ‘Welke functionaliteiten zijn er
nodig voor een effectieve en efficiënte PEG?’; ‘Welke kennis is er nodig om die func-
tionaliteiten te ondersteunen, bijvoorbeeld over de leerling, het trainingsdomein, en
training en instructie?’; en ‘Hoe kunnen deze functies bijeen worden gebracht in een
overkoepelend ontwerp van een PEG?’.

Dit ontwerpgerichte onderzoek bestond uit twee delen. Het eerste deel onder-
zocht het ontwerp van de algemene architectuur voor PEGs, bestaande uit verschei-
dene functionele componenten. Het tweede deel bestond uit een aantal studies naar
de ontwerpen van de individuele componenten.

Ten behoeve van het ontwerp van de algemene architectuur voor PEGs is onder-
zoek verricht naar het gebruik van SBT in de praktijk en naar wat erover bekend is
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in de literatuur (Hoofdstuk 4). Op basis van dit onderzoek zijn de volgende func-
ties geïdentificeerd die nodig zijn om geautomatiseerde SBT op effectieve wijze te
verzorgen: 1) de virtuele omgeving, 2) het leerlingmodel, 3) de ‘scenario creator’,
4) de ‘authoring tool’, 5) de ‘scaffolding component’, en 6) de reflectie component.

Vervolgens is een multi-agent organisatie opgesteld die de coördinatie en samen-
werking tussen de componenten volledig beschrijft, maar die de interne structuur
van de componenten open laat (Hoofdstuk 5). De multi-agent organisatie maakt
het mogelijk dat een instructeur een deel van de processen handmatig uit voert.

Om ervoor te zorgen dat de verschillende componenten met elkaar kunnen com-
municeren is het nodig dat alle concepten van SBT op eenduidige wijze beschreven
zijn. Daarnaast is het nodig om de relaties tussen deze concepten duidelijk te
beschrijven, zodat de kunstmatige agenten kunnen redeneren over hun taken en
de gebeurtenissen tijdens SBT. Om de concepten en de relaties ertussen eenduidig
te specificeren, is een ontologie opgesteld (Hoofdstuk 6). De ontologie bevat alle
relevante informatie over: het trainingsdomein, de gebeurtenissen die plaatsvin-
den in de virtuele omgeving, het gedrag van de karakters in het scenario, en de
lesmethoden voor effectieve instructie. De ontologie zorgt ook voor een consistente
terminologie in de systeemspecificatie. De multi-agent organisatie en de ontologie
vormen samen de infrastructuur voor de componenten.

Het tweede deel van het onderzoek bestond uit verschillende studies naar de ont-
werpen voor de individuele componenten, zijnde het leerlingmodel, de scenario
creator, de authoring tool, de scaffolding component, en de reflectiecomponent.

Personalisatie is een essentiële eigenschap van een PEG. Om dit mogelijk te maken
is een leerlingmodel van cruciaal belang. Het leerlingmodel houdt relevante infor-
matie bij over de leerling (bijvoorbeeld competentieniveaus en motivatie) en ge-
bruikt die informatie om automatisch (1) een geschikt leerdoel voor de leerling te
kiezen en (2) een geschikt moeilijkheidsniveau te bepalen (Hoofdstuk 10).

Om leerlingen de oefeningen aan te bieden die ze nodig hebben, genereert de
scenario creator automatisch een scenario op basis van het geselecteerde leerdoel en
moeilijkheidsniveau (zie Hoofdstuk 8). De gegenereerde scenario’s zijn represen-
tatief voor het taakdomein. Daarnaast bevatten de scenario’s aanwijzingen voor het
toetsen van de prestatie van de leerling. Het ontwerp voorziet in dit soort scenario’s
door (1) een actieplan te genereren dat de leerling zou moeten uitvoeren om het
leerdoel te behalen; (2) een geschikte context te kiezen voor deze acties; en (3) de
vereiste objecten in de gesimuleerde omgeving te plaatsen.

De scenario creator maakt het mogelijk om autonoom te trainen in de afwezigheid
van de instructeur. Hoewel een prototype van de scenario creator scenario’s van vol-
doende kwaliteit produceert, liet een studie (Hoofdstuk 8) zien dat ervaren instruc-
teurs nóg betere scenario’s produceren. Deze bevinding heeft ons doen besluiten om
instructeurs de mogelijkheid te geven het automatische proces van scenario gener-
atie te volgen en te beïnvloeden met behulp van een authoring tool.

De ontwikkelde authoring tool stelt instructeurs in staat om de volgende eigen-
schappen van een scenario te specificeren: het leerdoel, de setting, de karakters in
het scenario, en het gedrag van de virtuele karakters in het scenario (Hoofdstuk 9).
De scenario creator gebruikt deze input om een passend scenario te genereren. Op
deze manier bevordert de authoring tool de samenwerking tussen de PEG en de
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instructeur: Aan de ene kant maakt de scenario creator gebruik van de informatie
die de instructeur aanlevert via de authoring tool. Aan de andere kant ondersteunt
de authoring tool de instructeur door suggesties aan te leveren voor het gewenste
gedrag van de virtuele karakters op basis van de gekozen leerdoelen. Zo ontwikkelen
de PEG en de instructeur gezamenlijk een leerzaam, consistent en coherent scenario.

Het gegenereerde scenario wordt vervolgens aan de leerling gepresenteerd als
een speelbare verhaallijn in de spelomgeving. Daar kan de leerling interacteren met
virtuele karakters die worden aangestuurd door kunstmatige intelligentie. Om er-
voor te zorgen dat het scenario ook tijdens het spel aansluit bij de competentieniveaus
van de individuele leerling, kan de scaffolding component het scenario aanpassen ter-
wijl het gespeeld wordt (Hoofdstuk 7). Die aanpassingen kunnen bijvoorbeeld als
doel hebben om het scenario makkelijker of moeilijker te maken. Om dit te bereiken
kan de scaffolding component gebeurtenissen wel of niet laten plaatsvinden of de
virtuele karakters in het scenario zich op een bepaalde manier laten gedragen (bijv.
wel of geen hulp aanbieden).

De reflectie component helpt leerlingen achteraf bij het verkrijgen van inzicht in het
scenario. Hiervoor stimuleert de reflectie component leerlingen om te reflecteren op
hun prestatie nadat het scenario is afgelopen. Ook moedigt de reflectie component
de leerlingen aan om verklaringen te geven voor hun beslissingen (Hoofdstuk 10).
Als leerlingen zelf niet in staat zijn om een adequate verklaring te geven, dan geeft
de reflectiecomponent aanvullende hints en toelichting.

De scaffolding component, scenario creator, en authoring tool zijn allen geëva-
lueerd in pilot studies. Instructeurs en leerlingen werkten met een prototype, beant-
woordden vragen, en werden geïnterviewd. Op deze manier werden ontwerpen
getoetst op de beoogde effecten. Een studie naar het effect van de scaffolding com-
ponent wees uit dat de aanpassingen in het gedrag van de karakters ervoor zorgden
dat scenario’s beter aansloten bij de individuele leerbehoeften van de leerlingen.
Verder bleken de scenario’s die afkomstig waren van de scenario creator van een
minstens zo goede kwaliteit te zijn als scenario’s die door leken geschreven waren,
maar niet zo goed als de scenario’s die door instructeurs geschreven waren. Een
studie naar de effecten van de ondersteuningsfunctie in de authoring tool liet zien
dat deze functie leidde tot scenario’s met een hogere leerwaarde. Bovendien waren
instructeurs sneller klaar met het specificeren van het scenario wanneer zij gebruik
konden maken van deze functie. De twee resterende ontwerpen voor het leerling-
model en de reflectiecomponent moeten nog getest worden en worden daarom in
het proefschrift gepresenteerd als ‘componenten in ontwikkeling’.

Dit promotieonderzoek heeft een theoretisch en empirisch onderbouwd ontwerp
opgeleverd voor een nieuwe vorm van (semi-)automatische scenario-gebaseerde
training (SBT): een gepersonaliseerd educatief spel (PEG). Dit ontwerp maakt zo
goed mogelijk gebruik van de expertise van de instructeur om goede trainingssce-
nario’s te leveren. Daarnaast stelt het ontwerp leerlingen ook in staat om geper-
sonaliseerde training te volgen zonder dat daarbij een instructeur aanwezig hoeft
te zijn. Op zulke momenten neemt de kunstmatige intelligentie het trainingsproces
over.
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